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Abstract
Ivanes, Cristian Daniel. Ph.D. The University of Memphis. May 2010. National Ideology
and the Making of a Nation. Simon Bărnuţiu and the Romanian Revolution of 1848–1849
in Transylvania. Major Professor: Dr. Daniel Unowsky
This dissertation is a case study: the emergence of liberal nationalism in the mid–
nineteenth century Transylvania, one of the poorest parts of the Habsburg monarchy.
Even in a still agrarian society it was yet possible for the Romanians to articulate a
national program and to fight for self–determination. Simion Bărnuţiu was the
mastermind of the revolutionary program of the Transylvanian Romanians in 1848, the
visionary who gave the movement its sense and strategy.
The course of his life unfolded along an interesting and often tragic path. Simion
Bărnuţiu graduated from the Uniate Theological Seminary in Blaj. It is fair to say that
Bărnuţiu was both a rebel and a reformist inside the Transylvanian Romanian Uniate
Church. The study of law in Sibiu (1846–1848) paved the way to his “laic conversion” to
the national cause.
The Transylvanian Revolution offered him his lifetime opportunity to actively
demonstrate his ideological and militant gift and talent. Bărnuţiu was the author of the
programme of the Romanian Transylvanian Revolution and chairman of the Romanian
National Committee, the Romanian revolutionary decisional council during the civil war.
He wrote a number of revolutionary texts and programs: the March 24/25, 1848
proclamation, the famous Blaj speech of May 2/14, 1848 (at the open field congress), and
other various manifests. His entire dense scholarly work makes out of Simion Bărnuţiu
the first theoreticians of Romanian militant nationalism.
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After the defeat of the mid–century movement he went on with the study of
jurisprudence in Vienna (1851–1852) and then Pavia, where he was awarded the bachelor
degree in 1854. Since 1855 he had taught philosophy and natural right at this University
of Iaşi, in Moldavia.
The dissertation contains an intrinsic message: nations became over time what
their ideologues programmed them to become. If today’s Romanian nation is the real
product of imagined projections, this dissertation has sought to illuminate the force of
ideas and spirit behind this process of imagining as well as the immense role and
responsibility of the intellectual ideologues of the past.
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Introduction:
The Emergence of Romanian Nationalism and the Ideology of Simion Bărnuţiu

A Magyar nobleman, on the celebration of the millennium of the foundation of the
Hungarian state, asked ironically, “And when are you going to celebrate a thousand years
since your arrival here?” The Transylvanian Romanian peasant replied, “You know, Sir,
we have always been here!” 1 This anecdote only illustrates a well–known mental path:
national consciousness appealing to “ancientness,” history, and territory. In Transylvania,
the (Hungarian) nobleman represents the medieval “nation,” while the Romanian peasant
constituted the demographic majority group, yet was politically deprived of recognition.
Given the difficulties the historian has to overcome, the history of Transylvania is
certainly intriguing. As early as 1933, Jean Nouzille in his book La Transylvania, terre
de contacts et de conflicts (Transylvania, land of contacts and conflicts), characterized it
as a backward part of Europe where the main social and national conflicts have unfolded
between Romanians and Hungarians in 1784, 1848–1849, 1867, and after. 2
However, the awakening of Romanian national consciousness in Transylvania has
to be associated with a recently invented tradition, and one of the inventors is the
intellectual Simion Bărnuţiu. The pages you are about to read are actually a case study of
the emergence of liberal nationalism in mid–nineteenth century Transylvania, one of the
poorest parts of the multi–national Habsburg monarchy. More specifically, this research
will focus on Romanian nationalism through the lens of the ideology of Simion Bărnuţiu,
key figure of the Transylvanian Romanian mid–century revolution and ideologue of the
1

David Prodan, Transilvania şi iar Transilvania (Transylvania and Again Transylvania), (Cluj–
Napoca: Center for Transylvanian Studies, Romanian Cultural Foundation, 1992), 5.
2

Jean Nouzille, La Transylvania, terre de contacts et de conflicts, (Strasbourg, 1933), passim.
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movement, who has been compared by the Western historian Keith Hitchins to the
legendary Italian hero Giuseppe Mazzini. As never before in scholarly literature in
English, the study will go deep into the national ideology of Simion Bărnuţiu and his
crucial role in the making of Romanian national consciousness in Transylvania.
One might ask, why Transylvania? Why again something about the 1848–1849
Revolution, especially in this unfortunate and messy part of the eastern part of the
Habsburg Monarchy? And, above all, why the Romanians and why the little known
Simion Bărnuţiu?
Transylvania itself has always been the traditional home of national causes, as
Eric Hobsbawm once described Europe. The whole history of this region, where political
and especially national passions have not ceased to boil to this day, has been an ethnic
mosaic and a melting pot of a number of peoples. This made R.W. Seton–Watson write in
1937, “l’histoire des Roumains est mêlée à celle des nations voisines d’une façon plus
inextricable que nulle part ailleurs (The history of the Romanians is linked to that of their
neighbours like in no other place).” 3 In the nineteenth century, Transylvania consisted of
a relative majority of Romanians, plus Magyars, Szeklers, Saxons, Jews, Armenians,
Roma and Sinti, and Slovaks/Ruthenians. It is safe to say that this region was a small–
scale projection of the Monarchy as a whole, a Western–oriented network of political,
economic and cultural connections, a place where modernism appeared significantly
earlier than among less fortunate kin beyond the Carpathian Mountains, an area
dominated by the Ottoman Porte.

3

R.W. Seton–Watson, Histoire des Roumains de l’époque Romaine à l’achèvement de l’unité (Paris:
Les Presses Universitaires de France, 1937), VII.
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The mid–century Romanian Revolution in Transylvania was the last piece in the
European revolutionary jigsaw, and geographically the Romanians represented the most
advanced Eastern front of the Revolution. This is undoubtedly true, as the movement
stopped at the “Romanian line” and went no further. However, this revolutionary frontier
also has a symbolic value, indicating the most distant point touched by the European
Zeitgeist of liberalism and nationalism.
Even in what was still an agrarian society with medieval structures, an
overwhelming rural majority and almost no intellectual elite, it was yet possible for some
Romanian intellectuals in Hungarian–dominated Transylvania to articulate a national
program and to fight for recognition and self–determination, and ten years later, on
January 24, 1859, the two Romanian principalities of Moldova and Walachia to elect the
same prince. Modern Romania was thus born. Nevertheless, the Transylvanian
Romanians had to wait for another half century for the dissolution of the Habsburg
Monarchy at the end of the First World War in order to join the Romanian Kingdom.
Simion Bărnuţiu is the key figure in the making/awakening of the Romanian
nation in Transylvania, and is, undeservedly, almost unknown to English–speaking
scholars. One of the very few who have dealt with the issue is Keith Hitchins, who
argued, “Bărnuţiu made the preservation of the Romanian nation [in Transylvania] the
paramount issue of the day.” 4 This work is intended as the first monographic study of
Bărnuţiu in English and at the same time is a case study of the dissemination of national
ideology among the revolutionary peasant masses by a few enthusiastic intellectuals, who
were regarded as heroes of almost messianic proportions.
4

Keith Hitchins, A Nation Discovered: Romanian Intellectuals In Transylvania and the Idea of Nation
1700/1848 (Bucharest: Encyclopaedic Publishing House, Romanian Cultural Foundation Publishing House,
1999), 179.
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In fact, Simion Bărnuţiu was the mastermind of the revolutionary program of the
Transylvanian Romanians, one of those responsible for the famous and efficient open–
field national congresses of Blaj (May and September 1848), and the visionary who gave
the movement its sense and strategy. 5 Bărnuţiu was the ideologue that determined the
direction of the Romanian revolution in Transylvania, and was, at the same time, its
undisputed leader. Without Bărnuţiu, the revolutionary demands would have been much
weaker and, above all, much milder. In this respect, he actually was a nation–builder, an
intellectual who managed to infuse a national consciousness even into illiterate peasants,
who would proudly hear about him and about the “glorious past” of the “Romanian
people, descendants of the Dacians and Romans.” Not to a lesser degree, Bărnuţiu was
also a nation–splitter vis–à–vis Hungarian nationalism, whose leaders and revolution
would only grant liberties to “individual citizens,” not as a “separate nation,” but only as
part of the “free Hungarian nation,” despite the numeric superiority of the Romanian
element in the Principality of Transylvania.
The chapters to follow tell a story of communitarian and national identity, and of
the immense responsibility of the intellectuals of the day. Using the theoretical and
critical framework of the Anglo–American way of regarding nationalism, and distancing
itself from the old Romanian myth–generating historical school (very present even to this
day), this is a case study of Romanian nationalism in mid–nineteenth century
Transylvania and its most distinguished ideologue, Simion Bărnuţiu.

5

National (often open field) congresses were very popular during the mid–century revolution. The few
Transylvanian intellectuals opted for the open field congresses, as large masses of peasants could be
mobilized and talked into defending the national program.
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As stated, this is the first monographic study of Simion Bărnuţiu in English and
one of the very few in Romanian. Of those, most were written in the 1920s and 1930s,
such as G. Bogdan–Duică is Viaţa şi ideile lui Simion Bărnuţiu (Life and Thought of
Simion Bărnuţiu, published in Bucharest, 1924), Petre Pandrea is Filosofia politico–
juridică a lui Simion Bărnuţiu (The Political–Juridical Philosophy of Simion Bărnuţiu),
Bucharest, 1935, and later during World War II — D. D. Roşca is Europeanul Bărnuţiu
(The European Bărnuţiu), Sibiu, 1944. These works were written under the heavy burden
and influence of the anti–Hungarian atmosphere of the inter–war period, when many
Romanian and Hungarian historians engaged in (more or less obvious) national militancy.
These works are merely chronological descriptions of Bărnuţiu’s life and sometimes his
works, without any theoretical support of any sort.
The most recent attempt at a Bărnuţiu monograph is Radu Pantazi’s Simion
Bărnuţiu. Opera şi gândirea (Simion Bărnuţiu. Works and Thinking), Bucharest, 1967, a
quite inconsistent work, influenced by Marxism and materialist dialectics, in vogue and
dear to the regime in power at the time of its writing. Certainly, there are some other
articles about Simion Bărnuţiu written in the 1960s, 1970s, 1980s and 1990s, most of
them more or less discreetly militant, and again ignoring all theoretical knowledge about
nations and nationalism, as Western scholarship was very difficult if not impossible to
access by historians of the Socialist Republic of Romania.
Ioan Chindriş wrote a number of studies dealing with the actions and writings of
Simion Bărnuţiu, as will be seen in the following chapters, but no monograph.
Furthermore, no use of Western historiography and theories was made to understand
Simion Bărnuţiu in the larger context of the mid–century revolutions and nation–makers.

5

This study breaks new ground by comparing and contrasting the Romanian
Transylvanian 1848 Revolution with those of the Hungarians and Saxons, and explaining
Bărnuţiu’s crucial role as herald of the nation by taking into account the theories of
nationalism produced in the Western world in the last half century or so. Also, unlike too
many studies concerning nation–building in Transylvania, this work will attempt to
present a balanced view, avoiding the militancy found in most studies produced in
Romania.
***
No other event in the troubled nineteenth century was so fateful and tragic and yet
so full of significance for the Transylvanian Romanians as the Revolution of 1848–1849.
There had been no other moment up to that point where the Romanian majority in
Transylvania had erupted violently. Now, animated by a handful of naïve intellectuals
and dreamers, all of them believed the time had come for the Romanians to be recognised
as a “nation” in what they perceived to be their own homeland. The role played by the
intellectuals in fostering a national consciousness, in creating a new vision of the
community, the “nation,” was decisive. Over 90% of the Romanian population of the
principality were peasants, of whom three quarters were dependent, or day labourers and
only one quarter free.
The organisers of the Romanian Blaj open field congress of May 15, 1848, in
which Simion Bărnuţiu played a central role, were liberal, and even if the French
Revolution of 1789 was the first plenary manifestation of the collective character le
people not as an inferior caste but as a nation having crucial roles to play in social action,
the 1848–1849 revolutions generalized the expression of the insurgent and celebrated

6

crowds as a collective actor.6 In Hungary, for example, even if defeated, the crowd and
crowd politics became central actors in the second half of the nineteenth century. Alice
Freifeld described the participation of the crowd in the definition and creation of the
Magyar nation in the multi–national Habsburg and later dual monarchy. The crowd was
not only insurgent in 1848, but was the central character and easily manipulated for
political purposes. Freifeld encountered ritualised invented traditions in theatre, country
fairs, inaugurations of statues and commemorations of national heroes, monarchic
festivities, and demonstrations that anticipated the WW I. Both insurgent and jubilant
crowds had political and material purposes, and encountered the elites with whom a
reciprocal conditioning was soon established.
Among the “nation shaping crowds were also the Romanians gathered in open
field national congresses – some forty thousand people (five times the number of
participants in the Serbian congress) listening to Bărnuţiu’s mobilising ideas.” In fact,
Bărnuţiu told the crowd that “liberty could not exist without nationality;” that if the
Romanians “lost their nationality, they would lose everything.” On the other hand, if they
achieved national equality, “the rest would follow as a matter of course.” Various peasant
groups declared, “We want to be a nation; we want Romanian lords and our Romanian
language.” 7
The history of the 1848–1849 revolutions was one of a movement driven by
career or professional revolutionaries. Jonathan Sperber juxtaposed the collective
personage of his work to previous revolutionaries, like those of 1789 in France or 1917 in
6

For France see Gérard Fritz, L’idee de people en France du XVIIe au XIXe siècle (Presses
Universitaires de Strasbourg, 1988).
7

Alice Freifeld, Nationalism and the Crowd in Liberal Hungary, 1848–1914, (Washington DC:
Woodrow Wilson Centre Press, Baltimore and London: John Hopkins University Press, 2000), 45–88, 69.
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Russia. The mid nineteenth century revolutionaries succeeded at some point in getting
hold of political and sometimes state power, but were unable to keep it and were swept
away by the ancient regime. Nevertheless, “revolutionary activists,” such as Karl Marx
and Friedrich Engels, Giuseppe Mazzini, and Kossuth Lajos played a crucial role in
defining the modern republican tradition in France, the appearance of conflicts and
national interests in east–central Europe and the German parliamentary system, which all
had their origins in 1848. Sperber described the importance of national congresses (which
he justly called national mass meetings) and that of “radical intellectuals, from that small
group of people who thought of themselves as Romanian nationalists.” 8
The few Romanian Transylvanian intellectuals had to confront the local
supporters of the Hungarian government, who saw them as dangerous troublemakers,
stirring up the serfs to attack their lords. The congress proclaimed the abolition of
serfdom, which the Hungarian Diet had already accomplished six weeks earlier, but the
Diet was also determined to incorporate Transylvania into a Hungarian unitary liberal
state. Nevertheless, the champions of Hungarian liberalism in the Principality were
principally Hungarian nobles, themselves serf–owners determined to resist their
liberation or at least to obtain the maximum compensation.
The Romanian intellectuals tried to attract the peasants to their side and to the
principle of the national idea, and all the known myths, combined with the revolt against
social injustice, proved to be successful by injecting a sense of pride (they were, after all,
descendents of the Roman Emperor Trajan and spoke a derivate of his language). The
cocktail proved attractive and explosive, and after just a few months of revolution, the
8

138.

Jonathan Sperber, The European Revolutions, 1848–1951 (Cambridge University Press, 1997), 135–
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Hungarian government (whose political, social, and economic ideas they shared)
regarded them as enemies of the nation. In their view, the nation was the Hungarian one,
and all citizens would have equal rights, regardless of ethnic origin. The Romanian
intellectuals saw it differently, and civil war became inevitable. Moreover, there was an
impossible situation: if they lost the war, disaster would strike. If they won, victory
would have brought back the authoritarian Austrian rule that they had opposed.
In his memorable Kossuth monograph, Istvàn Déàk mentioned Bărnuţiu’s decisive
contribution to the Romanian idea of nation in Transylvania. He considered the forty–
year old law student—he had previously studied theology and philosophy in Blaj and
Sibiu—the driving force and the author of the sixteen points of the May 15 open field
congress, where “the Romanian nation declared its national independence.” 9 Everywhere,
the mid–century revolutions brought leaders onto the stage of history who became what
later politicians would call immortal national heroes.

The Structure of the Dissertation
This dissertation consists of five chapters, preceded by an introduction and
followed by conclusions and bibliography.
The first chapter is dedicated to the theoretical and historiographical approaches
of the two pillars sustaining our topic, namely nationalism and the mid–century
revolutions. Around these gravitated Simion Bărnuţiu’s activity and ideology. In fact, in
order to set the theoretical framework for understanding Bărnuţiu, it is necessary to bring
together strands of thinking on nationalism found in the largely Anglo–American

9

István Deák, The Lawful Revolution. Louis Kossuth and the Hungarians 1848–1849 (London: Phoenix
Press, 2001), 124–128, 208–211.

9

theoreticians of nations and nationalism, historians of the 1848 revolutions and the
Habsburg Monarchy in general, and certainly Romanian scholarship on the same subject.
There are various tendencies in approaching the study of nationalism to be
considered in the first chapter. (1) Another section of the first chapter is dedicated to the
thought of different social scientists (2) investigating aspects like: defining the discussion
about nationalism—Karl W. Deutsch, Clifford Geertz and Walker Connor, the evolution
of theories of nationalism, from Elie Kedourie in the 1960s to Ernest Gellner, Tom Nairn,
Eric Hobsbawm, Benedict Anderson, Anthony D. Smith, and Miroslav Hroch, etc. Then
the chapter will analyse comparative applications and studies about nation states by
scholars (3) such as la Hugh Seton–Watson, Hans Kohn, Peter Sugar, George W. White,
Katherine Verdery and Rogers Brubaker. This theoretical and critical framework of the
Western way of regarding nationalism will be of great help when approaching Romanian
nationalism and its historiography later in the dissertation.
Modernism (4) will be also taken in to account, given its relation to nationalism.
The next section of the chapter will debate historiography dedicated to the
national question and the mid–century revolutions in Europe, Germany (5), the Habsburg
Monarchy (6), Hungary (7), Romania (8), and Transylvania (9).
Transylvania itself has generated enough interest that consistent works in English,
French and German have been published, among whose authors or editors one can recall
Jean Nouzille, Constantin Daicoviciu and Miron Constantinescu, Ştefan Pascu, Köpeczi
Béla, Harald Roth, Lengyel K. Zsolt and Ulrich Wien.
Further, the chapter will consider scholars and writings (10) dealing with the
European mid–century revolutions’ collective characters, such as Jonathan Sperber’s

10

“career revolutionaries,” the insurgent or celebrating/self–enjoying crowd (Alice Freifeld,
Robert Nemes), the Habsburg Monarchy’s officer corps (István Deák), or the importance
of the intellectuals (Keith Hitchins). Of course, important monographs will be very
helpful in the chapter, such as Keith Hitchins’ work about the Orthodox Bishop Andrei
Şaguna, István Deák’s Kossuth monograph, or the studies of George Bogdan–Duică,
Radu Pantazi and Petre Pandrea about Simion Bărnuţiu.
Finally we will consider mono–ethnic writings concerning the topic under
discussion (11), thus remembering historians of and participants to the Transylvanian
mid–century revolution and the civil war (Alexandru Papiu–Ilarian, George Bariţiu,
Köváry László, Georg Daniel Teutsch), who portrayed the Image of the Self of
Romanians, Hungarians, and Saxons during those two fateful years. Factual historical
writings about the Romanians in 1848 will also be taken into account (Alexandru Papiu–
Ilarian, George Bariţiu, Silviu Dragomir, and George Em. Marica, Dan Berindei, Gelu
Neamţu, Ioan Chindriş), Hungarians and Szeklers, (Trocsányi Zsolt, Spira György,
Egyed Ákos), or Transylvanian Saxons (Friedrich Teutsch, Carl Göllner, Annemie
Schenk).
The Image of the Other (12) is reflected in writings about the Romanians as seen
by Hungarians (Szász Zoltán, Spira György, Melinda Mitu), Germans (Klaus Heitmann),
about the Hungarians and Saxons seen by Romanians (I.I. Russu, Nicolae Edroiu, Vasile
Puşcaş), or about the Germans seen by Hungarians (Johann Weidlein). Romanian
historians also wrote comparative history (Liviu Maior, Nicolae Bocşan, Sorin Mitu,
Melinda Mitu).

11

Some Romanian scholars, like Camil Mureşanu, Nicolae Bocşan and Ioan
Chindriş wrote on nationalism. Also, it is important to stress that a new generation of
young Romanian historians is questioning the value of the old Romanian myth–
generating historical tradition once encouraged by the Communist regime. Historians like
Gabriel Andreescu or Sorin Mitu are the leading names of this nationalist/anti–nationalist
debate in Romanian historiography.
The second chapter, Nations and Revolutions in Transylvania, will focus on the
pre–1848 period and the evolution of the idea of nation in Transylvania. This will include
a political excursus into the “3 plus 4” system, namely the policy of the three medieval
“nations,” Hungarians, Saxons, and Szeklers (meaning medieval order or status rather
than ethnic nation), and the four ‘received’ religions (Catholicism, Calvinism,
Unitarianism, and Lutheranism), completely excluding the Orthodox Romanians from
public life. The remnants of the medieval policy triggered in the Transylvanian diets after
1834 both liberal debates and the complex phenomenon called by the Saxon activist
Stephan Ludwig Roth “the fight of the languages in Transylvania” (Sprachkampf in
Siebenbürgen).
This chapter will analyse in detail the structure of nationalism in the
Transylvanian area in the case of the three demographically dominant ethnic groups:
Romanians, Hungarians, and Saxons. My approach will be greatly influenced by
Miroslav Hroch’s notion of the phases of the development of nationalism. 10 As such, the
above phenomenon would correspond to Hroch’s cultural (first) phase, meaning it is the
period in which ethnic consciousness begins to develop, and language becomes both
10

See Miroslav Hroch, Social Preconditions of National Revival in Europe (Columbia University Press,
2000).
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argument for and means of national agitation. These two aspects of Romanian,
Hungarian, and Saxon pre–national roots of ethnic consciousness will be detailed in the
chapter, which will also attempt a comparative approach to the ideological evolution of
the three nations. Mysteriously, this method has very rarely (if ever) been used by East
European historians and even less by historians belonging ethnically to the three
Transylvanian nations. It was common practice for Transylvanian historians to write for
and about his or her respective nation. The title of an important work of the Saxon Bishop
Georg Daniel Teutsch was therefore not fortuitous 5. In this respect the comparative
‘three nationalisms’ approach of this chapter will be certainly innovative.
Then the unfolding of the two revolutionary years will be described not only from
the perspective of the Romanian revolution, but also from that of the revolution of the
other two nations, which participated in both the peaceful movement of spring 1848 and
the civil war which broke out in the autumn. At this point the history of events mingles
with interpretation, as the critical problem of national passions was the three nations’
attitude toward the Principality’s union with Hungary. In Transylvania, Romanian active
nationalism – corresponding to Hroch’s phase B – was a reaction to the demands of the
Hungarian revolutionaries, namely to meld the Principality into the mythical kingdom of
Saint Stephen. Therefore, in Transylvania we can talk about “revolutions against the
revolution,” as Deák István put it, but also about inter–ethnic solidarities, associations
and partnerships, all mobilized by national combustion.
The third chapter, Bărnuţiu – Life, Ideas, and Ideals, will show the course of his
life (he was born in 1808 and died in 1864), which unfolded along an interesting and
14

Georg Daniel Teutsch, Geschichte der Siebenbürger Sachsen für das sächsische Volk (History of the
Transylvanian Saxons for the Saxon People), 6 Hefte, (Braşov, 1852–1858).
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often tragic path. He graduated from the Uniate Theological Seminary in Blaj in 1829
and later taught grammar, philosophy and history there. Bărnuţiu was also prefect of the
Seminary (1830), and participant at the Transylvanian Diet (1837–1838). It is fair to say
that Bărnuţiu was both a rebel and a reformist within the Transylvanian Romanian Uniate
(Greek–Catholic) Church. He became involved in a trial with national implications
against the Uniate Bishop Ioan Lemeni, which led inevitably to dismissal from his
teaching position. The study of law in Sibiu (1846–1848) paved the way to Bărnuţiu’s
“laic conversion” to the national cause.
The fourth chapter will present Bărnuţiu, the Radical during the years 1848–1849.
The Transylvanian Revolution offered him the opportunity to actively demonstrate his
ideological and militant gift and talent. Bărnuţiu was the author of the programme of the
Romanian Transylvanian Revolution and chairman of the Romanian National Committee,
the Romanian revolutionary decisional council during the civil war. The chapter will
uncover the ideologue’s mental universe by analysing his political written works. First of
all, the chapter will analyse his revolutionary texts and programs: the March 24–25, 1848
proclamation, the famous Blaj speech of May 2–14, 1848 (at the open–field congress)
and other various manifestoes created by Bărnuţiu. All of Bărnuţiu’s dense scholarly
work will also be under examination, works that make out of Simion Bărnuţiu one of the
first theoreticians of Romanian nationalism.
The fifth chapter (The Years After) continues the story of Bărnuţiu’s life after the
defeat of the mid–century movement. He went on with his study of jurisprudence in
Vienna (1851–1852) and Pavia, where he was awarded his bachelor degree in 1854.
From 1855 he taught philosophy and natural right at this University of Iaşi, in Moldavia.
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The chapter will present Bărnuţiu’s works and show how and why he should be regarded
as the first theoretician of militant Romanian nationalism in Transylvania.
A last segment of the dissertation will draw its Conclusions. It will show Simion
Bărnuţiu’s role in the birth of Transylvanian Romanian militant nationalism, the impact
of his ideology on his co–nationals and contemporaries. It will also emphasize the
influence of Bărnuţiu’s ideology on the evolution of the Transylvanian Romanian
national movement in the second half of the nineteenth century.
The message of this study is intrinsic: we are what we think we are, and nations
became over time what their ideologues programme them to become. Moreover, if
today’s Romanian nation is the real produce of imagined projections, this study will
remind of the force of ideas and spirit, as well as the immense role and responsibility of
the intellectual ideologues of the past.
The very last piece of the dissertation will show the bibliography used for its
construction: manuscripts and archival documents, primary sources (dictionaries,
lexicons, monographs, etc.), secondary sources (scholarly historical and historiographic
literature, social science, etc.).
It is important to notice what appears to every East European historian as
sacrosanct: the document, which is the “gospel” of any historical scholarly research, the
fundament and proof of the objective truth, especially in the context of such unstable
ground as that of nationalism, full of passions and emotions. This “cult of the document”
is typical for East European historical works, which at their end present the readers a
consistent documentary annex. It reflects the appeal to positive history as postulated by
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Chapter I
Nationalism and the Mid–Century Revolutions
Theoretical and Historiographical Approaches

As in any other intellectual debate, the study of nations and nationalism offers
many discussions about what they are and, when they came into being and where they
come from. This chapter will differentiate between the Anglo–American view of
regarding nations and nationalism (where controversies and disagreements are still
present), and the way most Romanian scholars have considered the matter, too often in a
biased, partisan and militant manner.
As for the first Western category, I observe the modernist view (à la Anderson,
Hobsbawm, Gellner, etc), that postulates that nations are something new, awakened by
national pioneers, or even invented where there was not too much to awaken. On the
other hand, Smith, Pierre van den Berghe, John Armstrong, Clifford Geertz and others
challenged the modernist school and its assumption that nations were entirely modern. As
modern nations had been based on a longer development, Smith held that ethnic groups
had been around for as long as the written word. Ethnies, as Smith called them (from the
French expression meaning ethnic community), defined the boundaries within which
modern nations could be formed. Ethnies were built of “more permanent cultural
attributes” such as memory, value, myth and symbolism, and had a name, common myth
of descent, territory and a sense of solidarity, as well as shared history and culture. This
approach in fact implied some sense of immemoriality and continuity, which showed the
so profound attachments of so many people(s) to their ethnies and respective nations.
17

Ethnic groups had been indeed neglected by modernists such as Anderson or Kedourie,
but became crucial in Smith’s argument and theory.
Because of the intellectual and political isolation of Romania in the last sixty
years or so, few Western scholars of nationalism, be they modernists or perennialists,
could even imagine that history and the study of nations and nationalism was used as a
weapon by regime–linked historians. All for the purpose of scientifically demonstrating
the Romanianness of Transylvania, the irrationality of Hungarian claims to it after 1918,
and in general of showing the clear distinction between “us,” the good guys, and “them,”
the eternal bad guys, always wrong “before history.” This is the spirit most Romanian
historians, transformed into militants, have written about Transylvania, Romanian–
Hungarian relations, and of course about 1848. And, unfortunately this is also the way
most of what has been written about Simion Bărnuţiu has been composed.
Luckily, things have begun to change, albeit slowly. After the collapse of the
Communist regime in 1989, a new wave of Romanian historical writings began to fight
their way into the scholarly debate. In a way, it was the repetition of what had happened
with the intellectuals in the first half of the nineteenth century – many returned from
studies abroad, where they had been exposed to Western scholarship, which older
Romanian historians (who, willingly or not, had served the regime’s ideology applied to
history) had fully ignored.
A heated Historikerstreit has long been unfolding in today’s Romanian academia,
in the sense that these young (some Western educated) historians challenge the old
official historiography, full of stereotypes, myths, and clichés. This new approach is
either ideologically supported – based on the necessity of changing paradigms in the
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post–communist era 1, or has a new moral justification as historia magistra vitæ. This is
the case of the young and prolific University of Cluj professor Sorin Mitu, one of the
very few Romanian modernist historians who are part of international scholarly debate. 2
Influenced by Gellner and Anderson, Mitu wrote about .”..this chameleonic and
counterproductive nationalism, that could be instrumental to any cause, from fascism to
communism; this religion of the modern era that convinced millions of people, a simple
idolatry that is not what it claims to be, only a mere hypocritical ideology.” In the same
deconstructive spirit, Mitu concluded, “The nation is not that immortal deity I prostrated
to in my childhood. It is just a success story of the modern era, invented and promoted by
the ruling elites in order to achieve their petty political goals.” 3
Along Mitu’s lines, we will see the myths and some of the favourite clichés of
Romanian historiography concerning modern history and especially the Transylvanian
Romanians. Clichés are recurrent to many East European historians, which only goes to
show that in the scholarly approach to nationalism, neither Gellner’s nor Hobsbawm’s
“national fondness” can be overcome. It has been important to present the stereotypes of
Romanian historiography, but also Hungarian and partly Saxon–German historiography,
let alone the interpretative conditions in which the Romanian historical writing was
forced to operate.

1

See Gabriel Andreescu, Naţionalişti şi antinaţionalişti (Nationalists and Anti–nationalists), (Iaşi:
Editura Polirom, 1996), 35–71.
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Among works on this topic, see Sorin Mitu, Geneza identităţii naţionale la românii ardeleni,
(Bucharest: Humanitas, 1997). English edition Sorin Mitu, National Identity of Romanians in Transylvania,
(Budapest – New York: Central European University Press, 2001), German edition Sorin Mitu, Die
ethnische Identität der Siebenbürger Rumänen, (Köln–Weimar–Wien: Böhlau Verlag, 2003); Also Sorin
Mitu, Transilvania mea. Istorii, mentalităţi, identităţi (My Transylvania. Histories, Mentalities, Identities),
(Iaşi: Polirom, 2006).
3

Sorin Mitu, Transilvania mea, 16–18.
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The following pages will offer a multitude of both theoretical and empirical
approaches concerning the origin of the nation in the context of the East European and
especially Transylvanian 1848 revolution. It is possible to point out the massive
accession of regional (Romanian, Hungarian, and Saxon) historians to the intrinsic,
mythological, and sentimental idea of nation, with perennialism often in the central
position. Many of the myths are even today part of the regional historical research, an
uncomfortable inheritance from older and more unfortunate times. Certainly the
Transylvanian 1848 revolution is to be considered an important turning point, with
consequences reaching the present, hence the often biased and always passionate
approach by historians of all nations involved. Will the European Union be able to
overcome these deeply rooted mentalities? Will the Euro–regions develop “invented
traditions” as well? 4 This remains to be seen. In any case, the traditional Romanian
historical view, defensive, militant and sentimental, will die hard. One of the most
militant Romanian (Transylvanian) historians, David Prodan, saw fit to quote as motto to
a study whose title tells half of the story (Transylvania and Again Transylvania), the
anecdote which began the introduction to this paper, “The Magyar nobleman, on the
celebration of the millennium of the foundation of the Hungarian state, asked with vanity:
When are you going to celebrate a thousand years since your arrival here? The
Transylvanian Romanian peasant replied: Sir, we have always been here!” 5
4

The purpose of Council of Europe activities in trans–frontier co–operation is to encourage local and
regional authorities in different countries, with shared borders, to join forces to draw their people closer
together, ensuring that citizens on both sides of a border derive an equal benefit. In recent years there has
been a steady increase in trans–frontier co–operation bodies that are increasingly known by the term
“Euroregions,” particularly in central and eastern European countries. According the Association of
European Border Regions (AEBR), a “Euroregion” is essentially an association of local and regional
authorities on either side of the national border, sometimes with a parliamentary assembly.
5
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Therefore we think the time has come to consider the national awakener of the
Transylvanian Romanians in a different light. Namely, by taking into account the Anglo–
American scholarly debates of nations and nationalism, and fit the Transylvanian
Romanian into a theory or a stream of thought that does explain his deeds and actions in
1848 and afterwards.
For this purpose, it is necessary to describe and consider works and scholars that
significantly influenced research on nationalism and the 1848 Revolutions. This chapter
therefore deals with the theoretical and historiographical approaches to nationalism and
the European mid–century revolutions, and certainly to the place of Simion Bărnuţiu
among the various views of nations and nationalism. More concretely, along with the
Andersonian modernist thesis, the following pages will analyse the Transylvanian
Romanian revolution of 1848 and Simion Bărnuţiu’s contribution to the idea of nation
differently from the way Romanian historians have done so far. The nation, far from
being rediscovered at the beginning of the 19th century, was rather created by myths,
heroic stories about a glorious past and a noble Daco–Roman origin (from whence the
language), of which the rural masses should be conscious and proud. Simion Bărnuţiu
managed to articulate the adequate rhetoric masterfully in order to fascinate the peasant
masses and intellectuals alike.

Tendencies in Researching Nationalism
Methodologically, this is going to be the emulation of very important studies, such
as Keith Hitchins’ Orthodoxy and Nationality. Andreiu Şaguna and the Rumanians of
Transylvania, 1846–1873 (1977), and István Dèák’s The Lawful Revolution (1979). I
hope to carry into practice the same scholarly rigor in discussing this topic, which
21

actually also becomes a monograph: Bărnuţiu’s ideas and ideals took root in the masses
and became the driving force of the Romanian revolution in Transylvania. What will be
dealt with is the history if ideas, but at the same time political history and history of
events, with brief excursions into social, military, and institutional history.
For the placing of this topic into the picture, the scholarly literature concerning
nationalism becomes essential. Even if Hroch was right in arguing that the nation has
been an inseparable accompaniment of modern European history, sustained scholarly
preoccupation with nations and nationalism is a more recent phenomenon.
One can notice two distinctly different approaches to discussing nationalism.
The first I would label Anglo–American, as the majority of its representatives are
active across the Ocean. These scholars approach nationalism from the direction of social
science, cultural anthropology, and sometimes even philosophy. It is a strong theoretical
tendency, but also a prospective one. It is theoretical, as it offers generalizations, only to
illustrate the theoretical construct with concrete examples, through logic induction. It is
also prospective, as interpretations do not stop short of analysing the origin, appearance,
and manifestation of nationalism, but even venture to predict its fate today and in the near
or distant future. Metaphorically, I would name this tendency by a title of Claude Lévi–
Stauss l’égard éloigné (remote view). There are various schools of thought, from the
perennialist to the modernist view of nationalism.
The second, the East European tendency (Romania included), shows rather a
traditional explanatory vision. Beginning from a concrete basis, from concrete cases,
scholars proceed to generalizations via deduction. Historians rooted in the history of their
own nation base their story on national myths and taboo traditions, and only too often
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they become themselves part of the militancy they try to describe and investigate. This is
a kind of inner view, a view from the inside. Of course, under the influence of the French
School of the Annales, we are witnessing nowadays an inflation of European
historiographical products, thus enriching the theoretical and methodological study of
nationalism. European deconstructivism however usually comes from the direction of
historiography, with various approaches: mono–ethnic history, historical comparativism
(parallels between two or three nations), the image of the Self and of the Other.
There is a large rift between the two views mentioned above. Grosso modo, by
personal choice, researchers tend to chose one way by almost ignoring the other.
Miroslav Hroch is perhaps the historian who tried to fill this gap by suggesting a
classification method:
There has been a significant amount of new literature on nations and
nationalism in recent years, much of it produced by social scientists
developing theoretical frameworks, and then illustrating their generalizations
with selected examples. Historians prefer to start with empirical research, and
then move to broader conclusions. My own work has not sought to advance a
theory of nation–building, but rather to develop effective methods for the
classification and assessment of nation–building as a process set within a
wider social and cultural history—treated not as so many singular and
unrepeatable events, but as a part of broad transformation of society that is
amenable to controlled generalization. 6
As a conclusion, “One might say we have an over–production of theories and a
stagnation of comparative research on the topic.” 7
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Nation and Nationalism: Theoretical Approaches
Nationalism, as a force and power of the modern world, as movement and
ideology, has ignited long debates concerning its definition through the lens of the nation.
Enlightenment philosophers, romantic poets, 1848 revolutionaries such as Herder, Fichte,
Vico and Mazzini, endlessly and almost hopelessly wondered and argued around terms
such as nation, peoples and freedom of the nation, based on three pillars: autonomy,
unity, and identity.
Ernest Renan once answered to the question “Qu’est–ce qu’une nation?” (What is
a nation) by explaining what it is not: the nation is not an order and a state concept.
Instead, he identified within the nation a form of morality:
A nation is a soul, a spiritual principle. […] A nation is a grand solidarity
constituted by the sentiment of sacrifices, which one has made and those that
one is disposed to make again. It supposes a past, it renews itself, especially in
the present, by a tangible deed: the approval, the desire, clearly expressed, to
continue the communal life. The existence is (pardon this metaphor!) an
everyday plebiscite: it is, like the very existence of the individual, a perpetual
affirmation of life. 8
Decades ago, Max Weber examined the nation as a “prestige” community, with a
formidable cultural mission to accomplish. Nations, like ethnic communities, were
regarded as populations founded on the myth of common origin, but engaged in different
and often competing political projects. Along the same lines, Karl Deutsch offered a
functional definition of the nation as a form of “social communication,” meaning “a
community of complementary habits and facilities of communication.” 9
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Anthony Smith, John Hutchinson eds., 21–29.
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Many important scholars point to the newness of the phenomenon. It is the
interpretative aspects and the various components that differentiate the theories. Elie
Kedourie considered nationalism a secular millenialism, where their key to redemption
was politics, not religion. Kedourie insisted on the power of ideas as extreme force, either
constructive or destructive. The carriers of nationalism were the representatives of a laic,
young, educated generation building its values on the ruins of traditional values. 10
A Marxist scholar like Tom Nairn believed that the explanation of the dynamism
of romantic nationalism resided in materialist theory. Nationalism came to life in
peripheral, backward societies, where the intelligentsia invited people into history,
initiating the modernisation and unification of popular cultures. Cultural nationalism
played an essential role of the agent of social change. It supplied peoples and individuals
with an important commodity, ‘identity’, “Whenever we talk about nationalism, we
formally find ourselves talking before too long about ‘feelings’, ‘instincts’, supposed
desires and hankerings to ‘belong’, and so on. Psychology is obviously an important fact
about nationalism.’ Yes, nationalism is an ideology, nevertheless, “it is a mechanism of
adjustment and compensation, a way of living with the reality of the forms of historical
development.” 11
Pierre van den Berghe offered a socio–biological interpretation to ethnic and
national ties. Like racism, nationalism was an extension of kinship selection and
“nepotism.” “The most basic question asked by socio–biology as well as sociology is:
why are animals social, that is, why do they cooperate? Why are some species more
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social then others? The answer has long been known intuitively: animals are social to the
extent that cooperation is mutually beneficial. What socio–biology does is supply the
main genetic mechanism for animal sociality, namely kin selection to maximise inclusive
fitness.” There is no reason to doubt, he agued, that kin selection is a powerful cement of
sociality in humans as it is in other animals. Nevertheless, human sociability cannot be
explained only by kinship selection, but by another two additional components, which are
specific human: reciprocity and coercion. Reciprocity means cooperation between
persons, bound by kinship or not, all done for mutual benefit. Coercion on the other hand
is the use of force for a unilateral benefit, in the search of prey. All human societies are
built around these three principles of sociability: kin selection, reciprocity, and coercion.
Van den Berghe’s central thesis was that ethnicity and “race” (in a social sense) were
extensions of the kinship idiom and therefore ethnic and racial sentiments should be
understood as attenuated forms of kin selection. 12
Other theoreticians, like Breuilly, saw the genesis of nationalism in the rise of the
modern bureaucratic state. Nationalism offered a superior, historicist solution in the
context of the seventeenth century conflict between the claims of the state, on the one
hand, and of civil society on the other. The roots of nationalist ideology should be found
in the intellectual answers to the modern problem of state–society relationship, thus
becoming ideological (especially the historicist ones) with the help of notions and issues
concerning authenticity and teleology. 13
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Hutchison distinguished two distinct types of nationalism, cultural and political.
Both kinds of nationalists rebel against the bureaucratic state. Whilst for political
nationalists the goal is a civic polity of educated citizens united by common laws, cultural
nationalists saw the state as a cultural and historical product, distinct and geographically
united, and the nation as an organic entity. The purpose of this latter type is the moral
regeneration of the historical community, in other words the recreation of distinct
national civilization. Certain “nationalist” historians, as the Czech Palacky, the French
Jules Michelet, the Romanian Nicolae Iorga or the Ukrainian Hrushevsky, were
considered rather myth–making intellectuals combining a romantic search for meaning
with a scientific zeal to establish this on authoritative foundations. National histories,
however, typically form a set of repetitive mythic patterns, containing a migration story, a
founding myth, a golden age of cultural splendour, a period of inner decay and a promise
of regeneration. Since such histories have only rarely been documented by pre–modern
political and religious elites, “this quest has resulted in an explosion of genetic sciences,
including archaeology, folklore, philology and topography, in order to resurrect the
civilization of the people from the cultural substratum.” 14
In his Imagined Communities, probably one of the principal “theoretical gospels”
of nationalism, Benedict Anderson accused European scholars, “accustomed to conceit
that everything important in the modern world originated in Europe” of Eurocentric
provincialism. Anderson questioned the legitimacy of the European way of regarding
nationalism and came up with a surprising theory concerning the origins and evolution of
nationalism. In fact, nationalism and nation–ness were regarded as “cultural artefacts of a
14
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particular kind,” the author explaining how historically they came to life, in what
particular way their meaning changed over time, why they command such a profound
legitimacy today, and why they have aroused such deep attachments. 15
Anderson showed how in nineteenth century Europe the new nationalisms
imagined themselves as “awakening from sleep,” an image certainly unknown in the
Americas. 16 Of course, this awakening appealed to an “immense antiquity behind the
epochal sleep.” 17 The torpor provided a crucial metaphorical link between the new
European nationalism and language, in a time when most of the nineteenth century
European states were multi–lingual, as their political borders did not coincide with the
linguistic communities.
Overall, the Andersonian nation was more imagined than anything else, as its
members never knew most of their fellow members, never met them of even heard of
them. And yet in the mind of each of them lives the image of their communion. The
reason national consciousness took the form of nationalism was due to the half–
fortuitous, but explosive interaction between a system of production and productive
relations (capitalism), a technology of communications (print), and what Anderson called
the fatality of human linguistic diversity.
Along with the Andersonian thesis, the following pages will analyse the
Transylvanian Romanian revolution of 1848 and Simion Bărnuţiu’s contribution to the
idea of nation differently from the way Romanian historians have done so far. The nation,
15
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far from being rediscovered at the beginning of the nineteenth century, was rather created
by myths, heroic stories about a glorious past and a noble Daco–Roman origin (from
whence the language), of which the rural masses should be conscious and proud. Simion
Bărnuţiu managed to articulate the adequate rhetoric masterfully in order to fascinate the
masses and intellectuals alike.
For Ernest Gellner nationalism was primarily a political principle, meaning that
the political and the national unit should be congruent. National feeling was that of fury
when this principle was violated, or, on the contrary, of satisfaction generated by its
fulfilment. Nations were artefacts of men’s convictions, loyalties, and solidarities. 18 In
fact, Gellner went a little further than Anderson’s imagined community: not only was
nationalism not the awakening of nations to self–consciousness, but it even invented
nations where they did not exist. 19 Nationalism actually masqueraded under false
pretences and invention was assimilated to falsity rather than to Anderson’s milder
imagining.
In brief, nations should be regarded as cultural products and therefore any
discussion about their “primordialness” make little sense. It is not nations that produce
people, but the other way around. 20 Nations are “a natural, God–given way of classifying
men, as an inherent…political destiny, are myth; nationalism sometimes takes pre–
existing cultures and turns them into nations, sometimes invents them, and often
obliterates pre–existing cultures: that is a reality…and…an inescapable one.” 21
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For Gellner, nationalist ideology suffered from false consciousness. Its myth
inverted reality, “it claimed to defend folk culture while in fact it was forging a high
culture; it claimed to protect an old folk society while in fact helping to build up
anonymous mass society” 22 What it is not is the awakening of an old, dormant force,
even if this is the way it often presents itself. In general, Gellner located nationalism
within socio–industrial organisation. The economic growth of any given society
depended upon its ability to innovate, upon the efficiency of the media, literacy, and upon
an educational system based on a standard language. These vectors, taken together,
governed the relationship between state and culture. On the other hand, those political
entities that did not comply with the principle “one state–one culture” were to find a
decompression valve in nationalist activities.
Eric Hobsbawm agreed with Gellner and Anderson when claiming that in the
making of a nation one comes across elements of artefact, invention, and social
engineering. 23 In fact, what we are dealing with is the same idea of artificiality, of a
rather cultural product, which is the nation. Nationalism comes before nations, which do
not make states and nationalism, but the other way around. Á la Miroslav Hroch,
Hobsbawm identified three phases in the history of national movements. The first was the
purely cultural, literary, and folkloristic. The second witnessed the more or less noisy
presence of an agitating minority, usually a handful of militants and pioneers dedicated
full–time to the national cause. Finally, national programs were given mass support, and
the transition from the last–but–one phase to the very last one was the crucial moment in
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the chronology of national movements. 24 Simion Bărnuţiu was a classic example of
intellectual militant for a national cause, a pioneer who skilfully managed to provide
mass support for his national program by turning passive illiterate peasants and
intellectuals into militant “patriots.”
By means of a distinguished and fine excursus into the history of concepts,
Hobsbawm offered an analysis of vocabulary and creation of official languages, very
dear to nation–builders and national heroes. Actually, national languages were semi–
artificial constructs, and occasionally virtually invented, like modern Hebrew. They were
also the opposite of what nationalist mythology supposed them to be, primordial
foundations of national culture and even matrices of the national mind. Languages
actually multiplied with states, and not vice versa. 25
Hobsbawm’s The Invention of Tradition was another milestone in the scholarly
literature concerning nations and nationalism. The degree of abstractness in the title
might appear a little bizarre for any East European historian: tradition was not narration,
myth, ritual or even faith, but rather an invention of all the above. As Hobsbawm put it,
“traditions which appear or claim to be old are often quite recent in origin and sometimes
invented.” 26
As will be seen in the following chapters, the unfolding of ideas and events linked
to the Romanian national movement in the first half of the nineteenth century and then
Bărnuţiu’s radical discourse appear as a confirmation of Hobsbawm’s theories. Noble and
heroic traditions were pulled out of the magician’s hat, and all this for stressing a great
24
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past, long gone, and a miserable present (a Romanian majority in Transylvania not even
legally regarded as a nation by the leading Magyar nobility), the injustice of which
should be fought against by all means. Romanian Transylvanian nationalism in 19th
century Transylvania was based exclusively on the—even to this day—sacrosanct myth
of “noble” Daco–Roman descent and the Romanian language’s membership of the great
and “esteemed” family of Romance languages. 27 There was an entire cultural movement
in this direction at the end of the 18th century (Şcoala Ardeleană—The Transylvanian
School), consisting almost entirely of Uniate (Greek Catholic) priests and theologians
who, graduating from important schools and Universities, especially in Vienna and
Rome, returned to Transylvania convinced of their mission to explain to the Romanians
in the Principality their noble origin and the Latin origin of their language. Even without
a “Western” education, Simion Bărnuţiu was no exception, and was himself a theologian
and the son of a Uniate priest.28
The paradox of inventing traditions is that though modern nations claim to be
ancient, they are in fact all but new and invented. They pretend to be the opposite of any
artificial construct, claim to be “natural” to such an extent that any other definition except
axiomatic self–affirmation becomes useless. 29
On the other hand, Anthony D. Smith, one of Gellner’s students, was on the
opposite side of what we call the modernist school. Often in his works he offered a
27
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synthesis of the various schools and theories of nationalism: modernism, represented by
Ernest Gellner, John Breully, Elie Kedourie, Benedict Anderson, Eric Hobsbawm, or the
critics of modernism, à la Pierre van den Berghe, John Armstrong, Clifford Geertz, or
Smith himself.
For Smith the central question in our understanding of nationalism was the role of
the past in the creation of the present. This is certainly the area to witness the sharpest
divisions between theorists of nationalism. Nationalists, perennialists, modernists and
post–modernists presented very different interpretations of that role. For nationalists the
past is unproblematic, as the past (usually glorious) was always there. For perennialists
too the nation is immemorial, yet the nation is not part of any natural order, so one can
choose one's nation, and later generations can build something new on their ancient
ethnic foundations. The task of nationalism is to rediscover and appropriate a submerged
past in order to better build on it. For the modernists however the past is largely
irrelevant. The nation is a modern phenomenon, the product of nationalist ideologies,
which are the expression of modern, industrial society.
However, this does not mean for Smith that there is no prospect of bridging the
gulf between these various paradigms of nationalism. He saw two ways to accommodate
perennialists and modernists. One is a partial theoretical convergence: some nations have
existed since well before nationalism and modernity. At the same time though,
modernists are right to insist on the modernity of many nations. Most of them were
formed based on pre–existing ethnic ties and feelings. This approach in fact implied some
sense of immemoriality and continuity, which showed the so profound attachments of so
many people(s) to their ethnies and respective nations. Another way was to compare
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research based on different paradigms on the level of institutional dimensions, such as
state, territory, language, religion, history, and rites and ceremonies. 30
Nevertheless, none of these formulations seemed to satisfy Smith:
Nationalists had a vital role to play in the construction of nations, not as
culinary artists or social engineers, but as political archaeologists
rediscovering and reinterpreting the communal past in order to regenerate the
community. Their task is indeed selective — they forget as well as remember
the past — but to succeed in their task they must meet certain criteria. Their
interpretations must be consonant not only with the ideological demands of
nationalism, but also with the scientific evidence, popular resonance and
patterning of particular ethnohistories. 31
Essential links should exist in the complex relationship between an active national
present and an often ancient ethnic heritage, between the defining ethnic past and its
modern nationalist authenticators and appropriators. In this continually renewed two–way
relationship between ethnic past and nationalist present lay the secret of the nation’s
explosive energy and the awful power it exerts over its fellow members.
Overall, Smith challenged the modernist school and its assumption that nations
were entirely modern. As modern nations had been based on a longer development,
Smith held that ethnic groups had been around for as long as the written word. Ethnies, as
Smith called them (from the French expression meaning ethnic community), defined the
boundaries within which modern nations could be formed. Ethnies were built of “more
permanent cultural attributes” such as memory, value, myth and symbolism, and had a
name, common myth of descent, territory and a sense of solidarity, as well as shared
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history and culture.32 Ethnic groups had been indeed neglected by modernists such as
Anderson or Kedourie, but became crucial in Smith’s argument and theory.

Nations and Nationalisms: Comparative Approaches
In his classic, Hugh Seton–Watson came up with two categories: old continuous
nations, and new nations. What made the difference was the emergence of national
consciousness. Old nations were those, which had acquired national consciousness before
the emergence of nationalism, whereas in the case of the new nations, the process of
formation of national consciousness and the development of national movements went
hand in hand. Therefore for Hugh Seton–Watson old nations were the English, the Scots,
the French, the Dutch, the Castilians and the Portuguese in the West, the Danes and the
Swedes in the North, and the Hungarians, the Russians, and the Poles more to the East.33
The nation–building criterion constituted the existence of national consciousness in the
case of the old European nations. In the rest of Europe, “there was little sign of national
consciousness.”
As all nations have a history, the distinction between old and new nations is more
relevant then that between historical and “non–historical” ones. Evidently, as Hugh
Seton–Watson rightly added, the medieval term natio din not mean what we understand
today by nation. In Transylvania, for example, from the fifteenth century until the Cluj
Diet (May–July 1848), there were only three legally recognised “nations”: Hungarian
nobles, Szeklers, and Saxons. Natio Hungarica meant the nobles, regardless of language
32
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spoken or any other criteria. In contrast, the Szeklers and the Saxons did have dietal
ethnic representation. Hugh Seton–Watson did not share the subjective–idealist vision of
nation of other scholars cited above, as he admitted the objective existence of nations.
The impossibility of releasing a “scientific definition” came from the fact that “nations
existed when a significant number of people in a community considered themselves to
form a nation, or behaved as if they formed one.” 34 This reminds us of Renan’s daily
plebiscite, so present in Transylvania during the first half of the nineteenth century and
later in the effervescent months of 1848, when, as will be seen, a “new” national
consciousness was to be built slowly by enthusiastic intellectuals like Simion Bărnuţiu.
Rogers Brubaker has certainly been an important voice in the study of nationalism
today, and has written widely on social theory, immigration, citizenship, nationalism, and
ethnicity. Opposing the perennialists and praising the modernist and developmentalist
school of nationalism, he developed a new and somewhat bizarre idea, nationness as an
event, as something that suddenly crystallises rather than gradually develops, as a
contingent, sometimes fluctuating, and precarious frame of vision and basis for individual
and collective action, rather than a stable produce of developmental trends. 35 He thought
of the world as a place in which nationness suddenly and powerfully “happened,” where
nations were not substantial, enduring collectivities. It is true that Brubaker focused his
analysis on what some call “new Europe,” but nevertheless, nationness in Transylvania
did not suddenly happen, it was the result of an evolution, a gradual process that led to a
reality that today it makes the object of this study. Very well documented, his Nationalist
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Politics and Everyday Ethnicity in a Transylvanian Town proves that it is ultimately by
the everyday experience (besides political contestation or cultural articulation) that
ethnicity and nationhood are produced and reproduced as basic categories of social and
political life. 36

Nationalism and Modernism
Modernisation theory is a socio–economic theory, sometimes known as
development theory, which highlights the positive role played by the developed world in
modernising and facilitating sustainable development in underdeveloped nations, often
contrasted with dependency theory. It is also a part of the wider theme of theories in
sociology, known as the socio–cultural evolution.
According to the social theorist Peter Wagner, modernisation can be seen as
processes and as offensives. The former view is commonly projected by politicians and
the media, and suggests that it is developments, such as new data technology or dated
laws, which make modernisation necessary or preferable.
A theory antithetical to the Modernisation model, which has emerged largely as a
response to it, was Dependency theory. One of its branches, and the one most critical of
Modernisation theory, was the World Systems Theory developed by Immanuel
Wallerstein. He argued that the ‘periphery’ is, in fact, exploited and kept in a state of
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backwardness by the developed core. Walt Rostow, David Apter, David McClelland and
Alex Inkeles also contributed significantly to this theory. 37

Nation Builders, National Agitators and Other Dreamers in National Colours
Among the nations living in the Principality of Transylvania, Romanians,
Hungarians and even Saxons come up with individuals willing to sacrifice their lives for
their respective nation. Indeed, in 1848 there were people who would hold their national
colours dearer than any Scripture. However, only the Romanians of the province,
unrecognised as a nation despite their numerical prominence, would go to the next step,
namely to generate a (very small) number of intellectuals who would mobilize the
peasant illiterate masses and other intellectuals alike in order to awaken their
“Romanianess,” and the most important of these national activists was Simion Bărnuţiu.
Of course there was no such need among the Transylvanian Hungarians, as their
general desire was the union to Hungary, despite the often desperate opposition of
Romanians and Saxons. Kossuth Lajos was the undisputed father of the nation among all
Hungarians of the Monarchy, Transylvania included. Nevertheless, as Déàk pointed out,
the Hungarian liberals did not understand the depth of national feelings among the non–
Hungarians, which meant around sixty per cent of the populations of the lands of the
Hungarian crown. 38
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If ideologues and national mobilizers like Simion Bărnuţiu can hardly be found
among the others inhabitant nations of Transylvania, they were very active in other parts
of the Monarchy. The springtime of peoples arrived in Zagreb too, where on March 25
the Croat National Party mobilized its supporters in a big rally, after the liberals set up a
National Committee, on the initiative of Ljudevit Gaj, the head of the Party. The petition
drafted on the occasion aimed at more or less the same goals as the revolutionaries in
Pest, but as Spira pointed out, also to free Croatia from its state of subordination to
Hungary. Gaj and the liberals, who addressed their grievances to the Monarch directly,
not to the Diet in Bratislava, also asked (and got) the appointment of Jellačić as ban
(highest Croat public office). What Gaj and his liberals probably could not suspect, was
that Jellačić, despite his patriotic statements, would never put imperial and dynastic
interests at risk, and would only support the “new course of liberty” without too much
enthusiasm. 39 The turning to Vienna was not surprising, despite Kossuth’s slightly more
open attitude toward the Croats, and so did Gaj, as Kossuth failed to grant any autonomy
and talked only about linguistic concessions. And of course, so did Bărnuţiu in
Transylvania, establishing a strange pattern: national mobilizers/awakeners had to invest
all their hopes in the Imperial Court, transforming the Hungarian revolutionary liberals
into enemies, despite their certainly noble ideas of liberty. But, as Bărnuţiu put it, “ there
was no liberty without nationality.”
On April 8 the Serbian delegation representing Southern Hungary submitted to
the Bratislava Diet a petition adopted a little earlier in Újvidék a petition whose principal
demand was the recognition of the Serb nation as an independent nation. This of course
39
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was unacceptable to Kossuth, who in his address used the term “nation” only in relation
to the Hungarians. Moreover, when referring to the country’s majority non–Magyar
population, he would mention them as non–Magyar “speakers.” Kossuth reacted
violently, telling the Serbs, “I shall never ever recognize any other nation and nationality
under the Holy Hungarian Crown than the Hungarian. I know here are peoples and races
who speak other languages, but there is only one nation here.” In other words, whoever
wanted to benefit from the newly attained freedom, was to become a member of the free
Hungarian nation, regardless of “race” or “language.” The Serbs threatened they would
“turn elsewhere” for recognition (like Bărnuţiu and the Romanians). Hearing this,
Kossuth replied, “In that case, the sword shall decide.” This stirred up the Serbs, who at
the Karloca congress on May 13 adopted an ambitious national program. There was no
ore talk about reforms, but about political rights, and Metropolitan Josef Rajačić was
acclaimed Patriarch of all the Slavs, Serbs and Vlachs. Also the creation of an
autonomous Serbian Province was announced, Vojvodina, and a Serbia colonel, Stevan
Šupljikac became vojvoda.
Josef Rajačić’s support for the idea of voivdate was a crucial point in the Serbian
movement in the further development of events. Sure, the head of the Serbian Church
was no Bărnuţiu, who, albeit his theology studies was no priest and never showed too
much devotion to Church hierarchy). Josef Rajačić let himself converted to the national
cause only with some delay and difficulty, but his dedication to it had no small role vis–
à–vis the spirit of the Orthodox masses. This evolution meant that Hungarians would
have to fight against the Croats and Serbs, while another was with the Romanians in
Transylvania was under way. Interestingly, Déàk argued that the war against the Serbs
40

and the Croats had to be fought, while vanquishing the Romanians in Transylvania was a
terrible mistake.
Like Simion Bărnuţiu, Josef Rajačić was a devote pro–Habsburg and an active
militant for the lost Serbian rights. For both the enemy was the Hungarian way of
regarding the revolution. Like Bărnuţiu, Josef Rajačić was the leader and mentor of his
nation, engaging in worldly activities, such as imperial commissioner for the territory
occupied by the Serb army, ammunition and weapon supply, etc. Unlike Josef Rajačić
however, Simion Bărnuţiu, despite his theological education received in his early youth,
was a laic and had no high appreciation for prelates. 40
In the Czech lands, a national committee was formed in the spring of 1848 that
included Germans and Czechs. To the Czech’s disenchantment, the Germans flagged a
Greater Germany out of various German–speaking territories. František Palacký, the
founder of Czech modern historiography and main leader of the Czech national
movement, proposed Austro–Slavism as its creed. He advocated the preservation of the
Habsburg Monarchy as a buffer against both German and Russian expansionism. 41 Like
Palacký, the Transylvanian Romanian leader of the national movement maintained a
defensive and even fearful attitude toward the Russians. Nevertheless, as we will see in
chapter 3, he probably feared Kossuth and his melting pot policy more:
The fear of the Russians is indeed well–founded, for they take giant steps,
with their terrible policy, by first protecting and then overrunning; let us
prepare then against the hurricane, but how? By melding together? Not at all,
40
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for this would be the most apolitical and ill–fitted of all conceivable manners,
because melding together would stir up the hate of all nationalities against the
Hungarians, and then, when the Russians come (quod Deus advertat), where
would the desired unity be, between all the bleeding hearts? 42
Generally speaking, just like in Transylvania, national revival for both Czechs and
Slovaks had been started by small groups of intellectuals. Initially, the national
movements were confined to discussion of language, literature, and culture. The Slovak
movement presents as well some interesting similarities to the one of the Transylvanian
Romanians. Under Štúr’s leadership, the Slovak National Council drafted the demands of
the “Slovak nation,” demanding a separate national assembly and language rights. As the
Romanians in Transylvania, the Slovak nationalists stressed the antiquity of the Slovaks.
This went even further, as the particularity of the Slovaks was then amplified by
codifying a literary language, Štúr’s Slovak. Bărnuţiu was also very interested in the
language aspect, as will be seen in the following chapters, and of course in the
ancientness of the Romanians, proud successors of the Roman legions. 43
If in Transylvania Bărnuţiu was persuaded that freedom meant nothing without
nationality and its clear recognition, so was Nicolae Bălcescu, the Walachian historian
and revolutionary leader. He dedicated all his efforts to free Walachia from Ottoman rule,
insisting on the rights of the Romanian nation to freely develop its destiny. Just as his
Transylvania companion, whom he never met, Bălcescu argued, “As long as a people
does not exist as a nation, liberty is useless. Indeed, freedom can be easily lost and
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regained, yet not nationality.” 44 During the spring and summer of 1849, he tried to help
reaching an almost desperate rapprochement between the Transylvanian Romanians and
the by then crumbling Hungarian Revolution and Kossuth. During his visits to Hungary
he managed to persuade Kossuth of the necessity to appease Hungary’s minorities and
especially the Transylvanian Romanians, arguing that Hungary “ can either be
monarcho–aristocratic, bound to Austria, or democratic, united with the Romanians.”
Probably to governor–president Kossuth’s surprise, he even went much further,
proposing a confederation between Hungary and the two Danubian Principalities. The
Hungarian leaders did not offer a clear answer, and when in July the end was closing in,
Kossuth finally agreed to draft with Bălcescu a Projet de pacification to be proposed to
the Romanians, in which the recognition of their “separate nationality” and some
language and Church issues were stipulated. The Walachians promised to set up a
Walachian legion to fight despotism on the side of the Honvéd army. Nevertheless, this
was probably too little and certainly too late. By the time the Walachian well–intentioned
idealist reached Transylvania in August, the Russians were advancing decisively and the
dream was soon over.45
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Historiography of Nationalism: Germany
Above we have seen Hugh Seton Watson’s distinction between old and new
nations. This dissertation deals with the making of one of these “new” nations, the
Transylvanian Romanians, and one of its “inventors,” an intellectual, Simion Bărnuţiu.
Analysing the literature of central and eastern European historical synthesis,
especially that of Transylvania, it is desirable to go beyond the manner in
which historiography follows and reflects the emergence and evolution of
nationalism leading up to the Romanian revolution. After a short look at
contemporary German and American historiography relating to the subject,
this chapter will tackle that historiography which considers the Romanian
revolution in the view of the three modern nations of Transylvania directly.
We will begin with the German dossier, Germany representing the zone between
eastern and western Europe, a distinct national region. Peter Sugar attributes German
nationalism a position close to western nationalism, something distinct from that of the
east. Concerning the particulars of the history of the German Land however, other
authors have insisted that it would have followed a Sonderweg.
Mary Fullbrook, in her German History since 1800, pointed out that at the
moment mentioned in the title, Germany as a unified nation state did not exist. In both the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries Germany underwent massive transformations:
economic, industrial, urban, demographic and political. After the ‘belated’ unification of
Germany in 1871, at the turn of the century the forming of the unified state and the
political centralisation of the state began to erode. The evolution of democracy and the
change to dictatorship, the cataclysms of the past century culminating in two world wars
whose roots were in German soil dramatically affected European and world history. In
the post–war period the division of Germany into opposing camps and the recent
unification have left their marks on modern German history and arouse the most virulent
44

controversies and interpretative debates. German history has raised, perhaps more than
any other national history, the problem of the relationship between “peculiarity and
normality.” Fulbrook showed that the historiographical discourse linked to the German
Sonderweg, indicated by terms like ‘distortion’ or “belatedness” would always be linked
to the so–called “normality.” However, Fulbrook argued, “this view of peculiarity and
normality, when examined more closely, quickly unravels: all ‘national histories’ are in
some ways unique combinations of different variables, formed and shaped perhaps by
common trends (such as industrialisation) but also open to the influence of individual
actions and accidental conjunctures. There is, in other words, no ‘normal’ national
history, against which German history is to be measured (and found wanting). That is not
to say that comparative history is impossible, rather that it should be undertaken
analytically, teasing out similarities and differences in complex patterns of development,
without prioritising any one particular—and historically unique—pattern as ‘normal’.” 46
The considerations mentioned could certainly be applied to other particular national cases
as well.
The definition of what defines ‘German’ is not an essence, a holy grail, but rather
‘a socio–cultural concept,’ as John Breuilly showed. 47 At the end of the eighteenth
century and during the “long” nineteenth, new principles concerning the notion of
nationhood appeared, mostly among “vociferous and educated” minorities. Initially these
principals are hidden in purely cultural terms; subsequently political ideals separated
themselves from cultural ideas. Breuilly added the fact that German unification did not
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appear entirely “organic,” but was based on organised economic development and the
movement of people. Neither was the growth of a consciousness of a common national
culture organic; Prussian military successes, brought about through Bismarck’s political
genius, determined the creation of the “small German Second Empire,” which existed
between the years 1871 and 1918 and which was dominated by Prussia.
It is interesting to note Stefan Berger’s tangent concerning “The German tradition
of historiography, 1800–1995.” Speaking of the “construction” of national traditions in
the nineteenth century German historiography, the author observed how much historism
and nationalism were not strictly German phenomena, but European. However, German
historism went hand in hand with nationalism, “to become almost the only accepted way
of writing history within the academic discipline—a discipline which to this very day has
looked to refer to itself as a guild (Zunft) with its own requirements, controls and codes of
conduct.” More precisely, Berger established the difference between “historism” and
“historicism.” 48 The latter, historicism, an idea practiced by George Wilhelm Friedrich
Hegel (1770–1831) and criticised by Karl Popper (1902–1994) referred to the fact that
history and historical development would have a predetermined purpose, while historism,
a concept championed particularly by Leopold von Ranke (1795–1886), looked at events
and political direction in their historical context. While historicism began with the
postulated assumption in the explanation of history, historism proceeded empirically,
deducing from extant historical material ‘how it really was’ (wie es eigentlich gewesen).
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One quality of historism is positivism, superior to the perishable theories, while a
defect is the conservatism by which the status quo is justified, as Ranke did for example,
in divine justice and decisions. The politico–philosophical thoughts of Johann Gottfried
Herder (1744–1803) had a defining influence on the conceptualisation of German
national history. According to Herder’s concept, each people have a “Volksseele,” a
“Volksgeist,” which confers individuality and thus allows differentiation between
peoples. The natural way for a people to organise itself is the nation, and the nation is, in
its turn, a living entity, a spirit. The task of the historian is to discover the collective
identity in history. Johann Gottlieb Fichte (1762–1814) took the idea of the Volksgeist
further, making the expression nationalistic, attaching to it the notion of “Ursprache,”
that of the original, ancient German language. German romanticism of the period before
1848 became, after the revolution, the historians’ political pragmatism, to reconcile the
idea of liberal nationalism with the Prussian state.
The relativist vision of James L. Sheenan was pithier than the opinions expressed
above. Sheenan began his book on German History, 1770–1866, thus:
We can begin this book […] by stating the equally obvious and no less
significant fact that ‘Germany’ did not exist. In the second half of the
eighteenth century, as in the second half of the twentieth, there is no clear and
readily acceptable answer to the question of Germany‘s political, social, and
cultural identity. To suppose otherwise is to miss the essential character of the
German past and the German present: its diversity and discontinuity, richness
and fragmentation, fecundity and fluidity.
From this approach then, the historian cannot present “a single story of a fixed
city” but “many different histories that coexisted within German–speaking central
Europe.” The problem of German identity began with the land itself, which represents the
starting point for Sheenan’s approach, “not only because it is the setting for the Germans’
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histories, but also because it symbolises the multiplicity of their condition.” From this
perspective, the author observed that not only Germany but also Central Europe itself
lacked natural frontiers formed by geographical features, hence the difficulties in defining
nations. Also, the German term ‘Volk’ raised serious empirical problems. “The lines
between the speakers of Dutch and Plattdeutsch are hard to draw; the distance between
the dialects of Hamburg and Swabia is surely no less significant. Like the drawing of
national borders, the defining of a national language is essentially a political process
which creates more than reflects ‘natural’ identities.” Extrapolating, the question of
national identities is not specifically German, since “there is something ‘unnatural’ about
the physical and cultural geography of almost every nation […], even the possession of
geographical integrity does not make nation–building easy.” 49

Historiography of Nationalism: The Habsburg Monarchy
Many a historian have regarded the last century of the Habsburg Empire as a
downward evolution (or rather involution), the Empire itself as “an outdated, artificial
and arthritic construct with neither the flexibility nor the energy for self–renewal.” Alan
Sked, on the other hand, argued that despite the great provocations posed by the 1848
revolution, by surviving, the monarchy had the capacity to reinvigorate itself and adapt to
the times. The end of the Habsburg Empire was not only due to its own decadence, but
also a consequence of Germany’s losing the First World War. 50
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We could add here Gonda and Nieedrhauser’s Die Habsburger. Ein europäisches
Phänomen, published in Budapest in 1978, which, despite its promising title, does not
take a sufficiently broad view, and also follows the well known Marxist approach,
framing the history of the dynasty in a materialistic dialectic manner, typical for the times
of the writing. The segment concerning the nineteenth century is treated strictly
sequentially, they insist on details concerning the development of political incidents.
Obviously, causality and historical theory are expressed in keeping with Marxist
discourse; theories of social class, minimising national movements and liberal elements
of the monarchist framework.51

Historiography of Nationalism: Hungary
The literature of regional synthesis is very rich. A History of Hungary, edited by
Peter F. Sugar in collaboration with Péter Hanák and Tibor Frank, represents a graphic,
conclusive and convincing example of what is generally defined as being “the history of
Hungary.” This book deals with both the political and historical evolution of the
Panonian lands, from prehistory, to conquest by the Hungarians, the formation of a
Christian Hungarian state and its royal dynasty, the Ottoman period, the Transylvanian
principality, Habsburg domination, the period of absolutism, the revolution of 1848 and
neo–absolutism, Austro–Hungarian dualism, both World Wars, the post–war period and
on into contemporary Hungary between the years 1956–1984. Although the volume is
composed of chapters signed by many authors (the editors, and also László Makkai, Pál
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Engel, János Bak, Ferenc Szakály, Katalin Péter, Horst Haselsteiner, George Barany,
István Deák, Éva Somogyi, Géza Jeszenszky, Tibor Hajdú, Zsuzsa L. Nagy, Mária
Ormos, Loránd Tilkovszky, György Ránki, Charles Gati and Iván T. Berend), Ariadne’s
thread in the labyrinth of Hungarian history is the idea of “the reunification of the
country,” which seems to be the final purpose and fulfilment of destiny, even the period
of the historical starting point, to which this modern concept cannot be applied (for
example, on page 37 Pál Engel himself entitles a subchapter devoted to the fourteenth
century “The Reunification of the Country”). The myth of the founding of the country by
Saint Steven is restated, as a Leitmotiv of the birth of Hungary, even in this recent
synthesis. 52
On the other hand, Miklós Molnár’s Ungarns von den Anfängen bis zur
Gegenwart approaches the subject from an intensely pro–Hungarian perspective. One
gets the feeling from Historia pragmatica regni Hungariae, 53 a Latin compendium
edited by the high school teacher Glycerio Spányik and published in Pest in 1820 and
probably for use in schools, which begins with the story of Atilla’s Huns and continues
until the author’s own age, the time of the Napoleonic wars around 1815, that Hungarian
history is written the same way, events are simply added with the passage of time. 54
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Peter F. Sugar, Péter Hanák, Tibor Frank, eds., A History of Hungary, (Bloomington and
Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 1994), 432 pages.
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Glycerio Spányik, Historia pragmatica regni Hungariae, (Pestini: Typis Joannis Thom. Trattner,
1820), 615 pages.
53 Miklós Molnár, Geschichte Ungarns von den Anfängen bis zur Gegenwart (The History of Hungary
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Historiography of Nationalism: Romania
When it comes to the “history of Romania,” the issue becomes even more
complex. With the exception of school textbooks published after World War II, this
formula has seldom been used, and if the case, only with regard to the state created in
1859. Even studies strongly influenced by the times of their publication avoid abusing the
term “history of Romania,” regardless of the period. However, the entire Romanian
historiography, with no exceptions until after the fall of the Communist regime, has been
filled to saturation with important myths and heroic traditions, the most important being
the Roman origin of the Romanian people, its very early national formation, its continuity
inside and outside the Carpathian mountains, and therefore, finally, its “historical” right
to Transylvania, the eternal source of Romanian–Hungarian scholarly (and other)
discord.55 The same can be said about earlier works, even if more serious and rigorous,
for example the studies of Nicolae Iorga, considered the most important Romanian
historian of all times. 56 Despite the dramatic title, George I. Brătianu, another classic
Romanian historian, during the Second World War published an uneasy work, given its
interdisciplinarity and its appeal to philology and ethnography. 57 Later the Communist
55

See for example Aron Petric, Gh. I Ioniţă, Iulian Cârţână, Ioan Scurtu, Gh. Z. Ionescu, Efronsina
Popescu, Vasile Budrigă, Doina Smârcea, Istoria României între anii 1918–1981 (The History of Romania
between 1918–1981), (Bucharest: Editura didactică şi pedagogică, 1981). Also see Probleme fundamentale
ale istoriei şi partidului comunist român. Tematică, bibliografie, crestomaţie (Fundamental Problems of
the History and Romanian Communist party. Topics, Bibliography, Issues), (Bucharest: Editura didactică şi
pedagogică, 1981).
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Romanian People in the Framework of Its Formation), 2 vol., (Gothe, 1905) (series „Geschichte der
europäischer Staaten“). Nicoale Iorga, Istoria poporului românesc (History of The Romanian People),
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regime continued this way of writing history, co–opting the best historians the country
had to offer. 58
One of the participants to the revolution in Transylvania was the historian
Alexandru Papiu–Ilarian, who later published a two–volume history of the Romanians of
the principality in Vienna. The first volume stretches from the Roman conquest of Dacia
until 1848, and shows Ilarian’s inclination toward a certain interdisciplinary by operating
also with linguistic, juridical, and cultural instruments. Alexandru Papiu–Ilarian is
probably among the first Transylvanian Romanian professional historians, and the areas
of interest of his study include the national question, the peasant question, as well as
aspects of Romanian culture in general, and especially the Romanian language and its
teaching in schools. However, the general tendency of Romanian historiography is
already present—a terrible but heroic past, a countless series of disasters and
catastrophes, the need of rebirth of a glorious nation, proud heirs of the Roman Emperor
Trajan, and of course, speakers of a language derived from Latin. In fact, “how justly a
historian described the history of the Romanians as a tragedy! This is true: our history,
from the beginning to this day has been a history of sufferings.” 59 Soon the second
volume was published, but the authorities proceeded to its immediate confiscation and
ban. This volume concentrates on 1848, and the national ideologies in the previous
decades. Ilarian asks himself rhetorically about the purposes of “Hungarianness”:
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Why did they [the Hungarians – nn.] want to stop the development of Slavs
and Romanians and how did they think they could melt these two cultures into
their own, thus keeping humanity away from these two natural entities? The
Hungarians […], deluded by the pleasure of having dominated, do not have
any moral power, only that of force and arms. 60
In a very relevant second chapter called “Transylvanian movements. Hungarian
and Szekler movements for the Union [with Hungary – nn]. Saxon movements.
Movements of Transylvanian Romanians,” Ilarian describes the Romanian Revolution as
a reaction to and a consequence of the Union, which argument he amply develops in the
fourth chapter. Even if he had intended to publish his study in six volumes so he could
write everything he knew about 1848 (the Hungarian government commissioner had
arrested Ilarian’s father in order to persuade the son to turn himself in), only the first two
could be written and a third only vaguely designed. 61
Another participant and eyewitness was what today could be labelled a
professional journalist, George Bariţiu, the Romanian press pioneer of Transylvania and
its promoter for another half a century. 62 As Ilarian, Bariţiu wrote at the end of the
century a two–volume tome on the history of the Principality (by then incorporated into
Hungary). The second one is dedicated exclusively to the Transylvanian 1848
Revolution. It includes an introduction concerning the events in Austria and Vienna,
vivid, almost journalistic descriptions of the unfolding of events until July, the Romanian
open air congresses, the civil war between October 1848 and January 1849, the Russian
intervention, the Hungarian four months domination in Transylvania (March–June 1849),
60
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the summer campaign in 1849, the second Russian intervention, the pacification, and the
governments of von Wohlgemuth (1849–1851), von Schwarzenberg and Lichtenstein
(1851–1860). 63
When it comes to the history of Transylvania, regardless whether we deal with
Romanian or Hungarian historiography, passions, justifications, and often accusations
generally replace the scientific rigor. Every Romanian or Hungarian history of
Transylvania sins by becoming instrumental to the hopeless political debate of the status
of the former principality, and from early times, even serious Romanian historians have
fallen into this political trap. 64 Here one can mention also a study written by the most en
vogue Romanian historians, translated into French under the auspices of the Academy of
Sciences of the Popular Republic of Romania. 65
Not very dissimilar are the studies of the Hungarian historians, however often
without the often grotesque excesses of the heavily ideologized Romanian writings of the
Communist era. Nevertheless, the more carefully written Hungarian studies made it to the
general scientific conversation via translations of prestigious Western and American
publishing houses, and the Hungarian historians were anyway more known and more
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respected then their Romanian colleagues. The Romanian maxi–history of Transylvania
received a Hungarian competitor written to support the Hungarian version of the story,
the respective myths, heroic wars, battles, and pasts, in fierce competition with the
Romanian claims of continuity in the Transylvanian area. 66 R. J. W. Evans best caught
the scientific and political waves caused by the Hungarian maxi–study:
The history of Transylvania, troubled at times, has been nothing like as
confrontational as in recent historiography. The appearance in Hungary of
these volumes unleashed across the Romanian border a torrent of hysterical
official abuse and, within a few months, an extended denunciation in the chief
professional journal there by three prominent academicians under the title “A
Conscious Falsification of History under the Aegis of the Hungarian Academy
of Sciences.” The work, so the [Romanian] review article concluded, after
anathematising its “revisionism and chauvinism” and much more in the same
vein, “grossly falsifies and denigrates the glorious multi–millennial past of the
Romanian people…[and] has nothing in common either with science or ethics,
ignoring, falsifying and denaturing without scruple the most elementary
truths, peddling noxious and dangerous ideas.” 67
Overall, Romanian historiography has produced very many studies dedicated to
the mid–century revolution in Transylvania. Among the older ones, it is certainly worth
mentioning Nicolae Bălcescu’s important studies concerning the 1848 revolution in
Transylvania. 68 Silviu Dragomir studied historical research methodology and dealt
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extensively with publishing archival documents of the time. 69 Studies that are more
recent include Gelu Neamţu (who, at the Institute of History in Cluj, dedicated a lifetime
to research concerning the 1848 Transylvanian Revolution). Dr. Neamţu is a well–known
militant historian, whose sentimental and at times visceral approach (the “we forgive but
don’t forget” attitude, as he wrote once) cannot be part of rational, scientific, and
unbiased research. For example, he insisted that Romanian historiography should
abandon its “defensive” character, and “orientate its research also toward the sufferings
and humiliations of this nation.” 70 In the last part of the Communist regime and also later,
Liviu Maior studied extensively the 1848 revolution and its consequences. After 1989, he
changed course slightly, even criticising some myths and clichés of the Romanian
historiography produced in Communist period, but not the fundamental ones. For
example, he asserted that claiming the unity of the revolutions in Transylvania, Moldavia
and Walachia would mean to force history and to grant too much importance to minor
events. 71 This is certainly honest reparation of previously produced questionable science.
In 1983, Mircea Muşat and Ion Ardeleanu’s book flagged the idea of the unitary
character of the 1848 revolution in all territories inhabited by Romanians (i.e.
Transylvania, Walachia, and Moldavia). Their ultimate argument is a long quotation of

Romanians and Military Art and Power) (Bucharest, 1936), also Nicoale Bălcescu, Opere (Works), Vol. I,
second part, Bucharest, 1940.
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Nicolae Ceauşescu (Secretary–General of the Romanian Communist Party), and a (false)
claim that the Blaj open field congress demanded the political unification of all
Romanians “into one state.”72 Despite some typical clichés, Cornelia Bodea offered some
valuable scholarship. 73 Ioan Dimitrie Suciu researched the Banat region. 74 In the interwar
years, Ioan Boroş produced a typical study for the period about the events on 1848 in a
Banat town, i.e. from an obviously Romanian perspective. 75
It is important to keep in mind the Communist regime’s more or less veiled
nationalism and cult of “Romanianness,” present in historical research. Even so, there
were scholars who wrote as honestly as the times allowed, producing valuable
scholarship. 76 Some scholars dedicated their efforts to the military aspects of the
movement. 77 There were also studies researching the 1848 revolution collectively in all
three Romanian lands, Transylvania included. 78 The Communist regime more or less
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directly imposed on Romanian scholars the obligation to stress in their works the
millennial unity of the Romanians, East and West of the Carpathian Mountains, as a
claim of priority over Transylvania. This tendency actually started well before, as a
national and patriotic duty, and has become a Leitmotiv of Romanian historiography. 79
One has to notice that Romanian historiography has produced a surprisingly
limited number of studies concerning Simion Bărnuţiu, and all of then lacking any
theoretical background. The first was published by G. Bogdan–Duică in 1924, three
quarters of a century after the events of 1848–1849, and sixty years after Bărnuţiu’s
death. Duică’s study probably remains the most complete Bărnuţiu monograph, and
includes the revolutionary’s principal published articles. 80 Still in the interwar period, we
have Petre Pandrea’s rather modest study. 81 During World War Two we have D. D.
Roşca’s Europeanul Bărnuţiu (The European Bărnuţiu), Sibiu, 1944.
After the Second World War, when history, like all aspects of life, became heavily
ideologized, Radu Pantazi published his Simion Bărnuţiu. Opera şi Gândirea. The
Romanian Revolution of 1848. Solidarity and National Unity) (Bucharest, 1987). Also Apostol Stan,
Revoluţia română de la 1848–1849 (Bucharest, 1992). G. D. Iscu, Revoluţia română de la 1848–1849,
(Bucharest, 1988).
79
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seriousness and rigor of Pantazi’s attempted monograph were destroyed by giving in to
the political requirements of the time. Right from the start there is the assertion that the
study itself is part of a larger “history of the masses, in accordance with the documents of
the XI Congress of the Romanian Communist Party.” 82 Therefore, the latest Bărnuţiu’s
attempted monograph is a quite inconsistent work, largely influenced and polluted by
Marxism and materialist dialectics, en vogue and dear to the regime in power during the
time of its writing.
Certainly, there are some other few articles about Simion Bărnuţiu written in the
1960s, 1970s, 1980s and 1990s, most of them more or less discreetly militant, and again
ignoring all theoretical knowledge about nations and nationalism, as Western scholarship
was very hard if not impossible to approach by historians of the Socialist Republic of
Romania.
Ioan Chindriş, probably the best connoisseur of Simion Bărnuţiu’s life and
activities, dedicated a number of studies to the writings and actions of Simion Bărnuţiu,
as will be seen in the following chapters, but no monograph stricto sensu. Furthermore,
no use of Western historiography and theories was made to understand Simion Bărnuţiu
in the larger context of the mid–century revolutions and nation–makers. After 1990, Ioan
Chindriş gathered several of his studies on Bărnuţiu into a single volume, containing
various articles and other very important contributions. 83
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All things considered, ours will be the uneasy task of this dissertation to show the
Romanian Transylvanian 1848 Revolution in comparison with the Hungarian and Saxon
one, and explain Bărnuţiu’s crucial role as national awakener by taking into account the
theories of nationalism produced in the Western world in the last half a century or so. As
we already mentioned, his has not been done so far, neither in Romanian, nor in any other
language. Also, unlike too many Romanian and Hungarian studies concerning nation
building in Transylvania, this work will hopefully lack (insofar this is humanly possible
for any historian) what most studies produced in Romanian and Hungarian are not:
militancy and balance toward one side or the other.
Nevertheless, Romanian historians also managed to publish serious and balanced
studies, with less emotional weight and even fewer historical certainties. 84 After the fall
of the Communist regime, other important works were published or republished, either by
honest, truly professional 85 and respected historians 86, or in cooperation with foreign
colleagues (especially from Germany, who had emigrated from Transylvania years or
decades before). 87. Recently, one of the most esteemed Romanian historians published a
general history of Romania, O istorie sinceră a poporului român (A Sincere History of
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the Romanian People), 88, stressing on numerous occasions the word “sincere,” as
opposed to the myth–making machine of the Romanian historiographical past.
Finally, there is a third historiographical perspective of analysis, namely that of
strict consideration of Transylvania as province of the Habsburg monarchy, with neither
emotional involvement nor a biased approach. 89
No doubt, for foreign observers, be it professional historians, journalists, or
politicians, the history of Transylvania can be fascinating, even intriguing, especially for
the endless debates and contradictions the study of its past appear to stir. Not long after
Trianon, a French historian concluded, not surprisingly, that many of Europe’s social and
national conflicts involved Romanians and Hungarians at some point, in 1784, 1848,
1867, and after. 90
As we have already seen above, when it comes to the history of Transylvania,
allegiances, passions, justifications and incriminations are the order of the day. Rarely
does one find works lacking fervour. History became a weapon used by politicians in
order to justify either claims to or domination of land.
There are many examples of heavily partisan works, such as Ardealul, pământ
românesc (Transylvania, Romanian Land), as Milton Lehrer’s book title suggests. The
above mentioned book by Lehrer reflects a purely militant history, whose spirit can be
also seen in the titles of the subjects of the chapters, “Magyarization through violence—
the chauvinists’ [Hungarians’] secret plans,” “The Hungary of Trianon, a unified and
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homogenous state – How much space do the Hungarians need? – Revisionism at any
price – The revisionists’ plan of action,” etc. 91 Romanian works of an earlier period were
written in the same register, for example the two volume Din istoria Transilvaniei
(Transylvanian History), which go from the beginnings of prehistory to the unification of
Transylvania with Romania in 1918, or the more recent Voievodatul Transilvaniei (The
Voivodate of Transylvania) by Ştefan Pascu (1979), which refers to a more limited time,
the fourteenth to the sixteenth centuries, or the work of Ilie Ceauşescu, Transilvania,
străvechi pământ românesc (Transylvania, Ancient Romanian Land, 1984). 92
There are however works less overburdened with emotion, with fewer hypotheses
and historic certainties, and yet surer: Kleine Geschichte Siebenbürgens by Harald Roth93
or Istoria României. Transilvania (History of Romania. Transylvania), in two volumes.
One may also mention monographs and kaleidoscopic works, which lack nationalist hues
and do not set out to be exhaustive: Historische Stätten. Siebenbürgen and
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Cosma, Anton Drăgoescu, Toader Ionescu, Horia Colan, Şerban Polverejan, Liviu Maior, Marcel Ştirban,
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Transilvanica 94, by Ioan Chindriş. Very recently, Istoria Transilvaniei 95, now in its
second volume and which will continue with the 1848 revolution and the modern age.
We await its appearance impatiently. There is a third perspective in approaching
Transylvania, that of considering it as a Habsburg province: Siebenbürgen in der
Habsburgermonarchie. Vom Leopoldinum bis zum Ausgleich (1690–1867) (1999).96

Monoethnic Histories of the Transylvanian Mid–Century Revolution
Coming to the self–image of Transylvanian Romanians at the time of the 1848
revolution, just like the Saxons and Hungarians, the Romanians had described their own
past from the national perspective. It is undoubtedly useful to consider their own “self–
history” as it is related to our theme.
Alexandru Papiu–Ilarian (1827–1877) who participated – and fought – in the
1848 revolution published the first volume of Istoria Românilor din Dacia Superioară
(The History of the Romanians of Upper Dacia) in Vienna in 1851. This book, which
stretches from the beginning of Roman rule in Dacia in 106 A.D. until 1848, a period of
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approximately 1750 years, is smaller than the second volume. Papiu–Ilarian put many
important problems of Transylvanian history up for discussion with neither narration nor
description, but with short analyses of the points and final conclusions. As marks of the
modernity of this approach – we are only two years from the final struggles of the 1848
revolution – we can see significant evidence of historical events useful for contemporary
interdisciplinary researchers; Papiu–Ilarian was working not only with the tools of the
historian but also the linguist, the jurist, the cultural historian etc, and finally the polemic
of ideas the documents support should not be ignored. The book is written very much in
the romantic style of the times and begins on the very first page, “One of our historians
compared the history of the Romanians with a Tragedy, and this he did in grief and it was
fitting.” 97
In volume XII of the monumental Istoria Romînilor din Dacia Traiana (The
History of the Romanians since Trajan’s Dacia), the historian A. D. Xenopol turned his
attention towards the 1849 revolution and the unification of Walachia and Moldova in
1859. In a separate subchapter, “The Revolution in Transylvania,” and continuing with
“The Revolution of 1848 in the Romanian Lands (in the lap of the Carpathians),”
Xenopol described the events in a positivist manner, using an attractive narrative style
and a confident pen. Concerning the historian’s ethic and approach to his work, this could
be regarded as his own testimony:
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The contemporary history of the Romanian people that is presented in this
volume is not that which cost me less effort. Perhaps it seems strange, but
precisely for this part of history, that which touches us from so close, from
nearby, the sources are largely lacking, or are of those which begin from
interested quills or filled with personal animosities, can be used only with the
greatest reservations […] Following Cicero’s maxim that history must not be
written untruthfully and neither must it be scared of truth, as a man who lives
in the bosom of his people, I have searched for everything I could find,
namely to maintain the balance of justice. 98
George Bariţiu, eyewitness to and participant in the 1848 revolution, founder of
the Romanian press in Transylvania and at its cutting edge for half a century, was the
author of what are considered classics even today. 99 Volume II of Părţi alese din istoria
Transilvaniei is dedicated exclusively to the revolution of 1848–1849 in Transylvania,
with an introduction looking at events in Vienna and Austria as a whole.
From George Bariţiu onwards, Romanian historiography acknowledged the
prevalence of national factors over and above social factors in the revolution of 1848: the
works of Silviu Dragomir, George Em. Marica, Gelu Neamţu and Ioan Chindriş all
follow this pattern. It is worth remembering that all of these historians are Transylvanian.
Historians from beyond the Carpathian Horseshoe however, Dan Berindei and Gheorghe
Platon, for example, inclined towards a perhaps more thorough analysis, considering
social and political aspects in their work concerning the Romanian revolution. This fact is
explicable: the priority for Transylvanian Romanians was for their homeland to achieve
some sort of autonomy and break the union with Hungary while at the same time their
countrymen from Walachia and Moldova were fighting to be recognised as a true nation,
98 A.D. Xenopol, Istoria Romînilor din Dacia Traiana (The History of the Romanians since Trajan’s
Dacia), vol. 11, Organic Regulation 1821–1848,(Iaşi: Editura Libăriei şcoalelor Fraţii Şaraga, 1893),
“Precuvîntare la ediţia I,” 3–4.
99 George Bariţ, Părţi alese din istoria Transilvaniei. Pe două sute de ani din urmă, (Selections from
the last 200 years of Transylvanian History), vol. II, second edition, (Braşov: Inspectoratul pentru Cultură
al judeţului Braşov, 1994), 840 pages.
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for at that time they were still living under laws drawn up under the suzerain Ottoman
power and Russian protectorate.
Linked to the data offered by historical sources of the time, many monographs
concerning the 1848 Romanian revolution also appeared. Among the oldest and most
important to consider the 1848 Transylvanian movement are those of Nicolae Bălcescu 100
and those of Silviu Dragomir, 101 which paved the way for methodological research.
Mişcarea românilor Ardeal la 1848 (The Transylvanian Romanian Movement of 1848),
Bălcescu’s work first published in 1851, described the Transylvanian Romanians’
movement as an awakening, while the author himself stylised his own position as a
visitor to Avram Iancu’s camp in the framework of the relationship between a national
prophet and his people. Bălcescu’s theory of history created a narrative similar to
contemporary national romantic historical models all over East–Central Europe, clearly
being influenced by the emigrant revolutionaries, predominantly Polish, during
Bălcescu’s own exile in Paris. The essay extended the narrative of suffering as a basis for
salvation and formulated a specific Romanian national mission, namely to be the
vanguard of civilization. In this quasi–Hegelian scheme of dialectical progress, even
negativity had its providential role: the loss of equality started the historical movement
and defeat in the war for nationhood laid the foundation of the future state. Thus, the
“course of revolution” in Romanian history meant the gradual incorporation of the people
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into the nation, the fulfilment of emancipation and progress towards liberty, democracy
and unity.
As mentioned above, Gelu Neamţu also authored a number of monographs,
though these were—more or less—discretely militant. Paradoxically, in the monograph
Revoluţia românilor din Transilvania 1848–1849 (The Romanians’ Revolution in
Transylvania 1848–1849), which became a classic, Gelu Neamţu himself proposed the
“deconstruction of clichés” which, he pointed out, led to distortion and even falsification
of the facts of the revolution, since “for a historiography to reach maturity, it is difficult
always to stay on the defensive.” This had been the case until then, the author thought,
and the moment had come for “our historiography also to offer restitution and direct
inquiries towards the suffering and humiliation of our people, something which has been
neglected until now.” He argued
The history of the 1848 Romanian revolution itself “was the history of the
rejection of the union (of Transylvania with Hungary), a fight for liberation
from serfdom and also a proclamation of national independence. Through a
civil war with the characteristics of a war for national liberation, the
Romanians eventually achieved the annulment of the union as well as
recognition of themselves as courageous fighters for their right to exist [as a
nation], things which have brought about, evidently, a consolidation of their
national consciousness.” As previously argued, much militancy and too little
scholarly rigor and balance. 102
Liviu Maior was certainly more balanced in his research. In 1849–1849. Români
şi unguri în revoluţie (1848–1849, Romanians and Hungarians in Revolution), Liviu
Maior concerned himself in a separate chapter with “historians and clichés,” many of

102 Gelu Neamţu, Revoluţia românilor din Transilvania 1848–1849 (The Transylvanian Romanian
Revolution of 1848–1849), (Cluj–Napoca: Editura Carpatica, 1996), 9–15. Gelu Neamţu, Faţa necunoscută
a revoluţiei române de la 1848–1849 din Transilvania (The Unknown Face of the Romanian Revolution of
1848–1849 in Transylvania), (Cluj–Napoca: Editura Argonaut, 2004).
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which were “important in our historiography.” One such stereotype was that linked to the
nationalism of Romanian historians. Indeed,
The myth of Oedipus is that his search for his own identity is marked by a
series of events, each worse than the last, and it seems that there are many
Romanian historians similarly obsessed in a manner which is difficult to
understand. An embarrassing perception of national history, a selective
historicism which is very damaging and puts its own stamp, so to speak, on
the rewriting of history.
Another cliché is “the ideological corset of Marxism;” another is the “apathy” of
Romanians, which George Bariţ also commented upon. Another clichéd formula,
“springing even from the offices of those responsible for organising propaganda in
socialist Romania” is “the unified character” of the 1848 revolution. Maior was revolted,
“To demonstrate that we had only a single Romanian revolution in Transylvania, the
Romanian Lands, Moldova and Bucovina means forcing history, it means according a
major importance to minor facts, even accepting the existence of a centre of command
which coordinated the entire revolutionary process.” 103
The fascinating work of Simion Bărnuţiu as a journalist constitutes the subject
matter of the research by George Emilian Marica in his outstanding work Studies on the
History and Sociology of Romanian Transylvanian Culture in the Nineteenth Century.
What are commonly considered, Bărnuţiu’s “short writings”—i.e. his articles on a great
number of subjects, from agriculture to scientific congresses, usually not developing the
subjects but explaining them to a large audience—are sometimes even richer and closer
to completion than his “extended” works. At any rate, one cannot avoid accounting for
these “short writings,” in order to get the “whole picture” of Bărnuţiu’s output.

103 Liviu Maior, 1849–1849. Români şi unguri în revoluţie (1849–1849. Romanians and Hungarians in
Revolution), (Bucharest: Editura Enciclopedică, 1998), 10–20.
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According to Marica, these “short writings” spread the scent of a symbiotic blend of
enlightenment and romanticism, very specific to Bărnuţiu’s Transylvanian époque. 104
The 1848 revolution has captivated generations of historians. Further, the events
in Transylvania have been approached in their own light, not only that of Romanian—or
Hungarian, German (Saxon) or Austrian—historiography. Somehow specifically and
traditionally Transylvanian, until now the way has been for each of the three nations of
Transylvania to write for and about themselves, a symptom clearly shown in the title of
Georg Daniel Teutsch’s book Geschichte der Siebenbürger Sachsen für das sächsische
Volk, a work carried on by his son, Friedrich Teutsch, 105 which presents the period of the
nineteenth century and the part taken by the Germans of Transylvania in the revolution of
1848. Friedrich Teutsch was also the author of a monograph dedicated to his father,
Georg Daniel Teutsch. 106
Getting to grips with the revolving bookcase of the revolution, “die Hauptfrage”
(“the main question”) for the Saxons was, in Teutsch’s view, the union of Transylvania
with Hungary. This problem determined the actions of the Saxons and their divided
position in the spring of 1848: some, fronted by the citizens of Braşov, came out in
support of the union, while others, led by the townsmen of Sibiu, were notorious
opponents. As summer turned to autumn in 1848 however, the course of the events of the
insurrection in Hungary, “the abandonment of the realm of the law” by a number of
104 George Emilian Marica, Studii de istorie si sociologia culturii romane ardelene din secolul al XIX–
lea (Studies on the History and Sociology of Romanian Transylvanian Culture in the Nineteenth Century),
vol. 1, (Cluj–Napoca, 1977), 31.
105 Georg Daniel Teutsch, Geschichte der Siebenbürger Sachsen. Für das sächsische Volk (Braşov,
1852) books 1 and 2, 1853 book 3, 1856 book 4, 1858 books 5 and 6; second edition in 2 volumes (Leipzig,
1874). Friedrich Teutsch, Geschichte des sächsischen Volkes für das sächsische Volk, vol. IV (1868–1919)
(Sibiu, 1926).
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Kossuth’s revolutionaries, determined the Saxons to regroup and take a position against
the union, pro–Habsburg and also pro–Romanian.
After the approach of Teutsch, which until now has dominated our view of the
Saxon vision of the revolution, more recently Carl Göllner, in Die Siebenbürger Sachsen
in den Revolutionsjahren 1848–1849, Michael Kroner and Annemie Schenk have put up
their contributions to the subject. In books edited or coordinated by Carl Göllner, he has
followed Teutsch’s methodology and conclusions, bringing supplementary elements, new
documents and a new, more substantial social interpretation, highlighting class and social
components, as this seemed, after 1965, a fitting way to write history. 107
Otto Greffner dealt with Şvabii din Banat (The Swabians of Banat), in a short
history containing a chapter dedicated to the 1848 revolution. Like the Saxons, the
Germans of Banat were divided in their view of the ideals of the revolution. In the urban
centres Arad, Timişoara and Lugoj, the Germans gravitated towards the Hungarian
revolution, but with claims of their own to a national identity, they organised themselves
into a German national guard. In rural areas, the German population was affected to a
much smaller degree by the revolutionary process. The petition of the Swabians of
Bulgăruş, brought as a part of the German population’s requests, was to respect the status

107 Carl Göllner, în Die Siebenbürger Sachsen in den Revolutionsjahren 1848–1849, (Bucharest:
Editura Academiei Române, 1967), 15–59. More recently, a collected volume edited by Carl Göllner, Die
Siebenbürger Sachsen in den Jahren 1848–1918, authors: Hans Barth, Karin Bertalan, Ludwig Binder,
Hermann Fabini, Gustav Gündisch, Konrad K. Gündisch, Horst Klusch, Doina Nägler, Martin Rill,
Elisabeth Rothe, Anneliese Thudt, Inge and Joachim Wittstock (Köln–Wien: Böhlau Verlag, 1988),
collection “Siebenbürgisches Archiv,” vol. 22. Annemie Schenk, Deutsche in Siebenbürgen. Ihre
Geschichte und Kultur, (München: Beck Verlag, 1992) and Europäische Kulturlandschaft Siebenbürgen
(Wort und Welt, 1995). Michael Kroner has numerous studies to his name concerning 1848 and the Saxons,
and has a special interest in Stephan Ludwig Roth.
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quo regarding language, autonomy and the privileges held until that time and threatened
by what the Swabians considered an aggressive drive towards Magyarization. 108
In 1848 Georg Daniel Teutsch (1817–1893), future bishop of the Saxons (from
1867), and founding father of modern Saxon historiography, was a thirty one year old
man, engaged in civilian life in as deputy for his native town, Sighişoara, in the diet of
Cluj. He signed up for the civil guard, and during the civil war took an active part in the
fighting as a captain of a battalion of German hunters. George Bariţiu, who, during the
time of the revolution, directed the Romanian press at Braşov and who, through the above
mentioned Gazeta de Transilvania (Transylvanian Gazette) and Foaie pentru minte,
inimă şi literatură (Journal for Mind, Heart and Literature), was involved in the battle of
ideas, took also active part in the fighting. However, in the second half of the nineteenth
century both became noted historians of their people.
What Georg Daniel Teutsch was for the Saxons, Köváry László (1819–1907) was
for the Transylvanian Hungarians. Köváry was their national historian of the 1848
revolution, and his data is respected in academic circles to this day. At the outbreak of the
revolution, Köváry was twenty–nine years old and already known for his academic work
and journalism. After working as editor–in–chief of the newspaper Ellenör in Cluj, in
June of 1848 he was named as secretary to the National Bureau of Statistics by the then
Hungarian ministry of the interior, Szemere Bertalan. In the autumn of 1848 the
Committee for National Defence (Honvédelemi Bizottmány) sent Köváry to Transylvania
to cover the events there. Once there he received various missions from the Hungarian
government and from General Josef Bem. In August 1849 Köváry was arrested by ustrian
108 Otto Greffner, The Swabians (Germans) of Banat (a short history) (Arad, 1994), 155 pages, 64 –71
and the following chapter, “The Historical Period following then Revolution of 1848–1849,” 72–79.
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troops but was soon released by Colonel Urban. On his release Köváry moved to Pest and
dedicated himself to cultural activities. Köváry László was the author of Erdély története
1848–1849–ben (History of Transylvania in 1848–1849), which appeared in Pest in 1861,
and numerous other articles, studies and collections of documents relating to the
revolution. By any standard, his Erdély története 1848–1849–ben can be compared to the
second volume of Părţi alese din istoria Transilvaniei (Selections from Transylvanian
History) by George Bariţ, since, like the work of his Romanian counterpart Bariţ,
Köváry’s book was not only a source for historical research, but also the record of events
witnessed by someone deeply involved in them. Also, George Bariţ would use Köváry’s
book as a source of information and would present it critically. 109

The Image of the Other
Useful for our purposes are also studies analysing the image of the Other (l’image
de l’Autre), meaning how Transylvanian ethnic groups saw each other in general and in
1848 in particular. The Romanians seen by the Hungarians through the lens–cliché of the
nineteenth century have been the subject of two important new–generation Romanian
(Transylvanian) historians, Melinda and Sorin Mitu. Using material typical for this kind
of scholarly endeavour (literature, historiographical writings, daily press, travel accounts
etc), their work has become a classic of imagology. The two authors have focused their
109 Köváry László, Erdély története 1848–1849–ben (Pest, 1861). Köváry László, Okmánytár az 1848–
9–ki erdélyi eseményekhez (A Collection of Documrnts refering to the events in Transylvania of 1848–
1849) (Cluj, 1861). Articles: Köváry László, “Az unio kimondása 1848–ban” (The Proclamation of the
Union of 1848), in Korunk (1865): 109–114; “A márciusi napok civilisationk keretében” (The Days of
March in the Framework of our Civilisation), in Erdélyi Múzeum (1898): 297–306; “Visszaemlékezések a
forradalom derüsebb napjaira” (Remembrances of the Happier Days of the Revolution), in Történelmi
Lapok (1898): 1–3, 9–11, 17–19, 25–28, 33–35, 45–46, 81–62, 69–71, 88–89, 101–104, 117–119, 125–127.
Concerning Köváry László, see Melinda Mitu and Sorin Mitu, Romanians regarding Hungarians: Images
and clichés from the 19th Century, (Cluj–Napoca: Editura Fundaţiei pentru Studii Europene, 1998), 153–
175.
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research on the first half of the 19th century in order to grasp the formation mechanisms
of Hungarian images and clichés vis–à–vis the Romanians. The results have been
somewhat surprising, since, as the Romanians used to put it, “the Devil was not that
black” (meaning the situation was not that bad). Indeed, the way Hungarians saw the
Romanians was not principally negative and accusatory, and when it was, there were both
solid and interesting arguments. However surprised the reader might be, “in the
nineteenth century, the way the Hungarians perceived the Romanians had many things in
common with the way Romanians actually saw themselves. This was emblematic not
necessarily for the correspondence of those images to reality, but to the similar
ideological need that they fulfil.” 110
Spira György dedicated himself to the nationality issue in revolutionary Hungary
in a well written, balanced, and unbiased book. He argued that the Hungarian Revolution
of 1848 failed to resolve the nationalities issue for posterity, and even today the
relationship between the Hungarians and some of their neighbours cannot be described as
good. Spira does not have much sympathy for biased historians of any ethnic groups.
They “would go to great lengths to cover up the errors of their forebears, thereby
magnifying those of their forebears’ opponents and enemies.” 111
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in Sorin Mitu, Florin Gogâltan eds., “Studii de Istorie a Transilvaniei” (“Studies of Transylvanian
History”), Asociaţia Istoricilor din Transilvania şi Banat, Cluj–Napoca (Transylvanian and Banat
Historians’ Association), 1994, 106–115.
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Older or newer generations of historians have also dealt with the issue of how the
Hungarians perceived the Romanians during the 1848 revolution. 112 Ioan Cârja justified
his interest in the image de l’Autre by the fact that “the revolution caught the three
nations (Romanians, Hungarians, and Saxons) on different sides of the barricade, each
with its own ideals, symbols […] The competing nature of the inter–ethnic relationship
could be fully observed in the image of the “other” (allies and foes), in its inherited
nuances, as well as in its shape forged during the unfolding of events.” The profound
transformations of 1848–1849 meant also that prejudice and resentments penetrated the
mentalities of all sides. This would later legitimise the non–friendship for the “Other,”
and would have deep repercussions on the knowledge of the “other’s” real being. 113
Klaus Heitmann researched the image of the Romanians in the eyes of the
“Germans”: Prussians, Austrians, Swabians, and Saxons. Surprisingly, unlike the
Hungarian case, Heitmann detected little “German” interest vis–à–vis the Romanians
during the period under discussion. Why is that? The answer involves geographic,
political, and historical aspects. There were no common borders between Romanians and
Germans, therefore no territorial proximities and no power rivalries, as in the Romanian–
Hungarian case, where a fierce competition for cultural supremacy was common. With
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Toth Zoltán, Magyarok és románok (Hungarians and Romanians) (Budapest, 1966), Egyed Ákos, A
moldvai és havasalföldi forradolom a magyar sajtótülrében (The Revolution in Moldavia and Walachia in
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the exception of Saxons and Swabians, who have lived in direct contact with the
Romanian population, positive, negative or ambivalent fascination appeared only in
accounts of German travellers, ethnographers, diplomats, and journalists. The image of
the “Other” was rather vague, as seen from a distance, and the lack of information was
corroborated with clichés and prejudice. Sometimes reality was seen through what
Heitmann calls Nationalbrillen (national glasses), which deformed the vision and
perception of the persons involved. Actually Hartmann extracted the most important
stereotypes from various sources, thus creating a kind of identikit of the “Romanian,” as
seen by the Germans. The Phantombild (Phantom picture) was the following: a) the
Romanians, especially the women, were especially physically attractive people, beautiful,
strong, and vigorous; B) cleanliness, well–maintained households; c) tendency to laziness
(only men); d) simple lifestyle, with no great expectations e) extreme sexual liberty; f)
love for children, but women are considered inferior to men; g) melancholic character, as
popular songs and ballades attested. Strong belief in destiny; h) the Romanian territories
have always been the scenes for battles and invasions, and the continued foreign
domination and oppression somehow justifies laziness and flippancy. Toward the end of
his study, Heitmann stressed that the image of the Romanian was similar to that of other
peoples in the area and concluded that, despite everything, the Romanians should have a
bright future.114
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Klaus Heitmann, in: Das Rumänenbild im deutschen Sprachraum: 1775–1918. Eine imagologische
Studie (Köln–Wien: Böhlau Verlag, 1985), series “Studia Transylvanica,” vol. 12. Other important works
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Sometimes literature was the point of reference for analysing the image of the
Other, as in Johann Weidlein’s, Das Bild des Deutschen in der ungarischen Literatur
(The Image of the German in Hungarian Literature). Weidlein, considered the best
German specialist on Hungarian literature, was convinced that “Hungary could not be
understood without studying its literature, as in this geographic area literature and politics
had always been interwoven.” Weidlen’s study provides an analysis of Hungarian
nationalism from its beginnings around 1780, its glorious times between 1848 and 1945,
until its racist expression under the regime of Miklos Horthy.
In his view, Hungarian nationalism contained the main reason for the decadence
of historic Hungary: the claim to supremacy of the Hungarians. Its poetic formula can be
found in Petöfi’s line, “Nincs itt urasága csak az egy magyarnak!” (There’s no other
master here but the Hungarian). Also, the image of the German in Hungarian literature
has been overwhelmingly negative, provocative, unfriendly and inimical, arousing envy
and contempt. A Hungarian writer, Némedi, has explained the motivation of this anti–
German feeling, “der Madjare habe im 18. Jahrhundert den Deutschen erst wieder hassen,
abweisen lernen müssen, um die nationale Selbstständigkeit seiner geistigen Entwicklung
zu bewahren.” (“in the seventeenth century the Hungarian had to hate and reject the
German in order to preserve the autonomy of his spiritual development.”) 115
***
Romanian historiography, often militant, has chosen myth, artefacts and clichés as
powerful tools to describe events of the past. After 1918, it often became militant and
linked to political–ideological disputes, as was also the case in Hungary. This does not
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mean that it lacked valuable scholars and scholarship, even if one has to take into account
the hopeless Romanian–Hungarian dispute and the biased approach. This is the case of
Camil Mureşanu, a venerable Romanian historian and member of the Romanian
Academy of Sciences, who has studied nationalism for almost half a century in the
classic Romanian way: the nation belongs to the spiritual sphere, is something almost
biological, deeply rooted into the very nature of humankind. According to him, “nation
and nationality are real and concrete products of historical development. However
sublimated nationalism can be in modern times, it expresses the immanent belonging of
the individual to human community.” 116 This way of conceiving the nation is common to
virtually all East European historiographies, and is diametrically opposed to considering
it as a political/cultural construct, a product of a mythology with clear and pragmatic
purposes.
Nicolae Bocşan is another Transylvanian theoretician of Romanian nationalism
(as is Mureşanu). Bocşan is less concerned with the metaphysical grounds of nationalism
and focuses mainly on its genesis and functionality, insisting on the individual form that
nationalism took among Transylvanian Romanians. The idea of nation developed
successively in the confessional, cultural, and political, spheres, from the synthesis of
French contractual ideas and German historical organicism. According to Bocşan, this
was a major contribution to nineteenth century political philosophy, as these two views
proved incompatible in Western Europe. Bocşan calls this new direction “the Romanian
sociology of the nation.” In Transylvania and the Banat, the idea of nation was closer to
the German interpretation, unlike the Danubian Principalities, where the French
116
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contractual influence had always been stronger. Certainly, “1848 was the most eclectic,
and also the most spectacular theoretical contribution, even if full of confusions.” In
Romanian, the spirit of 1848 has a linguistic expression, paşoptism, which can hardly be
translated into English, if at all—something like eighteenfortyeight–ism. This
incorporates both the late Enlightenment and manifestations of pre–romanticism. The
Romanian Transylvanian and Banat pre–romantics linked the Herderian historical and
linguistic interpretation to the Kantian philosophic spirit, as was then case with Simion
Bărnuţiu. According to Bocşan, Simion Bărnuţiu was among the first to define the nation
as a juridical entity, equipped by liberalism with fundamental inalienable rights. By
extrapolating the principles of individual liberalism upon the nation, these pre–romantics
actually inaugurated the synthesis nationalism–liberalism, peculiar to the national
definition in central and Eastern Europe. The second contribution of Romanian pre–
romanticism was defining the nation according to the German notion of Volksgeist, the
strongest feature of nationality, which extended through time, like heredity.
The Romanian paşoptism continued the previous theoretical approach, laying
nationalism at the foundation of political militancy. The politization of the idea of nation
was undoubtedly the effect of paşoptism, meaning mainly Bărnuţiu. By ascribing the
nation an ethnic nature, the 1848–generation was essentially popular in spirit, went
beyond the strict political liberal vision, and went close to the French view of nation (le
people) à la Jules Michelet. In the Transylvanian context, Simion Bărnuţiu and Geroge
Bariţ changed the course of the national discourse from philosophy to jurisprudence. In
fact, “Bărnuţiu fiercely opposed the idea of a wide–range political nation and one–
language system, promoted by Hungarian liberals, and insisted on the legal political
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existence of national groups within the state. Intuitively, Bărnuţiu anticipated the idea of
self–determination, which included territory, jurisprudence, and executive power.” Thus,
the 1848 revolutionaries came to almost completely identify the nation with the person,
which goes to show their flirting with democracy. According to Bocşan, for the
Transylvanian Romanians the “national idea” was a powerful idea until 1850, essentially
contributing to the formation of the image of the self, and what he calls “collective
consciousness.” 117
Ioan Chindriş is undoubtedly one of the most important researchers of Romanian
nationalism in Transylvania, and also a careful scholar of Simion Bărnuţiu. Chindriş
considered the Transylvanian intellectual the “founding father” of modern Romanian
nationalism in the Principality. For him Romanian national history began in 1700 with
the Union [the result was Uniatism]. Simion Bărnuţiu “controlled the past by analysis and
the future by far–sightedness. It was he who, in 1848, created Romanian nationalism, as
we know it today. The Transylvanian revolutionary intellectual became and remained the
prophet of this historical phenomenon, which led eventually to the construction of a
modern state, Romania.” 118
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Although the term “Romania” did exist and circulate amongst Transylvanian,
Walachian and Moldavian intellectuals even in the 1840s–1850s, the 1848 Romanian
Transylvanian revolutionaries did not envisioned any serious project concerning their kin
across the Carpathian Mountains. The main reason was their profound devotion to the
Emperor and perception that their country was Habsburg Monarchy, with Transylvania
part of it.

Editura Academiei Române, 2005). He also coordinated the republication, under the auspices of the
Romanian Academy of Sciences and with the blessing of Pope John Paul II, of the Bible printed in 1795 in
Blaj, translated by Samuil Micu, and considered the first Bible in the Principality published in literary
Romanian. Despite the fact that Micu translated the Bible by request of the Uniate Bishop Ioan Bob, the
Transylvanian Orthodox Church also used it for many decades.
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Chapter II
Nations and Revolutions in Transylvania

Transylvania presented a special peculiarity among the Habsburg provinces. In
fact, when revolution reached the Principality in the spring of 1848, three nations
(Romanians, Hungarians, and Saxons) had three different agendas. Despite being the
majority group, the Romanians had been for centuries deprived of political rights, and
lacked even recognition. Until 1848 the situation remained the same from the point of
view of the law of the state: Transylvanian Romanians din not count as a political
medieval Estate or nation, but only as gens or populus, the same as Serbians, Bulgarians,
Greeks, Armenians, Jews and Roma–Sinti, who likewise were not counted among the
Estates of the country. Romanians enjoyed only the right of “individual tolerance”
meaning they had duties but did not enjoy rights and privileges. Further, until the end of
seventeenth century when, in 1697, a portion of them converted to Greek–Catholicism by
“unification with the Church of Rome,” the exclusively Orthodox Romanians were also
excluded from the ranks of recognized religions.
Under these circumstances, during the last decade of the seventeenth century, two
events of crucial importance for the progress of Romanians in Transylvania took place:
the incorporation of the Principality into the Habsburg monarchy (1691) and the partial
union with Rome of Transylvanian Romanian Orthodoxy (1697, 1700). The first event
connected the Transylvanian Romanians to a world of new, cosmopolitan ideas, while the
second contributed to the formation of a group of intellectuals that acquired the power to
transform society, promoting a new vision of the community. From a cultural point of
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view, Blaj, central Transylvania, became the hub of Transylvanian Romanian militancy.
It was here, by the end of the eighteenth century, that what is known as Şcoala Ardeleană
(The Transylvanian School) had come into being. Development of the Şcoala continued
up to the period before 1848, with its “alumni” preparing the 1848 and post–1848
generation of intellectuals. Simion Bărnuţiu was one of those Uniate theologian–
intellectuals who managed to boost the national feelings of the Romanian Transylvanian
peasants and intellectuals alike, this becoming the ideologue of the Romanian movement
in Transylvania.
Each of these phenomena had a major impact on the Transylvanian Romanians’
progress towards nationhood. It is safe to say that the Romanian revolution in
Transylvania was an exacerbated form of the ideals and ideas of liberalism and
nationalism. In Italy and Hungary, in Eastern Europe and the Balkans, within the
framework of revolution, the national factor was more important than the social one, and
this nationalist doctrine, not liberalism per se, was its driving force. However, Simion
Bărnuţiu was no liberal. He was the ideologue of the Transylvanian revolution in its
attempt to block the Principality’s union with Hungary and to obtain recognition of and
national rights for the Romanian nation. The rest of this chapter will show how the
historical reality of the inverted multi–ethnicity of Transylvania in the first half of the
nineteenth century supported and encouraged revolutionary ideals, which, in the course
of only two years, 1848 and 1849, produced a decisive change in the collective mindset
and brought about the creation of the modern identities of Romanians, Hungarians and
Saxons.
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Transylvania and its Peoples
In the first half of the nineteenth century and at the outbreak of the Romanian
revolution, from the political point of view Transylvania was a great Principality, and
since 1764 had been a part of the Habsburg Empire.
From an administrative point of view, Transylvania was organized into counties,
comprising the greater part of the central, northern and western parts of the province; the
Szeklers of the Trei Scaune (Három–Szék–Hungarian) region in south–eastern
Transylvania and Fundus regius or Sachsenland, comprising nine ethnically German
counties, one district in southern Transylvania and the Bistriţa area.
Socially, the Great Principality of Transylvania had three natios, represented in
the Transylvanian Diet, the supreme political, administrative’ and administrative body.
These nations, having the right to active political participation since medieval times, were
the Hungarian nobility, the Szeklers, and the Transylvanian Saxons (Germans). The serfs,
who had neither civil rights nor personal freedom and were also tied to the land, formed
the majority of the population and were Romanian.
Religiously, Transylvania recognized three faiths, known as received religions,
these being Roman Catholicism (of which Uniatism was part and parcel), Calvinism and
Lutheranism. Orthodoxy was a tolerated religion, but not recognized officially. The
accepted religions appertained to the natios, the majority of Szeklers were Roman
Catholic (Romanians leaning towards Rome were largely Greek–Catholic) while
Hungarians and Germans were Protestant.
Ethnically however, the situation was inverted: the Romanians, having little
power politically either socially or religiously, being mainly Orthodox and tied peasants,
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formed 60% of the Principality’s population. Of the others, Hungarians and Szeklers
made up approximately 30% of the population and the German Saxons around 10%.
Even together these natios did not come close to the number of the Romanians, but
thanks to enduring medieval privilege social, economic and political power was
concentrated in their hands. The table below shows the ethnic division of Transylvania
based on religious denomination from the returns of the Austrian census of 1850–1851. 1

Table 1. Ethnic Divisions Based on Religious Denominations
Year

Romanians

Hungarians

Germans Gypsies

Jews Others

Total

Total Population

Percentage of population
1766

58.9

27.5

13.6

–

–

–

100

953,886

52.0

41.0

6.5

–

–

0.5

100.01

1,453,742

1773

63.5

24.2

12.3

–

–

–

100.01

1,066,017

1786

30.5

49.7

18.2

0.7

0.2

0.7

100.01

1,664,545

1794

50.0

33.0

12.5

4.3

0.1

0.1

100.01

1,458,559

1844

60.1

28.6

10.0

0.8

0.2

0.3

100.02

2,143,310

1850/51 59.5

25.9

9.4

3.8

0.8

0.6

100.02

2,062,379

1

The table is taken from Harald Roth, Kleine Geschichte Siebenbürgens (Short History of
Transylvania), (Köln, Weimar, Wien: Böhlau Verlag, 1996), 101.
Historical literature considering Transylvanian demographics is very rich. For the period under
discussion, of particular interest is the work of Joseph Benigni von Mildenberg, Handbuch der Statistik des
Großfürstenthums Siebenbürgen (Manual of Statisctics of the Grand Principality of Transylvania), (Sibiu
1837); and Köváry László, Erdély története 1848–1849–ben (The History of Transylvania in 18848–1849),
(Pest, 1861). See also Déak’s very honest consideration of numbers in Transylvania in Istvàn Déàk, The
Lawful Revolution. Kossuth Lajos and the Hungarians 1848–1849, (Phoenix Press, 2001), 119–120.
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Medieval natios in Transylvania
At the time the 1848 revolution began in the autonomous Principality of
Transylvania, the “system of 3+4” was functioning, meaning the 3 nations of Estate
(Hungarian nobility, Szeklers and Saxons) and the 4 received religions (Roman–
Catholicism, Calvinism, Unitarianism and Lutheranism) which were represented in the
Diet, the Transylvanian regional parliament.
The first union of the three corporative Estates, Unio trium nationum, was
concluded in 1437, during a period of decline of the central power of the Hungarian king,
something upon which Transylvania depended at the time, and its goal was not only
common defence against the external danger of the Turks, but also internal self–defence
and the maintenance of the privileges of the Estates. Later, however, in 1514, this
agreement came to be seen in the light of the threat posed by the Romanian peasant
mutiny under the leadership of Gheorghe Doja, a Transylvanian Jan Hus. Doja’s rebellion
of 1514, also joined by Hungarian peasants, was an expression of the social pressure on
the inferior layers of the society, the dependent peasantry (bondmen and serfs), that
would grow in time and culminate in the 1784 uprising led by three peasants from the
Western Carpathian Mountains, Horea, Cloşca and Crişan, an insurrection which was
distinctly Romanian in character. The privileged Estates of Transylvania reiterated the
conclusions of defensive agreements concluded in the years 1459 and 1463 and similar to
Unio trium nationum of 1437, with another episode of arbitration in 1507, and it is
certain they did this in order to protect and maintain their pre–eminent positions. By
enhancing the power of the three nations of Estate, the prerogatives of the Hungarian
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crown were gradually undermined, and over time the Principality of Transylvania
enhanced its autonomy. 2
In 1542, the three Estates negotiated a fundamentally new convention that
stipulated the autonomy of each nation of Estate regarding their union and concerned
itself with particular law issues, and this Convention was enhanced and renewed in its
provisions several times. 3 However, in December of the same year, the feudal state of the
three political nations, which remained, albeit nominally, a part of the Hungarian Crown,
came under Ottoman suzerainty. The prince chosen by the Estates, Ioan Sigismund
Zápolya, was chosen king of Hungary (Electus Rex Hungariae). 4 From 1570 the prince
bore the title of Princeps Transsilvaniae et Partium Hungariae.
The decisions of the Transylvanian regional parliament in 1542–1545 established
the fundamental laws of the state as it follows: 1. Recognition of a common ruler, the
prince of Transylvania, and the subordination of the three nations under his command
while maintaining the liberties for each nation; 2. Constitution of a common secret
council, that later became the Transylvanian government, composed of an equal number
of members drawn from each of the three nations; 3. Eternal peace between the three
nations; 4. General sessions of the regional parliament, with the stipulation that the

2

Mathias Bernath, Habsburgii şi începuturile formării Naţiunii Române (The Habsburgs And The
Beginnings of The Formation of The Romanian Nation (Cluj: Editura Dacia, 1994), 32.
3

Friedrich Teutsch, Geschichte der Siebenbürger Sachsen für das sächsische Volk, vol. 2, (Sibiu,
1807), XVI–XVII.
4

Constantin Sassu, Rumänen und Ungarn. Geschichtliche Voraussetzungen (Romanians and
Hungarians. Historical Premises), (Bucharest, 1940), 100.
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validity of a decision of that regional parliament required the consent of each one of the
three Estates, a provision maintained until 1848. 5
Within the alliance of the Estates, the most important factor was certainly natio
Hungarica, made up of the senior Hungarian nobility owning land in the seven districts
of central Transylvania. This nobility, native speakers of Hungarian and, with the
exception of the noble Romanian families in Hunedoara, Haţeg and Maramureş who had
been “Magyarized” and had converted to Calvinism, ethnically Hungarian, was the
exclusive holder of political rights.
The second nation of Estate, the Szeklers, was a frontier population, free, owing
to military duties, and therefore privileged. Speaking an archaic Hungarian language and
using an ancient pre–Christian runic alphabet, the Szeklers managed to maintain residual
elements of their old tribal and clan organization until comparatively recent times, 1848
and later. The Szekler nation (natio Siculorum) was represented by the primores, the
social class of landowners who had privileges equal to those of the nobility.
Finally, the third nation of Estate, natio Saxonica, was composed of an urban
oligarchy and free peasants who lived on Saxon land in Southern Transylvania. The
Saxon nation was essentially different from the other two medieval nations, by “its
constitutive aversion against the nobility” (Mathias Bernath). 6 The Saxons had no
nobles, but within the urban population, especially in Sibiu and Braşov, there was the so–
called Saxon patriciate endowed with significant economic and political power.
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Friedrich Schuler von Libloy, Siebenbürgische Rechtsgeschichte (Jurisprudential History of
Transylvana), vol. 1, 2nd edition, (Sibiu, 1867), 377, note 2.
6

Mathias Bernath, 32.
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Each one of the three nations of estate had the right to draw up its own legislation,
the right of self–administration on its own land, and possessed their own representative
political bodies. Thus, the committee nobility and Szeklers from Székelyföld
(Szeklerland) were organized in congregations, and Saxons met within the meetings of
National Saxon University. In addition, at the head of the Saxon nation was the Saxons’
comes Saxorum.
Confessional progress in Transylvania, parallel to the social–political
developments, also stimulated the nations of Estate. The Reformation swept up both
Hungarians and Saxons, becoming an instrument for taking over political power. To the
Saxons it imposed the new Evangelist current of the confession of Augsburg, thanks to
Johannes Honterus (1498–1549), the reformer from Braşov. Szeklers remained a part of
the Roman–Catholic faith, but the dominant Hungarian classes developed a form of
Protestantism different to that of the Saxons, namely Jean Calvin’s Reformed church.
Hungarian Calvinism opposed Lutheranism, and multiplied in a specific way by
constituting a Unitarian minority. Roman–Catholicism, on the other hand, began to shrink
as a consequence of the dissolution of Catholic Bishopric of Alba Iulia following a
decision of the Estates in 1544. Therefore, during the sixteenth century, with the
exception of the three autonomous bodies of Estate nations, four religious communities
were formed; they were receptae, meaning recognized by the State, and autonomous: the
Reformed–Evangelic or Calvinist, the Evangelic or Lutheran, the Unitarian and Roman–
Catholic. 7
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Approbatae Constitutiones Regni Transilvaniae et Partium Hungariae eidem adnexarum, vol. 1
(Oradea, 1653), 1–4, 9. Given by de Schuler von Libloy, 382.
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The Church Constitution of Transylvania, which despite deficiencies and its
national exclusivity, was structured in a supportable manner, and for a long time the life
of the four religious communities, was, “in the era of religious wars in Europe a
remarkable apparition that could find a parallel in the evolution in Benelux or
Switzerland.” 8 The basis of politico–religious regulation was the principle of religious
equality and the free practice of religions within the four recognized confessions, in close
relation to the general social–political order that was based on the three medieval political
nations.
The principle of religious liberty was not equal across the board because of
restraints imposed by the political Estates, and only the protestant confessions enjoyed
full freedom. Catholics were subjected to numerous vexations, and after 1544 were not
allowed to occupy the Episcopal chair: only with the Counter–reformation did Roman–
Catholicism regain lost ground. Moreover, the system of recognized religions admitted
the marginalized existence of Orthodox Romanians, whose church was, from the point of
view of church law, merely tolerated. The lines below will describe this parallel reality,
the non–privileged existence, both political and religious, of Transylvanian Romanians
as well as to the solutions they sought in order to improve their status. Despite all of this,
compared to the situation, which prevailed in most of Europe at that time, where the
brutal principle cuius regio, eius religio was the rule, “the Transylvanian example was
superior from both a juridical and an ethical point of view.” 9
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This situation and the “system of 3+4” continued even after 1691—when
Transylvania escaped from Turkish suzerainty and was ruled from Vienna—and
functioned until the dawn of the 1848 revolution. The Diploma Leopoldinum issued by
the Habsburg Emperor Leopold II on December 4, 1691, recognized the rights of the four
recognized religions (article 1), all possessions of the Estates and recognized churches,
including goods confiscated in the sixteenth century (article 2), and approved maintaining
the laws of the country, Approbatae, Compilatae and the Trilatral of Werböczi (article
3). Leopold’s Diploma confirmed the valid administrative order (article 4), the exclusive
right of the members of the three nations of Estate and of the four recognized religions to
occupy positions in the state (article 5), and annual meetings of the regional parliament
(article 10). 10
From 1765, the political–constitutional status of Transylvania was that of
autonomous Great Principality, being governed by its own laws as a distinct province of
the Habsburg monarchy and with a social, political and legal structure different to that of
the Hungary. During the period of the Great Principality (1765–1867), the territory of the
Transylvanian state included the old territorial entities of the three nations of Estate: the
Hungarian areas (eleven shires, two districts), the Szeklers’ areas (five chairs), and the
Saxon areas (nine chairs, two districts). At the insistence of Transylvanian Estates, the
area called Partes, including the shires Solnocul de Mijloc, Crasna and part of Zarand
and Chioar district, was included in the “committee land” of the Hungarian nobility. 11
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The Formation of the Modern Romanian Nation in Transylvania
In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, although numerous, the Romanians as
an ethnic group did not exercise any influence on the political organization and general
evolution of Transylvania. The reason was the fact that they were an element without
privilege, religiously tolerated and excluded from the Estates, meaning they were
extraconstitutional. 12
Neither did the eighteenth century bring changes in the status of the Romanians.
This is shown in a description of the country made under the leadership of field–marshal
Baron von Preiss in 1775, “Although […] the greatest part of Transylvania is inhabited
by Walachs, they are not considered a nation but only a people tolerated by laws, lacking
the rights and freedoms enjoyed by the other nations.” 13
Until 1848 the situation remained the same from the point of view of the law of
the state: Transylvanian Romanians din not count as a political Estate or nation, but only
as gens or populus, the same as Serbians, Bulgarians, Greeks, Armenians, Jews and
Roma–Sinti, who likewise were not counted among the Estates of the country.
Romanians enjoyed only the right of “individual tolerance” meaning they had duties but
did not enjoy rights and privileges. Further, until the end of seventeenth century when, in
1697, a portion of them converted to Greek–Catholicism by “unification with the Church
of Rome,” the exclusively Orthodox Romanians were also excluded from the ranks of
recognized religious.
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Mathias Bernath, 31.
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Historisch–politische Beschreibung, Kriegsarchiv Vienna, K VII k 341, elaborated on the order of
War Council on May 18, 1771, HKR 1774/117.
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The mass of the Romanian population was of peasant origin, being composed
mainly of hereditarily subjected serfs (jobbagiones). Their situation varied; the most
oppressive destiny belonged to serfs in counties on lands belonging to the Hungarian
nobility. On royal land however there were fewer serfs, and here the Romanian peasantry
was generally free. One of the most important studies dedicated to serfdom in
Transylvania is that of David Prodan. 14 From the documentary and interpretive
perspectives, the massive volumes of the book practically exhaust the evidence from the
royal and financial, and also noble domains, as seen through the prism of the “subjects”
and their “masters” during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. As a continuation of
the investigation made by David Prodan, Liviu Botezan’s work is the most recent social
approach of the history of Romanian peasantry and especially of Transylvanian serfs,
covering the first half of the nineteenth century and the 1848 revolution, the event which
finally brought about the abolition of serfdom in Transylvania (by the law of
Transylvanian regional parliament—the Diet—on June 18th, 1848).15
In a document written in 1773 and addressed to the co–regent Joseph II, the
following is stated, “The origin of the Walach is considered to be little different to that of
beasts. The religion in which he believes is generally looked down upon and considered
unworthy of protection. The nobility considers the Transylvanian as a person destined to
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slavery, whose only happiness consists in the right to breathe freely.” 16 R.W. Seton
compared the situation of Walach serfs and their lack of rights to that of the Catholic Irish
during the time of Queen Elizabeth I.17
From the mass of a predominantly serf population distinctive groups like the
privileged tradesmen from Şcheii Braşovului emerged, and also a small number of
craftsmen who practiced specific skills, such as craftsmen and salt cutters. The not
inconsiderable number of “noble and free Walachs,” the so–called nobiles unius sessionis
(which in Hungary and Transylvania were also called egytelkes nemesek, in Germany
Einhöfler and in Russia odnodvorcy) must also be mentioned. These were taxpaying
noblemen owning land but not serfs. However, “free and noble Walachs were considered
as noblemen of the Hungarian nation.” 18 Different from those “old boyars” (alte Boern),
there were also around 1,400–1,500 boerones recentiores (newer boyars) in the district of
Făgăraş inhabited by Romanians, then lesser noblemen such as the approximately 260
families of riflemen (sclopetarii) in the area of Braşov, and Szeklers, assigned as guards
in cities and endowed with some privileges (bastyasiones). 19
Recent research by Remus Câmpeanu has produced some remarkable evidence
regarding the existence of a Romanian élite in eighteenth century Transylvania, much
more powerful indications than have been given until now by either Romanian or
Hungarian history. These élites, real “social oases” which included different categories—
16
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noblemen, clerks, Orthodox and Greek–Catholic priests, military men, tradesmen and
urban citizens—constituted a good environment for the realisation of achievement.
Individual accomplishment became a social phenomenon and bonds formed around
ethnic identity. Therefore, “the history of elites has proved to us that the rigidity of
traditional castes, far of being perfect, could not avoid penetration from inferior levels.” 20
If we take into account that around half of those who became noble in Transylvania in the
eighteenth century were of Romanian origin, then we can see the degree of social
transformation at an élite level. 21
Remus Câmpeanu’s research has breached the cliché of the predominantly serf
structure of the Transylvanian Romanian world, conservative and anchored in medieval
patterns, and at the same time it has disavowed the hypothesis suggested by Mathias
Bernath, according to which only the religious union (1697–1700) and imperial reforms
(1780–1790) would have generated new, weak social categories with a non significant
weight, events which triggered, by the preponderance of external factors, the genesis of
the modern Romanian nation in Transylvania.

22

The Transylvanian Romanians’ renaissance began during the Enlightenment, in a
political and cultural context favouring the genesis of modern nations. It was at this time,
during the Counter–Reformation, that Austrians sought to attract Romanians to
Catholicism. What the Reformation did not achieve by its attempts to force Romanians to
be subjected to Calvinism, the Habsburg Counter–Reformation managed through Jesuit
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propaganda and promises made to Romanian priests for the improvement of their
economic and social condition.
There had certainly been precedents. In 1596, Ukrainians and Byelorussians under
Polish–Lithuanian rule concluded the “Union of Brest” with the Church of Rome. Of
perhaps greater significance was the union of Ruthenians (Ukrainians) in North East
Hungary—today’s Sub–Carpathian Ukraine—who passed from Orthodoxy to Greek–
Catholicism. On April 24 1646, sixty–three Orthodox priests from Ujgorod passed to the
Church of Rome, and by 1654 their numbers had reached four hundred from a total of six
hundred and fifty priests. The reasons for this conversion were a lessening of the
religious pressure exerted by protestant clergymen and landowners, improvement of the
material condition of Ruthenian priests and enhanced cultural and spiritual values. The
conditions for this passage were “the four points” established by the Council of Florence
in 1439, which regulated the unification with Rome of oriental Christian churches
following the Slavic–Byzantine rite. These points were: the recognition of filioque (the
belief that the Holy Spirit is derived from both God the Father and God the Son, Jesus
Christ), the teaching of the Catholic sacrament, belief in Purgatory and, above all else,
recognition of the Pope’s primacy.

23

This scenario is identical to the case of the Union

with Rome completed by Transylvanian Orthodox Romanians half a century later, but
with the difference that in Transylvania the central Habsburg power had a greater
influence than it did in the region of Greater Hungary inhabited by Ruthenians.
It is certain that the process of the formation of the modern Romanian nation in
Transylvania is linked to a sequence of events and moments: the union of a significant
23
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number of Orthodox Romanians with Rome and the subsequent formation of the Greek–
Catholic Romanian church (1697, 1700), the activity of the Greek–Catholic Bishop
Inochentie Micu–Klein, the “counter–offensive” of Romanian Orthodoxy in
Transylvania, the Romanian peasant rebellion in 1784–1785 led by Horia, Cloşca and
Crişan, the formation of Romanian border regiments by Austrians and the document
Supplex Libellus Valachorum (1791).24
From a cultural point of view, Blaj, central Transylvania, became the hub of
Transylvanian Romanian militancy. It was here, by the end of the eighteenth century, that
what is known as Şcoala Ardeleană (The Transylvanian School) had come into being.
Development of the Şcoala continued up to the period before 1848, with its ‘alumni’
preparing the post–1848 generation of intellectuals. Each of these phenomena had a
major impact on the Romanians’ progress towards nationhood.
In a book dedicated to the idea of a Transylvanian Romanian nation, Keith
Hitchins exposed the two “events of crucial importance for the progress of Romanians in
Transylvania” during the last decade of the seventeenth century: incorporation of the
princedom into the Habsburg monarchy (1691) and the partial union with Rome of
Transylvanian Romanian Orthodoxy (1697, 1700). The first event connected the
24
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Transylvanian Romanians to “a world of new, cosmopolitan ideas,” while the second
contributed to the formation of a group of intellectuals that acquired the power to
transform society, promoting a “new vision of the community.” 25
In 1697, Teofil, the Orthodox Metropolitan Bishop of Alba Iulia, admitted, in
principle, the union with Rome, and a synod held by his successor, Metropolitan Bishop
Atanasie Anghel, in 1700, definitively sanctified the union: fifty-four church rectors and
1,563 priests took part in this synod. By the act of unification it was declared that church
of Transylvanian Romanians unified itself with the Catholic Church but did not fuse with
it.

26

The Romanian church accepted the four Florentine points, the following Catholic
dogmas which are distinctly different from Orthodoxy: (1) The Pope’s primacy
(recognizing the Pope as head of the church) (2) Filioque, meaning the Holy Spirit
derives from God the Father and God the Son, as stated in the Creed, the declaration of
faith. (3) Purgatory (Orthodoxy recognises only the existence of Heaven and Hell); (4)
Ostia, which is using un–leavened bread during communion (Orthodox communion is
performed with leavened bread). In exchange, the rituals of the Romanian church united
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with Rome remained largely identical to those of the Orthodox Church, and in essence
they differed only in acceptance of the “four points.” This meant that Romanian was the
language used in church and Greek–Catholic priests had the right to marry, unlike the
celibate Roman–Catholic clergy. Further, Orthodox fast and holy days were observed,
Orthodox style liturgy—with some Catholic simplifications—was used and Gregorian
melodies replaced Byzantine music. From then on the church was named Greek–Catholic
(Catholic with Greek rite) in order to be distinct from the old Orthodox or Greek–eastern
church and clearly allied to the Roman–Catholic church. Greek–Catholic priests were
promised the same privileges as Roman–Catholic priests; a house in the village,
subordination to church and not civil authorities in case of trial, an end to serfdom for
priests and their families, and right of their sons to study. 27
After the church union, the Orthodox metropolitan bishopric in Alba Iulia was
abolished. This former metropolitan bishopric was relegated to the inferior status of
Greek–Catholic bishopric headquarters in Blaj, the town at the confluence of the two
Târnava rivers. The Greek–Catholic Bishop of Blaj moved the supposed unified bishopric
to Făgăraş. Non–unified Transylvanian Romanians, namely those who had not left
Orthodoxy, remained for long time without their own church hierarchy, and later
Orthodox bishops were appointed in Sibiu, though they were selected from the ranks of
the Serbian clergy of Banat. Only in 1809 was the first non–united Romanian Bishop,
appointed in the person of Vasile Moga. 28
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The consequences of the unification with Rome were complex. On the one hand,
the passing to Catholicism of a great number of Orthodox clergymen along with their
villages and flocks allowed them material, social, scholarly and cultural benefits, giving
Romanians greater access then ever before to Western schools and culture; knowledge of
classical Latin culture in the schools of Rome encouraged comparisons and indeed
confrontations with the Latin origins of Romanians themselves. On the other hand,
Romanian religious unity had been broken, and the cleavage between Orthodoxy and
Greco–Catholicism led to a confessional separation among Transylvanian Romanians,
which is still present today. 29
Following the religious union, the Orthodox backlash to unification as well as
national ideology promoted by militant Orthodoxy manifested itself. Constantin
Brâncoveanu, the ruler of Walachia, sent counsel and support to Transylvania urging the
maintenance of the old faith. Romanian opponents to the union chose Ioan Ţirca as
Orthodox Bishop, and he duly travelled throughout Transylvania encouraging people to
resist. The Serbian monk Visarion Sarai also began religious agitation in Transylvania,
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and the result of the confrontations was the intervention of the Austrian army: a number
of Orthodox leaders ended up in prison and some were put to torture. Some Orthodox
priests addressed the Russians, asking them to support their Romanian co–religionists,
and indeed, Tsarina Elisabeth intervened in Vienna in favour of Orthodox Romanians.
Even today, the Romanians of the southern part of Transylvania and the entire region of
Bihor in Western Transylvania remain either completely or principally Orthodox, and the
number of Orthodox Romanians in Transylvania as a whole was three times greater even
before 1948, when the Greek–Catholic church was banned by the Communist regime,
than the number of Romanians united with Rome. 30
Keith Hitchins, meditating on the ratio between “Orthodoxy and tradition,”
described the movements of Visarion and Sofronie as bringing us close to “popular
notions of community.” 31 The role of catalyst in transforming Romanian religious
desiderata into national desiderata was played by Greek–Catholic Bishop Inochentie
Micu–Klein (1729–1751). In chapter two of his above mentioned book, Keith Hitchins
chronicles the innovative conception of Bishop Micu Klein (1729–1751), namely his idea
of nation being of popular origin, emerging from the traditions and spiritual life of the
people, and it was through Micu–Klein that an ethnic and not a religious view of the
nation was forged. Actively militant for Romanians’ rights, the Bishop went to Vienna
30
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and had an audience with Empress Maria Theresa, whom he asked to fulfil the promises
made at the time of the union with Rome. Inochentie Micu–Klein’s petition sought
freedom from serfdom for Romanian priests’ sons, a place in Transylvania’s
administration for the Romanians and acceptance of the two Romanian bishops, both
Greek–Catholic and Orthodox, in the country’s parliament as representative of the
Romanian nation. However, the Empress sent Micu–Klein’s appeal to be dealt with by
the Diet, which not surprisingly rejected the Bishop’s requests. Micu–Klein became a
member of the Diet, not as representative of any group, but as a result of his being
appointed Baron. Later he was forced to resign his bishopric and to go into exile. In
Vienna Inochentie Micu–Klein was forced to move on once more, and went to Rome to
ask the Pope for justice. However, even in Rome he found no favourable result, and he
died in 1751, a long way from Transylvania. 32
During Maria Theresa’s reign, the Transylvanian Romanians witnessed a pivotal
event: the creation of their own border regiments, something which would go on to play a
significant role in their national awakening. 33 The two regiments of Romanian infantry,
the first headquartered in Orlat, south–central Transylvania, and the second based in
Năsăud in the north of ancient Transylvania, were formed using peasants from the border
32
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areas who, in exchange for military duties, were released from serfdom, and were thus
able to become the owners of the land in and around their villages. 34 In many ways,
Romanian border soldiers acquired a status similar to Szeklers. The effect of founding
border regiments was almost miraculous in terms of the improvement to the Romanians’
material condition and their access to school and education. This of course led to the
development of a great loyalty towards the Habsburg dynasty, hand–in–hand with the
development of the Romanians’ own ethnic and national consciousness.
Though the religious union and the Romanian border regiments were surely used
as instrumentum regni (an instrument of government) by the Court in Vienna, it is also
the case that Emperor Joseph II himself cultivated and stimulated Romanians
consciousness of their Latin origin; it was not by chance that the flag of the Năsăud
border regiment bore the inscription Virtus romana rediviva (Roman Virtue
Reawakened), and many villages in the area received Latin names (Nepos, Parvas,
Romos etc.).35
Emperor Joseph II introduced a series of reforms intended to contribute to raising
the social condition of the disadvantaged nationalities in his Empire. These reformist
measures struck first at the privileged position of the Hungarian nobility in Transylvania,
whose reaction against the imperial policy was swift. 36 In 1783 the Emperor paid a visit
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to Transylvania in order to see for himself the condition of his Romanian subjects. This
event triggered great excitement among the Transylvanian peasants who began to
develop a cult of the Emperor and sought to inform him of their unfortunate condition
and seek his justice in the face of the nobility.
Vasile Nicola Ursu, known by the nickname Horea, a Transylvanian Romanian
peasant from the mountain village of Albac in the Western Carpathian Mountains, went
to Vienna several times to present the complaints of his countrymen to the Emperor.
Joseph II received him in audience, and although he was reserved in his answers, Horea
understood that the time had come for Romanians to assert themselves and win their
rights. The numerous audiences granted to a simple peasant as well as the existence of a
remarkable document found by Ioan Chindriş in Masonic archives in Vienna has led to
speculation that Horea could have been a freemason. 37
Back in Transylvania Horea spread the news that the Emperor had accepted the
peasants’ uprising and that he was protecting them, and so assisted by two other peasants,
Cloşca and Crişan, in 1784 Horea began the revolt. 38 The peasants overthrew a number of
castles in Hunedoara County, leaving a trail of death and destruction in their wake.
Terrified noblemen sought the assistance of the Austrian army, and the Emperor, seeing
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the magnitude of the revolt, was obliged to send the military in order to put an end to it.
Overwhelmed by imperial forces, the Romanians withdrew. Horea sent his followers
back to their homes while he and the other leaders hid in the forests of the Western
Carpathians. However, betrayed by comrades attracted by the great rewards promised for
capturing him, Horea together with Cloşca and Crişan were finally captured. Hungarian
noblemen imprisoned them in the city of Alba Iulia and condemned them to death: Horea
and Cloşca were tortured to death on the wheel and Crişan hanged himself in prison.
Though Horea’s uprising was principally social in nature, its aims being to free
the serfs and end the nobles’ abuse of power, the movement also had a strong national
character, and so when Horea was put to death, his executioners mocked him by putting
on his forehead a paper crown inscribed with the words “Rex Dacorum,” King of the
Dacians, meaning King of the Romanians. 39 By analogy with Christ on the cross, in the
Romanian collective mentality Horea was the first martyr of the national cause. 40
After the defeat of the mutiny in 1785, Joseph II imposed several reforms on the
noblemen in favour of serfs in order to improve their condition, and from that date, afraid
of a new mutiny, the nobility had to accept the reforms. Nevertheless, on the Emperor’s
death, the nobility sought to re–establish to the old order, and some of Joseph’s reforms
were abrogated.
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It was under these circumstances that the heads of the two Romanian churches in
Transylvania, Orthodox and Greek–Catholic, addressed the new Emperor, and in 1791
they presented a petition in Latin entitled Supplex Libellus Valachorum, the Romanians’
book of demands. In this text they highlighted the Romanians’ rights and also presented
their requests. The document argued for the Roman origin of the Romanian people and
tried to prove “historically” that the Romanians were the most ancient of all the peoples
living in Transylvania. Following the argument of “ancientness,” the paper inferred the
injustice of the inferior estate in which Romanians found themselves compared to the
privileged positions of the nations wielding political power and hence the need to grant
Romanians their rights. The Emperor was begged to give Romanians rights equal to those
of Hungarians, Szeklers and Saxons, to free Romanians from the condition of being a
merely tolerated people and to approve Romanian representation in Transylvania’s Diet
proportional to their number and importance in running the country. Romanian clergy
were to be equal with those of other groups; civil servants were also to be chosen from
among the ranks of Romanians and an end to the “Magyarization” of place names. The
Romanian bishops took their petition to Vienna, but their plea to the Emperor was in vain
because the voice of nobility was more persuasive. 41 Supplex Libellus Valachorum
remains however the first Transylvanian Romanian national manifesto with a well
defined and resolute character.42
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As a direct consequence of the religious union, Transylvanian Romanians began
to attend superior schools of theology. During the tenure of Bishop Petru Pavel Aaron,
midway through the eighteenth century, a Romanian theological seminar was opened in
Blaj. This Transylvanian town became the cultural centre not only for Greek–Catholic
Romanians but also for Transylvanian Romanians generally. For Romania as a whole, the
national significance of Blaj, also known as “Little Rome,” begins with the religious
union in 1700. This importance continues through the eighteenth century, and in 1848
Blaj becomes the venue for the three great Romanian open field congresses, held in April,
May and September.
In the circles of lettered men in Blaj the so–called Şcoala Ardeleană (The
Transylvanian School) came into being, a cultural current whose representatives
promoted the Latin roots of the Romanians. The masters of Şcoala Ardeleană were
Samuil Micu–Klein, Bishop’s Inochentie nephew, rector Petru Maior and Gheorghe
Şincai, all three Romanian Greek–Catholics, philologists and historians. In their writings,
they reiterated the ideas of Romanian Moldavian chroniclers Miron Costin (sixteenth
century) and Dimitrie Cantemir (seventeenth century), concerning the Latin origin of the
Romanian people and the unity of the Romanian nation, bringing, in addition, the Latin
philological method. The three did not only refer to the historical sources in order to
prove the origins of the Romanians, but they also made a thorough study of the Romanian
lexicon and grammar. 43 They contributed to the development of the ideas put forward by
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Inochentie Micu Klein regarding Romanian nationality, creating a coherent doctrine that
established the foundation of modern national idelogy. 44
The main writings in this field were Samuil Micu’s work Elementa linguae daco–
romanae sive valachicae (The Elements of the Daco–Romanian language) completed by
Gheorghe Şincai and published in 1780, and the renowned Lexicon de la Buda (The Buda
Lexicon) of 1825 to which Samuil Klein, Petru Maior and other erudite Romanians also
contributed.45 The aim of the Transylvanian Romanian philologists was to bring literary
Romanian closer to Latin, and it was for this reason the Şcoala Ardeleană intellectuals
gave up the Cyrillic alphabet and adopted Latin letters. Moreover, they attempted to rid
Romanian of all words of Slavic origin and to replace them with neologisms from Latin
or Macedo–Romanian (Aromanian), the second great dialect of the Romanian language. 46
This was a mistake: Transylvanian Latinists did not realize that language is a living
organism, formed naturally and influenced by neighbouring languages, implying that
scholars can study languages but cannot influence their evolution.
Besides philology, Şcoala Ardeleană also insisted on history. The main scope of
their historical works was again the Romanians’ Latin origin, springing from the colonies
settled by Emperor Trajan after the conquest of Dacia (Thracia) following the wars in
101–102 and 105–106 AD, and the uninterrupted presence of their descendants until
today. Their works had a strong polemic character determined by their defensive reaction
against immigration theories that appeared at this time, the end of the eighteenth century.
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The most valuable historical work of Şcoala Ardeleană was Istoria pentru
începutul românilor în Dacia (The History for the Dacian Origins of Romanians) by
Petru Maior, published in 1812. 47 Erudite, because it used multiple historical sources,
including popular poetry, and critical because it not only revealed sources but it also
analysed them critically in order to get to the truth, Petru Maior’s work provided, for the
first time, arguments of historical logic and common sense supporting what he believed
to be the continuous presence of Romanians on all Romanian territory, including of
course, Transylvania. However, thanks to excessive zeal in wishing to prove the
Romanians’ Latin origins, Maior overreacted and completely denied the Thracian
contribution to the creation of the Romanian people.
Another monumental work of Şcoala Ardeleană is Cronică a românilor şi a mai
multor neamuri (Chronicle of the Romanians and Other Several Peoples) by Gheorghe
Şincai, completed in 1808, but thanks to censorship 48 printed only in 1853, and then not
in Transylvania but in Moldavia, at Neamţ Monastery. Şincai’s Chronicle covered the
history of all Romanians, from Transylvania and the Romanian Principalities, from their
“origins” up to 1739. It is a vast synthesis of historical material, chronicles and
documents gathered by Şincai over many years of study in many libraries across Europe;
it is a monument of erudition, enlightening Romanians’ history and completing the
incomplete works of previous historians. The echo of Şcoala Ardeleană proves to be
significant. In fact, at the origin of the pan–national Romanian idea, even in the present
day, we may trace the current started two centuries ago by that movement.
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The above–mentioned Supplex Libellus Valachorum (1791) based the Romanians’
demands on their historical presence in Transylvania. Those whose best interests lay in
the Emperor not giving rights to Romanians, namely the privileged nations, responded
that Romanians could not be descended from colonists brought by Trajan because those
colonists would have been withdrawn by Emperor Aurelian when, in 271 A.D., the
Roman army and administration were withdrawn from Thracia. Those supporting the
“immigrationist” school of thought also claimed that Transylvanian Romanians had
emigrated from the Balkan Peninsula in the eleventh century.

49

It is worth noting that the trend promoted by historians advocating the
immigration theory, such as the Saxon historian Sulzer and the majority of Hungarian
historians who referred to Romanians, was initiated towards the end of the eighteenth
century, not only as a repudiation of the theories of Latin origin and Romanian
continuity, but mostly as a consequence of official head counts conducted by the
Habsburgs after 1720. These clearly showed the Romanians’ demographic predominance
over the other nations in Transylvania. The supposed Romanian “demographic
explosion” in the eighteenth century is not certain however, since there are no population
counts prior to this date to prove that this state of affairs had ever been different.
Nevertheless, in spite of this certain supporters of the immigration theory deduced
Romanian immigration into Transylvania “logically,” simply by dint of this Romanian
demographic majority! It was also towards the end of the 18th century that the fear of the
privileged political nations in Transylvania was triggered when they acknowledged the
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potential danger to them the Transylvanian Romanians represented in their drive towards
nationhood. 50
The debate opened by the end of eighteenth century between the adherents of the
theory of Romanian continuity in the whole of the North–Danube area, Transylvania
included, and backers of the theory of immigration has not ended even today. Initially
determined by politics and territorial questions, the discussion has brought into question
all kinds of arguments, be they philological or historical.
In this all too often heated Balkan–style Historikerstreit, Charles and Barbara
Jelavich have taken sides:
It has been assessed that even before the eighteenth century the Romanian
population constituted an absolute majority in Transylvania. Hungarian and
Romanian historians have debated heatedly the origin of Romanian
settlements in Transylvania for the last two centuries. Without trying to
analyze the merits of the arguments, one can say that Romanians are
descendants of Thracians and Roman colonists and that they have lived
continuously in Transylvania since ancient times, so their settlements precede
those of the Hungarians by centuries […]. It remains clear that during the
eighteenth century the majority of Transylvania’s inhabitants, meaning
Romanians, had no political rights and neither was their Church recognized. 51

Transylvanian Nationalism in the Epoch Prior to 1848
Liberalism, as a political theory and movement, first appeared in central Europe in
the first half of the nineteenth century. As a force, liberal ideas moved eastwards, where,
gaining specific characteristics, they reached Transylvania towards the middle of the
century. Through opposition to liberalism, conservatism became well defined, as did
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communism. Unlike the New World, England and France, in the center, east and south of
Europe, the liberalism of this time cannot be conceived of without nationalism and the
push towards the establishment of states. 52 Liberalism was subservient to active
nationalism, and the avant–garde in Transylvania was certainly Hungarian nationalism.
The Hungarian national movement in Transylvania was closely linked to the
similar movement in Hungary itself, and though they had many features in common they
also some very distinctive elements. Though Buda and Pest were considered the hubs
from which progress and new ideas radiated, the Hungarian towns of Transylvania, Cluj
for example, had a provincial position, the term in use at the time being “the two sister
countries,” accordingly, the autonomous status of Hungary and Transylvania until 1848,
under the imperial Habsburg crown, clearly shows their importance and the contribution
Transylvanian Hungarians made to the reforms which were imbued with the spirit of the
age. 53
The first initiative consistent with liberal reforms can be traced back to Count
Széchenyi István, a young officer in the Hussars who, in 1825, gave an annual bursary to
support the founding of a Hungarian Academy of Sciences; later he was behind a project
to regularise the course of the Danube at the Iron Gates and also the building of a bridge
to link the two halves of the Hungarian capital, Buda and Pest. Between 1830 and 1833,
Széchenyi published three books, which made a huge impact, Hitel (Credit), Világ
(Light) and Stadium, in which he argued the need for ending outdated feudal structures
52
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by embracing liberalism. For the Hungarians of Transylvania, he became, according to
the Transylvanian writer Sándor Bölöni Farkas “the founder of Hungarian Nationhood,
the creator of National Welfare, and the Classic Hungarian Writer, in other words, the
greatest man of both Hungarian Motherlands.” 54
The other important figure of pan–Hungarian liberalism was the Transylvanian
magnate, Baron Wesselényi Miklós (1796–1850). Involved in the opposition movement
of Transylvanian noblemen in 1819–1820, he became the most radical exponent of
national pan–Hungarian liberalism. Together with Széchenyi, Wesselényi travelled in
Western Europe, later applying at home all that they had seen in an attempt to win the
nobility over to the side of reform. He was the first nobleman in Transylvania who, after
1823, voluntarily reduced the tithes and the number of days his serfs had to work on his
land in Jibou. Noblemen Jósika Miklós and Ujfalvi Sándor soon followed his example.
Ultimately, Wesselényi freed his serfs and set about educating them at his own expense,
giving lectures about modern agricultural methods. In Cluj, he also founded a
hippodrome, a casino and a fencing school. 55
In the years 1832–1833 Wesselényi was active as leader of the opposition in the
Hungarian diet in Bratislava. He involved himself in the Szeklers reform movement
initiated by Count Bethlen János the younger, with the aim of abolishing titles and noble
ranks in the Transylvanian counties. The Szeklers, who for the most part were soldiers
defending the frontier and were not nobles, were demanding equality in taxes and duties.
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Wesselényi took part in the Szekler councils and became, in the words of Miskolczy
Ambrus “a true Szekler hero.” 56 He realized too that in the absence of a strong middle
class in Hungary and Transylvania, only the nobility was able to push forward the
movement for economic and social modernization. Wesselényi also developed a doctrine
of Hungarian nationalism: progress was the driving force behind the push towards
nationhood.
Wesselényi actually elaborated the doctrine of pan–Hungarian nationalism. In his
concept, the driving force of progress was the nation. Its foundation was common
language, that “chemical catalyst that unifies different parties into a whole.” The nation,
governed by the nobility, came through troubled times and conflicts in which “the
mission and obligation of every civilian and soldier is to participate in the struggle; and if
he really does his duty, he can leave it up to fate whether the outcome is victory or
defeat.” 57
Wesselényi Miklós was the strategist of Transylvania’s union with Hungary, and
yet at the Cluj diet of 1834–1835, as the first step towards unification, together with
Szász Károly, a teacher from Aiud, Wesselényi backed the reinforcing of autonomy and
the authority of the supreme legislative forum of Transylvania. Metternich considered
him a conspirator, and in order to exclude him from public life Wesselényi was
condemned to many years in prison. 58
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The militant Wesselényi also expressed himself in his published writings and
historiographies, being the author of Balítéletekröl, a history of the Hungarians of Serbia,
published after 1830, and Szózat a magyar és szláv nemzetiség ügében, The Manifesto of
The Hungarian and Slavic Nations, 1843, in which he considered the links between the
French revolution and the nationalist movements of Eastern Europe. In this work
Wesselényi also observed that in order to survive, the Habsburg Empire would have to
change into a constitutional confederacy, made up of the former crown lands. In his
reformist work of 1830 he laid out plans for the liberation of serfs and their assimilation
through the Hungarian language. “The broadening of the Hungarian community” did not
have to be achieved by force. The promise of individual freedoms and liberal
constitutionalism were in intrinsically linked, in Wesselényi’s view, with
“Magyarisation.” 59
Thus, after 1830, a reform movement was born influenced by liberal ideals from
Hungary and open–minded politicians in Vienna. The leaders of the reformist movement
were Hungarian nobles predisposed towards the bourgeoisie, and their goals were the
social and economic modernisation of Transylvania.
Among these noble dreamers were Kemény Dénes, and Count Gyulai Lajos
Szentiváni Mihály. Bethlen János senior (1811–1879), joining the so–called “errant
patriots” (vandor patriatok), was a militant politician par excellence, active within
several Magyar counties in Transylvania (Aiud, Târgu Mureş, Cluj, Odorheiul Secuiesc).
Supporter of radical social and national reforms, he was involved in a trial due to the zeal
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he showed in sustaining his ideas. In 1848, he was leader of the liberal Hungarian party in
Transylvania, posing as leader of Szeklers within the great Szekler Assembly in Lutiţa in
October 1848.60
Szász Károly senior (1798–1853), jurist by profession, Hungarian writer, teacher
at the Reformed college in Aiud, was also a theoretician of the Hungarian reformist
opposition active within the legal frameworks offered by the Transylvanian regional
parliament, the Diet. He was actively involved in the events of the revolution in the
summer of 1848 as a member of the delegation sent to Pest in order to debate the union,
later working as a teacher in Târgu Mureş (1849–1853). Szász was a convinced
nationalist and advocate of the single Magyar fatherland. Disillusioned by the
cosmopolitism of the eighteenth century, he framed the Magyar reformist movement in
the larger European context. In 1822, he praised Britain, whose constitution favoured a
large range of social interests; in 1832 he noticed the feverish economic activity of the
English bourgeoisie, and, with the purpose of kick starting it, citing the Magyar
bourgeoisie a counter–example. In 1831, the Polish revolt gave him the opportunity to
consider more general questions, particularly the need to abolish serfdom completely. 61
According to Miskolczy Ambrus, Bölöni Farkas Sándor was the most popular
representative of Hungarian liberalism. Bölöni originated from a military Szekler family
and made a career as a public servant, but his true passion was poetry, translating Goethe,
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Schiller, and even Madame de Staël. Bölöni was one of the initiators of the
rapprochement between the Hungarian aristocracy in Transylvania and the middle class.
In his vision, the aims of the social movement were in full concordance with
Magyarization and he wrote romantically in his diary:
I have propagated democratic principles. I have sown the seeds of free
institutions such as exist abroad. I have devoted myself to the cause of my
mother tongue, wishing to ensure its dominance and exclusivity by
suppressing other languages, and to turn everyone into a free Hungarian. 62
The liberal nobleman Berzeczey László (1820–1884), also a jurist, had, from the
tender age of 20 in 1840, been a deputy representing Mureş County in the Transylvanian
Diet; he was a devoted supporter of Kossuth Lajos, and also of the Szekler movement.
During the revolution of 1848, Kossuth appointed him government commissar on Szekler
land. After the revolution, he accompanied Kossuth into exile in the USA, later leaving
for East Asia. A passionate researcher and traveller, he searched for the Hungarians’
ancient fatherland, just as his grandfather, the famous Körösi Csoma Sándor, author of
the first Magyar–Tibetan dictionary, had done before him.
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It was in this period that Hungarian liberals from Transylvania began to spread
the idea of belonging to the Hungarian nation by including also non–Hungarian nations.
As we have seen, the artisan of this idea was Wesselény Miklós. Common meetings of
the Transylvanian regional parliament and the Hungarian Diet were also planned, but
these did not happen.
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The Hungarian liberal nationalists obtained their first victory when the
Transylvanian regional parliament met in Cluj in February 1842. The Diet imposed the
introduction of Hungarian as the sole language of administration and also the dominant
language of education, and over a period of ten years the dominance of Hungarian in all
fields resulted in the permanent elimination of German and Romanian from social and
private life. 64
This provision triggered a “quarrel of languages” (Sprachkampf), as the Saxon
ideologist Stephan Ludwig Roth put it, and the Saxons and the Romanians fought back.
In Transylvania as in the whole empire, the question of nationality became the dominant
political problem. In 1847, the Transylvanian regional parliament enhanced the position
of Hungarian conservatives as representatives of the aristocracy, imposing even more
severe conditions concerning urbarial law.
Among Transylvanian Hungarian conservatives there was Jósika Sámuel (1805–
1860), leader of the conservative party within the Transylvanian regional parliament in
Sibiu in 1837, then chancellor of Transylvania in Vienna (Siebenbürger Hofkanzlei),
deputy in the Hungarian regional parliament in Bratislava in 1839, governor of
Transylvania between 1841–1847, then again chancellor. At the pronunciation of the
union between Transylvania and Hungary in 1848, Jósika Sámu resigned and retired from
politics. 65
Regarding the Hungarian language press in Transylvania, its beginnings go back
to fifth decade of the 19th century and its model of inspiration can be found in the
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Hungarian media of Pest. After 1841, Kossuth Lajos, considered the “father of Magyar
political publications,” (Melinda Mitu) imposed a current of modernization on Hungarian
journalism. Similarly, in Transylvania, where the majority of Hungarian Transylvanian
newspapers were printed in Cluj, a polarization of the political media was witnessed. The
most important periodical was Erdély Hírado (Transylvanian Monitor), the organ of the
liberal oppositionist nobility. On the other hand, the Transylvanian Hungarian
conservatives, as representatives of the voice of the government, edited Múlt és Jelen
(Past and Present). These periodicals continued their activity throughout the revolution,
along with some radical newspapers like Márczius Tizenötödike (March Fifteenth). Once
the revolution had been defeated the free media was again silenced and censorship
revived, and numerous well–known Transylvanian journalists like Csernátoni Lajos,
Oroszhegyi Józsa, Madarász László, were forced to seek refuge abroad. 66
Feelings related to “Székelyhon” (the Székely homeland) – as the writer and
future Transylvanian historian Köváry László entitled in 1841 his travel notes – are
perhaps best expressed by the poet Szentivány Mihály. To all intents and purposes his
ballads became the ‘national anthem’ of the Szeklers:
You are a cottar, and I’m a Szekler, 67
Yet the same sun rises in our sky.
The same rain pours down on our lands,
Why, then, should I be better than you?68
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Cottars were landless peasants, technically serfs, but not bound to the land. Szeklers, on the other
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In original, “Te zsellér vagy, én meg székel, / De együnkön egy nap jö fel. / Egy esö hull a földünkre,
/ Mért lennék hát különb, mint Te?” See History of Transylvania, chapter “Transylvania in the Reform Era
(1830–1848),” (Ambrus Miskolczy), 117, 118.
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The Hungarian anthem, which also became the anthem of their countrymen in
Transylvania, was penned in 1848. The poem “Talpra, magyar!” (Arise, Magyar!) by
Petöfi Sándor, written on the eve of the revolution, can be compared to “La Marseilleise,”
and is sung to this day:
Arise, Magyar, the country is calling you!
Now or never destiny commands you…
Are we to be slaves or free men?
This is the question, you chose an ‘Amen!’
God of the Hungarians,
We swear to You—Slaves
We shall never be!69
For the Saxons of Transylvania, the period 1805–1830, known as die stillen Jahre
(the quiet years), was followed by a breath of “new life,” 1830–1848. 70 Heavily
influenced by outside forces, cultured Saxons belonging to the intellectual classes but
also the ranks of the wealthy began to work towards the advancement the Saxon people.
The enthusiasm for this renewal took in every aspect of Saxon life. Because of their
importance, two phenomena are particularly noteworthy.
The first of these concerns the creation of associations and institutions that offered
favorable conditions for reformist tendencies. In Transylvania, it was the Saxons who
established the savings bank system. In 1835 in Braşov, Peter T. Lange founded “the first
institution of this kind in the lands of the Hungarian crown founded on correct principles,
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In original, “Talpra magyar, hí a haza! / Itt az idõ, most vagy soha! / Rabok legyünk, vagy szabadok ?
/ Ez a kérdés, válasszatok! / A magyarok istenére / Esküszünk, / Esküszünk, hogy rabok tovább / Nem
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not greed, and which promotes humane purpose and public wellbeing.” 71 M. Herbert
founded a similar savings bank in Sibiu in 1841, and both institutions donated profits for
public use. To promote education, a pedagogical institute was established in Sibiu in
1840 and a pension scheme began in Braşov in 1843. Tradesmen’s associations were set
up around this time (Sibiu 1840, Braşov 1841, Bistriţa and Mediaş 1844, Sighişoara,
established in 1847 and approved in 1849) with the aim of raising professional and
business standards, increasing credit levels and establishing a modern economy.
On November 2, 1844 the opening festivities of the Sibiu Law Academy took
place. This was the first Saxon institute of higher education, and its rector was Prof.
Gottfried Müller. The young jurists studying at this academy would play an active part in
the revolution, and from their ranks would come the leaders of the Saxons, Hermann
Schmidt and Jakob Rannicher.
Another place was occupied by the Verein für siebenbürgische Landeskunde
(Transylvanian Cultural Association), established at a meeting in Mediaş on October 8,
1840, when its statutes were formulated. The president, chosen by the Aulic council, was
the former supreme commissar of the country, Joseph Bedeus von Scharberg. The
provincial council approved the role of the association in a decree issued on May 11,
1841. The association directed its research towards the past and contributed to the
development of an understanding of the unity of Saxon culture, promoting the idea of the
“Germanness” of the Saxons and their belonging to a single Volk (people). The
importance of the association came about not only through their publications (“Archiv des
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Friedrich Teutsch, Geschichte der Siebenbürger Sachsen, für das sächsische Volk, vol. 3 (Sibiu:
Druck und Verlag von W. Krafft, 1910), 169.
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Vereins für siebenbürgische Landeskunde”), but also thanks to their general meetings.
The venue for this meeting changed each year, in time taking place in all of the
Sachsenland: in 1842 at Sighişoara, in 1843, Braşov, 1844 Sibiu, 1845 Bistriţa, 1846
Sebeş, and in 1847 at Cincu Mare. 72
The other phenomenon with an overwhelming role in molding thought was the
press. It was the Saxons who founded the press in the great principality of Transylvania.
The first newspaper, Siebenbürger Bote (The Transylvanian Messenger, 1792–1862), in
Sibiu, and the supplement (Transsilvania, 1840–1849; Amts–und Intelligenzblatt (Official
and Intellectual Gazette, 1843–1860), then the gazettes Unterhaltungen aus der
Gegenwart (Present Times Conversations, 1839–1844) and Siebenbürger Volksfreund
(Transylvanian Peoples’ Friend (1844–1849), also from Sibiu. In Braşov, the printing
press bought by Johannes Honterus in the sixteenth century was purchased in 1834 by
Johann Gött, a publisher from Frankfurt. Gött published Blätter für Geist, Gemüth und
Vaterlandskunde (Gazettes for Spirit, Leisure, and Transylvanian Culture, 1833–1858),
and at the beginning of 1837 the newspaper Siebenbürger Wochenblatt (Transylvanian
Weekly) appeared, which brought him recognition and success, achieving a thousand
subscriptions in 1842. Until then such figures had been unknown in the Transylvanian
press. Gött’s printing house was also responsible for the first Romanian gazette in
Transylvania, under the editorship of George Bariţiu. In 1848, with ten periodical
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publications, Saxon newspapers outnumbered those of the Romanians and Hungarians
together. 73
The Saxon press upheld the general idea of progress through promoting the
equality of national rights, recognizing the communal nature of life, agricultural reform,
commerce and craftsmanship. In the first place, it raised the question of “publicity,”
Öffentlichkeit, that is bringing to the attention of the whole community questions debated
at the tables of official forums, though the fundamental obstruction here remained
censorship. Franz Salmen, a leader of the Saxons, wrote many articles protesting about
the excesses of censorship, but to no avail, “When it is a question of political
commentary, the Provincial Council allows the Hungarian newspapers, Erdély Hiradó for
example, far more freedom than Saxon publications.” Concerning defense of Saxon
ethnicity, the Saxon press of Sibiu and Braşov presented a united front. Their enemy,
claimed Friedrich Teutsch, was Erdély Hiradó, which “incorporates the ridiculous hatred
felt by the uneducated petty nobility towards Germans by raising a hue and cry after the
Saxons.” 74
The 1840s saw the Saxons uniting with Germanic ideals. Isolation harmed Saxon
national life, which could only flourish in harmony with German spiritual life. The Saxon
nation was the natural bearer of the German element in Transylvania: German faith and
preservation of the ethnic character were part and parcel of wider German culture and
German patriotic momentum. However, in the political arena there was no question of
73
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setting this sentiment in stone: not one Saxon politician ever believed Transylvania would
become a part of Germany. Friedrich Teutsch shows that this solidarity was both a riposte
and a means of defense in the face of Hungarian propaganda spread after 1840 to win
Germany over to their liberal aims. In the Hungarian view presented to Germany, the
Saxons represented an outdated privileged class that wanted to know nothing of the
modern world. 75
In the years around 1848, the spirit of competition between the two Saxon
“capitals” of Transylvania, Sibiu and Braşov, reached its apex. Sibiu, where the leaders
of the Saxon nation met, saw the growth of the Saxon University (the Saxon governing
council). The military command, under the leadership of Gen. Anton von Puchner, was
also based in the city. Sibiu actually played host to a multitude of state functionaries,
some from Austria and others from ancient Saxon outposts. Generally speaking,
bureaucratic Sibiu followed a conservative path; while at the same time Braşov, a
thriving commercial center with a rich Saxon middle class and merchant families, and
Johann Gött’s radical press, was the embodiment of enthusiastic progressive liberalism.
The most profound expression of the Saxons’ feelings of belonging to the
Transylvanian land as well as the conciliatory position of tolerance and good
neighborliness towards their co–inhabitants could also be found in the Saxon anthem,
“Siebenbürgen, Land des Segens” (Transylvania, land of blessings). The text was written
by Leopold Maximilian Moltke and the melody composed by Johann Lukas Hedwig from
Braşov in 1846:
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1. Transylvania, proud country,
with power and wealth
by Carpathians surrounded,
blessed with verdure,
land of gold and vineyards.
2. Transylvania, shore of sea
created by old waves,
today fields of grains moving in the wind
repose at lap of horizon
between green shores of trees.
………
6. Tolerant Transylvania,
shelter of believers,
until remote days
defends in freedom
the being of words.
7. Transylvania, sweet fatherland,
country of our parents,
praise to you, beauty,
let your sons, in harmony,
be united by one love!76
Concerning Transylvanian Romanians, we noted above the contribution of Şcoala
Ardeleană (The Transylvanian School) and those who followed in the shaping of
Romanian nationalism during the period prior to 1848. One cannot overemphasize the
extremely important political and national influences of Şcoala Ardeleană.
The School kindled the awakening of a latent national Romanian sentiment, and
acted in both time – those who came later – and space through the activities of numerous
76

The original, “1. Siebenbürgen, Land des Segens, / Land der Fülle und der Kraft, / mit dem Gürtel der
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Transylvanian Romanians (Gheorghe Lazăr, Eftimie Murgu, Florian Aaron, Aron
Pumnul, August Treboniu Laurian, Ion Maiorescu), who migrated respectively to
Walachia and Moldavia. 77 These men went on to become teachers and school inspectors
and thus their ideas travelled beyond the Carpathian horseshoe and were an important
impetus for Romanian national consciousness. Numerous Transylvanian Romanians were
involved in the process of establishing the union, which was Lesser Romania, in 1859,
and then the Romanian Kingdom in 1918. The whole nineteenth century, both before the
revolution of 1848 and especially after 1859, was marked by this cultural and spiritual
migration from Transylvania to Bucharest (Walachia) and Iaşi (Moldavia) and not the
other way around.
In the era of Samuil Micu, Şcoala Ardeleană had Transylvanian adherents until
the middle of the nineteenth century. Some of those devotees, who represented both the
1848 generation and those who followed, often exaggerated their predecessors’ ideas,
writing in a Latinized orthography and vocabulary, a language inaccessible to the
majority. Timotei Cipariu, August Treboniu Laurian and Aron Pumnul engaged in
flagrant Latinizing of the Romanian language, inventing useless and artificial words.
Even Alexandru Papiu Ilarian was guilty, editing his writings in Romanian tainted by
excessive use of Italian words. Their linguistic experiments did not stand the test of time
however, and after the mid nineteenth century, literary Romanian settled into a more
natural form, based on popular idiom, due to the works of Romanian romantic poets and
writers beyond the Carpathians.
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The hub of Latin ideas continued to be Blaj, thanks to the prodigious activity of
the erudite philologist and historian Canon Timotei Cipariu (1805–1883). Cipariu applied
the etymological principle to the language, writing words in such a way as to emphasize
their Latin origin and trying to eliminate what he called “Slavonisms.” In 1847 in Blaj,
Cipariu edited the newspaper Organul luminării (Organ of Enlightenment) renamed
Organul naţional (National Organ) after the start of the revolution in May 1848. Also in
1848 he edited Învăţătorul poporului (The People’s Teacher), a newspaper aimed at
Romanian peasants who could read. 79 However, a number of well–known Moldavians,
two being the writer Alecu Russo and the historian Mihail Kogălniceanu, both from the
1848–generation and important characters in bringing about the union of the Danubian
Principalities (1859) and Romanian independence (1877), 80 objected to what they
considered Cipariu’s exaggerations.
The Romanian Greek–Catholic High School was founded in Blaj in 1831, an
institutional structure of modern type, and a real Romanian resistance against
Magyarization developed there in the fifth decade of the nineteenth century. In 1838, the
literary journal Aurora was founded in Blaj. The Romanian education network also
comprised an Orthodox Seminary and a preparatory school for teachers in Arad, a six–
month course of lectures to prepare priests and teachers in Sibiu, a high school and a
seminary in Oradea, and an elementary school in Beiuş. 81
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Also in Blaj, Professor Simion Bărnuţiu (1808–1864) was involved in a major
trial of the age, and this was the crucible, which formed the ideologist of the 1848
Romanian Revolution in Transylvania, whom we will see closer in the section dedicated
to the Romanian Revolution in Transylvania. His younger comrade Alexandru Papiu
Ilarian (1827–1877), the historian, chronicler of and participant in the 1848 Revolution at
the age of only 21, also gravitated towards Blaj. In 1843 and 1844 he attended philosophy
classes at the Greek–Catholic High School in Blaj, participating in the pupils’ strike and
eventually being expelled from the High School. In the autumn of 1844 Circumstances
forced him to enter the Roman–Catholic—which is to say Hungarian—High School in
Cluj, in the second year, and he dedicated the years 1845–1847 to juridical studies. Papiu
Ilarian was an excellent student, always obtained the superior grade of eminens. In Cluj,
Papiu Ilarian joined his co–nationals’ protest against the Magyarization of names of
Romanian pupils and students. He himself changed his name from Alesandru Pop to the
Latinized Papiu Ilarian. He edited the weekly paper Zorile pentru minte şi inimă,
(Daybreak for Mind and Heart) where he published remarkable articles such as “Some
preliminary observations” and especially the manifesto “Let’s learn Romanian,
gentlemen!” Papiu Ilarian’s principal concerns in the above–mentioned publication
however related to Romanian grammar and arguments supporting the role of culture in
raising the level of the socio–politic life of Transylvanian Romanians. In 1845, Papiu
Ilarian contributed to the foundation of the Academic Society in Cluj, having a literary
and political orientation, and led, as honorary president by the lawyer Alexandru Bohăţel.
Papiu Ilarian’s important role during the revolution as radical supporter of Bărnuţiu will
be dealt with later, and it is enough to say here that after the revolution, in order to escape
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repercussions, Papiu Ilarian stayed for a time in Vienna, and then left to study in Italy, at
Padua, and in Berlin. Papiu Ilarian’s life dream, “the union of all Romanians in a single
political body, Daco–Romania,” became a partial reality in 1859 with the Union between
Walachia and Moldavia, Lesser Romania, and from 1860 Papiu Ilarian involved himself
in the construction of the young Romanian state. 82
George Bariţiu (1812–1893) had an extremely fruitful time in Braşov. On
graduating from the Hungarian Roman–Catholic High School in Cluj, Bariţiu taught for a
year at the Romanian High School in Blaj (1835–1836), and then left for Braşov, where
he was would be a teacher, journalist and cultural mover and shaker. Bariţiu’s trip to
Walachia, on which he was accompanied by Timotei Cipariu, visiting Bucharest,
Giurgiu, Târgovişte and Curtea de Argeş, was significant for strengthening relationships
between Transylvanian scholars and personalities of the Romanian political and literary–
artistic movement from the southern Danubian Principality, like Ion Heliade–Rădulescu,
C.A. Rosetti, Ioan Câmpineanu and Cesar Bolliac. All of these men were important
actors during the 1848 revolution in Walachia. Under Bariţiu’s leadership, on October 1,
1836 the Romanian School in Braşov was officially opened. At the same time he took
care of “Casina Română,” a coffee house and reading room in Braşov, where in the
spring of 1848 Romanian revolutionaries from Moldova found much–needed refuge. 83
George Bariţiu was an excellent writer and fervent militant for Transylvanian
Romanians’ rights, engaging himself in wide publishing activity, for example his
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remarkable historic work “Transylvanian History in the last 200 years.” His political and
national concept was more moderate than that of Simion Bărnuţiu, as Bariţiu supported
liberal and federal ideas and good relationships with Hungarian liberals. In 1838, he
established the first scientific and literary gazette in Romanian, typed in Cyrillic at the
prolific publishing house of Johann Gött, entitled Foaie pentru minte, inimă şi literatură
(Journal for Mind, Heart and Literature) with contributors from not only among
Transylvanian Romanians, but also correspondents and writers from Walachia and
Moldavia. The informative newspaper Gazeta de Transilvania was soon added. On the
appearance of the two journals in 1838, an experienced politician of Metternich’s regime,
the Saxon senator Georg Duldner, noted, “the Romanian nation can no longer perish
because it has now its own national periodical.” 84
The success of Bariţiu’s papers was truly spectacular: the number of subscribers
was up to five hundred to eight hundred, and more than half of them lived in the
Danubian Principality, not in Transylvania. By comparison, a Romanian newspaper in
Iaşi, capital of Moldavia, had at its inauguration in 1829 only two hundred subscribers,
and it was not by chance that the influential Russian consul in Walachia ordered the
banning of Gazeta de Transilvania south of the Carpathians. The topics of the papers
edited by Geirge Bariţiu were related not only to the social and economic reforms of the
time, and their aim was above all the creation of a Romanian national consciousness. In
fact, it was Gazeta de Transilvania, which introduced the term “nationality.” 85
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Bariţiu was the one who appreciated the structure of the Romanian intelligentsia
as follows: one fifth employees and clerks, another fifth graduates but unable to find
employment as clerks or priests and living on their lands, two fifths beyond the
mountains in the Danubian Principalities, and the last fifth Magyarized. 86
Finally we must not forget the “poet of the Transylvanian 1848 generation,”
Andrei Mureşanu (1816–1863), who also graduated from the Romanian Greek–Catholic
High School in Blaj. Mureşanu was a teacher and school inspector in Braşov, and
contributor to George Bariţiu’s publications. In the midst of revolutionary events, Andrei
Mureşanu wrote several poems, among which Un răsunet (An Echo), known later as
Deşteaptă–te, Române! (Awake, Romanian!). This poem assured his immortality: since
its publication, it has had an unparalleled popularity in the Romanian consciousness and
today the lyrics are the Romanian National anthem. Called “The Romanian Marseilleise”
by Nicolae Bălcescu, the poem was published in Foaie pentru minte, inimă şi literatură,
nr. 25 / 21 June 1848, and was later translated into German (1865, 1880), French (1883),
and Italian (1900). It has even been compared to Simion Bărnuţiu’s famous discourse
held in the Blaj cathedral, with the event of the first great Romanian open field congress
on May 3–15, 1848.87
1. Awaken thee, Romanian, shake off thy deadly slumber
The scourge of inauspicious barbarian tyrannies,
And now or never to a bright horizon clamber
That shall put all thy enemies to shame.
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2. It’s now or never to the world we readily proclaim
In our veins throbs Roman blood,
And in our hearts forever we glorify a name
Resonating of battle, the name of gallant Trajan. 88

The “Language Battle” (Sprachkampf) in Transylvania
The decades preceding the 1848 Revolution are marked in Transylvania—as
indeed in the whole Habsburg Empire—by the growing clamour of nations. National
movements formulated their own concrete political objectives. The Hungarian nobility, as
the most privileged estate in the Transylvanian regional parliament, triggered the
offensive to impose a “single Magyar nation” and a single language. Naturally, the
Saxons and Romanians opposed this movement and opposed it in various ways
depending on the means they had at their disposal. In this period, Romanians, who were
seeking admission as an equal nation, engaged in open conflict with the Magyar nobility.
The legislative body of the great Principality, the Diet, the regional parliament,
was convoked again in Cluj in 1834 after a twenty–three year interruption. In the years
before 1848, the Diet met in Sibiu in 1837–1838, and in 1841–1843 and 1846–1847 in
Cluj. It consisted of elected representatives of counties, chairs, districts and free towns as
well as the so–called “royalists” appointed by the Court in Vienna in a number that
equalled or even surpassed the number of the elected deputies. 89
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The period between the failure of urbarial regulation in Transylvania (1819–1820)
and the return to active public life after 1830 was rightly associated with an apparent
immobility of the Metternich system. The only fields accessible to some of those tending
towards amelioration were culture, school and church, considered by the regime as
release valves for social and national tensions.
In this context, Romanians, through the offices of church leaders and Romanian
communities on Saxon Land or in Banat, used missives addressed to the Court and high
authorities to plead their cases. The emancipation movement of Romanians in Banat was
concentrated around the rector of Timişoara, Vasile Georgevici, who, in his writings from
1820, 1822 and 1825, asked for the appointment of Romanian bishops in the Banat lands
where Romanians were in the majority. He also demanded Romanian school directors in
the districts of Timişoara and Caransebeş, as well as a school inspector for Orthodox
schools who spoke both Romanian and Serbian. In 1827 in Vienna, Vasile Moga, the
Orthodox Bishop of Transylvania, asked for equal rights for Romanian Orthodox as well
as Catholic inhabitants. At the Court’s request, both Moga and his counterpart, the
Greek–Catholic Bishop Ioan Bob, presented a list of their demands regarding the creation
of a system of Romanian village schools. The petitions of some Romanian communities
on the Saxon land (Sibiu, Mediaş, Bistriţa, Feldioara, Măieruş and Rodbav), seeking
equal rights and duties as well as equal access to property ownership, obtained some
favourable results from Vienna. 90
Reformist Hungarian nobles sought to offer a solution to the severe and
uninterrupted peasants’ troubles that foreshadowed a repeat of Horea’s times. In 1831 the
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echoes of the cholera mutiny in Slovakia amplified the sensation of danger, and these are
the reasons why the economic liberalism elaborated by Wesselényi Miklós urged the
modernization of agriculture and abolition of serfdom through an urbarial regulation by
which the peasants could buy land from the landlord. There was one essential condition
demanded by reformist noblemen for the implementation of these improvements: all
beneficiaries of the reforms had to adopt the Hungarian language and, by implication,
Hungarian nationality. By these means a “unique nation” within a state would have come
into being, conceived within the borders of the medieval kingdom of Saint Steven, by the
unification of Transylvania with Hungary. 91
Parallel with the formulation of this program, Transylvanian Hungarian liberals
caused intense agitation within communities by refusing the military recruitment
demanded by the monarch and electing public servants different to those appointed by the
Transylvanian government, which was of course contrary to the laws of the state. In order
to restore order and to annul the measures adopted by the recalcitrant Transylvanian
nobility, in 1833 the Court sent the imperial commissar Franz Vlasits to Transylvania.
The commissar recommended the urgent opening of the regional parliament. He
contacted the Romanian Orthodox Bishop in Sibiu, Vasile Moga, recommending him to
submit a petition seeking equal rights for the Orthodox Church in Transylvania, in line
with the position enjoyed by the other churches. The Court in Vienna accepted Vlasits’
suggestions and convened the regional parliament in May 1834, and on the agenda were
the Romanian requests formulated as early as 1791 in Supplex Libellus Valachorum. 92
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The Orthodox Bishop, Vasile Moga, together with the new Romanian Greek–
Catholic Bishop of Blaj, Ioan Lemeni, composed a request submitted in Vienna in April
of 1834. This document solicited civil rights in the name of a nation that formed two
thirds of the population of Transylvania. The imperial resolution, based on the report of
royal adviser Apor Lázár, was not in favour. The recognition of Romanians as “the fourth
privileged nation” in Transylvania would have meant a complete change in the political
system. The imperial leadership left the regional parliament of Transylvania to deal with
the Romanians’ request. 93
In 1834–1835, the liberal Hungarian nobility, who were already in conflict with
Vienna, dominated the regional parliament in Cluj. Regarding the submission of the two
Romanian bishops, the opposition, led by Wesselényi, applied the tactics of obstruction
in order to postpone sine die the solution of the Romanian question, and before resolving
the Transylvanian crisis, the regional parliament was dissolved by imperial decree in
January 1835. 94
Vienna convoked the new regional parliament in April of 1837, this time in Sibiu,
and the meeting of the parliament in the capital of the Saxon land raised hopes for both
Saxons and Romanians. This regional parliament was marked by the conflict between the
Catholics (Roman–Catholics Hungarian and Greek–Catholics Romanian), who, generally
speaking, backed the Court, and the Protestants who formed the liberal opposition. The
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Protestant Hungarian nobility sought to provoke dissension, denouncing the abuses
suffered by the Romanian Orthodox through Greek–Catholic proselytising in order to
strike at the pro–imperial Catholic party. The Romanian Orthodox Bishopric elaborated
two concepts of the submission seeking equal rights for the Romanian nation, namely the
elimination of the “tolerated nation” status, and the lack of recognition of the Orthodox
faith, and the whole of the Romanian clergy was mobilized to sign the final memoir. The
1837–1838 Diet also opened the conflict between deputies of the Saxon nation and those
of the Hungarians and Szeklers. The latter denounced some privileges given to the
Saxons by the appointment of the comes as government adviser. For their part, the
Saxons revolted against the proposal by Hungarians and Szeklers that the laws of the
country be drafted and published in Hungarian: the Saxons were in favour of retaining
Latin, and ultimately the court of Vienna did not accept the Hungarian proposal. At the
same session of the Diet, Saxon deputies strongly rejected the idea of a negotiation
regarding the union between Transylvania and Hungary.
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At the synod of the Greek–Catholic Romanian church convened in Blaj in July
1838 for the official oath to the Emperor, the Romanian Uniates protested against the
government’s wish that they also swear on the issue of Unio Trium Nationum: the
Romanian Greek–Catholic clergy reserved the right to promote the equality of the
Romanian nation by legal means. 96
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The regional parliament in Cluj in 1841–1843 brought victory to the
Transylvanian Hungarian liberals, whose objective was the creation of a “single Magyar
nation” in Transylvania. Since 1838, Transylvanian government had been issuing its
correspondence in Hungarian. In 1840–1841, the Hungarian media also campaigned in
favour of official Magyar language. 97
It was in such an atmosphere that the 1841–1843 session of the regional
parliament opened in Cluj. In the meeting on January 15, 1842, the Hungarian deputy of
Zarand, Kozma Dénes, proposed a draft law that provided for the introduction of
Hungarian as the language of laws, official correspondence, papers of the regional
parliament, church documents, as well as being the medium of instruction in all
Transylvanian schools. The only exception admitted was the use of German by the Saxon
nation in their internal affairs. This drastic proposal was moderated by amendments from
Kemény Dénes, who introduced a ten year term for correspondence in German between
the Saxon nation and imperial and provincial authorities and also exempted the Romanian
schools in Blaj from the requirement to introduce Hungarian as language of instruction
with immediate effect. Teleki Domokos proposed further amendments that somewhat
sweetened Kozma Dénes’ proposal, but even so, there was much heated debate before the
law achieved its final form. It declared Hungarian to be the official language in
Transylvania, except for the official correspondence of the Saxon nation that could be in
German. The two Romanian churches, Greek–Catholic and Orthodox, were, over a
period of 10 years, to move to exclusive use of Hungarian in both external and internal
papers, and the Romanian clergy would be obliged to know Hungarian. Also after ten
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years, Hungarian was to become the medium of instruction in Romanian Greek–Catholic
schools. The final draft of the law asked the Emperor to ensure conditions for all
Transylvanian subjects to learn Hungarian as soon as possible. 98
As expected, the proposed law encountered very strong Romanian and Saxon
resistance. The Romanian initiative began in Blaj where Simion Bărnuţiu published an
incendiary article “A Shameful Bargain and An Unjust Law.” The article triggered a
wave of revolt that culminated with the trial in which the Romanian Greek–Catholic
Bishop Ioan Lemeni was involved. We will consider these moments in the following
chapters.
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The article “Romanians and Magyarism” written by George Bariţiu and published
in Foaie pentru minte, inimă şi literatură, also struck a chord. His article spoke up in
favour of the Romanian language, pointing out the numerical superiority of its speakers
in Transylvania, the important European role played by Romania as a bulwark against the
Porte because of her position on the Danube and the “family relationship” with Latin
peoples. Bariţiu’s advice to Hungarians was both a threat and a solution, “It would be
better if you ceased alienating Romanians with such demands [i.e. the language bill] and
extended a brotherly hand to foster the friendship that you also need. Be aware that if you
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ever to rule over the Danube, it will be only in close friendship with Moldavian–
Romanians, and even then, only with Austria’s support and encouragement.” 1
The Saxons also opposed the Magyarization draft in the regional parliament, and
in the name of the 250,000 Romanian and Saxon inhabitants of the Saxon Land who
between them paid three sevenths of the general contribution of the country, Saxon
delegates asked for German to be the official language, and also the language of teaching
in schools. However, the Hungarian deputies contested the Saxons’ right to speak on
behalf of the Romanians since as Romanians were not represented in the Diet, the
argument went, they were not citizens of the country.
Also in 1842 and as a response to the Magyarization draft, pastor Stephan Ludwig
Roth, the celebrated militant for Saxons’ rights and for the alliance between Saxons and
Romanians, published the pamphlet emblematically entitled “Der Sprachkampf in
Siebenbürgen” (The battle of languages in Transylvania), which attracted the implacable
enmity of the Hungarians. 101 A few years later, in May of 1849, Stephan Ludwig Roth
would be condemned to death by a court in Cluj instituted by the Hungarian
revolutionary government.
Romanian and Saxon resistance to Magyarization offered the Royal Court
sufficient arguments for rejecting the most onerous provisions of the draft, and above all,
Vienna was interested in tempering the impulses of the noble Hungarian opposition in
Transylvania. In the State Council (Reichsrat) in Vienna, royal adviser Franz Hartig and
interior minister Franz Anton von Kolowrat stressed that Romanians represented three
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fifths of the Transylvanian population and supported the idea of maintaining Latin as
language of the laws, and also the continued use of Romanian and Latin in the
correspondence of the Romanian Orthodox and Greek–Catholic churches. He was also
willing to offer guarantees protecting the use of the mother tongue in village schools, and
so, based on these proposals, the Imperial resolution of August 1, 1842 marked the
successful resistance by Transylvanian Romanians, who were not represented in the
regional parliament. 102
In July 1842, Romanian Bishop Moga of the Orthodox church and his and Greek–
Catholic counterpart Lemeni met once again in order to compose a letter of protest that
included wide–ranging Romanian complaints, not only concerning church matters but
also with regard to education, economic, social, and commercial life. The document was
presented to the regional parliament in Cluj in the wake of the imperial resolution. The
commission charged with studying the Romanian bishops’ missive delayed its mission as
long as possible, and the discussion finally took place in February 1843, shortly before
the conclusion of the 1842–1843 session of the regional parliament in Cluj, and as a
consequence, it became the task of the next Diet to adopt a decision regarding the
Romanian document. 103
In the same year, 1843, the National Saxon University (the Saxon governing
body) formed a commission to prepare the historical and legal case intended to support
the Saxon point of view in the next Transylvanian regional parliament. Charged by the
Saxon University, in 1844 historians Joseph Trausch and Johann Karl Schuller wrote and
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published two works that were to prove the Romanian claims on Saxon Land baseless,
claims included in the complaint of Bishops Vasile Moga and Ioan Lemeni. 104
The last regional parliament before the start of the 1848 Revolution assembled in
Cluj in 1846–1847. The three nations were preoccupied with the absolute need to
elaborate urbarial regulation. Only in November 1847, again towards the end of the
session, at Bishop’s Ioan Lemeni request—Lemeni participated in the regional parliament
not as a Romanian but as royalist sent from Vienna—the Diet once again postponed
making a decision regarding the Romanian complaint, planning to take a decision in the
next session. This would take place during the revolution, in June–July 1848. Before
then, on March 22/April 3, 1848, the National Saxon University accepted the claims of
Romanians living on Saxon Land entirely, and Romanian assemblies in Blaj in April and
the beginning of May 1848 led to the elucidation of demands that were no longer
considered negotiable. This proved true the words attributed by tradition to the
Transylvanian Romanian hero of 1848, Avram Iancu, who had assisted in the work of the
regional parliament in 1847, “Not with philosophical and humanitarian arguments could
one persuade the despots, but with Horea’s spear.” These words reflected a state of mind;
they attested the failure of the reformist path to solving national problems in Transylvania
and heralded the revolution. 105
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Nationalism and Revolutions in Transylvania
It is useful to remember the general findings of Jacques Godechot, which,
although limited to Western Europe, are applicable to a much greater territory than their
author intended. Godechot, examining the revolutions of 1848, considered universal
rights a European phenomenon, arriving at the conclusion that they, representing a
concrete expression of the process of growth and development of European society, were
preceded by three other revolutions, one demographic, one agricultural and the third
industrial, which all unfolded in the eighteenth century.

106

In fact, Godechot’s “three

revolutions” included not only Western Europe, but also the entire continent, and
Romanian territories at least were a part of these movements. What is more, these three
revolutions were linked to a fourth, the “ideological revolution,” which justified the
others and provided their essence. 107
The Romanian revolution of 1848 was organically linked to the cycle of European
development. However evident the dissymmetry and the chronological and evolutionary
disparity between Western and Eastern Europe, Romanian society entered into the spirit
of an age of violent change. 108
In speaking of the Romanian revolution of 1848, the Romanian historian Dan
Berindei argued that one must restrict oneself to referring to its “regional and successive”
evolution. In Walachia at that time it was possible for a revolutionary regime to exist for
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three months, a regime which, in essence, represented the future of the modern Romanian
state. Romanian historians have argued that “the Awakening” of Romanians in Moldova
and Bucovina must not be overlooked, and the civil war in which the Romanians of
Transylvania were involved in 1848–1849 was nothing but a battle to achieve the
revolutionary plan approved by the National Romanian Assembly of Blaj, assuming the
characteristics of a fight of national liberation. 109
In its approach to the revolutionary ideology of Transylvanian Romanians, the
following sub–chapters will refer less to the revolutions of Romanians beyond the
Carpathian arc. It will however show, by comparison, the revolutions unfolding, in
parallel, among the ethnically different cohabitants of Transylvania, Hungarians and
Szeklers, and Germans, in relation to the revolutions in Hungary and the linguistically
German areas, Prussia and Austria.
***
In the spring of 1848 revolutions against absolutism broke out all over Europe, for
the liberation of serfs and freedom of the press. As has been mentioned, in contrast with
Western Europe, the revolutions of 1848 in the rest of the continent displayed a largely
national characteristic, one that determined alliances and enmities between different
revolutionaries. From the perspective of their own national ideals, it is not too helpful to
describe the movements as “revolutionary” or indeed to use the expressions “counter–
revolutionary,” “revolutionaries” and “rebels,” much used in documents of the time and
in later historiographies. Recently, The History of Transylvania (Érdely története), in its
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otherwise solid third volume describing the nineteeth century, Miskolczy Ambrus, in the
section dedicated to the 1848 revolution, characterized revolutionary phenomena and the
strengths of the combatants through the pattern already mentioned, using subtitles like,
“In the Shadow of Attempts at Counter–Revolution,” “Counter–Revolution and Civil
War,” etc. 110
Earlier in the historiography of the 1848 revolution, we saw a number of
approaches to the onset of the problems. More precisely, it is a question of as many
perspectives of the revolution as nationalities: in Transylvania the Saxons wrote both for
and about the Saxons, and the Romanians and Hungarians followed a similar path.
Paradoxically, the vast majority of the historiographic works do not attempt to compare
the national movements. Therefore it may be useful to consider each revolution in its own
right, and look at the general constants in the Transylvanian revolution.

The Revolution and the Transylvanian Hungarians
Following the March revolutions in Paris and Vienna, on March 15, 1848
revolution broke out in Pest. Its echo was quickly heard in Transylvania. “The
Hungarians started the Transylvanian movements,” wrote Papiu:
The Hungarians of Transylvania always follow the lead of the Hungarians [of
Hungary]. In order to maintain national supremacy, this was never more
necessary than in 1848, when liberties were being extended to all the
inhabitants of the country; the Transylvanian Hungarians, considering their
inconsiderable numbers, were ill at ease with the situation in Transylvania.
Their only means of escape was in union with Hungary proper. 111
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The motive for the Hungarians’ aggressive expansionist behavior was fear, as
noted in Miskolczy Ambrus’s recent interpretations, “It was partly a fear of being left
isolated that led Hungarian liberals in Transylvania to join the main stream of the national
movement.” Also:
The Hungarians suffered from a suffocating sense of ethnic isolation. They
were haunted by the prediction, made by the German historian Johann Herder
at the end of the eighteenth century, in which the Hungarian nation was
destined for extinction. Liberals fed this neurosis by talking of four million
Hungarians and ten million non–Hungarians, when the population in the lands
of the Hungarian Crown actually included five million of the former and
eleven to twelve million of the latter.
It was this complex, this “neurosis,” that spawned the ill–fated idea of
Magyarization, a concept which eventually proved to be as unrealistic as the union of
Transylvania with Hungary. 112 There were meetings and demonstrations in the city
streets, especially Cluj, the Capital of the principality, where large numbers of
Hungarians congregated encouraged by the events in Pest, the proclamation, and its point
12, demanding the union with Hungary. After March 20 however, political questions
became secondary to the issue of the day, union with Hungary, the slogan of which was
“Egyesülünk, mert másként elveszünk” (“unite or perish”). The general mood in the
streets and Hungarian villages favored unconditional union with Hungary, even the name
of Transylvania disappearing and the region becoming nothing more than a county of
Hungary.
The Magistrate of Cluj and the Government of the Principality made a
representation to the monarch in which they asked for the convening of the Transylvanian
Diet and union with Hungary. The assembly was geared towards agitating in favor of the
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union, even Jósika Lajos himself, head of the Conservative party, which in 1847 had
adopted the regulation which reaffirmed serfdom in Transylvania. The two Hungarian
parties of Transylvania, the Liberals and the Conservatives, developed a common
program in which the first point was union with Hungary. On March 23, at the Cluj home
of Count Bethlen Ádám another meeting took place in which both parties participated
and at which Jósika’s party subscribed, along with the Liberal party of Bethlen János
senior, to travel the length and breadth of Transylvania demanding “the union of these
two homelands” and the convening to the Diet to proclaim the it.
Hungarian national guards were formed at Târgu Mureş, Aiud and Turda and they
quickly proceeded to arm themselves. At the Aiud regional assembly of March 30, the
county of Alba de Jos voted, at the suggestion of Baron Kemény Dezsö, to petition the
government, demanding that without waiting any longer for a pronouncement from
Vienna, a session of the Diet be convened or else the county would unilaterally declare
itself no longer a part of Transylvania but had been incorporated into Hungary. Alba de
Jos chose as their deputies the Barons Kemény Dezsö and Kemény István.
Another example is from the regional assembly of Cluj, April 3. The county
declared it would no longer be a part of Transylvania if the governor, Teleky József, was
not going convene the Diet immediately, the Diet that must necessarily proclaim the
union on its own initiative, because “the homeland is in danger.” The governor’s
response was not liked, and resulted in raised passions: Teleky opened his window and
shouted to the crowd “Takaradjanak haza!” (“Calm down and get yourselves home!”). 113
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On April 8, thirty Szeklers, led by Pálfy János and Pálfy Berzenczey, arrived in
Cluj from the county of Odorhei; their arrival provoked both enthusiasm and disquiet. In
the evening of April 9 the Szeklers made threats in the streets of Cluj, “Now thirty have
come. If we don’t get the Diet, thirty thousand will come!” The atmosphere was thick
with fiery words and music. “Down with the Governor! Down with the Provincial
Government!” was written on walls. Passing close to the house of Jósika, the protesters
shouted “Halál!” (“Death!”). Under pressure from violent demonstrators, on April 10
Governor Teleky József published a proclamation announcing that using his existing
powers, rather than continue waiting for something from Vienna, he would convene the
Transylvanian Diet on May 29. 114
From this point on campaigning began in the ranks of the unionists and Hungarian
radicals in the regional assemblies where deputies for the Diet would be chosen. The
radicals wanted unconditional union, minden áron, vérrelis (“at any price, even
bloodletting”). Among conservatives, many were not in agreement with this view, fearing
that they, as representatives of the aristocracy, would lose their privileges and supreme
political position: they desired rather a conditional union with Hungary. A conditional
union would allow not only Transylvania’s legislative autonomy, but also the continued
enjoyment of privileges. The Hungarian press in Pest reported the debate, linking it to the
modality of union:
Join, since in union there is strength. But conditional union. Not one fighter of
our [Transylvanian Hungarian] nationality mindset can be content with
unconditional union, because in the wake of this would lie constitutional
identity. Must we now apply the Hungarian system of representation in
114
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Transylvania, that which is founded on mathematical parity? What would be
the result? This: on one side there are 600,000 Hungarians, and on the other
170–200,000 Saxons and 1.3 million Romanians: the greater shall press down
on the lesser, and so, without a single gunshot but only a stroke of the pen, the
amazing and long awaited Dacia would be established [!], Slovenia, or the
Good Lord knows!115
Liberal Hungarians were much more radical. The democratic journal Ellenör,
based in Cluj, reported, “At the moment we have only a goal, an aim. This goal is the
union. Whoever is not in favor of the union is a poor patriot; whoever is unfriendly
towards the union is selling out his homeland.” Further on, the paper showed the danger
through which pretensions to nationhood threaten the region. Everything could be asked
for, everything given, but not nationality, since this meant separatism that would
debilitate the union and therefore national strength. What would happen if the Romanians
of Transylvania rose in demand of national rights, if not the downfall of the nation? Thus
the solution was “to uphold particular national interests, the common interests of a
common homeland, since we all eat the same Hungarian bread, we all breathe the same
Hungarian air, and the Hungarians’ God protects us all. Thus united, melded, we may
defend ourselves against the dangers of the night (the Russians).” 2
In the middle of April the citizens of Cluj sent a delegation to Pest, which sought
the help of the Palatine Stephan and the Hungarian government in achieving an
unconditional union. This delegation arrived in Pest on April 23, and two days later
appeared before the Palatine and minister not as “representatives of Cluj, but as
representatives of all Transylvania.” The delegation declared that “there is no doubt that
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the union will happen: the Transylvanians (i.e. Hungarians) are determined to achieve it,
even through bloodshed!” 3
Under the direction of two young lawyers from Deva, Gál Dániel and Németh
László, the Szekler border guards of Ozun refused to obey the order of dislocation for
Saxon and Hungarian towns, and fearing they would be disbanded, captured a transport
of arms destined for Braşov. The Szekler guards chose the two young lawyers to
represent them in the Cluj Diet. The Romanians came out against the union, not
surprisingly, and on May 10 Wesselényi Miklós issued a proclamation to the Szeklers, to
rise against the Romanians, “among whom, encouraged by deception, troubling
movements are appearing.” The Szekler nation answered promptly with a declaration
warning of an uprising of 80,000 Szeklers against enemies of the Hungarian states, and
from then on the Hungarian press threatened those opposed to the union with an invasion
of thousands of Szeklers. 4 On May 19 the Hungarian premier Batthyány Lajos issued a
call to the Szeklers, to set out, unarmed, to the camp at Szeged (in Hungary proper), but
the call was not heard.
In Mid–May of 1848 the Imperial order for the convening of the diet finally
arrived in Cluj. It was discovered that the union was not the first point on the official
agenda, something which produced a furious reaction given voice by the Cluj based
newspaper Ellenör, which threatened it would not publish the order in its pages, and
stated that the Diet must proclaim the union, and even that “all who do not desire the
union must be hanged,” and “without union, even Redemption is worthless.” 5
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The Transylvanian Diet opened on May 29 and declared the union. At this Diet
the Hungarian representatives were dominated by a number of personalities; Wesselényi
Miklós, Szász Károly, Mózes Berde, and the two Szekler lawyers Gál and Németh. Its
session continued until June 20, 1848. In this time the Diet adopted the following
statutes:
1. The union of Transylvania with Hungary.
2. Rules for electing deputies to the next Hungarian parliament based on popular
representation.
3. Laws concerning the National Guard.
4. Agrarian laws concerned with cash taxes and abolishing serfdom.
5. Laws regarding the transformation into public debt of expropriated noble urbarial land.
6. Legislation covering the consequences of abolishing feudal relations and the other
tithes and levies contained in article IV regarding corporations (in the sense of collective
ownership).
7. The rules governing the burden of communal obligations.
8. The law governing the press and corresponding to the Hungarian law regarding an end
to censorship.
9. A law stating the complete equality in rights among the accepted religions.
10. Law upholding travel on public roads, corresponding to the 18 Hungarian law no. 30.
11. Laws regarding saltwater springs and the price of salt. 6
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Among these laws, particularly important were those concerning the union,
electoral practice, agricultural laws and the abolition of serfdom. Imposing fundamental
reforms in social matters, the Cluj Diet did not however manage to fully address the
question of nationality. While establishing individual rights, the Diet did not proclaim
collective rights, and the Romanians continued to remain excluded from public life.
After the proclamation of the union, the Hungarian politicians of Transylvania
endeavored to direct themselves towards its practical aims through administrative
measures. Although some voices called for maintaining the Royal Court at Târgu Mureş,
other Transylvanian forums in Cluj, under Wesselényi’s and Teleki László’s initiative,
decided to subordinate themselves to the homogenous Hungarian state. After ratifying the
union, the Cluj Diet was dissolved. At the end of June 1848, the election of the
Transylvanian deputies to the unified Hungarian parliament in Pest, due to open on July
2, was hastily arranged. The commission overseeing unification, made up by former
members of the Cluj Diet, moved to Pest under the leadership of the former governor
Teleki József, while the Province of Transylvania was left in the care of the vice
president, Mikó Imre, who worked closely with the Hungarian government, and Kemény
Ferenc, someone who oscillated between the liberals and the conservatives. Also in June,
the Hungarian government and the Palatine Stephan approved Baron Vay Miklós as royal
commissar of Transylvania, though the Transylvanian Hungarians would have preferred
Széchenyi instead of Vay. 7
The conscription law, aimed at the creation of a new Hungarian army
(honvédség), as proposed by Kossuth, provoked popular resistance, especially among the
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Romanians of the frontier guard regiments. Following the small–scale conflicts of
summer 1848 (in Mihalţ, Coşlariu and the Western Carpathian Mountains), at the end of
June the provincial government held an inquiry, headed by Kozma. The Romanian
frontier guard regiments of Orlat and Năsăud were mobilized. At the beginning of
September there was a meeting of the soldiers as well as a massive action by five hundred
twenty-seven Romanian villages from the Bistriţa region, to swear an oath of allegiance
before the two–headed Imperial eagle, in the presence of Commander Carl Urban. There
were also unexpected skirmishes in Szekler areas because of the refusal of some villages
to take part in the conscription, for example at Aranyoslóna on September 12. 8
At the summons of Kossuth’s emissary Berzenczey, a convocation aimed at
recovering the ancient liberties of the Szekler nation occurred at the old meeting place of
Lutiţa (Agyagfalva), attendance obligatory under the threat of death or the loss of
property. This great assembly of the Szeklers opened on October 15, 1848, under the
direction of the interim governor Count Mikó Imre, with between thirty thousand and
sixty thousand armed men present. Impressed by this show of national solidarity, Mikó
wrote to the Hungarian parliament, “Our battle is blessed and just; we are fighting for
liberty!” The meeting voted to overthrow the Austrian monarchy and crush the resistance
of the Habsburg and Romanian troops. The assembly swore an oath of allegiance before
the Hungarian government, respectively before the Hungarian defense council led by
Kossuth, which formed after the dissolution of the Pest Diet by the Empire. In the name
of the Szekler nation a message of gratitude was sent to Kossuth Lajos, “champion of
Hungarian constitutional autonomy, and the meeting halls of Vienna, from which arose
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not only freedom for the Austrian people, but also the Hungarian constitution, against the
machinations of the Viennese Court.” The meeting in the lecture room of Vienna
University became a symbol for the armed students and intellectuals who had led the
popular revolt in the Austrian capital. Another call for peace was drawn up, but, hearing
of the proclamation of October 18 in which the supreme military commander of Imperial
forces in Transylvania, Gen. Puchner, assumed absolute control, on the nineteenth
century the Szeklers decamped from Lutiţa to rush upon Saxon Reghin, which they
burned and plundered. 9
The Szekler forces hurried to organize and throw themselves into battle, behind
the union, even before the beginning of the civil war. In the Trei Scaune region
(Háromszék, central Transylvania), major of artillery and cannon manufacturer Gábor
Áron was noted for his ingenious contribution in arming the Szeklers, likewise Gál
Sándor, Berde Mózes, and others. After the outbreak of civil war, the Szeklers fought
desperately from November 1848 until the spring of 1849, being both the first line of
defense against and cannon fodder in the face of the Austrian army; even so, they did not
succeed in retaking Transylvania. Following this, the Szekler forces were defeated by
Tsarist troops in august 1849. The behavior of the Szeklers in the revolution of 1848 has
been judged by Romanian historiography to be harsh, and recent Hungarian
historiography has taken a similar view, considering their enthusiastic dedication to the
cause of the revolution, the extreme daring and ruthlessness of their military raids on the
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one hand, but on the other because of their chaotic war which lacked strategy and
coherent objectives. 10
What is certain however is that despite the intervention of the Szekler army,
Austrian troops, aided by Romanian regiments, occupied northern Transylvania and Cluj.
Commissar Vay fled to Hungary. On November 14, 1848, Mikó Imre, who refused to
accompany Vay in his flight, was named as governor of Transylvania by Vienna. Inclined
towards collaboration with the Empire, Mikó would soon be disowned by both liberal and
radical Hungarian revolutionaries.
When, on December 2, 1848, Kossuth named the Polish General Josef Bem as
commander of Hungarian revolutionary forces in Transylvania, the civil war took a new
turn, favorable to the Hungarian revolution. On December 20 Bem unleashed an
offensive in Transylvania and achieved swift success, and by Christmas 1848 Cluj had
been liberated from the clutches of the Austrians. Bem’s victories continued in January
1849, which determined the first Russian interventions in southern Transylvania, at the
beginning of February, to defend the towns of Sibiu and Braşov. The confrontation
between Bem and the Austrian General Commander Puchner culminated in the battle for
the bridge at Strei, near Simeria, on February 9, which Bem succeeded in controlling. By
mid March, with the exception of the Western Carpathian Mountains, which were
fiercely held by the Romanian guerrillero Avram Iancu and the fortresses of Deva and
Alba Iulia, which were in Habsburg hands, all of Transylvania was under Hungarian
control.
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For three months Transylvania had a new leadership, one whose primary concern
was the establishment of peace enforced through superior firepower. The new authorities
introduced courts martial, as they were called, which, through an excess of zeal,
condemned huge numbers to death. Despite Bem’s tolerant conduct and the general
amnesty he declared, the plenipotentiary commissars sent by the Hungarian government,
among whom was Csány László, applied extremely heavy measures. In Kossuth’s vision,
the new territorial administration of a Transylvania incorporated into Hungary would be
achieved with consideration of neither ethnic nor religious factors. If the Hungarian
declaration of independence of April 14, 1849 offered a stimulant to the combatants
fighting in the cause of Hungarian revolution, similarly the promises contained in the new
Imperial constitution of March 4 were a catalyst for the non–Hungarian nations of
Transylvania and Banat for putting an end to what they considered the new Kossuthian
yoke.
The fate of the szabadság harc (fight for freedom) and the Hungarian revolution
was decided by the Russian troops called into the country by Vienna. In the course of
June 1849 the Hungarian situation was aggravated. Following the agreement reached
between the royal courts of Vienna and St. Petersburg, Russian soldiers entered
Hungarian territory on June 18, and on June 19 Gen. Alexander Nicolaevici Lüders,
commander of the tsarist Fifth Army, entered Transylvania with 26,000 troops. Gen. Bem
threw himself into the fight desperately, but by the end of July 1849 had lost Braşov,
Sibiu, Făgăraş and Sighişoara. On July 31 the battle of Albeşti was fought: Lüders won
and Bem was lucky to escape with his life.
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On August 11 Kossuth resigned, his place being taken by Gen. Görgey Artur.
The surrender took place at Şiria, near Arad, on August 13, 1849. Thirteen Hungarian
generals, headed by Görgey, handed their swords to the Russian Gen. Rüdiger, and so
ended the Hungarian war for independence. At the same time, the Hungarian military
intervention in Transylvania was also defeated, that which had sought to impose the
union through by force of arms.
The lesson of the Hungarian revolution in Transylvania was probably best drawn
by the Hungarian historian Miskolczy Ambrus:
The ultimate goal of unification, combined with existential concerns, inspired
the liberals to address issues of social reform, but the same factors proved to
be more a hindrance than a help with regard to the Romanians’ national
demands. The most difficult problem ever faced by progressive Hungarians
was that involving the nation and nationalities. In retrospect, it can be argued
that only territorial autonomy or extensive guarantees for the use of mother
tongues might have generated long lasting cooperation between the various
national movements in Hungary and Transylvania. Given the dynamics of
nationalism, it is equally evident that such cooperation depended on
moderation of desires and objectives, on generosity and patience; only then
might the conviction take root that a pooling of efforts brings greater reward
than confrontation. 11

The Revolution and the Transylvanian Saxons
In March 1848 revolution broke out in Vienna and Pest. The Saxon National
University reacted quickly, and on April 3 granted to Romanians living in the
Sachsenland equality with the Saxons. From April until June, the first topic of debate was
the union of Transylvania with Hungary. Simplifying the results, broadly speaking it can
be said that at the outset the conservative party of Sibiu came out firmly against the union
while the liberals of Braşov were more enthusiastic about the union.
11
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Opponents of the union saw in this a danger of harm to the Saxons. As May 3
dawned, the governor of Transylvania, Teleki József, visited Sibiu. It appears that in the
course of his visit the phrase “Hungarian monarchy” was used. “These two crucial words
determined… what Saxons loyal to their Prince must do,” reported Siebenbürgischer
Volksfreund. The town was decorated with ribbons of black and yellows, the Imperial
colors. In the evening people gathered at the theatre. Here, the Austrian flag was raised
and the national anthem was sung with gusto, and addressing the multitude the young
Saxon lawyer Jakob Rannicher said, “No other union than that of the four Transylvanian
nations! No other union beyond that of the peoples of the Austrian state! No union other
than under the two–headed eagle of Austria! To conclude a private union between two
countries which are parts of the Austrian state represents high treason!” 12
The headline representing Saxon anti–unionist feeling was an article by the young
Theodor Fabini, “No Union!” (Keine Union!), a call in defence of Transylvanian
autonomy (May 18, 1848). Fabini wrote:
Do you really understand what the five letters “union” mean? They signify
nothing more and nothing less than that the Saxon people will leave
themselves at the mercy and ruthlessness of the Hungarians, without a single
sword strike, to trust to the magnanimity of the Hungarians all they have held
for many centuries, all they possess today in fact and in right, all they will
hold by these ancient rights and which cannot be taken by force by a single
Hungarian, a single Romanian unless we alone raise a hand—to kill
ourselves! 13
Saxon unionists hoped to obtain greater liberties from a liberal Hungarian
government, more so than from Austria. They hoped that Hungary would recognize the
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equal rights of nations and guarantee Saxon privileges. In Satellit. Satellit des Sieb.
Wochenblattes (Supplement. Supplement of the Transylvanian Weekly), another Braşov–
based gazette belonging to Johann Gött, the poet Joseph Marlin published a “Political
program for Transylvanian Saxons,” which in seventeen points outlined a radical future
strategy, exclusively in the framework of a union of Transylvania and Hungary (June 24,
1848).14 In Sighişoara the younger generation led by Carl Gooß and Georg Daniel
Teutsch is fired with enthusiasm for the union. Teutsch, the future historian of the Saxons
and talented journalist, published a programmatic article in Blätter für Geist, Gemüth und
Vaterlandskunde of Braşov entitled “What Transylvania Must Do Now,” in which he
insisted on the necessity of arming the population and reforming the foundations of the
judicial system, social life and cultural life in Transylvania. When the National Guard
was organized, Teutsch became a captain. In Sibiu there were jokes about the ideas of the
radicals saying that von Teutsch had dethroned the mayor of Sighişoara, Carl von
Sternheim, putting himself in his place and proclaiming the republic. 15
The Austrian constitution of April 25 shook the position of the Saxon liberals
since it stipulated complete equality of all the nations under the monarchy. Faced with
this, the militant priest Stephan Ludwig Roth manifested a greater confidence in an
Austria that renewed itself than in a Hungary gripped by revolution. On May 5 Roth
wrote, “It is correct that the Viennese government has not been guided by liberalism until
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now, but has the Hungarian aristocracy really been more liberal in the face of its subjects
or when dealing with those who are not Hungarian?” 16
Among liberal and conservative Saxons alike, the revolution sowed the seeds of
the hope of renewal. By a decision of the Saxon National University on March 29, 1848,
Saxon town militias were formed, and the oath of allegiance to the militia included a
declaration of loyalty to Austria. A commission nominated by the University proposed
the “Fundamental revision of the municipal constitution of the Germans of
Transylvania.” They committed themselves to reform in administration, crafts, trades and
education.
On May 29 the Cluj Diet voted for the union of Transylvania with Hungary, and
on June 10 Emperor Ferdinand I sanctioned the union. It was an explosive moment, and
under pressure the Saxon delegates of the Diet, those both for and against, voted in favor
of union. On June 20 a Saxon delegation handed the Emperor a memorandum in which
the conditions for Saxon acceptance of the union were outlined, namely guarantees for
their territorial and judicial autonomy, such as they had held until then; the Emperor
dismissed all of these without even reading the document.
Bearing this in mind, it is hardly surprising that the Saxons turned their attention
towards Germany. On June19, the University sent an appeal to the national assembly in
Frankfurt in which it acknowledged the allegiance of the Saxons to the German people
and asked for assistance and support. Sachsenheim, the Transylvanian agent in Vienna,
sought to win more German parliamentary deputies to the cause of the Saxons. On July
3,160 1848 the rector of Orăştie, Friedrich Geltch, traveled to Frankfurt so deliver a new
16
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memorandum on behalf of the Saxon University. His intervention had no practical result,
but it did give voice to the sentiment of solidarity the Saxons felt for their fellow
Germans planning the union of all the German peoples.
Between June 26 and July 2 in Sibiu, things came together for an extraordinary
session of the Saxon National University. Here, the following conditions of acceptance of
the union were adopted:
1. Maintenance, without change, of Saxon territory.
2. The principle of association of the Saxon nation will be laid down in law, and the
National University will continue to function under the direction of the comes in the
domains of a) justice (the University will hear appeals), b) administration of national
finances, c) adoption of statutes.
3. The guarantee of free and open communal administration.
4. German will be the language of business (Geschäftssprache).
5. Freedom and independence for churches and schools.
6. The autonomy of municipalities and their by–laws will be maintained. 17
In August 1848, a rally of Saxon youth took place in Mediaş. This meeting chose
Stephan Ludwig Roth as president and Theodor Fabini as secretary, and took the decision
to form the Siebenbürgisch–deutscher Jugendbund, the Transylvanian German Youth
Union. Under this name they sent two appeals, to the Frankfurt Assembly and the
German Youth Academy, in which they stated, “The whole world is full of German
children and we are shoots from this root. […] Our pride will perish if Germany
crumbles; we are strengthened when Germany is strong. We wish to be, and to remain,
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what we have always been: an honest German people, and also honest loyal citizens of
the state of which we are a part.”18
From these actions and ideas there resulted an attempt to direct all the efforts of
the Saxon nation towards protecting the ethnic existence of the deutsches Volkstum
(German national character). The Saxon National University demonstrated its crucial role
in Saxon politics in its approach to following the wishes of the majority of the Saxon
population, and, confronted with problems of national importance, debates between
liberals and conservatives became superfluous.
The Saxons sent deputies to the unified Hungarian parliament in Pest. Their hopes
were soon dashed, given the poor level of democracy in parliamentary debates. As a
reaction to the stipulation that from now on Saxon representatives would be named by the
Hungarian government and not chosen by their communities, six Saxon representatives
resigned. Their gesture was applauded publicly in an open meeting in Sibiu on September
29, where, taking advantage of the occasion, the union with Hungary and the Hungarian
government were repudiated.
On October 1 another open meeting took place in Sibiu, which tabled the Saxons’
twelve wishes and requests concerning the immediate future. Ironically, the fate of this
document, entitled “Was wünschen und verlangen wir?” (“What do we desire and ask
for?” following the model of the program published in Pest on March 15, which also
contained twelve points and entitled “What does the Hungarian nation desire?”), was to
express clearly the Saxons’ opposition to the cause of the Hungarian revolution. They
asked:
18
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1. For the maintenance of the true liberties of citizens, equality, and an end to all feudal
obligations and tithes.
2. For Transylvania to be declared an independent kingdom.
3. For the kingdom of Transylvania to be an integral part of the Austrian monarchy.
4. For a federal system to be employed, based on a special constitution, and respecting “a
real and comprehensive political union, not, in the mistaken sense of the word, to
integrate all the peoples of the country.”
5. That since only Hungarians, Szeklers and Saxons have defined official territories, the
Romanians also be given a separate official territory.
6. That this territorial division be decided taking into consideration the geographical
situation and judicial principles.
7. That any privileges held by any Christian faith be ended.
8. That a new Diet be convened of all four nations, in which all four languages will be
admissible.
9. That the leadership of the country will be formed from an equal number of members
from the ranks of each “federal population” and each people will be addressed in its own
language.
10. That the supreme authority in Transylvania must answer to the legislative body.
11. That the Emperor and king be asked to convene a constitutional assembly of the four
peoples which will prepare a special constitution for the country.
12. That each people be allowed to achieve reforms within itself.
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Based on these twelve points, they asked for recognition of equal right for all the peoples
of the country without affecting the Monarchy in any way. 19
Late autumn of 1848 brought with it the outbreak of civil war in Transylvania. On
October 18 the supreme military commander of Transylvania, Anton von Puchner,
assumed complete control and declared the opening of hostilities against the Hungarian
rebels. On October 30, the Saxon National University, with the agreement of the High
Command of Sibiu, decided to form a battalion of hunters, paid for with national funds,
and on November 14 a public appeal was launched to raise 50,000 florins to equip a
Saxon battalion. 20
Many of the leaders of the Saxon liberals who had worked in the service of the
Hungarian revolution were disappointed. Carl Gooß, a deputy in the Diet who, from
conviction, had voted for the union on May 29, stricken by horror at the bloody turn of
events and disillusioned in his expectations, put an end to his days on December 29,
1848. The poet Joseph Marlin noted, “it is unfortunate that the Hungarian nation did not
know any restraint or measure concerning the […] nationalities.” Marlin died of cholera
in the spring of 1849. On the other hand, historian and publisher, Anton Kurz of Braşov,
was an active combatant for Kossuth’s revolution, becoming adjutant and personal
secretary to Gen. Bem, and on January 29 was promoted to the rank of captain. With
Bem until the end, Kurz died taking a bullet for his general in the battle of Albeşti on July
31, 1849. Kurz’s comrade Leopold Maximilian Moltke, journalist and poet, author of the
lyrics to the Saxon national anthem “Siebenbürgen, Land des Segens,” remained in
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Braşov, and when the Hungarians occupied the city in March 1849, became editor in
chief of Gött’s newspaper Kronstädter Zeitung (The Braşov Gazette, Braşov, 1849–
1944). Moltke also fought with Bem, but fell into Austrian hands. After the revolution he
was expelled from the Empire and settled in Germany.
Georg Daniel Teutsch, captain in the National Guard, threw himself into the
fighting on the Austrian side, rejecting now, sword in hand, the union with Hungary. Also
for Austria, Theodor Fabini, author of the anti–unionist manifesto, was shot and died in
the attack on Simeria of February 9, 1849. Stephan Ludwig Roth, the priest from Moşna,
was arrested on April 21, 1849 in spite of the “freedom of movement” pass which Bem
himself had signed in acknowledgement of the peacemaking activities of the priest. Roth,
who was father to seven motherless children and who was also raising an orphan
Hungarian child, was accused of high treason and executed at Cluj on May 11. 21
By way of conclusion, in Transylvania, Saxon nationalism was a response to what
was perceived as aggressive Hungarian nationalism and a common front with a
burgeoning Romanian national movement. The Saxons’ consciousness of their own
ethnicity obtained a new component, an emotional factor, through the understanding that
they were a Germanic people. Cultural solidarity with their German brothers, loyal
citizens of the state in which they lived, and yet in the time of their revolution the Saxons
did not benefit from any concrete assistance on the part of Prussia.
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The Revolution and the Transylvanian Romanians
The Hungarian and Saxon movements in Transylvania in 1848 were centered on
the union of Transylvania with Hungary: this was a fundamental question that determined
the very nature of the revolution staged by the Transylvanian Romanians. 22 The first
Romanian voice to be raised against the union was that of Simion Bărnuţiu who, on
March 24, 1848, in Sibiu, dictated a manifesto to his colleague Ioan Puşcariu entitled
Fraţilor români! (Fellow Romanians!). Perceiving that resolving the problem of the
union “was a matter of life or death for Romanians,” Bărnuţiu, who would become the
ideologue and articulator of the demands raised by the Transylvanian Romanians, and
militant promoter of Romanian nationhood, wrote:
The Hungarians are calling the Transylvanians to unite with the Hungarian
Land. Cluj has declared solemnly that it wants to be united. The Hungarians
and Szeklers will do the same, but perhaps the Saxons will not. What are the
Romanians supposed to do? Their life or death depends on the answer. […]
Again, brothers: without nationality for us, even the republic is a damned
tyranny. Abolition of serfdom, a Romanian nation, and national congress […]
this is what we want, nothing more, and nothing less. These first, and then the
rest will follow. Without these, even heaven is hell. 23
On March 25 Alexandru Papiu–Ilarian, legal secretary at the court of appeal in
Târgu Mureş, outlined the Romanians’ program thus: the end of serfdom without
compensation to the owners, respect and guarantees for all the nations and languages of
Transylvania, and political and civil equality. Also on March 25, the Romanians of
Braşov met together for the first time to consider their national and political business. In
Cluj, the Romanians met on March 27 and 28. Smaller assemblies also took place in
22
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areas of the Western Carpathian Mountains, at Abrud, Câmpeni and Bistra, and in a
confused situation they accepted the conditional union. There were other demonstrations
too, and it appears George Bariţiu took part in one of these, on April 3. Bariţiu asked that
there no longer be historical–judicial nations, but only “Transylvanians.” Transylvania
would be divided into cantons, like Switzerland, but elections to the diet would be
general “exactly as in North America.” 24
Popular demonstrations provoked the authorities to impose restrictive measures.
On April 25 a state of emergency was declared which, in June, was extended to cover the
whole country. In Cluj during the night of April 26–27, the provincial authorities arrested
the lawyer Florian Micaş and confiscated sixty–eight texts in Romanian. Also in Cluj,
during the same night, the young Romanians Ioan Darabant, Ştefan Molnar, Ioan
Petrovici, Nicolae Şuluţ and Ieremia Verza were also arrested. Three young Romanian
legal secretaries in Târgu Mureş were arrested on March 27 after being denounced by the
Provincial authorities as “revolutionaries and conspirators.” Fearing an uprising however,
as the noble magistrate Bisztray József admitted, the authorities did not dare arrest Avram
Iancu.
The program of the Romanian revolution was later clarified at the first congress in
Blaj, on April 30 (also called Duminica Tomii, Thomas’ Sunday, the eighth day after the
Lord’s resurrection), and crystallized into its definitive form on the second open field
congress, May 3–15. Despite the arrest of the lawyer Ioan Buteanu, considered “the
instigator of and driving force behind the movement,” and official bans from the
governor, Romanians came together at Blaj on April 30 and numbered between 4,000 and
24
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6,000. There they heard the speeches of Papiu–Ilarian and also Simion Bărnuţiu, who the
crowd proclaimed “chief” and applauded, carrying him in triumph. The purpose of the
assembly was realized, “the Romanians have had a dress rehearsal for the Blaj open field
congress of May 3–15, 1848,” (Gelu Neamţu) triggering national consciousness,
acknowledging the leaders and defining aims. 25
Two weeks later the most important congress took place at Blaj and lasted three
days, May 3–5 to May 15–17. Even if Governor Teleki had planned to approve two
separate assemblies for the separate faiths, Orthodox Romanians in Sibiu under the
direction of Bishop Andrei Şaguna, and the other under Greek–Catholic Bishop Ioan
Lemeni at Blaj, the plan failed; in spite of the governor’s warnings and reproaches, the
two bishops called one joint meeting at Blaj. From 8th May, thousands of Romanians
from every corner of Transylvania began to converge at Blaj. A group of Romanian
patriots from Moldova came, Costache Negri, Lascăr Rosetti, George Sion, Nicolae
Ionescu and Alecu Russo, but under the strict supervision of the authorities, and also
Transylvanian teachers from Walachia, August Treboniu Laurian, Nicolae Bălăşescu,
Florian Aron, Constantin Romanul, Ioan Axente and Vasile Maiorescu, all champions of
the Dacio–Roman model of Romanian origins. And finally Avram Iancu and Ioan
Buteanu arrived before thousands of moţi, the Romanian peasants of the Western
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Carpathian Mountains. In the end, between forty thousand and sixty thousand people
literally filled the market place in Blaj. The two bishops were chosen as joint presidents
of the assembly, with the teacher Simion Bărnuţiu and publisher George Bariţiu being
chosen as vice presidents. The assembly swore an oath of allegiance to the Emperor and
Nation, and adopted a defensive sixteen point program which was anti–union and pro–
democracy, and which expressed the views of those who until then had been overlooked.
Bărnuţiu formulated the demands of those at the assembly, among which were the
recognition of the Romanians as a nation and their opposition to union with Hungary. It
was decided to send two delegates to the Emperor and to the Diet in Cluj, and also to
establish a permanent Romanian Committee in Sibiu.
The first delegation, composed of more than one hundred members and led by the
Greek–Catholic Bishop Ioan Lemeni, arrived in Cluj and on May 29 had their first formal
meeting with Governor Teleki, General Puchner, the supreme military commander of
Transylvania and president of the Diet, Kemény. After only a few days, the majority of
the delegation abandoned the city because of the increasingly explosive atmosphere. The
second delegation led by the Orthodox Bishop Şaguna and numbering between twentytwo and twenty-eight members, fared no better. Arriving in Vienna the group held a press
conference on either May 25 or 26; they arrived in Innsbruck on May30 and had an
audience with the Emperor on June 5. On June 10, 1848 the Emperor sanctioned the
union. On June 11 the Romanian delegation answered, but their response was predated to
June 7. Aware of the delegation’s protests, on June 23 the Emperor sent a more favorable
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response to the Romanians, promising a law that would assure and guarantee
nationhood. 26
After the Diet’s vote of June 18 concerning agricultural laws, the number of social
conflicts between the former serfs, mostly Romanian, and their former owners, mostly
Hungarian, multiplied until the situation assumed a national character. On May 29, at
Abrud, the first serious bloodshed occurred, then at Mihalţ and Coşlariu (at the beginning
of June); at Bara, Nădab and Luna (in September 1848). One of the immediate causes of
the outbreaks of bloody conflict was the Romanians’ resistance to Kossuth’s proposal of
July 11 regarding conscription: the aim of the proposed recruitment law was to mobilize
an army of two hundred thousand soldiers.
Though in the Cluj Diet, chosen on the basis of medieval principals, Romanians
were neither recognized nor represented as a nation, the diet in Pest, which convened on
July 2, 1848, organized the first election based on popular representation. The
Transylvanian magnates however envisaged an electoral law that would allow them to
maintain political supremacy and exclude the Romanian demographic majority from the
vote. Wesselény Miklós expressed this state of affairs surprisingly openly, “The desire of
the Romanians to exist as a separate nation and their striving to become influential is
more widespread in the ranks of the [Romanian] population than among the Slovaks. This
139
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desire, which is enflaming the youth, is strong and alive, so much so that we can be sure
every Romanian who is allowed to will take part in the election with the greatest devotion
and fire.” From this, as someone who saw the danger, Wesselény proposed the
appointment of deputies by general election or by some other means of choosing, which
“will not be too similar with those in Hungary, and will be less aristocratic than those
until now. The deputies thus chosen, with a much diluted participation of the people, we
may say, will constitute a true mockery, a caricature of representatives of the people.” 27
The result of the election, in which only five Romanians appeared on the electoral list, all
inclining towards union and: the royalist Ioan Lemeni and the deputies Constantin
Papfalvy, Nicolae Popovici, Alexandru Bohăţel and Petcu.
Even though the Romanians did not truly participate in the reunited Hungarian
Diet, the de facto National Committee based in Sibiu acted as a true national government.
The Committee, chosen at the great assembly of Blaj in May, worked for scarcely three
weeks before it was abolished, on May 21, by order of the Provincial government. Bishop
Şaguna, president of the Committee, resigned his post and handed his presidential duties
over to former vice president Simion Bărnuţiu. Thus the Sibiu Committee continued its
activities until, midway through June, after the events at Mihalţ for which the Committee
was blamed, the majority of members fled to avoid arrest.
The account of what happened in Mihalţ at the beginning of June 1848 is only
another example of how differently the same historical events can be seen today by
professional historians belonging to the nations once in conflict. Tensions between
Hungarian landlords and Romanian peasants deteriorated significantly, for their
140
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relationship had acquired a more national character, especially after the Blaj congress of
May 3–15. The peasants were occupying land, convinced that the noblemen were
withholding the news from the Emperor that serfdom had ended. In fact, serfdom had
ended in Hungary, and the Cluj Diet in Transylvania, which ended its session on June 20,
put an end to serfdom in Transylvania. In Mihalţ, stirred up by the echo of the Blaj
congress (where abolition of serfdom and tithes was demanded before a crowd of sixty
thousand), Romanian peasants joined forces to occupy allodial pastures, an action which
caused the military high command to deploy Szekler frontier guards in the region. What
followed is seen very differently by the two “national” historical sciences. The History of
Transylvania edited by the Hungarian Academy of Sciences treated the event as a minor
incident, with “some twelve casualties in all.” 28 In a book about the 1848 revolution in
Transylvania, Gelu Neamţu, on the other had, entitled one of the chapters “The Milhalţ
massacre,” which in his view only illustrated the intensification of the “anti–Romanian
terror.”29
The press of the time reported these events and among the first to publish news of
the peasant uprising and the resulting crackdown by the Szeklers was the Saxon
newspaper Siebenbürger Bote, which caused some Hungarian Cluj Diet deputies to call
for a ban on the periodical. 30 The Romanian newspaper Organul naţional also described
the event: An eyewitness told the paper, “We cannot even describe the bloody cruelty of
what happened here yesterday.” 31 Bariţiu’s Gazeta de Transilvania wrote that between
28
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two and three thousand peasants from Mihalţ and neighboring villages gathered at the
entrance of the village armed with pitchforks, scythes and axes, but no firearms. One
local authority representative tried to “provoke them” into the union of Hungary and
Transylvania, but the peasants responded with an oath to the Emperor. Seven canon shots
were fired, fourteen peasants died and fifty were wounded, some dying later. The paper
also wrote, “The blood of the innocent […] and the bitterness of the widows and orphans
will cry for revenge to the sky and will witness the fact that national hatred played the
most important role in that barbarian execution.” 32
This is only one example of many where the researcher is puzzled by different
accounts of the same event, and while one can blame the nature of professional
journalism at the time and the agitated mood among those involved to lesser or greater
degrees, the question still arises of whom to believe. An Aiud based administrator, Ferenc
János, also gave some figures: fifty dead and some seventy injured. The Szeklers also lost
one man. 33
September brought the Romanians a stormy national meeting. On September 10
and 11 in Orlat, and at Năsăud on September 14, there were assemblies of the Romanian
frontier guard regiments at which a break with the Hungarian government was
proclaimed and the union of Transylvania with Hungary was repudiated. On September
15 thousands of Romanians began heading for Blaj, and on September 16 they presented
the “petition of the disheartened Transylvanian brothers,” addressed to the Greek–
Catholic Capitulum of Blaj. It contained three main points:
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1. The suspension of laws regarding conscription not sanctioned by the Emperor.
2. The release of political detainees.
3. The summoning of a new national assembly within seven days.
On September 17 a virtually identical petition is submitted to the Orthodox
authorities in Sibiu, and both petitions are sent to the Provincial government in Cluj. The
response stated that conscription would be suspended and political prisoners would be
released when the Romanians had left Blaj, but no new assembly would be allowed in
any form whatsoever.
The strain felt by those in Blaj increased. On September 19 major Clococeanu,
commandant of the battalion stationed close to Blaj, handed the Hungarian provincial
commissar Vay Miklós the petition in the name of “the Transylvanian peoples.” It must
be said that at that time there were also many Hungarian former serfs present at Blaj.
Between September 22–25, Vay, virtually a hostage in Blaj, had to soften his attitude in
order to leave the place alive. On September 25 a protocol was published which included
a detailed program for the Romanian revolution. This program reaffirmed the sixteen
points adopted at the Blaj assembly of May 3/15, adding the desiderata from the meetings
at Orlat and Năsăud. Two other documents were also drawn up: the memorandum sent to
the Emperor and the petition destined for the Austrian parliament. On September 27 a
declaration was printed, and the following day a leaflet entitled “Towards
Understanding” in which the Romanian people were instructed to gather in Blaj, armed,
and form a national guard. Prefects, tribunes and centurions were chosen, and a military
plan drawn up for the defense of a Transylvania divided into fifteen prefectures, each
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having its own legion. On September 28, 1848 the third Romanian national assembly at
Blaj, began to draw to a close and it is estimated that more than sixty thousand took part.
On October 2 the supreme military commander of Transylvania, the Austrian
Gen. Puchner, acknowledged the Romanian National Committee as the only legal
representative of the Romanian people and concluded an alliance with them. Autumn of
1848 brought the outbreak of civil war, a conflict perceived by the Romanian leaders as a
war for national liberation. Four distinct chronological phases can be distinguished:
1. October–November 1848, the establishment of a Romanian administration in the
counties of Transylvania.
2. December 1848 to February 1849, with the exception of the Western Carpathian
Mountains, which remained under the control of Romanian legions led by Avram Iancu,
the conquest of Transylvania by Bem and his Hungarian forces, the restoration of the
Hungarian nobility and bloody “victor’s justice.”
3. March, to the beginning of July 1849, the battles of Avram Iancu’s legions against
Bem’s Hungarian army.
4. July–August 1849, Russian intervention and the defeat of Bem’s army; Avram Iancu’s
neutrality. 34
The peace negotiations at Abrud in the spring of 1849, April 25–May 3, between
Avram Iancu and the representative of the Hungarian Governor, Ioan Dragoş, a member
of the Hungarian Diet and a convinced unionist who had fled to Debrecen, must not be
forgotten. On May 6 during the negotiations (which did not offer the Romanians an
armistice, political amnesty nor hope of official nationhood), Major Hatvani Imre made a
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surprise attack on Abrud. His forces were destroyed by the Romanian defenders, and
Dragoş, accused of treason, was brutally killed. In retribution, Hatvani executed the
Romanian prefects Ion Buteanu and Petru Dobra. 35
Deák István argued in one of his studies that neither the Austrians, nor the
Hungarians were the true defeated in the civil war of 1848–1849, but the Romanians:
they won nothing from the conflict, neither a Daco–Roman empire nor a sovereign duchy
under Habsburg rule, nor even an autonomous territory in Transylvania. 36 It is true
however that the Romanian leaders thought they were fighting for a principle, as the
historian George Bariţiu put it, “the Romanians fought for national freedom, in order not
to be transformed into Hungarians; they defended their homeland as a great principality
so that it would not be abolished and transformed into another state in which they had no
hope of any future.” 37 Regarding the fact that the “sacred” objectives of the Romanian
revolution were for a long time pursued by the Romanians fighting alongside imperial
forces, Avram Iancu, military commander of the moţi, the Romanians peasants of the
Western Carpathian Mountains, maintained firmly that the Romanians had no choice,
putting the rhetorical question, “The court clique, as one may say, assured us of
nationhood when the Hungarian brothers cried Egy magyar nemzet, egy magyar haza (a
single Hungarian nation, a single Hungarian homeland), then about Romanians they
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didn’t like to speak of nép (a people). Now, what was more advisable: to offer a hand to
those who didn’t want to acknowledge you, or to those who promised to fulfil your
wishes?” 38

Three Nations, Three Revolutions in Transylvania in 1848
The syntagm “Three nations, three revolutions” by the Romanian historian Ela
Cosma, who argued that in 1848–1849 there were three revolutions, despite the narrow
geographical space offered by Transylvania. She was actually the first scholar to support
the idea of a Saxon revolution in Transylvania. 39 Other scholars have argued that the
Hungarian Transylvanian Revolution was not a revolution per se, but rather a
prolongation of the revolution in Hungary. 40 Egyed Ákos differentiated the “peaceful
revolution” of Transylvanian Hungarians in 1848 from the szabadságharc (battle for
freedom) in the second half of 1848 and 1849. 41 For Sorin Mitu the term “revolution” is
inappropriate and should not even be used, but rather the term “civil war.” 42 If we
consider that the above–mentioned scholars are all based in Cluj, the capital of
Transylvania, we can easily grasp the multitude of approaches that the 1848 revolution
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still inspires. Lately however, one can witness a bilateral, even trilateral approach to the
revolution, focusing on Romanians, Hungarians, Szeklers, Saxons, and Jews. 43
Undoubtedly, from the parallel and comparative approach to the revolutions
undertaken by the three Transylvanian nations, Hungarians, Saxons and Romanians,
certain constants can be highlighted. All three revolutions went through the following
phases:
1. The associationist phase (meetings held in private homes, at the theatre,
demonstrations in the street etc).
2. The phase of large national assemblies (for the Romanians in May and September
1848 at Blaj, in September 1848 at Orlat, Năsăud and Blaj; for the Saxons October 1,
1848 at Sibiu; the Szeklers on October 16, 1848 in Lutiţa).
3. The programmatic phase (the radicalization of the large national meetings, in the
spring and autumn of 1848, when they adopted national programs, also through
manifestoes, proclamations and articles published in the press).
4. The petitioning phase (memoranda and petitions sent to the Emperor, to the Diet in
Cluj, the Hungarian Diet and the parliament in Frankfurt).
5. The electoral phase (elections to the Cluj diet began on May 29; elections for the
parliament in Pest began July 2, 1848).
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6. The phase of national self–armament (from May 1848 for the Hungarians and Saxons
through the forming of battalions of national guard in various towns; recruitment for the
honvédség (Defense Force) from June 1848; the creation of Romanian legions and
prefectures in mid September, after the third assembly at Blaj; the establishment of
national battalions of hunters among the Saxons from October 30, 1848; all of these
events armed the population which then actively entered into battle until the summer of
1849).
7. The civil war phase (October 1848–August 1849).
In the broader picture, these stages can also be found in the revolutions staged
within other nations of the Habsburg Monarchy born or reborn in 1848: Serbs, Croats,
Czechs and Poles. Certainly, the extreme violence of civil war in 1849 was the
characteristic of Transleithania. In the hearts of the three Transylvanian nations, national
ideologies were not unified from the beginning; only in the course of the revolution did
the positions for which Romanians, Hungarians and Saxons would fight become
crystallized. The question of the union of Transylvania with Hungary, which determined
the creation of alliances and enmities, was “the Gordian knot” of the 1848 revolution.
At a national level, the victories brought about by revolutions, despite their
defeats, constitute the shedding of feudal clothes, the affirming of the modern
nationalities of the Romanians, Hungarians and Saxons, and the outbreak of the battle of
both Hungarians and Romanians for the establishment of nation states. In an international
context dominated by pan–Slavism, the Italian Risorgimento and the Germanity
expressed through “großdeutsche Lösung” / “kleindeutsche Lösung,” it would have been
unnatural for the Transylvanian nations not to search out their blood brothers and fellow
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nations. In Transylvania however, the Saxons, unable to raise claims to nation–statehood,
avowed themselves a part of the deutsches Volksthum, the German national spirit, and
began to call themselves Siebenbürger Deutsche, Transylvanian Germans. The
Hungarians rallied to the call to establish a greater and independent Hungary through the
annexation of Partium and the proclamation of the union of Transylvania. The
Romanians, on the other hand, with no open expression of territorial claim, asked for
acknowledgement of their nationhood and manifested vague pan–Romanian ideas,
expressed in the notion of what some intellectuals have called Dacio–Romanianism. The
federal solution, promoted by representatives of all three modern Transylvanian nations,
remained a utopia never put into practice.
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Chapter III
Simion Bărnuţiu–The Early Years
(1808–1847)

In the third grade, Bărnuţiu’s reply in the public examination won the admiration
of George Tatu, at that time, the vicar of Sălaj, but despite being an outstanding pupil,
like many of his Romanian schoolfellows, Bărnuţiu often felt an underlying
discrimination from some of the staff, something which contributed to his lifelong sense
of justice. 1
The purpose of this, the third chapter, is to present Bărnuţiu’s alienation from and
concern about the Transylvanian Romanian majority and show how his education added
to this feeling. We will see the path that led Simion Bărnuţiu into the turmoil of the mid–
century revolution. In fact, he followed a quite clear pattern in his intellectual and even
revolutionary evolution. Most of the Romanian Transylvanian men who came up with
articulated grievances and a national program in 1848 were sons or grandsons of Uniate
priests, and some were themselves theologians. Moreover, most of them, and Bărnuţiu is
no exception, received their education at the Blaj Romanian Uniate Seminary, the only
centre for higher education in the Romanian language.
Evidence of Bărnuţiu’s stubbornness will soon emerge, during his conflict with
Bishop Lemeni, which will only emphasise his early conviction that national
achievements were not to be obtained by the Church, but by secular means. This apparent
contradiction can be explained by the fact that Simion Bărnuţiu, despite being a
1
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theologian, never became a priest, and some Romanian scholarshave even questioned
whether he had faith in anything other than his nation, although not in their written
studies. The 1840s were difficult years for the Transylvanian Romanians, still lacking
recognition in a time where national feelings were boiling and Kossuth Lajos was having
significant success writing in this spirit for the Pest newspaper Pesti Hirlap. Bărnuţiu’s
uncompromising defensive attitude toward the language issue in Transylvania will be of
great interest and relevance, as are other texts and articles published before 1848 in
Gheorghe Bariţiu’s Foaie pentru minte, inimă şi literatură, or in Hungarian language
newspapers. Many of his texts were circulated secretly among the few Romanian
Transylvanian intellectuals of the time and became very influential for their
Weltanschauung and in general for the national program that was to follow.
In the spring of 1848 Bărnuţiu enrolled as a student of the Saxon Legal Academy
in Sibiu. There could not be a worse time to become a student, especially for a man who
put the national idea and ideal above everything. Very soon his mobilizing national
ideology would tear him away from his studies and bring him to the very centre of the
revolutionary stage.

The Village and the Family
In the previous chapter we saw the atmosphere in the Principality of Transylvania
in the first half of the nineteenth century and the emergence of a small and fragile group
of Uniate priests/intellectuals who rediscovered the Latin origin of the Romanian
language and began to question the unenviable status of the Transylvanian Romanians.
Although the Transylvanian School cultural movement did not achieve any immediate
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political success, it paved the way for the struggle of future generations of aggrieved
nationalist militants.
These were the social and political circumstances under which Simion Bărnuţiu
was born, on August 2, 1808 (July 21, old style), in the central Transylvanian village of
Bocşa Română, Silvania County. At the time of his birth, at the dawn of the nineteenth
century, Bocşa Română belonged to the shire of Crasna, Şimleul Silvaniei being its
capital; today, the village is part of Sălaj County and the town of Zalău is the present
capital in Western Romania.
Bocşa Română is located in an agriculturally rich area of gently rolling hills and
close to the Guruslău River, the place where Mihai Viteazul, a name of symbolic
resonance for the desired unity of all Romanians, fought and defeated the arrogant Prince
Sigismund Báthory on August 3, 1601.
This area is bilingual. The village was long before attested as inhabited, under the
name of Baxa, as early as the thirteenth century, and experienced a slow but sure growth
after the medieval ages. 2 Gheorge Bogdan–Duică, an important Romanian interwar
historian, wrote in 1924, right after the unification of Transylvania with the Romanian
Kingdom and a period when the new territorial acquisition had to be defended, “The
history of villages in that area confirms the slow, but sure conquest by the Romanian
power. This conquest continues today; the Hungarian patriots regret it for its history and
fear it in the present.” 3
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Two hundred years after his birth, the people of Bocşa still remember and honour
the memory of Simion Bărnuţiu. The people of Bocşa today, some descendants of
Bărnuţiu’s family, preserve an impressive living respect, an almost religious reverence
for this man; for many in Bocşa, Simion Bărnuţiu’s deeds in 1848 are, even to this day, a
model of behaviour and his words are as quoted as gospel. 4
He came into the world as part of a large and rather modest family. His paternal
grandfather was the Greek–Catholic priest in Bocşa Română. His father, Ion Bărnuţiu,
was a non–noble peasant and a psalm reader in the church (plebeius, ignobilis, cantor),
but for the period 1822–1823 he also appears in documents as a teacher (ludimagister).
His mother, Ana Bărnuţiu, born Oros, was also the daughter of a Greek–Catholic priest.
The parents bring eight children into the world, two of them boys and six daughters. The
girls all marry “wealthy ploughmen.” 5 Simion probably learned to read and write under
his father’s guidance.

The Hungarian Schools (1817–1825)
At the age of nine, his father enrolled Simion in the Hungarian school in Şimleu;
he would study there for three years and would graduate the primary classes between
1817 or 1818 and 1820. Şimleul Silvaniei, as the capital of Crasna County, represented
the gathering place for the congregation and the place of the shire’s archive. The imperial
salt mine, a prison, the Bánffy family castle and mine are found there.
4
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After Şimleu, Bărnuţiu moved even further away from home, to the shire of
Sătmar, continuing his studies at the Hungarian Roman Catholic Piarist High School in
Carei (1820–1825). At that time Careii Mari was a prosperous town surrounding the old
castle (vár) of the city, an edifice that belonged to the barons Károly.
Besides Roman Catholics and Greek Catholics, the Piarist High School also
accepted Romanians and Ruthenians. G. Bogdan–Duică described the “brilliant
evolution” of the pupil Bărnuţiu based on the semester and annual school reports from the
period 1820–1825. The emphasis was placed on Latin language and culture, but the spirit
of Hungarian renaissance was sensed in Carei, kindled there by the high school’s
teachers: Bokross, Cservényi, Nagyvendégi, László, Leszó, Hutter, Kandl, all of them
recorded as minor writers in Szineyi’s dictionary, the Magyar irók. 6

The Romanian School (1825–1829)
At the age of seventeen, Bărnuţiu left the Hungarian schools and travelling to
Cluj—the capital of Hungarian Transylvania—Turda, Aiud and Vinţu de Sus, he headed
for the centre of the Romanian Greek Catholic life, the town of Blaj, also known as “little
Rome.” Here, at the Greek Catholic seminary between 1825 and 1829, he would study
philosophy and theology. The town of Blaj would be both stimulating and challenging to
Bărnuţiu, as it would reject him later.
Bărnuţiu took a year long philosophy course, taught by professor Vasile Raţiu. In
his class, during school year 1825–1826, Simion Bărnuţiu proved to be the best student.
Nevertheless, later on, Bărnuţiu would express his discontent with the philosophy
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practiced in Blaj, which he considered a “slave to theology, from which slavery it must
be emancipated.”
In the fall of 1826, Bărnuţiu began his study of theology, which ended in 1829.
The dogmatic theology course followed, with professor D. Căian, biblical studies with
Professor T. Pop of Ujfalu, moral theology with Gavril Stoica, church history with Ioan
Lemeni and church law with Basiliu Raţiu. However, the young Simion could not be
convinced by any of his Blaj theology professors, as, according to him, none was learned
enough or offered any valuable piece of work. 7 Moreover, in his later writings, Bărnuţiu
would never use quotations from the school literature or that written by his Blaj
professors.
More than that, these were the years when the anti–clerical view of the school
policy promoted by Bărnuţiu during his maturity was developed. Specifically, in 1848 he
condemned the Hungarian schools, which became, in accordance with the law, models
for the Romanian schools, “The schools, having existed throughout the Hungarian crown
lands until now, have been nothing but nests of ignorance and aristocratic despotism.” 8
He even offered examples, by listing the Catholic high school from Cluj and the Greek
Catholic school of Blaj. In 1849, Bărnuţiu, together with a number of comrades,
complained to the Emperor, boycotting the school system and demanding a national
superior school:
Die zahlreiche romänische Jugend, welche sich nicht ausschließlich dem
geistlichen Stande widmete, war genöthigt, die inländisch katholischen
Lehranstalten, in welchen früher die Wissenschaften nach dem scholastischen
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Systeme, von den magyarischen Professoren in der lateinischen, in den
letzteren Jahren aber in der magyarischen Sprache vorgetragen wurde, zu
besuchen. 9
Even after the Revolution Bărnuţiu wrote about the school system, its (mis)use
and the effects on the younger generations:
Science cannot prove useful until it is given to the people (la science ne
devient tout à fait utile qu´en devenant vulgaire). […] The greatest importance
of schools cannot yet be justified before the people, except including the
proposal for morality and religion. The school has the responsibility to teach
the person the way to live in these times, more happily than until now; hence
the natural result of how little the people enjoy seeing their schools (where
they exist, in the first place) under the leadership of obscure ambitious
individuals who keep talking about the punishments of hell, and do not think
how to keep the people away from the causes of poverty! 10

Travels 1829, 1839
As a young man of twenty–one, Bărnuţiu undertook several journeys in
Transylvania. They would reveal to him the political and social status of the autonomous
principality, and, especially, the status of the Romanians. 11 He was particularly
dissatisfied with it, and in these early years we see a combination of erudition and
romantic nationalism. Bărnuţiu would describe his nation in suave, even touching
colours, believing in its “superiority” also because if the Latin origin of its language. As
we saw earlier, the Latin origin of the language issue promoted half a century before by
the Transylvanian School remained one of crucial importance, and the subject began to
9
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be used as a civilizational matter, giving the Romanians just another reason to do
something against their status and their perceived oppressors, who would anyway speak
an inferior idiom. Here is the way Bărnuţiu regarded the Romanians:
The Romanians are, and have always been, a strong and healthy nation, from
the point of view of physical build; as from the point of view of the soul:
simple, satisfied with little, frugal, then: sincere, constant, hospitable,
suffering from great hardships, hard–working, just, kind–hearted, warlike,
amateur of sciences and arts and able to perform them, with a natural desire
for freedom and spiritually, more free than any of Europe’s uncivilized
nations, as their language shows, which is a language for free and equal
people. This is because the Romanians, when they talk to each other, they call
themselves I and you, not like the Germans, French and even Italians of today;
moreover, the Romanians have a good memory: Senatus populusque romanus
beneficii injuriaeque memor esse solet. And: manet alta mente repostum.
They think more and talk less, they keep quiet and act, do not trust strangers,
are tenacious and faithful to their lords and national governments, traditions
and ancient institutions, more than all other nations; also, they are believers
and show more piety to their nation’s land, which they worship in all justice,
as being the land of their ancestors, that even in this and especially to
Romanians, the words of the Roman poet apply to: Nescio qua natale solum
dulcidine cunctos—Ducit et immemores non sinit esse sui. (Ovid) 12
Ten years later, in August 1839, at the age of thirty–one, Simion Bărnuţiu would
take a journey into the Romanian Principalities, almost certainly to Bucharest, but also
probably to other parts; alas his writings rarely included personal references and do not
offer additional details.

Philosophy Teacher in Blaj, 1830–1834, 1839–1846
On November 4, 1829, Simion Bărnuţiu became a teacher of syntax at the Blaj
gymnasium, and from 1830 he also held the functions of archivist at the Consistorium
and prefect at the Greek Catholic seminary. In addition to these posts, in October 1830 he
took over the philosophy chair. Between 1832 and 1833 he also taught history. In 1834
12
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he resigned the philosophy chair as he had been called to hold the position of
Consistorium notary, though he went back to teaching in 1839. During 1833–1834,
Bărnuţiu, together with Timotei Cipariu, Ioan Rusu, Ioan Cristoceanu and George
Bariţiu, were discussing the need for editing a Romanian gazette in Blaj, but owing to
censorship this newspaper would be only appear in 1847, bearing the name of Organul
luminărei (The Organ of Enlightenment), and edited by Cipariu. The manuscript
magazine Aurora was published between 1838 and 1840, prepared by the seminary and
high school students. This publication played an important role in the reception of the
romantic spirit in Blaj. 13
His teaching colleagues were a group of young men, bold in thinking, which, as
suspected by Alexandru Papiu–Ilarian, represented the beginning of a new era in what
was to become Romanian national consciousness in Transylvania. Papiu argued that “the
scholars from Blaj believed that all science ended with the Latin classics,” but Timotei
Cipariu awoke them to “a new literary life;” all were young, all learned, all filled with
innovating ideas and all animated by the newly discovered “Romanian spirit.” In 1840,
Timotei Cipariu was thirty–five years of age, Simion Bărnuţiu thirty–two, his closest
friend Ioan Rusu twenty–nine, George Bariţiu and Dumitru Boer both twenty–eight,
Ştefan Moldovan twenty–seven, and Aron Pumnul twenty–two.14 Cipariu was the
philologist of the group, an original and encyclopaedic spirit, and pioneer of writing the
Romanian language using Latin characters. Ioan Rusu, Bărnuţiu’s friend and colleague,
who in 1842 wrote a three volume geography of the lands inhabited by the Romanians,
also made daring statements about the role of the national language and national culture,
13
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for example, “The Romanians cannot develop using the Hungarian language!” 15
Demetriu Boer proposed, in Romanian, the church law and private law of the eastern
Romanian church, and in 1841 he even elaborated an orthography using Latin letters.
Returning to the philosophy chair in 1839, Bărnuţiu himself tried slowly to
introduce Romanian into his classes, in parallel with Latin “for some time,” as he stated
in a letter addressed to George Bariţiu:
I have considered saving philosophy, gradually and as much as the external
circumstances will allow me, from the yoke and slavery of Latin (half way, at
least), in which it moans and by which it is suffocated today. Very little has it
enlightened the minds of Romanian listeners, for it has been, by all meaning
and etymology of the word, nothing but a slave to theology, but not a slave
carrying a light before the lady, but a slave bringing back her shoe. 16
This position was similar to other nationalist activists in Eastern Europe, who invented
intellectual life in the vernacular, one previously used by illiterate peasants and not seen
fit for such pursuits. For example in Walachia, as early as 1818, the Transylvanian
scholar Gheorghe Lazăr was the first to teach philosophy in Romanian. The same
happened in neighbouring Moldova in 1834 under the guidance of Eftimie Murgu, whose
origins were in the Banat. 17
How could Simion Bărnuţiu, who had become captivated by modern rationalism
and was now illustrating the philosophy of Blaj, fulfil this daring objective? Bărnuţiu’s
option was directed to a contemporary interpreter of Kant's philosophy, Wilhelm Traugott
Krug (1770–1842), whose fundamental works Systhem der theoretischen Philosophie,
vol. I–III, Leipzig, 1806–1810, and Systhem der praktischen Philosophie, vol. I–III,
15
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Leipzig, 1817–1819, popularized all concepts “of the wise man from Königsberg,” as the
Romanians of that time named Kant. By testimony from George Bariţiu, we know
Bărnuţiu also read Hegel, Fichte and Herbart in Blaj, alongside Kant and Krug, “with all
those theories that became then fashionable and were stirring up spirits.” Krug, as an
essential source, offered Bărnuţiu progressive legal solutions for the political and cultural
turmoil of the time.
Very recently, in 2004, Ionuţ Isac published Bărnuţiu’s previously unpublished
manuscripts Filosofia după W.T. Krug (Philosophy by W.T. Krug), the originals being
housed in the Romanian Academy Library of Cluj–Napoca. 18 Not startlingly original and
yet not without originality, the philosopher Simion Bărnuţiu was not just a simple
translator of Krug’s work. For the first time, the basic notions of a complete philosophy
course were translated into Romanian, including ontology, epistemology and
metaphysics, developed from the quoted authors by Bărnuţiu himself, but applied and
personalized to the Romanian language and nation. In Simion Bărnuţiu’s terms, the
structure of his philosophy course is as follows, “Introduction: About the philosophy of
everything,” “The first part: The fundamental or basic philosophy,” “The first section:
The philosophy of elements,” “The second section: Teaching by methods,” “The second
part: The teaching of thinking (logic),” “The first section: The teaching of pure thinking,”
“The second section: The teaching of applied thinking,” “The third part: The teaching of
knowledge,” “The first section: Pure metaphysics.” It is difficult to imagine the linguistic
difficulties that Bărnuţiu had to overcome in order to render a specialized philosophical
vocabulary.
18
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From Wilhelm Traugott Krug Bărnuţiu borrowed the three famous notions central
to his entire work: the right to personal existence (jus subsistentiae personalis, Recht der
persönlichen Subsistenz), the right to personal freedom (jus libertatis personalis, Recht
der persönlichen Freiheit) and the right to personal equality (jus aequalitatis, Recht der
persönlichen Gleichheit). A militant thinker and a pragmatic spirit, Bărnuţiu advanced
these notions to the field of generalisation, applying their meaning at the level of the
nation. In Bărnuţiu’s view, nations fit into the frame of natural law just like individuals,
as they are nothing but the sum of them. This valuable interpretation, which will become
the foundation of the entire Transylvanian ideology of the 1848 revolution, acquires
superior significance due to its communication into Romanian.
It has been noted that on a general political—social level, Krug’s works were the
standard bearer of liberalism in Central and Eastern Europe, an instrument of resistance
in the face of Catholic restoration in the pro–German areas. At that time Krug’s work was
important because it “introduced a new wave of European philosophy inside the
Romanian space, and with Science of the law, he accomplished the education of the
Romanian pre–revolutionary generation, arming it with modern concepts in matters of
state and law.” 19 It has been generally accepted that one of the effects of the publication
of Science of the law was the promotion of philosophical study from a critical and anti–
dogmatic stand point by stimulating freedom of thinking in religion and politics, hence
the special echo it had for Romanian Transylvanian thinkers such as Bărnuţiu, Timotei
Cipariu, August Treboniu Laurian, Eftimie Murgu, Aron Pumnul and George Bariţiu.
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Unlike others, Bărnuţiu did not confine himself to a mere translation, but insisted
on critical observations and personal examples throughout the entire Krugian text. Keith
Hitchins argued:
He was the only one in his generation, engaging himself in original
philosophical speculations. Yet, he also proved the same practical spirit, a
distinctive sign for Romanian intellectuals of that time. He was less
preoccupied with finding a solution to philosophical problems, than using the
indispensable perspective it allowed to analyse and solve political and social
problems. 20
Clearly the matter of originality was not of concern to Simion Bărnuţiu, as Ionuţ
Isac has justly observed, especially as the tradition of an indigenous philosophy was still
completely lacking in the Romanian space. 21 Building conceptual fundamentals appears
to have been of more immediate need, turning philosophy into an active militant
instrument and answering the moral and practical imperatives of the Zeitgeist, and
Simion Bărnuţiu managed to imprint upon the Blaj School, that “rational liberalism”
upon which all other local achievements will be based after 1840. 22

“A shameful bargain and an unjust law” (1842)
The political movements begin in Transylvania in 1831. On October 2, 1830, after
a reign in Blaj going back to 1782, the Greek Catholic Bishop Ioan Bob died at the age of
ninety–one. A year and a half later, on May 15, 1832, the election synod took place in
Blaj, on which occasion Ioan Lemeni was elected as Bishop in Ioan Bob’s place. Lemeni
20
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was a favourite among the younger elements and particularly to Bărnuţiu. Indeed, it was
said that during the fever of the election synod, Bărnuţiu exclaimed, “If Lemeni is not
elected, I will shoot myself!” 23 For a decade the new bishop did not disappoint his
electors, the years 1832–1842 being characterized by a vivid intellectual effervescence.
Lemeni established a study period of two years for the philosophy courses taken in Blaj
and four years for theology courses, hence establishing the school institute with the
longest study periods in Transylvania. By comparison, the Royal High School in Cluj
required two years for philosophy and three years for law.
Two years later, on April 17, 1834, the Uniate Bishop Ioan Lemeni and the
Orthodox Bishop Vasile Moga presented a memorandum to the Court of Vienna. It
included the social and national claims of Transylvanian Romanians, similar to those
included in the old petition of 1791, Supplex Libellus Valachorum. In 1837 Bishop Moga
handed a petition to the Transylvanian Assembly in which he demanded improvements
for his clergy on the Saxon land and also political equality, economic exemptions, and
“culture for all Romanians of this area.” 24
On May 16, 1834 Simion Bărnuţiu was appointed Consistorium notary in Blaj,
replacing Teodor Şereni, and in this position he became Bishop Lemeni’s right hand man.
April 19 is the date given to the first of Bărnuţiu’s known written documents. It
represents a letter, drafted and signed in his capacity as Consistorium notary and
addressed to Izidor Alpini, Vicar of Silvania, in which he demanded one of Grigore
Oncianu’s trial documents.
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Under the onslaught of Hungarian liberalism, talks over the union between
Transylvania and Hungary became ever more intense and enthusiastic. Between June 20,
1834 and February 5, 1835, the Transylvanian Diet gathered in Cluj and the Hungarian
deputies openly raised the issue of union. During the next gathering of the Diet, which
took place in Sibiu (April 17, 1834–March 31, 1838), the question of the union was
raised once again. Acting as a secretary, Bărnuţiu accompanied Bishop Lemeni to Sibiu
where the latter, a royalist deputy, participated in the talks.
On January 10, 1842, the Cluj Diet voted for a law containing eight articles in
which Hungarian is named the official language of Transylvania and Romanian was to be
eliminated within a period of ten years. The eight articles of the law foresaw the
introduction of Hungarian throughout the entire Principality, without delay, thus
revealing an undisguised plan of Magyarization. It represented the culmination of the
powerful Hungarian nationalistic current, organized by Széchenyi István in Pest and
imported to Cluj by the Diet liberals led by Kemény Dénes. Articles 7 and 8 were seen by
many Romanians as the most dangerous challenge to the Romanians of Transylvania
during their entire history to that time: within ten years they would have to abandon their
language, forget their nation and speak Hungarian in schools, churches and even at home.
Article 7 stated, “Ten years from now, anyone who does not know Hungarian shall not be
appointed to any kind of church function, either superior or humble, and even until then,
those who can speak Hungarian, will come first.” 25 This law would set off the “war of
languages,” the Sprachkampf, and all Transylvanian non–Hungarian nations became
involved in it.
25
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The Saxon priest Stephan Ludwig Roth, close to the Romanian cause and later to
be shot as a traitor by the Austrians, wrote, “I do not see the need to impose an official
language for the country. For we already have a language for the country. It is neither the
German language, nor the Hungarian language, but the Romanian language! No matter
how hard we might twist and circle around, the nations represented in the Assembly, we
cannot change anything. This is the reality.” 26 The Saxon deputies in the Diet drafted a
protest on February 25, 1842, against imposing Hungarian as the official language. 27
In protest, the two ex officio royalist deputies representing the Romanians in the
Assembly, Bishops Ioan Lemeni and Vasile Moga, presented a statement before the Diet
claiming rights for the Romanians of Fundus Regius (the imperial lands, the Saxon
lands), located in southern Transylvania. The statement was also printed in Romanian, in
Braşov, entitled The Prayer of the two Romanian Bishops.
On February 15, 1842 Blaj fought back against the Hungarian language law by
means of the Protest of Blaj Consistorium against Hungarian, sent to Bishop Lemeni and
signed by the eminent cleric Simion Crainic and the Consistorium notary Simion
Bărnuţiu. The protest, drafted in Latin, was partially (according to G. Bogdan–Duică) or
fully (as Ioan Chindriş argues) the work of Simion Bărnuţiu, whose influence had already
been decisive within the Consistorium. 28
Simeon Crainic, Vicar general and rector of the Greek Catholic College, called a
meeting the entire corpus of professors, not just the canonists. The professors from Blaj
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who gathered together for this meeting were, Bărnuţiu aside, Timotei Cipariu, Iosif Pop,
Grigore Moldvai, Demetriu Boer, Nicolae Marcu and Vasile Pop. The Consistorium was
composed of Cipariu, the canonists Vasile (Basiliu) Raţiu, Constantin Alutan, Ştefan
Boer, Ioan Barna and Arsenie Popovici, the vicar’s assistant, magistrates Ioan Marian,
Alexandru Sterca–Şuluţiu, Teodor Şereni and Constantin Papfalvi, the notary Ştefan
Manfi and the archivist Ioan Turc. In the bishop’s absence, the protest became even more
daring, so much so that Papiu described “the fear of some persons, who, under prolonged
despotism, have learnt to believe that the protection of a right was itself a crime.” 29
The protest was conceived as a letter addressed to Bishop Ioan Lemeni, in Cluj at
that time, attending to the work of the Diet. From a legal point of view, the Bishop of
Făgăraş was not there representing his fellow Romanians, but, as a royalist, the interests
of the Emperor and the state, meaning that he was a deputy nominated by Vienna thanks
to the ecclesiastical office he held.
The protest mentioned the “holiest natural rights,” “personal existence”—
implying the use of national language—“nationality,” and also expresses reservations
regarding Hungarian culture. Learning about the draft law regarding the “introduction of
diplomatic and general use of Hungarian, not only in the civil and military jurisdictions,
but also in churches, […] terrified by the severe repercussions following the introduction
of such an innovation, which endangers the holiest natural rights,” the Greek Catholic
Consistorium from Blaj “implored” the Assembly to transmit to His Majesty the Emperor
the request that “our Greek Catholic clergy maintains the use of their native language and
Latin mother–tongue as before, both in the internal administration of this diocese and in
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the teaching of the youth and people.” It bemoaned the fact that the Romanian Uniate
Church, although it should have enjoyed rights equal to the other accepted religions of
the country, was not represented in the Diet commissions and was not consulted in such a
vital matter as “the right to use native language for its own affairs.” This right—and here
it is easy to recognise Bărnuţiu’s ideas and wording—is “equivalent to that of personal
existence, inalienable and imprescriptible.” The Consistorium foresaw “with ease what
would happen if Hungarian substituted that [native] tongue and Latin mother tongue
culture, Hungarian which is not even polished enough and is not present in those many
good books.” By the introduction of Hungarian, as “an element of reciprocal animosity,
[…] we should be afraid not to decay, miserably, into the old world barbarism.” Out of “a
universal use of Hungarian” the only outcome would be that “hate would become greater
because of the means of compulsion, which—it is certainly foreseeable—would be used
by the Hungarian nation against the Romanian element.” The Consistorium drew
attention to the “great peril” threatening the Romanian church and nationality because of
the article proposed by this law, stating that in ten years time, knowledge of Hungarian
would be mandatory and an exclusive condition for fulfilling any church office, and
during which time all educational subjects would be taught in Hungarian and the study of
Hungarian was to be mandatory, even in Saxon schools. It became for them therefore
obvious that Romanian could not be taken out of the schools of Blaj without leading to
the “ruin of our dear nationality.” And here is the pledge of faith, “Nevertheless, we
truthfully confess that not in ten years, nor in ten centuries, nor ever, can we and our
nation be forced by any law representing a danger and an obstacle to our traditions and
faith, ruin and destruction to our nationality. We are far from hating the Hungarian
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language, […] surely not to the detriment of our native language and the nationality
founded on it, but we will even more love it and cultivate its rights.” In the end the bishop
was requested to intervene in order to obtain the highest approval for calling a diocesan
synod where the clergy could express their opinion on national culture and the conditions
for its development.30
Bishop Lemeni did not raise the matter in the Diet, choosing to forward the
Consistorium’s protest to the court in Vienna. The Consistorium notary Simion Bărnuţiu
was not satisfied with this much; his sense of justice and sharp pen urged him to protest
using the written word. During the heated days following the adoption of the language
bill by the Diet, Bărnuţiu created his first famous essay, and on February 13–25, 1842 he
finished drafting A shameful bargain and an unjust law. Even though this work was
published only eleven years later, in 1853, it became widely known and was circulated as
a manuscript, exercising a very constant influence on Transylvanian ideology prior to the
1848 revolution. It represents the starting point of the national political action of 1842–
1846, whose episodes were connected to the later writings of Simion Bărnuţiu.
Exegetes hesitate between defining this work a manifesto or a statement, though
anticipating Bărnuţiu’s subsequent tactic in 1848, it is more likely to be a broad
manifesto. Petre Pandrea also considered it a political manifesto within the solid
philosophical analysis that he dedicated to it. The end result of this writing was political
awakening, and the method of the work was that of a highly elaborated study of natural
law, the very first in Romanian culture. Identifying the sources used by Bărnuţiu, this
reader can find influences and reminiscences from Jean–Jacques Rousseau, Hugo
30
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Grotius, The Declaration of Human Rights, Savigny, W.T. Krug, but also from Roman
and Greek philosophers. 31
A shameful bargain and an unjust law was Bărnuţiu’s personal answer to the Cluj
Diet’s attempt at Magyarization. The wording in the title, “a shameful bargain,” was
explained by the author in Latin as pactum turpe, meaning a vile pact or a miserable deal.
The title expressed the essence of the language bill as Bărnuţiu perceived it, and
characterized, in his vision, the Diet language bill proposing an understanding between
two parties: a people (the Hungarians), on one side, and several peoples (all other
inhabitants of Transylvania) on the other.
From the point of view of style, this article was Simion Bărnuţiu’s most
successful creation during the pre–1848 revolutionary period. It had the qualities of a
literary manifesto, militant in character, socially and politically engaged, but was also
dressed in poetic clothes. Metaphors, comparisons, hyperbole and enumerations created
an apocalyptic and colourful image expressed in a graphic manner, with an incisive,
polemic and energetic style. “Let them melt down all the languages of Transylvania in
the political pail of Hungarian rebirth, as the animals do inside the slaughterhouses of
Romania, so that one single language be born out of this, Hungarian, and that from now
on, until the world stops, in the fairs and on the roads of Transylvania, and in any public
place, these words: ‘Bună ziua, frate!’ (‘Good day, brother!’ in Romanian), or: ‘Guten
Morgen, Bruder!’ will never be heard, but only: ‘Jó napot, földi!’ ” Those “noble
Hungarians” are ready to pour forth the curse, “Damned be the mothers who, from this
day on, will dare to call their sons by saying ‘fătu mieu’ [‘my son’ in Romanian]. Some
31
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as such will be judged as burying the happiness of their children, and he who had the
misfortune to have been breastfed and raised by a Romanian mother should remember
her with hate, for she taught him to speak a language upon which his complete present
and future misfortune is based, as she didn’t send her children study the Hungarian
language.”
These curses remind us of the Old Testament Psalms; other exaggerated images
also call the New Testament to mind, but the Bible is actually parodied when applied to
the Hungarians’ exclusive God, “For look, a marvellous star was shown to them (stella
mirabilis) in the political sky of Hungary and Transylvania, telling the magi that
Transylvania will not be strong and fortunate until everyone has become Hungarian,
which means they will have all discarded their people, language and nationality, and,
therefore, the very conscience of their human value; only then will the country be strong
and the peoples happy, if they deny all these things!”
Naturally, Bărnuţiu did not forget to make reference to the demagoguery and
opportunism of “Hungarians,” which he identified as the result of a historic path. He
accused the Hungarians of hiding pagan—even cannibal—instincts beneath a veil of
Christianity: these kinds of broad aggressive statements and generalisations appear to
have been quite popular during those years, proving one’s patriotism and love of nation,
“Those who want to meld us by building their furnaces should gather the materials
needed for the chemical process of melding, they should raise altars and burn sacrifices to
their idols, and then gladden themselves on the smell of the sacrifice And when they eat
our tongue glad they shall be, for they are nothing less then their ancestors who were
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eating the hearts of men instead of finding true cures, and they will show that the
nineteenth century is neither better, nor more evolved than the ninth.”
This is the frame, but the author went on, wondering, “Do the Hungarians possess
the right to sacrifice our language and nationality to that shameless idol Ármányos, also
called selfishness? Let us join their sanguine desire to the laws of right, morality, wisdom
and prudence, which rule states, so that we can be able to judge whether indebted to
answer that desire. It does not correspond!” Here the philosopher Bărnuţiu brought
juridical arguments into play too.
From the point of view of argument, the text shows the philosopher in action. The
essay has a classical structure: the introduction presenting the hypothesis, which is the
title itself – the Diet bill being “a shameful bargain and an unjust law;” the contents
presenting the arguments needed to confirm the stated hypothesis; the closure resuming
the proven hypothesis.
It is useful here to see the arguments: The desire for Magyarization “does not
correspond” to: 1. “law of right,” 2. “true morality,” or 3. “wisdom of state.”
1. “The law of right” supported the idea that “each person” has the right to live
“as a person,” as does each “people. Bărnuţiu used the concepts dear to him, taken from
Krug, because “the person”—either an individual or a people—enjoyed the jus
subsistentiae personalis, jus libertatis personalis, jus aequalitatis personalis, referring to
the rights of personal subsistence, personal freedom and equality. If all people have these
rights, then the law of right demanded that the next person should be left alone, to live,
“in order to gain some fortune, without which he would either not be able to live at all, or
he would live a less human life.”
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Bărnuţiu’s anti–materialist vision found an additional form of expression further
on. He wrote, “From the most diverse forms of wealth, we will only be able to try
language, for language is an intrinsic wealth, tightly connected to each person's
personality and each people’s nationality. Meaning, without the power of speech, the
person would only be an animal, and even less without the language.”
Praise of the mother tongue is more then mere romantic sentimentalism; the
mother tongue becomes an objective fact, the most precious of materials, and an
instrument for existence, persistence and even of battle. “Language is the most valuable
wealth of the unspoiled man and incorrupt people, and such a precious treasure, for there
are, even today, educated men, who believe that men were not able to learn it on their
own, but that God himself taught them directly, just as the mother teaches her boy or the
teacher his students. The connection between any man and his language is therefore very
strong, personality is based on the word, that is unseen, and language is the external
manifestation of the unseen word.” Not even Jean–Jacques Rousseau, the great advocate
of natural law, “wanted to take his people” there and leave them without their language,
because “the more cultivated the language of any people is, the more cultivated the
people, language being the measure and means of culture. Forms of thinking and feeling
are painted in the language, desires and pleasures, the feelings and passions of the people,
their character and nationality is founded on language.” This is the significance of
language, and loosing it leads to the disappearance of the respective people, “Any people
who have lost their language have also lost their character and their nationality.”
Therefore, “the obvious rights” (which is to say, natural rights) and “the icon of
personality, without which there would be no people but only animals” are based on the
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mother tongue, “I wonder if there is anyone, not just in the Austrian monarchy, but in the
wider world too, to have heard anything about the Romanians and doubt their human
personality? There is none, and never has it been so.” Bărnuţiu did not miss the
opportunity for irony, “It is true that something of this sort happened to the Hungarians in
ancient times.” Upon their arrival from Scythia, the Huns destroyed everything in their
path and frightened people so much that they considered them “ghosts.” The author
explained ironically, “They were undoubtedly humans, not ghosts, but as barbarians still
they did not recognise other nations’ rights, nor did they wish to respect them.” In
exchange, not even “during those dark times,” did anybody state that Romanians might
be ghosts! Moreover, “Who would dare say that [the Romanians] did not have the right to
learn and practice their language, [the language] that the Romanians living today in
Hungary use, the ones from Transylvania, also from Walachia and Moldavia use, for we
cannot say that [the language] is being divided into dialects, but is one and the same,
connecting all of them with a sweet, brotherly union, into a family that has always
considered itself, proudly, Romanian. In just endeavour, the Romanians have won for
themselves this inestimable fortune.” Using colloquial language, Bărnuţiu continued,
“The Hungarian cannot say to the Romanian: ‘You are my serf, and all your fortune is
mine, therefore the language too, I can divest you of all when I wish it!’ Thank the
heavens that such a terrorist system can no longer be imposed today!” This is because not
all the Transylvanian Romanians were serfs, moreover the Romanians had a “clergy and
noble social status” (class), and the Romanian nation, built up of “Romanian priests,
nobles and non–nobles all together,” was not inferior to “the cosmopolitan stray of the
nations” within the Austrian monarchy, at least from the point of view of language.
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Hence the inducement for cultivation of the mother tongue, “We should take care
of it and cultivate it, for it is the foundation of our character and nationality, tightly
connected to our soul and our religion, and represents everything we hold most holy and
precious in this world, we deposited so many sweet memories with it, like a treasury,
being more likely for birds to forget how to fly then to erase it from the Romanians’
heart.”
The author’s rebellion overflowed against the “injustice” of the status the
Romanians were condemned to, “They have shed their blood for the country, and yet a
law states the Romanians are not true patriots, but put up with and tolerated, somewhat
like the Gypsies wondering with their tents from one place to another.” It was Bărnuţiu’s
conviction that whatever the Romanians might have endured for their country, they
would not abandon their language, convinced that, “just as the Hungarians believe their
honesty and nationality is based on their language, so do the Romanians believe the same
about theirs, for the Romanians are also a people or nation; just as the Hungarians would
be seriously harmed if anyone would dare to threaten with extinction of language and
nationality, just the same Romanians would be harmed, for they also have consciousness;
therefore, just as the Hungarians have the duty to defend their language and nationality,
just the same the Romanians have the strong duty to defend their own language and
nationality; […] and how could the Hungarians claim to be acknowledged as a nation by
other nations, when they do not wish to acknowledge the nationality of others as well?”
An “obvious” result comes from all of the above, that: a) each people, therefore
the Romanians as well, have the right to a language and nationality, just like they have
the right to life, “hence the reason why they should defend the language as their life.” b)
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what threatens life and nationality threatens humanity itself; c) “the right of language
cannot be alienated by bargaining with the purpose of achieving other rights, and such
bargaining would be shameful, […] such a contract, would therefore be a dishonour both
to the people trading their language and nationality and to the buyer as well,” and a law
that would legislate for such damage would be unjust.
2. “True morality” was also seen as incompatible with the “shameful bargain.”
The laws of morality stated that each nation had to respect other nations. Significantly,
Simion Bărnuţiu provided a definition for the notion of people, “A people are not to be
understood here only as those forming an independent state, but also as a multitude of
individuals from the same ancestors, united by the same language, traditions and roots,
culture for the body and soul, all these connecting them into a nation, by natural bonds.”
The people are therefore defined as a nation, united by language, culture and traditions, a
kind of imagined Andersonian community. As an alternative to the Hungarian nation
state, Bărnuţiu passionately advocated a multinational state, as the Principality certainly
was, where numerous peoples can be unified into a state (status civilis) created from
Hungarians, Saxons, Romanians and others, all of them aspiring to happiness, “the
Hungarians aspiring the Hungarian way, the Saxons the Saxon way, the Romanians the
Romanian way.” But, the biggest enemy in the path of happiness was selfishness. “So
many wrongs have happened to the people, and most of them came from following their
own selfishness and lack of willingness to respect what is right.” For their own selfish
reasons, the Turks buried the Hungarians at the battle of Mohács, but the Turks did not
try to turn the Hungarians into Turks even though it would not have been difficult for
them. The Hungarians now, with “their own selfishness” intended to bury the other
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nations of Transylvania. “But here, in the enlightened nineteenth century, respectful of
rights and loving to humanity, the Hungarians, that strong and merciful people, try to do
just that to us, the poor Romanians, what the Turks did not inflict on us! Which is, to
usurp our nationality and in what a way? In a most frightful way: they want to first take
our language, and then nationality would be lost!”
3. “The wisdom of the state (Staatsweisheit)” reflected the wealth of the state, and
was, according to Bărnuţiu, always to be pursued. However, “the prudence of the state
(Staatsklugheit) or the politics” is inferior to the law of right; “raison d’etat (per
rationem status)” subordinates to the “raison de droit (ratio juris),” “because the law of
right is superior to politics, and politics is obliged to bend its knee before justice.” Thus,
the prudence of the state would urge the Hungarians, those few, to the Magyarization of
other people, in fear of the Russians:
The fear of the Russians is indeed well–founded, for they take giant steps,
with their terrible policy, by first protecting and then overrunning; let us
prepare then against the hurricane, but how? By melding together? Not at all,
for this would be the most apolitical and ill–fitted of all conceivable manners,
because melding together would stir up the hate of all nationalities against the
Hungarians, and then, when the Russians come (quod Deus advertat), where
would the desired unity be, between all the bleeding hearts? These politicians
have indeed harmed themselves, forgetting that the Russians would not be
frightened by anyone because of language, but because of a strong arm and a
stout breast, in which a country’s loving heart beats.” Just the same, in the
case of Poland, which was not subdued by the Russians because of the large
number of Jews, Lithuanians and Tatars “who still preserved their languages,”
but because of the “300,000 lazy, depraved, militarily incapable Polish
aristocrats.” “Hence we can easily acknowledge that civil freedom is not as
strongly connected to a certain nationality as the melting pot system heroes
might have advocated, that the country might share the same language and
still be weak, but strong although included within are several different spoken
languages. 32
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In conclusion, “the Hungarians’ desire is entirely egotistical: strengthening
themselves exclusively and by most unjust and non–political means.” They do not wish
for the individuals “supporting the country” to be called “citizens.” Hereinafter, a
syllogism model à la Simion Bărnuţiu. What we are dealing with here is an exclusive
judgement, based on the principle of tertium non datur (Law of excluding middle). On
one hand, Christianity teaches that all people are human beings (“persons,” according to
Bărnuţiu’s expression). On the other hand, the constitution of Transylvania deemed
“certain people are not persons before the law”! But:
From this contradictory opposition between the two sentences, neither both of
them can be true, nor both false at the same time, meaning that either
Christianity is not constitutional, teaching that all people are persons, or the
constitution of Transylvania is not Christian, deeming that fools are not
persons. Therefore, from Christianity’s point of view, fools are still sons of
God, but from point of view of Transylvania’s constitution they are neither
persons nor sons of the country.
The sensed injustice of the law, painful as it is, arises from the following
reasoning:
It is the same with the diversity of languages: until now, the Transylvanians
have some spoken German, others Romanian, others Hungarian, and nobody
can state this has hindered them from paying the bills, making roads,
defending the country against enemies; and if they were able to do such until
now, why can they continue to do so henceforth? Or is it possible that this
Magyarization policy has proven mendacious that logic stating: Ab esse ad
posse valet consequential? And if the Hungarians do not consider the
Romanians worthy of relief for having endured the weights of the country, as
they still do, they would consider them worthy if they renounce their language
and nationality? Only then, in deed, they would not be worthy. 33
Shortly before the end of the document Bărnuţiu addressed a stimulus to the
Romanians not to renounce their language and nationality, because by doing so they
33
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would only attract scorn and blame from the Hungarians themselves who “would be able
to throw at them: ‘Here are the ones who renounced, who were Romanians yesterday and
today call themselves Hungarians, tomorrow they might be Turks, the day after tomorrow
Russians, as might happen, always without character, cheap merchandise, sell–outs,
without shame.’ And they would be right to throw such at us, for one who does not love
the language of his kind would not love his kind, and if he does not love his kind, how
would he be able to love a foreigner?” The man who broke “the holiest of unions, that
tied him to his mother and his kind, becomes a monster and is not worthy of faith.”
At the close of his essay Simion Bărnuţiu reproached the lawmakers:
See, then, gentlemen, that your desire is unjust, immoral, very unwise and
apolitical, nothing more than a very low kind of selfishness, dressed up as
being in the public good, to which it brings impediments, but selfishness
remains selfishness, regardless of its clothing. Even if the Hungarians present
themselves dressed up in the newest fashion from Paris, all righteous folk
would hate them and run from them as if from a wild beast, dangerous to their
existence and to the public happiness of the Austrian monarchy. Therefore,
stop this inhuman thought of fusion, for you well know that Deo magis quam
hominibus obediendum est, that listening to people is not without condition,
and neither Saxons nor Romanians will be subject, cannot be subject, to that
nationality murdering law of fusion. 34
A shameful bargain and an unjust law was certainly the high point in a group of
works Bărnuţiu composed in 1842. He was thirty–four years old. In the same year
Bărnuţiu became the de facto head of the Transylvanian Romanian national movement, in
conditions Ioan Chindriş called “an attack from the Hungarian fundamentalists against
the Romanians’ national being.” 35
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Other Articles Pre–1848 Revolution (1842)
Simion Bărnuţiu took a stand in other articles as well. On September 20, 1842, he
signed a powerful critique of the status of Blaj schools, subject to scholastic dogmatism
and Magyarization, using the initials “G.H.I.” The Article Balázsflvi iskolai ügyekröl 36
was published on December 4 of the same year, in the Cluj based Hungarian magazine,
Vasárnapi Ujság, and is the first of Bărnuţiu’s known printed works.
The article commented that in the Blaj schools valuable professors were not
accepted for the sole reason that they did not wish to become monks. “For us, this is a
sine qua non condition.” This way, “only the road to the kingdom of darkness is prepared
for our schools.” The author bemoaned the situation, “Unfortunately, this is the only
institute we have for the preparation of teachers and priests; but how can we expect them
to be intelligent priests and teachers, shaped in the sublime spirit of purely Christian
science, under the leadership of men driven by the spirit of monasticism, hating science,
development and progress?” Bărnuţiu criticized the poor financial state of the teachers,
paid salaries they could not even use to buy books or cover their needs. Violent attacks
were directed against the ignorance of the former Bishop, Ioan Bob, against the
devaluation of culture and perpetuation of obscurantism, using as examples Petru Maior’s
books about the origins of the Romanian language and the Romanian church—both
written in Romanian, out of which, “the last from about nine hundred copies, lies arrested
in a granary in Blaj, guarded by mice, the other is sold freely for 1 Florin, and the first
one is no better than the last,” otherwise being the only church history of the Romanian
nation.
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The article was actually a double defence of philosophy. Firstly, the author feared
that the monks would end up teaching philosophy without the proper preparation;
secondly, he criticized those Blaj residents who “still strongly believed that theology
could be taught and proposed without philosophy.” Addressing the Romanians, Bărnuţiu
asked for emancipation from the monks, “Do you want, with all your heart, to be free
from the ancient darkness which cursed our abased fellow citizens? If yes—and we do
not want to doubt this—then, in God's name, stop leaving the intellectual leadership of
our nation in the hands of monks! For I tell you the truth, you will never be able to reach
the intended purpose through them!” He condemned Romanian fatalism, asking in return,
work and eradication of the counter–cultural monasticism. He also called the uneducated
and unlearned priests “apostles of darkness,” who barely knew how to read. “If anyone
would plan to brutalize our nation in its entirety, no doubt he would do nothing else but
forbid the building of churches and schools, or place in each church a popandus (a person
with incomplete theological studies) and only monks in schools.” This is why “not
monks, but stronger arms are needed to eradicate the prejudices of our nation.” 37
Bărnuţiu inserted in his book The Romanians’ public law, published in 1867, a
biographical note, showing that the article from Vasárnapi Ujság against clerical celibacy
resulted in threats against the author's life on two occasions: once in Blaj market place,
around 9 o’clock in the evening, by cudgelling, and another time using a rope halter, after
midnight and in his own house in Blaj. Bogdan–Duică suspected that the reason for these
attacks “was not precisely this article, but the entire personality” of Simion Bărnuţiu. 38
37
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On December 22, 1842, Bărnuţiu sent George Bariţiu, the editor of Gezeta de
Transilvania and its literary supplment Foaie pentru minte, inimă şi literatură in Braşov,
the study entitled Săborul cel mare al episcopiei Făgăraşului (The great synod of the
Făgăraş bishopric), accompanied by a letter urging him to publish it, “Do not be afraid to
print it, for I have not been afraid to write it.” This was the first article signed by Bărnuţiu
in his own name and not with a pseudonym. The article was eventually published,
gravely mutilated by censorship, in Bariţiu’s gazette, Journal for Mind, Heart and
Literature, on January 25 – February 1, 1843. But the mutilation went hand in hand with
the Braşov editor’s fear, a sinuous and opportunistically inclined character, to publish
such inflammatory material, attacking the bishop with whom Bariţiu was in fact in
sympathy. 39 The article was considered the real reason for the outburst of the conflict
between Bărnuţiu and Bishop Ioan Lemeni, conflict that turned into the great “Lemeni
trial” in the years 1843–1846.
This article is undoubtedly a consequence of the Blaj Consistorium Protest, where
the cannons of the Eastern Church requested the summoning of the traditional diocesan
synod. In the vision of Bărnuţiu and the Blaj national party, under the influence of Petru
Maior’s ideas found in Istoria besearicii românilor (The History of the Romanian’s
Church), Buda, 1813 (unfinished edition, not distributed), the synod should have been be
a real national advisory organism, a congress based on a modern outlook. Because the
Romanians, being a nationality not recognised by the Transylvanian constitution,
possessed no other advisory structure outside of the church synods, the High synod would
have had to exercise this function. Bărnuţiu was not trying to uselessly resuscitate
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anachronistic rights and privileges for the church, but was actually proposing a new
organism, more appropriate to the modern age but built on the basis of an older structure.
It is no wonder then that six years later the Romanian Assembly of Blaj, on May 3/15,
1848 should have been—as was the authority’s intent according to the letter of
approval—a simple diocesan synod of rectors and two delegates from each congregation.
Bărnuţiu’s study is a reminder of the basics of the natural law, “subsistence,”
“independence” and “the inalienable right to freedom of conscience.” When Simion
Bărnuţiu proposed the restoration of the synod, he was aware this was the equivalent, no
more, no less, of a rebirth of the church constitution, buried by the arbitrary authority of
the most recent bishops. The author himself once again defined the term “bargain.” “By
bargain I understand what people call constitution, in many forms; which form is the
best?” The right of the Romanian church to hold annual synods was old, and the memory
was still alive how, seventy years earlier, the rectors would meet in council in Blaj, the
seat of the bishopric, with the representatives of the laity, and discuss the matters of the
church. “Petru Maior’s Istoria bisericii românilor (The History of the Romanians’
Church) is still standing, and while this book stands, the high synod will also stand, or at
least, its mentioning.” By invoking Petru Maior, and thereby the Transylvanian School,
Bărnuţiu illustrated the ongoing battles against the church’s despotism. The princes of
Transylvania had reinforced the tradition of holding a high synod, as Rákoczy’s charter
dating from the seventeenth century bears out, where the Romanian archbishop Simeon
Ştefan Pop was commanded to gather the shepherds together each year for a synod. The
tradition was maintained until the days of Bishop Atanasie Rednic and then began to fade
away. “The grounds for usurpation […] were set by the Jesuits, when, for the first time,
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they began to interfere in the administration of the Romanian [Uniate] church. These
people, anxious to rule, could not view this regulation of our church with a friendly eye.”
This is how Bărnuţiu spoke about the shameful “Jesuit yoke.” The right of the church to
meet in council, pledged by the twelve clerics forming the high synod, had last been
respected in 1792. From then on however, the bishop and the monks of the basilica in
Blaj monastery formed “the bishopric council that the Jesuits called Consistorium,” and
the highest ranked Jesuit, considered ad latus to the bishop, was named generalis auditor.
The negative innuendo directed towards Bishops Bob and Lemeni was
transparent. When describing the corruption and indulgence that surrounded the bishop,
Bărnuţiu’s observations bordered on grotesque and cultivated sarcasm, “But the bishop
always had a favourite, who would sometimes also dominate him. […] Judgements were
passed based not on justice, but on passion, and – such a wonderful thing – many times
the Jesuit himself would bring a halt to the monastic or bishoply impulses and would
himself give justice, and the clergy, seeing justice being offered to the individuals, did
not complain to the high synod, whose purpose had been lost in the meantime; and the
bishops, hindered by their favourites, the plague, a visit to the eparchy, the lust for reign
or other circumstances, did not summon the high synod each year.” Bishop Ioan Bob
found it quite easy to “completely discard the tradition of the yearly synods,” and in
1832, two years after Bob’s death, the clergy assembled to elect a new bishop, for the
high synod alone could elect a bishop. At this point, Simion Bărnuţiu insisted on the need
for “the church covenant,” for the elaboration of a church law, because:
In this way the covenant of the church is the provider of the church’s life, and
the church’s life is comprised within the existence or subsistence and the
independence or freedom of the church. Therefore, should the clergy, and our
nation, wish for our church to truly exist as a living being and not be alone as
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a shade, it has the holy duty to protect its church covenant. […] If the church
does not have a covenant, or if it does not hold to it, then all power is
concentrated in the bishop, he alone instituting laws for various events, by his
own account, he alone being the true judge within the church, and the others
only passing opinions.
The author felt that the grounds and foundations of the “church covenant” were
endangered by not summoning the synod. “Thus, the foundation of the church being
based on endangering its agreement, we should not be surprised to see most dangerous
cracks in the church walls that others cannot mend, only the high synod; should we see
the church suffering from grave diseases which others, without the high synod, cannot
cure?” Also, the schools in Blaj awaited improvement, not to mention the schools in the
villages. Of the approximately three hundred schools founded by Gheorghe Şincai a
century before, “none can be seen at this moment.” And “the twelve financed by the
empire are not productive, except for the one in Mediaş,” Bărnuţiu commented.
Another of Bărnuţiu’s observation is worth mentioning, even if somewhat
misogynistic, when he asked for the Uniate church to accept divorce:
The habit of the Greek (Orthodox) church to allow separation after fornication
should be reintroduced; how many people would in this way be saved from
the other world’s or this world’s hell! The women of some men run with
soldiers to Italy or to the countryside. The poor man is sometimes left alone
with a houseful of children, he asks for permission to separate and remarry,
first from the rector; he cannot grant permission for fear of the most
honourable Consistorium, so the poor man runs and tries every door in the
Consistorium, but in vain. The disappointment such a miserable man must feel
hearing the decision, meaning he is forced to maintain that union, now merely
a spectre, that marriage to a woman whose action has broken the true bond of
marriage. Only one who has seen such an unhappy man can imagine it.
At the end of the article, Bărnuţiu offered a defence – and call for respect – of the
law, for without it the “world would be suffering and dying.” The happiness of the church
was of course connected to the existence of the synod:
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From the synod’s tomb a multitude of miseries would rise over the Romanian
clergy, and from its restoration, a multitude of hopes. […] It is true!
Wonderful and great the name, meant to be one and the same in all people,
one and the same everywhere, you give rest to the one tired of unjust work,
you raise the spirits which are downtrodden and humiliated by barbarian
times, you defend the weak, enforce respect and defeat the arrogant, you are
brighter than the sun and more holy than highest heaven. Where your light
does not shine, darkness, wilderness, mourning and misery rule eternally.
Churches bloom because of you and fade together with you. 40
In the 1920s Simion Bărnuţiu’s biographer Bogdan–Duică wrote about a church
related text from 1842 that showed Bărnuţiu’s attitude towards a decisive battle in which
he was involved, against two enemies: on one side the process of Magyarization,
dangerous in the moment of its vigorous youth, and on the other side church despotism,
which, “by destroying the possibility for free expression of Romanian religious thinking
and fermenting cowardliness under the wings of calm and imposed silences, was
completely weakening a living organ of the nation: the Greek Catholic church.” 41 There
was no other voice raised against “Church despotism” at that time.
Bărnuţiu saw religion as one of the nation’s components, but a democratic one,
based on decisions taken by the săbor (synod). In fact, in his early 1840s writings, as we
saw above, he insisted on the idea that in the synod there be the presence of two laics for
every protopope, which meant that laymen would be a mojority in a body that would
elect the bishops. Bărnuţiu was claiming that this had been the „ancient” practice in the
Transylvania church, but this was actually inaccurate. The idea of ancient church
democracy was borrowed by Bărnuţiu from Petru Maior, and had very little truth in it.
Nevertheless, it took six years, from 1842 to 1848, for the ides to take hold. In 1848
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Bărnuţiu considered religion only as a political institution, supporter of tha national
scopes and aims.
There is another of Bărnuţiu’s writings that should be mentioned at this point. Its
title was Onoraţi domni! (Honourable gentlemen!), which appeared in Bariţiu’s
Romanian magazine published in Braşov, Gazeta Transilvaniei (The Transylvanian
Gazette), beneath the editors note “A colloquium led by Simion Bărnuţiu, held on
October 30, old style, 1844, in Blaj (as yet unpublished),” with a specification at the end,
“Communicated by the Man of the Forest.” We do not know who this “Man of the
Forest” is. 42 The manuscript of the speech is not known, for it is in fact a speech, nor do
we know the circumstance in which Bărnuţiu delivered it. We include here,
chronologically, the text, noting that in 1844 Bărnuţiu was familiar with the persecution
of Bishop Lemeni’s revenge; a year later, in 1845, Lemeni would thrown Bărnuţiu out of
the seminary and exile him from Blaj. It is possible that the communication to the
“Honourable gentlemen” might be addressed to the students of the theological seminary,
Bărnuţiu delivering his first oratorical work from the position of professor.
There are two main ideas in this speech: a stimulus to cultivate science and to
condition science through freedom. Simion Bărnuţiu’s statement “Knowledge has no
end” was worthy of the status of motto for the pre–revolutionary Romanian generation,
“Man never reaches that degree of knowledge where he is able to say: ‘Now I do not
have to learn anymore.’ Hence, knowledge has no end. It spreads to the infinite.” And the
distinction between “freedom” and “liberation” represented a key element in defining
true freedom, “A mortal can expect true freedom only from his people. Liberation that a
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stranger offers is not true freedom.” Freedom was the notion that Bărnuţiu supported
throughout his revolutionary action and work later, in 1848.
Knowledge was conditioned by several factors. First of all, freedom, but also
“other features, such as prosperity.” Used in the ancient Greek and Roman times by the
powerful to build public institutions, wealth was, up to a point, the tool for promoting the
sciences, “Experience teaches us that by multiplying our wealth, should there not be a
wise organiser of these riches, wealth only increases luxury, and from luxury comes the
deterioration of morals. Then, from deterioration of morals, what can one expect other
than the invasion of kingdoms?”
The decline of the Romans and the assault of the “barbaric tribes: the Vandals, the
Goths, the Gepids, the Avars,” as well as other such historical events led to the loss of
“freedom’s name and it was mottled with a different, foreign name, liberation, meaning a
little less than freedom.” True freedom could only be personal, in other words, national
freedom. Liberation was the freedom that a foreigner, meaning the despot or the
dominating nation, granted and perhaps later took back, “Beware of the freedom granted
by others!”
The discourse makes a historical recourse to the attempts at the Calvinization of
the Romanians’ churches, then the so–called “reform” of Rákoczy György in the
seventeenth century, and finally, the Catholic counter–reform after Leopold I.
Remembrance has a clear purpose, which is to awaken the Transylvanian Romanians’
vigilance concerning the attempts made to deceive their church, the “deceptions” used to
3.determine Romanians to renounce the traditions and religion of ancestors. The
redeeming solution can only come from the cultivation of spirit and development of
216

science. In conclusion, “A people lacking science and culture are like an infant that
expects everything from someone else. We should not repent, but also not blame destiny,
and begin ourselves to move forward and unite in one thought, for union is the coat
forever hidden and now discovered.” 43

Two Famous Assassination Attempts and the Beginning of Bărnuţiu’s Rebellion
(1843)
There is little wonder that with his writings and ideas Simion Bărnuţiu disturbed
many influential people in Blaj and elsewhere. As a reaction to his inflammatory article,
Balázfalvi iskolai ügyekröl (Of the Blaj Schools Status in Hungarian), published in the
weekly Vasárnapi Újság of Cluj, Bishop Ioan Lemeni’s response was not long in
coming: Lemeni’s letter to Vasile Raţiu, the rector of the theological seminary of Blaj,
was dated December 25, 1842. The epistle became famous in its time because of the
extremely critical assessments the bishop made and addressed to Simion Bărnuţiu, who
was even compared to Brutus.
In beautiful, cultivated and demagogical Latin, the bishop complained that the
accusation brought against him in the newspaper was hurtful “to us,” “painting in sinister
colours the diocesan condition, not so much from our cause, but the public’s, and the
things that haven’t been harmful to our condition, things we were aware of, useful to us,
but I am hurt by the fact that the authors have offered the opportunity to make these
things public, which, out of fatherly love, we wanted secured.” 44 Beyond Bishop
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Lemeni’s lamentation and self–victimization, his punitive measures followed swiftly,
though from someone else’s hands.
Immediately after the New Year, during the night of January 4, 1843, an attempt
was made on the life of Bărnuţiu. Bărnuţiu himself, also writing in Latin, in a letter dated
January 15, 1843 and addressed to Teleki József, the governor of Transylvania, described
the facts. The sequence of events which took place during the night in question was
presented in this letter, commenting on the criminal evidence found at scene: a ladder, a
piece of wood and three twisted ropes. At the end of the letter, the complainant asked that
competent officials investigate of the incident.45
The rector of the seminar, Vasile Raţiu, on the orders of his superior, immediately
adopted a hostile attitude towards Bărnuţiu. This position resulted from the testimony of
the student Vasile Maior, supported the signatures of another twelve theology colleagues.
The students of the philosophy professor dared to refer to the letter sent by Bishop
Lemeni to Vasile Raţiu dated December 25, 1842, and in the light of this, the assault at
the beginning of 1843 was considered premeditated. 46
Subject to injustice and threatened, Simion Bărnuţiu addressed the investigation
committee regarding the first attempt on his life and home, this time in German, on
February 6, 1843, reconstructing the circumstances surrounding the incident and made
public the reasons he thought were behind the attack. He also revealed the name of the
person who was aware of it, the priest Simion Fülep, to whom the objects found at the
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scene belonged. 47 We present this letter in full, the original in German and the Romanian
translation, in the appendices of this work.
A day later, on February 7, 1843, also in Blaj, Simion Bărnuţiu addressed the
administration of the Greek Catholic church, regarding the accusations brought against
the malefactors who made an attempt on his life, and again he described the attack in
detail. He fought against the official position of the canonists regarding the action against
him, arguing with logic and reasoning in five points that the only person considered
guilty was the archdeacon Simion Fülep. It is interesting to see how Bărnuţiu understood
to defend himself from the accusation of being anticlerical. 48
On February 14, 1843, the Blaj Greek Catholic canonists’ assembly, in a letter
signed by Simeon Crainic and Ştefan Boer and translated into German by the dogmatics
professor Iosif Pop of Ujfalu, harshly reprimanded Bărnuţiu for bringing serious and
“unfounded” accusations compromising the clergy and asked him “to recant this false
opinion and renounce all exceptions based on your unfounded opinion, because by
offending one or another, you do not help our cause at all. Should you proceed
differently, you will have to bear alone all the sad consequences which will follow, and
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withstand on your own the displeasures caused despite our advice.” The canonists’
assembly further suggested Bărnuţiu address a written complaint to the county
authority. 49
The complaint lodged by Bărnuţiu was legally resolved when the supreme
committee of the Alba Inferior County, on the order of the Transylvanian governor,
summoned an investigation commission constituted of vice–secretary Ioan Micşa and the
aristocratic assistant judge Szegedi Samuel. The investigators visited the scene of the
attack, and despite searching “in all attention and rigor,” failed to discover “the authors of
this vile act.” This was the official resolution, recorded in Cluj on April 20, 1843, as a
decision sealed by governor Teleki. 50
During Easter, 1843, the turmoil in Blaj became more widespread, and a small
incident which could, in all probability, have been easily resolved, lead to an extensive
trial that would last for years and implicate a number of clergymen, students and teachers.
The tradition was that on Holy Thursday, the bishop would undergo the humility ritual of
washing the feet of twelve theology students. Bishop Lemeni excluded Iosif Crişanu
(Körösi), on the pretext that he had dishonoured Lent by eating improper food. Crişanu’s
colleagues made common cause with him and refused to take part in the ceremony, and
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as a consequence, instead of Crişanu’s punishment being a sobering example for the
student body, the episode “caused a frightful scandal within the church.” 51
At the time of the Holy Thursday scandal, nobody expected it to turn into a full–
scale rebellion of significant proportions. The theologians began the fight against the
bishop when, on May 4, 1843, they addressed a demand to the Consistorium and the
bishop himself asking for dismissal of the rector, Vasile Raţiu, as leader of the
theological institute. On May 10 the petitioners added further pressure via an Ursorium,
asking imperiously for an answer in the matter of restitution of the rector stating that
otherwise, they would appeal to the Cluj Gubernium. On May 13 the bishop issued an
Intimatum Episcopi, asking for silence and submission within the Blaj seminar, literally
threatening, “those opposing authority would actually opposed divine order.”
The students came back on May 14, asking for the intervention of the governor,
unleashing a sustained offensive against the bishop and the rector, both on matters of
principle, regarding the Easter fast and other moral issues. In fact, the students’ complaint
was an accusation on the dissolute and immoral behaviour of the accused.
To the students’ disappointment, governor Teleki gave the bishop free rein and he
expelled all twelve theologians, Crişanu and his eleven colleagues who, from solidarity,
had refused to take part in the ritual of feet washing. The rector Vasile Raţiu, as the
bishop’s spokesman, further humiliated the students, by throwing their clothes out of a
window, on June 23, 1843.
The following day, June 24, according to Bogdan–Duică (or June 26, as Daniela
Deteşan argues), the professors intervened. Nine teachers, Bărnuţiu among them
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defended their students, challenging the further removal of a total of thirty–nine theology
students. The others were Nicolae Marcu, Iosif Pop, Dumitru Boer, Grigore Moldvai,
Vasile Papp, Andrei Papp, Grigore Elekes and Ioan Fekete. The teachers revealed what
they felt were the rector’s mistakes and also those of the prefect, Dumitru Ladai, by
criticizing the activity of some canonists. This was the first protest the teachers addressed
to the Consistorium, however, as expected, a significant number of teachers and clergy
remained on the Bishop’s side. 52
A new protest followed on June 30, signed by Nicolae Marcu, Simion Bărnuţiu,
Grigore Moldvai, Iosif Pop, Dumitru Boer and Vasile Papp, and was also sent to the
Consistorium. Again, it expressed profound discontent concerning the Episcopal sentence
of excluding the thirty–nine theologians, and also towards the influence of Anica
Mureşan, the inefficient financial administrator of the clergy, seminary and Uniate
Church.
The Transylvanian governor’s resolution dated July 2, 1843 only strengthened
Lemeni’s position. Governor Teleki stated that the expelled students should subordinate
themselves to the bishop, “without a word,” and seek the Bishop’s forgiveness through an
attitude of repentance and penitence. Nevertheless, on July 12, 1843, Lemeni himself
triumphantly confirmed the sentence of expulsion for the seminary students. Two days
later, July 14, on request, Bărnuţiu gave a statement supporting those expelled. He
bluntly revealed the history of the relationship between the rector Vasile Raţiu and his
niece Anica Mureşan, which he said had begun in 1835—an affair, the birth of their child
in Sibiu, the conflict and the trial between the rector and Timotei Cipariu (including
52
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reciprocal accusations regarding the paternity of the woman’s child), the matter of the
marriage exemption from the Holy See and rumours regarding abortions performed on
the rector’s niece. 53 On July 17, the teachers Simion Bărnuţiu, Nicolae Marcu, Iosif Pop,
Dumitru Boer and Vasile Papp gave a joint response to the diocesan Consistorium answer
dated June 30. The professors once again condemned the bishop for expelling the thirty–
nine students, and at the same time they accused the canonists of withholding information
regarding the Crişanu affair from Bishop Lemeni. They also denounced Rector Vasile
Raţiu for the “scandalous concubinage with his niece.” The outraged teachers felt that the
task of resolving the matter went de iure to the Consistorium, as an apostolic senate, not
to a single person, namely the bishop, as had in fact happened. For this reason the
professors did not recognize the Episcopal decision dated June 23, which they considered
null and void. On July 18, the physics professor Nicolae Marcu also signed a personal
deposition, repeating all the earlier accusations of dissolute and immoral behaviour
relating to the alleged incestuous relation between the rector and his niece. 54
During the month of October 1843, the mutineers gained a temporary advantage
when the bishop overturned his earlier decision and allowed the seminary to accept once
again those students expelled on June 23. Within this stormy framework the second
attempt on the life of Simion Bărnuţiu was not at all surprising; on the evening of
September 21, 1843, an unknown man attacked Bărnuţiu, right in front of his house.
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The testimony of the theology student Vasile Maior revealed “that on the day of
September 21, 1843, in the evening, after nine o’clock, I heard the most enlightened
professor [Bărnuţiu] crying out for help as he was returning from the public market to his
room in the house, where he had his meal, and as he was followed by the guards sent
from the Episcopal court.” The student recognized his teacher’s voice:
I myself tried to get out, but was stopped because the gate was shut. Only
later, because of the confusion, did it cross my mind that I could jump out of
the window, and by the time I had done so, the neighbours and guards from
the assembly had lent a helping hand; those people grabbed the club of the
professor’s pursuer; then the thief had found shelter in the yard of the
Episcopal prefect [Samuil Vaida]; many people were present, the most worthy
Timotei Cipariu was also there, smoking a pipe, for the man did not sleep—
these things were so.
The student Vasile Maior also reported an argument between the two the
Episcopal court guards, one of them reprehending the other, saying that he had known
about the aggressor waiting for Simion Bărnuţiu. 55 When summoned by Bărnuţiu, the
students Gabriel Man and Vasile Puian, who had also eye–witnessed the incident, give a
similar declaration. 56
Bărnuţiu’s aggressor was later identified as Pavel Rus, the Episcopal “court
mercenary,” recently hired by the Episcopal prefect Samuil Vaida for a two day period,
September 20–21, for the purpose of doubling the guard. The man even admitted to
having executed the attack on Bărnuţiu, at the command of prefect Vaida, who also paid
him. 57 Moreover, despite these testimonies, the victim of the assault became the
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defendant: it is often said that the best method of defence is attack, and on September 22,
1843, Vaida, in his capacity as police prefect of Blaj, lodged a complaint with the
canonists’ assembly accusing Bărnuţiu of disturbing public order by yelling and shouting
the night before. Following Vaida’s complaint, the director of the high school, Simion
Crainic, the canonist Ioan Barna and the cathedral chancellor Arsenie Popovici conducted
an investigation in order to try and solve the case of the second attempt on Simion
Bărnuţiu’s life. The depositions of the witnesses and those involved both directly and
indirectly in the events of September 21 were recorded. On October 3, 1843, in the
response to the praepositus Crainic addressed to Samuil Vaida, it was shown that, after
detailed investigations, the Blaj canonists’ assembly declared Bărnuţiu’s innocence
regarding the charge of disturbing public order, and he was acquitted. 58 It should be
mentioned here that both Simion Crainic and Arsenie Popovici belonged to the group
opposing the policy of intimidation promoted by Bishop Lemeni and his clique.
Freed from the accusation that he was be the author of the disturbance, Simion
Bărnuţiu finally understood there was no point appealing to local institutions, even the
governor of Transylvania—having the experience of the first attack. On December 1,
1843, in Blaj he addressed a memorandum to the Emperor Ferdinand I himself, about
both attacks. Bărnuţiu’s memorandum, written in Latin, was entitled “Simion Bărnuţiu’s
eight humble demands from His apostolic majesty Ferdinand I, asking for help against
the criminal plots of Ioan Lemény, the Bishop of Făgăraş.” The incrimination was
transparent. Here is the beginning of the memorandum:
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Even though the ills the professors are forced to endure under the pastoral rule
of the most enlightened Ioan Lemény, the Bishop of Făgăraş, cannot even be
conceived without horror, however the documents attached hereby reveal in
full these are real, for the most enlightened bishop has tried once before, with
the help of his people, to make the undersigned disappear and he should be
more afraid that the familiar peril might happen to him, because, despite the
fact that the undersigned has informed about the current year [1843], January
5 attack the royal governor himself, yet not even the authority of the royal
governor could suppress the boldness of the most enlightened bishop and his
acolytes, from repeating the daring attempt.59
Regarding the first attack, Bărnuţiu believed that “the authors of the vile act could
not be discovered only because of a lack of rigour from the commissaries” nominated by
the supreme committee of Alba Inferior. And further on:
Although the most enlightened Bishop and his disciples were under suspicion
of this criminal intent by all those who heard of it, he was not able to mend
this infamy spreading around the town, about him and his people, and defend
his honour before the country, more so, he betrayed himself even further and
proved his guilt by this new criminal attack dated September 21 of this year. 60
In conclusion:
Because the undersigned, although thrown in the midst of life’s greatest
danger, cannot expect any assistance from the shire, whose employees, sent to
investigate such vile intents, the Bishop can easily annihilate, nor from the
canonists’ assembly or the local Consistorium, because the largest part of it
defends the Bishop who commits and permits these vile acts.61
Therefore “the undersigned dares to appeal your holy majesty” bringing before
the Emperor in Vienna the request to guarantee the safety of the teachers, threatened in
“this asylum of assassins,” and to free the Greek Catholic church and its believers from
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those who stand in their “Episcopal seats, once inhabited by the most pious bishops, and
today offering shelter to the depraved and adulterous.” 62
Not surprisingly, the memorandum went unanswered. As subsequent extensions
of this episode we can mention the petition, signed in Blaj on March 16, 1845, by thirteen
theology students and addressed to the director of the high school, Simion Crainic, in
support of their dismissed teachers. On February 23, 1845, the Catholic Archbishop
Kopácsy József of Esztergom ordered the dismissal of Bărnuţiu and the other anti–
Lemeni staff from the Blaj seminary. The Archbishop further ordered that Bărnuţiu
proceed “in cura animarum” (to cure the souls) to be a priest in the village of Beiud,
which the latter immediately rejected; Bărnuţiu appealed to the Emperor once again, but
without result.
The students asked for the dismissal of the moral theology teacher Simion Fülep,
considered guilty of the attempted murder of Bărnuţiu, and reinstatement of the dismissed
staff, among whom of course was the philosopher Bărnuţiu. 63 The students’ petition did
not have too large an impact either, simply influencing, in a small way, the decision of
the Blaj Consistorium, in which assistance was promised for the apprehension of the
thieves who broke into professor Bărnuţiu’s house during the first attempt from January
1843. This resolution was recorded in the Consistorium’s protocol of May 13, 1845. At
the same time, the Consistorium asked Bărnuţiu to renounce the “slanders” against the
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Greek Catholic clergy and to appeal to the administrative institutions for resolution, as
though he had taken no action until then. 64

Count of Indictment in the Lemeni Trial (1843–1846)
The events of the years 1843–1846 could be considered consequences of the
Romanian counter–offensive, whose leader was, beyond doubt, Simion Bărnuţiu. This is
the way some scholars have interpreted the conflict between the Greek Catholic Bishop
of Blaj, Ioan Lemeni, and a large group of students and professors from the seminary, led
by Bărnuţiu. The Lemeni trial had a strong influence on the mentality of generations of
Romanian intellectuals, both young and old, who demonstrated a specific militant
ideology for the protection of language, school, faith, church and nationality. The actions
and instruments of Simion Bărnuţiu’s movement, the sense of solidarity and coalition,
were founded on the unity of goals that materialized during the trial, and the national
program that was slowly taking form.
One can certainly make a comparison between the Lemeni trial and the Bolzano
trial of twenty–five years earlier, in Bohemia. The similarity between the two cases,
suggesting certain patterns within pre–1848 Central and East Europe, could easily create
a sensation of déjà–vu. The ideological disputes featuring Bernhard Bolzano and Simion
Bărnuţiu as leading players both involved local conflicts becoming revolutions. By the
simple existence of such leaders, those with backgrounds in theology but opposed to the
authorities, social order was endangered. Rejecting compromise, highlighting discontent,
opposing the status quo and official inertia, the two priests/theologians–professors in
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particular, and intellectuals in general, made impossible the peaceful resolution of the
problems with which the Eastern and Central European nations were confronted. This
type of battle, on a more elaborated and ideological level was fought throughout the
Habsburg Monarchy. Although the display of forces was not the same, the intellectuals in
the universities of Bohemia, Moravia, Galicia, and Hungary shared some of the same
ideals as the graduates and teachers of Blaj, and their actions aimed at reforming cultural
and social structures were similar in many ways to the actions of the Greek Catholics of
this remote and, according to many, backward province of the Empire, Transylvania. 65
The issue in the Principality was the radicalisation of spirit, the opposition leading
the confrontation between the old and the new, between the pro–Hungarian clerical elite
of the Romanians of Transylvania, represented by Bishop Lemeni, portrayed mostly as a
“friend of the Hungarians,” and the “young Turks,” increasingly nationalistic, anti–
dogmatic and liberal–radical, led by Simion Bărnuţiu. This was a crucial development of
the pre–1848 period, unfolding between 1842 and 1846 throughout Transylvania and
similar to events in Walachia and Moldavia. Another Romanian Transylvanian ideologue,
historian Alexandru Papiu–Ilarian, saw the combatants of these years fighting, “to protect
their nation, rights and interests against strangers.” 66
The undermining of the bishop’s authority led to a power vacuum. The moment
Lemeni’s authority disappeared, which happened despite the desperate efforts of
powerful supporters to preserve the image of the bishop, the role of the leaders from the
anti–Lemeni party became overwhelming and they began formulating and developing
ideas that would have a destabilizing impact on the internal social and political regime.
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Regarded from this perspective, the Lemeni trial proved to be an ambitious plan for
replacement of both the imposed religious leaders and the regime itself.
The anti–Lemeni group had four teachers as their spearhead: Simion Bărnuţiu,
Dumitru Boer, Grigore Moldvai (some documents name him Moldovan or even
Moldovai) and Iosif Pop, and these four men assumed the role of leaders, created a vision
of the entire movement and took all the important decisions. It is considered that
charisma was one of Simion Bărnuţiu’s most important characteristics, however, through
intelligence, initiative and self–assurance he became an acknowledged and efficient
leader. He succeeded in harnessing the energy and motivation of the students, graduates,
teachers and some clergy so as “to lead a general mobilization, surpassing any initial
expectations.” 67
Chronologically, the Lemeni trial consisted in three successive investigations; it
was a complicated affair and included several collateral episodes and incidents. The
litigation between the plaintiffs and the bishop was first of all the object of an
investigation by the commission led by the Greek Catholic Bishop of Oradea, Vasile
Erdélyi, who analyzed the case between March 3 and May 23, 1845. Eperjes’s Greek
Catholic Bishop, Iosif Gaganetz, and Mihail Zubriczy, the honorary canonist of the
cathedral church in Eperjes along with Ioan Csurgovich, the leading praepositus and the
canonist from the cathedral church in Munkačevo, formed the second commission. This
second commission conducted a detailed study of the facts surrounding the events in Blaj
between August 7 and September 25, 1845. The third investigation took place between
October 18 and 22, 1845 and was conducted by the Făgăraş Consistorium exchequer,
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who, as a plaintiff, based on the results of the first two imperial investigations, began
proceedings against Bishop Ioan Lemeni’s accusers, respectively the three seminary
teachers: Simion Bărnuţiu, Grigore Moldvai and Dumitru Boer. Iosif Pop was not
included in the investigation, as he had taken his own life by that time.
Because the trial dealt with a church case, judgements based on the first two
imperial investigations could not be passed by a lay court, and only when the
ecclesiastical authorities had declared Bishop Lemeni’s innocence and judged his
accusers slanderers could the third lay investigation pass a civil sentence under similar
terms.
It is interesting to consider a third party’s view of this unfortunate Romanian–
Romanian conflict, and the Saxon historian Eugen of Friedenfels caught the overall tone
of the story very well in an almost romantically shaped narration. The central character of
the narration was the Greek Catholic Bishop Ioan Lemeni, described as “weak and of ill
fame” (der schwache und übel beleumdete griechisch–katholische Bischof Joann
Lemény), against whom serious accusations had been made. There had been criticism of
him for a long time, including accusations of “traffic in holy assets and nepotism,” of
selling out the parishes, of appointing canonists from among his own relatives, of
administrating the ecclesiastical organisations for his own benefit, of being so greedy that
he kept the clergy and students of the Blaj seminary in dire poverty, and of having
dubious morals. His co–nationals and fellow believers were especially critical that by
introducing the new school and prayer books, he aimed at Latinising theological practices
and the ancient Greek liturgy on a western model, which meant “slowly performing the
transition from the Greek to the Latin ritual,” and at the same time trying to “make way
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for Magyarization in schools and the church, even though the Diet has not yet proclaimed
it.” These were the bases for the various complaints from neglected students and teachers
who wished to eliminate certain questionable practices and maintain the unique nature of
their church.
Claiming he was “unable to protect his authority,” Lemeni complained to the
Chancellery about the insubordinate behaviour of the clergy seminary staff, and by means
of a decree dated August 28, 1843, the Chancellery asked the Hungarian archbishop for
an explanatory letter, for at that time the bishop in Blaj was subordinated to him. At the
same time, the incriminated teachers took measures to summon a synod where the
transgressions of the bishops would be presented “in an efficient and legal” manner: they
asked approval for the annual summons of the diocesan synod. In January 1844, “despite
deadly persecution (über lebensgefährliche Verfolgungen), Simion Bărnuţiu, the
philosophy professor from Blaj, lodged a complaint in which he designated the bishop
moral author of and accomplice in (Urheber und Mitwisser) the harassment, and asked
for protection.”
In the letter requested by the emperor, the Hungarian archbishop proposed to
summon the diocesan synod and to have all mutual complaints investigated by a bishop,
and then dismiss the three teachers in conflict with Lemeni. In the note to the emperor,
hand written on June 25, 1844, chancellor von Noptsa was appointed to make subsequent
judgements (Wohlmeinungen), though in fact this did not happen because von Noptsa
resigned from the position of chancellor. The Archbishop requested that the new
chancellor, baron Jósika, be appointed to make the above–mentioned judgements and this
request was granted on December 28, 1844. Subsequently Jósika consulted Bishop
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Lonovics and later presented his judgement, and as a consequence the first official
decision in the matter was issued, on February 18, 1845.
The decision stipulated the removal from teaching duties of Vasile (Basil) Pop,
Demetrius Boer and Simion Bărnuţiu, and the appointment of the Greek Catholic Bishop
Vasile Erdely from Oradea as royal commissioner with instruction to investigate the
dispute. Bishop Erdely was instructed to thoroughly investigate the state of affairs and to
report to the archbishop, without however raising the issue of summoning the synod.
Further, Bishop Erdely was to assume control of the money from the deposit left upon the
death of Bishop Ioan Bob as well as taking over the financial administration performed
by Lemeni. Erdely also requested lay assistance, fearing that those under investigation
might refuse to submit to his authority. In the meantime, Bishop Lemeni reported that
“the refractory professors Vasile Pop, Boer and Bărnuţiu” had been sent to distant
parishes, other professors being assigned in their place, but only the first two obeyed the
order, as for “Bărnuţiu and professor Ladislaus [Vasile] Papp, they remained firm over
their decision, continuing their teaching activity.” Friedenfels also mentioned that part of
the student body “declared they did not wish to recognise other professors in their place.”
The Cluj based Governor Teleki, “in whose case, national regards for the
Magzariying bishop weighted more heavily than the religious aversions against the Greek
Catholic union,” determined to remove and punish the mutinous professors, and brought
the matter to the attention of the Transylvanian military command in Sibiu, calling for a
strict supervision of the “rebellious clergymen” (die aufgewiegelten Geistlichen). On this
matter, Teleki met with Bishop Erdely in Cluj, offering him political assistance in the
supreme committee of Alba Inferior, and once this was secured, Erdely left for Blaj.
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Once there however, the “cunning little man” (der schlaue kleine Mann) Erdely found it
impossible to fulfil the directives from Vienna: Erdely discovered such clear evidence
against Bishop Lemeni that he could not possibly be exonerated. Indeed, only his
relatives and his immediate clique supported Lemeni, while the rest of the clergy were
ordered against him. For these reasons, shortly after his arrival, Erdely left Blaj, returned
to Oradea and reported, much to the disappointment of the archbishop, that his health
could not allow him to continue the investigation in Blaj.
At the request of the archbishop, imperial order no. 3689 dated May 30, 1845,
designated the Bishop of Eperjes, Joseph Gaganetz, as commissioner in this matter,
having as deputy the praepositus of Munkačevo Ioan Csurgovich. As Eugen of
Friedenfles wrote, “more docile tools had been searched for and were soon found.” The
lay commissary Szabó József, whose primary function was to maintain peace and good
order, was to assist the clerical commissaries. Simion Crainic, the vicar general of Blaj,
by then eighty years old, was suspended a beneficio, while the teachers Simion Bărnuţiu,
Grigore Moldovan, Basil Pop and Basil Kutfalvi were dismissed from their positions;
priests who came close to the commissary without being summoned were threatened with
disciplinary action, and those priests summoned were warned that they would also be
suspended a beneficiis if they did not appear in front of the commissioner. Friedenfels
stated, “many of them wished to refrain from statements, in order to avoid the fatal
dilemma of choosing between the archbishop and the truth.”
The supreme commander, General Baron Wernhardt, considering the directives,
“could not refrain from reporting that, indeed, many of the accusations were justified, that
Lemeni’s reputation was stained, that many of the so–called fractious professors were
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honourable priests, the archbishop of Năsăud being one of them, distinguishing himself
as a pastor of souls and within the school.” Unfortunately for many concerned,
Wernhardt was a protestant, and this meant his opinions went unheard in the matter.
Erdely’s final report came shortly after the Imperial decision, dated July 10, 1845,
which imposed an increase in the number of Greek Uniate parishes and improvement of
their priests’ pay and conditions. In the meantime, Lemeni lodged a new complaint with
the archbishop against vicar general Crainic and the ten most important rebels.
The two spiritual commissaries and the supreme Comes of Alba Inferior—who
had replaced the political commissary Szabó because of the latter’s ill health—finally
arrived in Blaj on August 12, 1845, and in the diocesan assembly of August 14, the
emperor’s order and order no. 3689, addressed to the Assembly on May 30, 1845 were
read. At this meeting Crainic was officially dismissed from the position of vicar general
and all his lay incomes and benefits were suspended. The professors Demetrius Boer,
Simion Bărnuţiu and Grigore Moldovan were also dismissed, and other people assigned
their positions; Ladislaus [Vasile] Popp and Basil Kutfalvi were also removed from
teaching and forever excluded from taking holy orders (i.e. becoming priests).
Subsequently, on September 29, 1845, they would be removed from the clergy. Another
twelve priests, forming a faithful auditorium for Boer’s lectures, were also dismissed
from the clergy.
“After this occurrence, considering the intimidation successful,” Friedenfels
continued, the commissaries proceeded to investigate the accusations against Lemeni.
Before the diocesan assembly, composed of one hundred diocesan clergy members (“the
problematic ones had been excluded as “refractory,” and the doubtful had not been
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summoned”), the commissaries announced Bishop Lemeni was innocent and completely
vindicated, while the elderly Crainic and the three “professors coryphaeus” were declared
to be slanderers (Verleumder). As a result, they were called to appear before an enlarged
diocesan Consistorium, to meet two weeks later, in order to hear what their punishment
would be. Among others considered to have a case to answer, canonists Basil Raţiu and
Ioan Barna, accused of instigation by “jokes and other means” (theils durch Witzworte
theils auf andere Weise), were suspended from benefits for a period of three and four
months respectively and excluded from promotion to better paid parishes. Nine rectors
who refused to pledge allegiance to the newly exonerated Lemeni were dismissed. The
rector and vicar of Năsăud, Ioan Marian, as well as Ioan Maior, the rector of Bistriţa, had
apologized and made peace with Lemeni, and managed to get off with nothing worse
than a harsh reprimand. In exchange, Lemeni, instead of being content with the fact that
he had been found not guilty of “the serious and, in part, most filthy accusations” (von
den schweren, zum Theil höchst schmutzigen Anschuldigungen), was proposed as a
candidate for the high position of privy counsellor. Lemeni’s report, presented after the
departure of the commissaries, showed that the procedures for summoning the enlarged
diocesan counsel had started, and within fourteen days Simion Crainic and the three most
important accused would be summoned to explain themselves.
After the deadline had expired, the vicar Crainic presented his statement, though
in the meantime the three professors—Simion Bărnuţiu being one of them—appealed to
the Court (den Hofrecurs angemeldet), through their lawyer, Konrad Schmidt of Sibiu.
According to the Consistorium decision, Simion Crainic was sentenced to three years
confinement in a monastery in Alba–Iulia, and for his support, an approximate amount of
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three hundred Florins was set during that period of time, “meaning, less than one Florin
per day for a man eighty years of age!” from his own income; after the end of the
confinement period, Crainic would be reinstated in his position and salary, but would be
excluded from canonical affairs. The holy orders of Pop, Boer and Bărnuţiu were revoked
and the public authorities would take responsibility for their supervision; the teachers
were not allowed to speak in their in their own defence, and the Consistorium passed
their sentence without waiting for the Court decision.
On the basis of the above reports and after their confirmation by the Prince
primate (archbishop), the official order of January 27, 1846 arrived, validating the
judgements of the commissaries and asking for additional clarification of Lemeni’s
administration of funds and church organizations, approving in principle the summoning
of a diocesan synod with the intervention from a Prince’s commissary in the matters
specifically assigned by the ecclesiastical commissaries, and requesting from the
archbishop, the Gubernium and the Aulic Chancellery information about the nature and
of the proposed synod and its aims.
The Saxon historian Friedenfels considered that “this decision, obtained through
national interest and clerical influence, had a momentary crushing effect on the entire
Greek Catholic clergy.” Even during the investigation, when it became clear that “the
whole business was nothing but a Jesuit faux comedy, and the rehabilitation of the bishop
along with the destruction of the ‘refractory’ priests a matter decided beforehand, one of
the eminent ‘refractors,’ Iosif Pop, doubting the righteous cause, despite the fact he
himself was not longer involved, despaired, and just as many in ancient times, threw
himself in the arms of a self–chosen death.” A “stubborn, overwhelming terrorism” set in
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(ein starrer, wie man meinte, erdrückender Terrorismus). The professors’ appeal and
pardon petition, addressed by Simion Crainic to the emperor in March 1847, were
rejected because of intervention from the archbishop.
Friedenfels thought the following fact was significant to the persecution frenzy:
The former teacher Simion Bărnuţiu, who had been defrocked (though in fact he had
never been and never would be a “working” priest) and had lost his income, needed to
earn his daily bread, and although at an advanced age, wanted to dedicate himself to legal
studies. When “Bărnuţiu was rejected by the Hungarian Academy of law, he applied to
the newly established [Saxon] Academy for legal studies in Sibiu.” When this occurred, a
higher authority suggested to Joseph Bedeus von Scharberg, the curator of the Academy,
that Bărnuţiu should not be accepted here either, clearly with the purpose of completely
ruining him.” However, “‘the wisdom of the state’ (Staatsweisheit) failed when
confronted with Bedeus’s courage and integrity; Bărnuţiu was accepted, and, even though
at first he fought hard with the difficulties of German, he studied the law efficiently, side
by side with younger colleagues, and graduated with excellent grades [in the Spring of
1848].”
When considering the effects of “this faux comedy,” from which “filthy details”
had been purposely omitted, Friedenfels commented on Bishop Lemeni’s destiny without
glory, “When the storm of 1848 burst and the Romanians gathered for the open field
congress in Blaj, in May, Lemeni was in his house, an outcast among his countrymen and
fellow believers (wie ein Geächteter unter seinen Volks–und Glaubensgenossen), while
his victorious opponent and rival, the Greek eastern Bishop Şaguna, became first
president, and the convicted and persecuted (der verurtheilte und verfolgte) Bărnuţiu,
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vice president of the People’s Assembly.” Moreover, in 1849, when Lemeni finally lost
the episcopate, the diocese leadership was assigned to the canonist Crainic, back from
confinement, and the punished and exiled priest Ladislaus Basil [Vasile] Popp, who
dedicated himself to the study of law and the service of state, climbed step by step,
eventually gaining the office of president of the Hungarian supreme court of justice and –
what Lemeni had looked for but not been able to obtain—the position of “k.u.k. true
privy counsellor.” 68 Ironically, “strongly compromised through all the turmoil of the
revolution, Lemeni lived in forceful retirement in a monastery of mendicant monks in
Vienna, until he passed away, few years ago.” 69
It is useful to mention here the final petition addressed by Simion Bărnuţiu to the
emperor, translated into Romanian by Gheorghe Bogdan–Duică, from a copy in the
Rosenfeld collection in the Brukenthal Museum, Sibiu. The petition was signed by
“Simion Bărnuţiu and the consorts, professors from Blaj” and has no date, but judging
from the accounts included, it can be dated to 1846, after the imperial decision dated 27
January, which validated the results of the exchequer’s investigation without taking into
account the appeal lodged by the teachers. As in the case of the memorandum dated
December 1843, Bărnuţiu addressed himself once again, as a last resort, to the Monarch
himself. He exposed, from a legal standpoint, the course of the trial, with all its
illegalities, in form and substance, the development of the biased investigations
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conducted by Bishops Erdélyi and Gaganetz, the injustice of the exchequer’s actions, and
eventually the rejection of the plaintiffs’ appeal.
The petition disputed the rejection of the appeal submitted by Bărnuţiu, Grigore
Moldvai and Dumitru Boer; he alleged the violation of the rights and jurisdiction of the
Romanian Uniate church by means of the Hungarian archbishop’s intervention as judge.
The four charges brought against the rebellious teachers were countered, one at a time: 1.
“we are being charged with punishable insubordination in our attitude towards Bishop
Lemeni and we are also considered to be the cause of turmoil, disorder and dissension
within the dioceses;” 2. “as slanderers, we are being charged with fabricating stories
regarding Bishop Lemeni’s attempted murders and pursuits against the lives of certain
professors and clergymen;” 3. “as slanderers, we are also being charged with accusing the
bishop of indulging in the vice of sodomy and reproaching his administration, even unto,
the deliberate theft of clerical housing;” 4. “We are being charged with opposition and
impertinent rebellion against the first commissioner, Bishop Erdélyi from Oradea.” They
continued, “the ones signing this petition declare to Your Majesty: we believe we have
committed no sin and we have been proper in all regards to our moral and honourable
duty, fighting in full resignation only for good, and the salvation of the Romanian Uniate
clergy of Transylvania, shaken to the ground by the evils overwhelming it.” Nevertheless,
they were convicted by the church Consistorium, “we should now be stripped of our jobs,
erased from the record, and, just like rotten limbs, cut off from the body [of the church],
banished!” The petitioners mentioned the desperate words of their suicidal colleague,
Iosif Pop of Ujfalu, who died after throwing himself into the waters of the river Târnava,
“Seeing now that no justice can be found anymore, I do not wish to continue to live!” For
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this reason, the litigants asked the emperor to approve their protest against the judgement,
to annul the procedure of the bishopric Consistorium directed against them, to eliminate
the interference of the Hungarian archbishop, the archbishop of Esztergom, and set up an
impartial judging commission made up of a civil servant with legal training, and,
interestingly enough, a Saxon bishop. Still, if in spite of their hopes the requests of the
petitioners were not heard, then they would resign to their fate, as sacrifices. Because:
In the field of universal history, we would not be the only ones to have
perished in the battle for truth and justice, for light, fighting to protect our
people against the rotten consequences of immorality, and hence fighting for
the interests of the state. […] Therefore, the matter of the life and death of the
Romanian Uniate church, intimately connected to our own fate, we place
before Your Majesty’s throne. 70
From the point of view of this work, the significance of the Lemeni trial (and also
the extended space given to Friedenfels’ comments) arises from the role it had in the run
up to the 1848 revolution. The Lemeni trial had a strong influence on the mentality of
generations of Romanian intellectuals, both young and old, who demonstrated a specific
militant ideology for the protection of language, school, faith, church and nationality. The
fact that the trial grouped together a wide geographic area of Transylvania within the
synod party generated this tendency of association with the national program that was
about to take shape.

The Saxon Academy for Legal Studies in Sibiu (1846–1848)
Excluded from the priesthood and his teaching position in Blaj, Bărnuţiu decided
to study law. At that time, the legal sciences could be studied in Hungarian, either in Cluj
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at the Roman Catholic high school, the Reformed college in Târgu–Mureş or in the
smaller town of Aiud, in central Transylvania. There was also another option, the Saxon
Law Academy in Sibiu, which opened in 1844, where the medium of instruction was
German.
We have seen above how Friedenfels described Bărnuţiu’s first attempt to enrol
on a Hungarian law course, but was rejected. At that time, the curator of the Saxon Law
Academy was no other than Joseph Bedeus von Scharberg, the adoptive father of the
historian Friedenfels. Bedeus was required by “a higher authority” to interfere with the
intention of Bărnuţiu also being refused a place in Sibiu. Bedeus dissociated himself from
such actions however, which, in Bogdan–Duică’s opinion, were planned by Bishop
Lemeni himself or his friends from the Transylvanian Gubernium. 71
All sources indicate a serious and hardworking Bărnuţiu, who first perfected his
knowledge of German, then studied jurisprudence assiduously. He lived a modest life,
just like any poor student, but at the age of thirty–eight, and some true friends helped him
in the difficult financial situation in which he found himself. In a letter dated April 7,
1848, Bărnuţiu thanked Iacob Mureşanu, a former student of his from Blaj, for the ten
Florins he had sent, and in 1852 Avram Iancu (himself a law student during those years
and future leader of the Western Carpathian peasants in the Transylvanian civil war of
1848–1849) paid 185 Florins to the owner of the “Mediaş” restaurant in Sibiu, a certain
Lobontz, this being the amount that the victims of the Lemeni trial, Bărnuţiu and Boer,
had not been able to pay. 72
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It was within the framework of developing events that Bărnuţiu tore himself away
from books; he sensed the pulse of the times and embraced the idea of national solidarity,
an idea he promoted in the following years. He wrote to Iacob Mureşanu on April 7,
1848:
I am busy with the school, I can’t even read the newspapers; nor visit ones or
others, or attend meetings, where they speak of the things of these wonderful
days; however, the things I wrote to you I understood well; we’ll see what
shall come. This is what the wisest among us keep saying, that no one should
work alone now, on his own, but should support agreements between each and
every town, each and every village; and all Romanians should share the same
thought, for the entire Romanian nation is fallen and should be raised up,
united in strength and in its entirety. 73
The whirlwind of the revolution would soon reach the fragile Principality and
with it Bărnuţiu as well.
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Chapter IV
Bărnuţiu the Radical (1848–1849)

The beginning of spring 1848 was one of those rare moments where
Transylvanians of different languages and religions marched together in the streets, in a
state of euphoria that would have hardly anticipated the civil war to unfold only months
later. We will see in this chapter that what was perceived at the beginning as the
springtime of the peoples soon became a common Romanian–Hungarian tragedy, and its
marks are felt to this day.
Even if deprived of national rights and recognition, in spring 1848 the
Transylvanian Romanians were living in a Principality, which de jure, despite a clear
Hungarian domination, was not part of Hungary proper. Soon however enthusiasm
altered into discouragement and then into open opposition, as the Hungarian revolution in
Transylvania was aiming at the immediate union of the Principality with Hungary, in
accordance with point twelve of the March 15 Pest Program.
The Romanian movement was animated by a handful of naïve intellectuals and
dreamers, all of them believing the time had come for the Romanians to be recognised as
a “nation” in what they perceived to be their own homeland. The role played by the
intellectuals in fostering a national consciousness, in creating a new vision of the
community, the “nation,” was decisive. Over ninety per cent of the Romanian population
of the principality were peasants, of whom three quarters were dependent, or day
labourers and only one quarter free. The intellectuals were few and far between, and it is
enough to point out that in the spring of 1848 there were all told perhaps as few as ten
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thousand Romanians in Transylvania, Partium and Banat who could read and write.
Modestly, in 1847 there were only 161 subscribers to George Bariţiu’s Gazeta de
Transilvania and 74 to its literary supplement Foaie pentru minte, inimă şi literatură. 1
Perhaps the most important of all, the Uniate intellectual elite was the authors and the
propagators of a new idea of nation, based on language (The Transylvanian School—see
Chapter 2) and the myth of the descendants of “glorious Trajan,” the Roman Emperor,
and conqueror of Dacia. They used the term natio Valachica differently from the
connotations implied by natio Hungarica. For the Hungarians the term nation was
twofold: legal and political, and only then ethnic. For the Uniate elite, as we will see in
the following chapters, it was primarily an ethnic conception. Natio Valahica meant the
Romanian people as a whole, not a small privileged elite, as was the Hungarian
understanding of natio Hungarica. 2
Simion Bărnuţiu was the radical driving force of the Romanian Transylvanian
intellectuals and mobilizer of the peasants in his staunch conviction that union with
Hungary would mean the end of all Romanian national hopes. It is interesting to see that
while the Bishops of the two Romanian Churches (Uniate and Orthodox) expressed a
mild attitude toward the union, Bărnuţiu coagulated what he believed to be “the entire
Romanian nation,” intellectuals and peasants alike, against what he and they perceived as
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its mortal enemy. We will see how articles and texts written and then circulated had a
crucial influence on the few Romanian intellectuals in the Principality, who, in turn,
mobilized the peasants via open–field congresses, one of the most innovative ways to
irradiate the newly discovered national spirit from the educated towards the illiterate.
Also, these are the reasons why Bărnuţiu and his colleagues found themselves in a
apparent paradox: while fighting for the freedom of their nation, they allied themselves
with the most conservative force in Europe, in the vain hope that Vienna would defeat
Kossuth and finally grant to the Romanians what the governor–president of “free”
Hungary had been so unwilling to do.
The start of the Revolution found Simion Bărnuţiu in Sibiu, in direct contact with
the Saxons, the German population of Transylvania, at the Academy of Law, and
probably taking part in mysterious meetings (Privatversammlungen) at the home of
lawyer Konrad Schmidt, the man who had represented him in the suit against Lemeni.
Bărnuţiu breathed a clear anti–union air, inspiring himself and nurturing his ideas for a
Romanian nation, anti–union but clearly pro–dynasty. 3
The Revolutions in Vienna and Pest (March 15, 1848) determined a reaction from
the nations that dominated Transylvania politically. The Pest Program contained the
well–known Point Twelve regarding the union between Transylvania and Hungary, and in
Cluj on March 23 Josika Lajos and Bethlen János signed the mutual program for the two
Hungarian parties, liberal and conservative, which sought, in its first stated aim, union
with Hungary and a regional parliament that would have to proclaim that union. In other
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localities too, Hungarians rose enthusiastically. 4 The response of the Saxons of Sibiu
came on March 27 when the Magistrate sent a declaration of loyalty to the Emperor on
behalf of the population, and on March 29 proclaimed the program of a greater united
Austria. On April 3 the National Saxon University, the Saxons’ representative body,
voted some elementary rights for Romanians: the right to be elected and employed in
local and clerical forums on the same conditions as the other nations; the right to learn
crafts; the accordance of canonical recognition to each non–united Church on Saxon land
and Orthodox clerics to be given rights equal to those of clerics of other dominant and
recognized religions. 5

The Proclamation of March 25, 1848
On March 23, the Sibiu based Saxon newspaper Siebenbürger Bote published a report on
the events in Pest on March 15, also printing the twelve points of the Hungarian
revolutionary program. Ioan Puşcariu, who later became a member of the Romanian
Academy, acknowledged in his memoirs that reading these articles gave Bărnuţiu “the
last impulse needed for his deed,” writing:
On the evening of March 24, 1848, agreeing with my study colleague S.
Bărnuţiu after a brief conversation, he dictated to me a proclamation to the
Romanians. During that night we copied this proclamation in five or six
examples and sent them by mail to the youth in Blaj, Cluj, Mureş–Vaşarhei,
Braşov and Sibiu with a challenge that each young man, whether in high
school, seminary or secondary school, copy it and distribute it hand to hand
and then to send it to the village he is from where priests and cantors are to
spread it around the neighbouring villages and so on. In the evening of March
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25 Bărnuţiu dictated a second proclamation, to Gheorghe Roman. This
proclamation was also distributed in the above–mentioned way. 6
Perhaps the best account of the incredible influence Bărnuţiu’s proclamation had
in changing and radicalising Romanian attitudes towards the union with Hungary is by
the historian Alexandru Papiu–Ilarian, a contemporary of the events. In his monumental
work Istoria românilor din Dacia Superioară (The History of the Romanians from Dacia
Superior), he defined the fundamental issue in this way, “for Romanians, on one side the
union meant national death, and on the other the danger of a war, for the greater glory of
Hungarians, against Slavs, against Austria and Russia.” 7 However, at the beginning, in
March 1848, the Romanian publications based in Blaj and Braşov had come out
enthusiastically in favour of the union. Papiu–Ilarian gives examples, presenting in detail
a number of articles published in both Organul luminărei (The Organ of Enlightenment)
and Gazeta de Transilvania (The Transylvanian Gazette). 8 Pro–unionist ideas were to be
crushed by Bărnuţiu’s proclamation however, on St. Thomas Sunday, the first Sunday
after Easter, in Blaj, the moment when Simion Bărnuţiu’s ideology became irrefutably
the motor of the Transylvanian Romanians’ national movement.
Papiu–Ilarian highlighted the importance of this first act of the Romanian
revolution in Transylvania, which ultimately started with Bărnuţiu:
In this confusion nobody had yet heard a Romanian word against the union;
some did not know the deadly danger in this word, others thought of the union
as a torrent which, like it or not, nobody could resist and which swept
everyone before it, and so they had no courage to stand in opposition. Some
6
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others thought that as a nation the Hungarians were much more powerful. […]
So in the whole Romanian world a passive and even an active part were for
the union, or at least they were not against the union.
It was in this context that a first, unsigned, proclamation appeared, and in it was
found the first hint of Simeon Bărnuţiu’s tone and ideas. “Its author was the man whom
Foaia pentru minte, inimă şi literatură (Journal for Mind, Heart and Literature) called to
step into the middle of the crowd, to take our hands and show us the right way, to tell us,
“come here, here you stay, from here you start, this is the thing, these are things you have
to strive for in the first place.” And this starting point is the “national principle.” That is
the reason to oppose union with the Hungarians, who do not want to know about this
principle.” Then on March 26, according to Papiu–Ilarian, Bărnuţiu wrote another
proclamation with similar contents. This proclamation caused a great sensation, and from
the beginning it provoked a “great shocked silence among Romanians.” In addition,
“finally, as a consequence of this proclamation, ideas about nationality and union were so
crystal–clear that, until May 15, the Proclamation of March 25 became the program of the
whole Romanian nation in Transylvania.” 9
We are speaking then about two proclamations dictated by Bărnuţiu during the
evenings of the of March 24 and the 25, 1848 (or the 25 and 26, according to Papiu–
Ilarian). They had the same content, but what was that content?
Hungarians call Transylvanian Romanians to union: Cluj wants it. Szeklers will
be also in favour, but Saxons no. What will the Romanian do? This fact will determine
life and death. Listen to this, you grandchildren of Romans! Romanians do not have to
talk about union until Hungarians recognize the reality of the Romanian nation.
9
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Romanians, listen! Until now you have been politically dead. We want now to throw off
the tombstone, to loosen the bonds on our thousand–year–old nation so that it emerges
from the grave and lives forever.
Romanian priests were called too, “Do not separate yourselves from the body of
your nation; do not separate your interests from the interests of the Romanian people.
Protect the sweet language and the bright name of Romanian.” He also called Romanian
noblemen from Făgăraş, Chioar, Sălaj and all the Transylvanian lands, “Wake from your
heavy sleep, don’t let them lie to you anymore, and don’t let them keep you as
Hungarians any longer, separated from your Romanian mother nation!
Bărnuţiu called on Romanian soldiers, “Heroes lauded by Napoleon” to unify
with “their brothers,” the priests and the noblemen. All Romanians, “townspeople and
village folk” were asked not to hurt any person, but to “firmly” demand an end to
serfdom.
So, until the regional parliament of Transylvania admitted the Romanians at the
same table as the other nations of Transylvania, one could not talk about union, “Our
Romanian nation will not be slaves for Hungarians, Szeklers and Saxons any more; our
language must be honoured before the State and laws. Our nationality has to be
recognized and ensured.”
This was the policy that might save the Romanian nation, and finally, the famous
words that are most often quoted as belonging to Bărnuţiu, “Once again, brothers!
Without nationality, for us the republic is just an accursed despotism. Eradication of
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serfdom, a Romanian nation and national Congress. [...] These first, all the others will be
added. Without these, even heaven is still hell.” 10
The issuing of the Proclamation is considered the first act of the program of the
revolution in Transylvania; its essence is the definition of the Romanian approach to the
revolution. “The Proclamation sheds a blinding light on the dangers of point twelve,
which eclipses all the others [points of the declaration from Pest]: the union between
Transylvania and Hungary.” In clear and concise terms Bărnuţiu dismissed the union
“logically and ideologically” as a mobilizing catchword. Ioan Chindriş—the researcher
who has presented a critical edition of Bărnuţiu’s texts—discovered seven manuscripts of
Simion Bărnuţiu’s proclamation. 11
We must not overlook the surprise offered by the same historian, Ioan Chindriş,
who discovered an alternative manuscript of the proclamation and also attributed it to
Simion Bărnuţiu. After its removal from the Cluj archives as a result of World War I, the
manuscript was stored at the Magyar Országos Levéltár (Hungarian National Archives).
The Hungarian historian Jakab Elek appraised the two proclamation documents in 1881,
while he was an archivist in Cluj. In his opinion, the Manifesto is nothing but “the
paraphrasing of the twelve points from Pest,” offering a conception less radical then the
Proclamation because it accepts a conditional union, proposing the federalization of
Transylvania. Considering this, the manuscript can be also dated to March 1848, but prior
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to the issuing of the Proclamation. In any event, the text just presented and the following
have the same archival registration number in the Budapest archives, 7981–1848.
The “Manifesto of Transylvanian Romanians” opened with a Masonic formula,
“Let there be light!” and its purpose was “to let it be known how one million and three
hundred thousand Romanians understand the so–called Points.” Romanians demanded: 1.
Freedom of the press; 2. Responsible administration; 3. An annually elected Regional
parliament; 4. Civil and religious equality before the law; 5. A National Guard; 6. Mutual
sharing of burdens; 7. An end to urbarial relations; 8. Trial by jury; 9. A National Bank;
10. Reform of the Army and enrolled soldiers to swear on the Constitution; 11. Release
of political prisoners; 12. Union between Transylvania and Hungary.
Regarding point 12, the following was suggested as the nature of the proposed
Union:
12. The Union between Transylvania and Hungary. It may be, but with these
conditions: first, we declare null and void all three constitutions, of Nemets
[Hungarians], of Szeklers and Saxons, with all their rules, which have no
philosophical basis. All nobility diplomas shall be burned. The naming of the
historical–juridical nationalities will come to an end. We recognize only
patriotic Transylvanians, with equal rights. The names of the existing shire
seats and districts will be erased, and there will be a new division and
rounding of the regions, which in the future will be named cantons. The
process of division will be governed by topographical position, the number of
inhabitants (80 or 100 thousand souls in a canton) and nationality, therefore in
each canton there will be only one nationality, because the internal
administration has to be independent, as in North America or Switzerland,
having its mother tongue as the official language: in the Romanian shires the
Romanian language, in Szekler areas, Hungarian. Those which areas which
are mixed will have as the official language the language of the majority if the
minority represents less than 1/3 of the total, but if the minority constitute
more than 1/3 of the total, the official business of the canton can be conducted
in two languages. In mixed shires there will be a translator. One deputy per 40
or 50 thousand inhabitants will be elected to the legislative assembly. The
deputies will be elected by all people of the shire, as in North America and
France. The language of the legislative assembly will be, as in Switzerland,
the language that is best spoken by the deputies, and the language in which the
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laws will be written will be the language of the ethnic majority, and therefore
will be translated into the other two languages. The language in schools will
be chosen according to ethnicity. The administration of schools and churches
will be also as in North America. 12

The First Open Field Congress in Blaj on St. Thomas Sunday (April 18/30, 1848)
Even on Easter Day of the year 1848, April 11/23 (April 11–old style; April 23–
Gregorian calendar), Simion Bărnuţiu insisted on being present at the Romanian
Conference in Braşov. This restricted meeting was attended among others by Ioan
Popasu, archpriest of Braşov, George Bariţiu, editor of Romanian newspapers, and Ion
Bran, a lawyer from Braşov. The Conference agreed on Bărnuţiu’s ideas concerning the
rejection of the union; here it was decided to invite to Blaj not only Romanians from
historical Transylvania, but also those from Banat and the Tisa area. Letters were sent to
Transylvanian Romanians all over Romania, calling them home in order to help the
national cause.
Returning from Braşov to Sibiu, Bărnuţiu found letters from Bucharest, one
addressed to him by Ion Axente, dated April 6, and another for Nicolae Bălăşescu, sent
by the teacher and historian August Treboniu Laurian and dated April 3. Laurian
suggested petitions to the Saxon University, government and Emperor asking for a
Romanian National Assembly, which was to proclaim the same national independence
that Hungarians, Szeklers and Saxons already enjoyed, as well as justice in the Romanian
language and election of Romanian deputies. Axente spoke bluntly about the start of a
revolution to obtain the end of serfdom and injustice. 13
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Nevertheless, on St. Thomas Sunday Bărnuţiu returned to Blaj, to the home he
had left without official consent. The Consistory of the Orthodox Church in Sibiu as well
as the Romanian intellectual elite of that city wanted Bărnuţiu to go to Blaj in person in
order to calm the mood and to postpone any decision making until May 15. Ion Puşcariu
described the reception and Bărnuţiu’s words in Blaj:
Crowds of people were waiting for him, crammed together. When the carriage
that had been sent to Mănărade in order to bring him more quickly entered the
square of Blaj, the people hailed him. Some unhitched the carriage in order to
pull it themselves! Surprised, Bărnuţiu addressed the crowd, “Now is not the
time, brothers, to put people in the yoke, but to free them from it; so let the
cattle be in harness because you have been in harness enough, and now let us
be free men!” 14
G. Bogdan–Duică concluded, “with his gentle voice, in those circumstances,
Bărnuţiu made, meaning now he continued the revolution.”15 The crowd in Blaj did not
obey him, freeing the horses from harness and dragging Bărnuţiu’s carriage into the yard
of the seminary. They did not give him too much time to rest however, and after a quarter
of an hour the people called for Bărnuţiu to speak. He came out, climbed on the church
steps and said, “Now the time has come for serfdom to be ended and for Romanians to
have their rights, which they deserve as a nation.” Nevertheless, for this united powers
were needed. In addition, Romanians had to have, he said, irreproachable behaviour so
nobody could lay any guilt upon them. Bărnuţiu‘s deep conviction was expressed thus:
Romanians must obey leaders and laws so nobody can accuse them of rebellion or of lack
of devotion to the Emperor. At the same time, nothing must compromise the great day of
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the open field congress, May 3/15. Then Bărnuţiu asked the people, “Do you know your
leaders?” The people answered, “Yes, we know them!” “So, you have to obey them and
to follow their teachings!” 16
Bărnuţiu’s words had an immediate effect. He convinced the crowd to go back
home and prepare themselves in peace for the congress on May 15. Even government
clerks reported to the authorities, “Bărnuţiu took it upon himself to calm the people by
peaceful words and in accordance with the law. His words have great influence, as can
been seen.” The Blaj gazette, Organul luminării (Organ of Enlightenment) wrote that
Bărnuţiu “came back (to Blaj) as the angel of peace.” 17
It was not difficult for the tribunes of the people, those twenty year–old
Romanians dizzied by the new national fervour, to go from village to village and
mobilize the peasants, by playing mainly the abolition of serfdom card and the anti–
Hungarian feelings. Romanian Transylvanian peasants were convinced that the good
Emperor had taken measures for their sake, and that the Hungarian nobles were hiding
his benevolent decision. The tribunes, who had a titanic task, were able to wrap their
village–to–village and man–to–man messages into national clothes, and, as we saw
above, Bărnuţiu began to emerge, even in the eyes of the illiterate peasants, as one of
their kin who had been fighting for the entire Romanian community in Transylvania.
And so the throng quietly left Blaj. The next day, Monday April 19/31, a meeting
was held at the Greek–Catholic Seminary, attended besides Bărnuţiu by Simion Balint
from Roşia, Avram Iancu, Ioan Buteanu, Alexandru Papiu–Ilarian and Ioan Puşcariu,
among others. Bărnuţiu had taken advice from his old friend Timotei Cipariu, but he also
16
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spoke personally to the theologians within the Seminary exhorting them to travel in all
directions in order to call people to the open field congress on May 15. Bărnuţiu had
talked to the crowd “in his gentle tone, in carefully chosen loyal terms that inspired peace
and concord” but in the Seminary “the words calling forth deeds would have been more
passionate, more rousing,” calling young people to be “political apostles.” Bogdan–Duică
considers that Bărnuţiu in person called in Sibiu, Braşov and Blaj for a “quick and active
apostolate” and “working in such a manner he built the event.” 18
The meeting on St. Thomas Sunday had a double significance. On one hand it was
the dress rehearsal for the great open field congress in Blaj in May of 1848, and on the
other the implications of it forced the Government in Cluj to allow the proposed National
Open Field Congress on May 15 to take place. Bărnuţiu, who until now has worked
largely “in secret,” stepped forward boldly as the ideological leader of the Transylvanian
Romanian national(ist) movement. The young guard Avram Iancu and Papiu–Ilarian
supported Bărnuţiu’s leadership, and bishop Lemeni, Bărnuţiu’s unpopular adversary,
was replaced and lost any trace of moral authority. “Some from Blaj […] were afraid
because they thought that Bărnuţiu had come to oust the bishop from his position and to
do wonders with the people, as in other towns in those days, but they were very wrong,”19
remarked Papiu–Ilarian, who knew that the real purpose of Bărnuţiu’s coming was to
“unify the leadership from Blaj with the consistory from Sibiu, all with the purpose of
having a preliminary consultation prior to the Assembly on May 15.” 20
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The Conference in Sibiu (May 8, 1848)
Shortly thereafter Simion Bărnuţiu left Blaj and went back to Sibiu. At dawn on
May 3, governor of Transylvania Teleki József, visited Sibiu, but his stay was brief and
he left by 10 o’clock the same morning. It seems that during that short visit the governor
spoke the words “Hungarian monarchy.” “These words decided […] what Saxons loyal
to their prince had to do,” related the Sibiu newspaper Siebenbürger Volksfreund. The
town was decorated with black and yellow ribbons and in the evening people gathered at
the theatre. Here the Austrian flag was raised, the national anthem sung with great
enthusiasm and the journalist Jakob Rannicher addressed the crowd:
No other union except that of the four Transylvanian nations! No other union
except that of peoples belonging to the Austrian State! No other union except that
under Austria’s twin–headed royal eagle! To conclude a separate union between
two countries belonging to the Austrian State is a huge betrayal! 21
On May 8 a conference was held at the Orthodox consistory in Sibiu. Timotei
Cipariu and Teodor Sereni arrived from Blaj, while Alexandru Papiu–Ilarian and August
Treboniu Laurian came from Walachia. Hosting the event in Sibiu was the Greek–
Catholic priest of the town Nicolae Manu, a former teacher, Dumitru Boer, Nicolae
Barbu and of course Simion Bărnuţiu. The latter proposed, and all accepted accept his
proposals: 1) the proclamation of a Romanian nation; 2) swearing of an oath of national
loyalty; 3) protest against the proposed Union. Held in a large hall with open doors, the
conference was attended by a large mass of people, and according to Papiu–Ilarian, “all
the Romanians in Sibiu participated in this vote.”22
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Bărnuţiu thought possible the political union of all Romanians, beyond
confessional differences, with the help of the Orthodox Bishop Andrei Şaguna, whose
arrival in Sibiu was awaited impatiently. Upon his arrival Romanian cavalrymen, their
uniforms adorned with the Austrian cockade, welcomed Şaguna. On the evening of May
11, Bărnuţiu greeted the bishop and charged him to “lead the nation, a task for which he
alone was called,” as another whiteness, Ioan Puşcariu later recalled. 23 Given Şaguna’s
austrophile character, Bărnuţiu’s discourse becomes significant; like the Orthodox
Romanian Bishop, the Greek–Catholic ex–priest is loyal to Emperor Ferdinand, to the
homeland–monarchy and to the Romanian nation. This was the moment when the bases
of political and national collaboration between the two important men of 1848 Revolution
were laid. 24
During the days preceding the great open field congress in Blaj, Sibiu saw a great
concentration of forces as fellow travellers from the other side of Carpathians gathered
there: A. T. Laurian, Ioan Suciu, Aron Florian and Ion Axente from Walachia, Costache
Negri, Lascăr Rosetti, George Sion, Nicolae Ionescu, Alecu Russo and others from
Moldavia, where the mini–revolution in Iaşi had resulted in oppression of the
revolutionaries. All of these people, together then with the Transylvanian intellectual
leadership and peasants from every corner of the Principality made their way to Blaj.
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The Second Open Field Congress in Blaj (May 2/14–6/18, 1848)
Bărnuţiu travelled to Blaj in the company of Ioan Puşcariu, who carried a red,
white and blue flag, and this “Nation’s great flag” with “colours dominating in Romanian
traditional–clothes” would flutter over the Liberty Field in Blaj. In town the Orthodox
Bishop Andrei Şaguna, Sibiu, the Greek–Catholic bishop Ioan Lemeni, Vasile Nopcea,
Dominic Iordan, Ludovic Gole, Ion Buteanu, August Treboniu Laurian, Nicolae
Bălăşescu, and George Bariţiu met together. The delegation from Sibiu was led by Moise
Fulea, the Braşovians by rector Ion Popasu. The Romanians from Banat and Criş were
led by rector Bercianu from Lugoj and the priests Munteanu from Sarcău and Popdanul
from Sarsig. Inhabitants of the Western Carpathian Mountains, with their leader Avram
Iancu of course, came in an impressive number. People from Romanian lands beyond the
Carpathians also attended, but there were also a small number of Saxons and a
surprisingly large number of Hungarians, and though naturally some among them were
there to report to the Government and for newspapers, there were also many Hungarian
peasants and serfs. As Bogdan–Duică wrote, “the most agitated and most revolutionary
Romanians were Bărnuţiu and Papiu–Ilarian […] who together with the boldest students
moved around among the generally poorly dressed crowd interspersed with lesser and
greater priests.” 25 The Hungarian historian Jakab Elek, who also was present, described
Bărnuţiu as being “very dark–faced, dark–eyed, a figure almost wild, a Danton thirsty for
revenge, with really Roman features.” 26
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On May 2/14, a preliminary conference was held where Papiu–Ilarian reported “a
great diversity of political opinions.” A faction of the “Romanian intelligentsia”
advocated the union between Transylvania and Hungary, in part due to “a lack of
understanding of the national cause,” and partly, Papiu–Ilarian reported, through “being
corrupted and bought by the Hungarians.” 27 Had the Government and bishop Lemeni
managed to obstruct this national congress by the convocation of a Greek–Catholic
church conference in Blaj and a simultaneous Orthodox’ conference in Sibiu, as a
previously formulated plan had envisaged, the idea of the union would have been
indubitably accepted by default. As it was, the great popular assembly instead adopted
Bărnuţiu’s national program.
At one point, Vasile Raţiu, the canon of Blaj, addressed the crowd, when,
suddenly and unanimously, Simion Bărnuţiu was in invited to speak. Standing beside an
improvised altar, the manuscript of his speech in his hands, Bărnuţiu began his discourse.
It is known that he spoke for about three hours and the audience was reported to be very
attentive. In his account, published in 1852, several years after the revolution, Papiu–
Ilarian described an extraordinary atmosphere, and echoes of Papiu–Ilarian’s cult of
Bărnuţiu are felt even today. 28
Bărnuţiu spoke of the “Romanians’ relationships with Hungarians” who, he said,
had always oppressed Romanians of Transylvania and now wanted to assimilate them
completely. He rejected the union with Hungary out of hand, and challenged Romanians
to realize a union between themselves, a national union, with cohabitant peoples who
could respect the principle of nationality and enter a confederation, unifying with
27
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Hungarians only at the moment when Romanians were free as a nation and the
Hungarians would respect their nationality. He suggested that the congress issue a
proclamation so everyone would know that the Romanian people are a free and
independent nation. Moreover, Romanians would have to swear that they would always
protect their liberty through their united strength and no one would deflect them from the
national cause. At the same time, he said, Romanians had to be careful not to leave
themselves only in the care of their religious elders and that their church leaders had to be
“procurators in the national cause.” In addition, “all Romania–hood, meaning all
Romanian communities” had to assume and take charge of their national cause. We easily
recognize here the ideas and formulae in the “Transylvanian Romanians’ Manifesto” and
in the Proclamation of March 25.
Besides the “Introduction” (the “exordium” as the historian Silviu Dragomir
called it) and the “touching conclusion,” the discourse had three parts. In the first (1.
below), past relationships between Hungarians and Romanians were examined; in the
second part (.2), the union was analysed and in the final section (3.), Bărnuţiu answered
the question of what Romanians from Transylvania have to do. 29 Alexandru Papiu–
Ilarian first published the discourse with no title from the author, but under the
description “relationships between Romanians and Hungarians and the principles of
national liberty developed by Simeone Bărnuţiu on May 14/2, 1848 in the preliminary
meeting of the National Assembly.” Today it is known by the simple title “The Blaj
Discourse.”
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(1.) The central problem, pursued from start to finish in the Discourse held by
Bărnuţiu in Blaj, was the rejection of the union between Transylvania and Hungary. In
Bărnuţiu’s opinion the Union represented the amalgamation Hungarians desired in order
to construct, from Hungarian and non–Hungarian peoples, a great and strong Hungarian
nation. The larger historical perspective gave the orator a wonderful opportunity to show,
through analogous facts from the past, the “disastrous” consequences political and
religious unions could have for Romanians. He began the tragic litany of events with the
anonymous chronicle from Tuhutum; he continued on with unio trium nationum of 1437.
Verböczy’s Tripartitum, Approbatae and Compilatae are then emphasized as instruments
for denying rights. The sufferance endured by Romanian clerics, the measured
degradation of noblemen and the painful destiny of Romanian serfs contain
characterizations unequalled in Romanian political discourse until then. The religious
union with Catholics (1698, 1700) seems to be, for Bărnuţiu, a “new Hungarian yoke”
which triggered hatred among brothers and brought about no improvement of the political
situation. The Jesuits, the bishopric of Esztergom and splits among Romanians darkened
the positive possibilities of the religious union. All unions were therefore simply ruses or
traps.
(2.) In analysing the Union, Bărnuţiu considered the “Magyarization” efforts since
1836, and showed that responsibility was borne by Kossuth, Wesselény and other
Hungarian representatives, who, since March 1848 had had at their disposal their own
government and all means to fulfil their aims. They felt that the ownership that they
themselves assumed over Romanian land was not a sure foundation for building the
Greater Hungary. Ownership does not proceed from conquest, but only possession, and in
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time this would be rejected in the same way as the foreign yoke. That is the reason for
which the Union with Hungary would be a much safer way to determine Romanians to
give up ownership by their own volition for some apparent yet deceptive benefits. The
land of Transylvania constituted the “true property of the Romanian nation,” and as a
consequence, for Romanians the real meaning of the question, “Union or not?” was to
give land to Hungarians and be an annex to another nations or to be free?
Individuals are mortal, nations are not, Bărnuţiu stated, and under the masque of
liberty and fraternity the Union with Hungary would bring not liberty but servitude; in
consequence, it is a wild animal that devours whole peoples. Real liberty for any nation is
national. As a man has personality, so has a nation. The nation’s personality is born in
liberty; they perish together. Without liberty there is no honour, and life as nation without
honour is bitterer than death.
No nation on earth, Bărnuţiu further explained, can understand liberty without
nationality, and that is the reason he analysed the ratio between culture and national
freedom, emphasising the role of education and the unifying power of language. If a
nation wants to build up a higher culture it first has to unify with its own being.
Romanians must first unite, he said, and their coming together may take place under
different regimes and governments too. The importance of the national language consists
in the fact that it regulates all movement of national life; lack of it leads to barbarism
until its cultivation leads to national unity.
Hungary is a polyglot state he continued, in which each nation has its particular
interests. However, what kind of liberalism may exist in a Hungary that condemns whole
nations to “dumbness”? Why, in Transylvania and Hungary as a whole, cannot the same
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thing be accomplished as has been accomplished in other places? In Swiss assemblies
three languages are spoken, French, Italian and German; in Belgium, the law admits
Flemish and French. Why not in Transylvania?
As a consequence, without nationality there is no liberty, no light anywhere, but
only “shackles, darkness and asphyxiation.” That which water means for fish, air for
birds and for all beings, what light is for seeing, sun for plants, speech for reasoning, the
same is nationality for each people. We were born in it, Bărnuţiu explains; nationality is
our mother. If we are alive, we live in it. Nationality is “our freedom and the realm of our
future salvation.” Union is unlimited life and liberty for Hungarians; for Romanians it
would mean eternal servitude and death. Unifying with Hungary, the Romanian nation
will have no schools, no clerks, no churches of its own, and will be consenting to its own
fate.
(3.) What solutions did Bărnuţiu offer? For the Romanians to constitute and
organize themselves as a nation based on the principle of liberty and equality with other
nations. Without the condition of equal liberty, Bărnuţiu said, Romanians must make no
union! They instead must proclaim the liberty and independence of the Romanian nation,
deciding that further on they only would be bound by the laws formulated in the
country’s regional parliament, in which they would be justly represented.
At the same time that Romanians declare nationhood and are willing to organize
on a national basis, Bărnuţiu continued, it must be clear that they are not the enemy of
other nations, that they recognize and respect their rights but also demands mutual
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respect. The Romanian nation does not want to exercise authority over other nations, but
it will not accept being subject to other nations and it claims equal rights for all nations. 30
Speaking, as it were, on behalf of the Romanian nation, Bărnuţiu enhanced the
decision to strive for nationhood by earnest appeal, concluding honestly and in apotheosis
like a prophet, “Dixi et salvavi animam meam.” (“I have spoken and I have saved my
soul”). Silviu Dragomir stated, not unreasonably, “his inspired speech may be considered
a lecture on Romanian nationalism.” 31
Ioan Chindriş wrote of the discourse that it is “the most significant rhetorical
piece of work in the history of the Romanian nation. No other can be indicated to equal
its amplitude, importance to its audience and timely nature, as well as both its
instantaneous and ulterior influence.” 32 Bărnuţiu’s ideas contained in the Blaj discourse
(which must have taken hours to read) became key elements for the Romanian national
program of the whole revolution in Transylvania, for which it actually established the
character and orientated the course
The content of the Blaj discourse sustained ideas previously formulated by
Bărnuţiu, for example in the meeting at the Sibiu consistory: the Romanian nation, by
proclaiming its independence and rights equal to the other Transylvanian nations, swears
loyalty to the Emperor, to the (Transylvanian) homeland and to itself.
The following incident is also characteristic of Bărnuţiu’s intransigent attitude, his
gift to speak in impressive parables and dicta, and the ease with which he dealt with
priorities. After the conference on May 2/14, the decision was made to send a delegation
30
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to Alba–Iulia in order to take the news to Simion Crainic the “veteran nationalist” who
was there in seclusion as a result of the Lemeni trial in the years 1843–1845. A
delegation was despatched and invited Crainic to Blaj, but the old man did not go to the
congress. One of the members of the assembly suggested that Simion Crainic and the
other rectors and teachers who had been dismissed by the Uniate bishop Lemeni should
be forgiven and restored to their positions. Bărnuţiu however rejected this suggestion
with the words, “This is a case where forgiveness is not allowed and the law must be
observed, so by law they have to be restored to their positions and not by grace, because
they where dishonestly driven from their positions. Now every real Romanian has to put
aside all private causes and interests and all Romanians have now to stand up for the
national cause, until they accomplish it.” 33
The same ideas were reiterated the following day, May 3/15, 1848. Romanians
crowded into Blaj in numbers surpassing all expectations. The Uniate Cathedral was
completely filled, and so the assembly decamped outside where a tribune was erected and
tables and chairs set out for the principal actors. Suddenly, Papiu–Ilarian reported:
Simeon Bărnuţiu turned to the bishops saying: ‘The people are waiting for you
to come out onto the field at the congress, where all measures have been taken
to accommodate you.’ Nobody spoke against, and agreeing unanimously that
the assembly be held in a larger space, in a field nearby, the great bell tolled
and the bishops and intellectuals in front stood up and started to go, a great
crowd following them. 34
On what came to be known as Liberty Field in Blaj, with the enthusiastic
participation of 40–50,000 people, mobilized by the tribunes, those young enthusiastic
Romanians, who managed to bring in the peasants via a enormous village–to–village
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persuasion effort, wrapping the serfdom issue, very sensitive to the villagers, in national
colours. The following were elected: two presidents, bishops Şaguna (Orthodox) and
Lemeni (Uniate), two vice presidents, Bărnuţiu and the newspaper editor George Bariţiu,
then ten secretaries: the canon Timotei Cipariu, rector Ioan Popasu, the teachers A.T.
Laurian and Demetrie Boer, lawyers Iacob Bologa and Ioan Bran, Treasury clerks Paul
Dunca and Petru Maniu, the legal clerk George Angel, and government translator Ioan
Bob. 35
The congress again invited Bărnuţiu to speak, and at the tribune he showed briefly
that “the only role this assembly has is to express the will of the whole Romanian
nation,” therefore these would be the Romanians first wishes: 1. this congress is
proclaimed a national congress; 2. the field where it is held will be forever named
Câmpia Libertăţii (The Field of Liberty); 3. the Romanian nation states its will to remain
loyal to the great Emperor of Austria; 4. “Based on its liberty, the Romanian nation
declares and proclaims itself an independent nation of Transylvania;” 5. the Romanian
nation swears an oath of loyalty to the Emperor, the homeland and the Romanian
nation. 36
The most sacred moment of the congress then followed, the swearing of the
following oath:
I, ... swear in the name of Father, Son and Holy Spirit, to the living God, that I
will always be faithful to the Emperor of Austria grand Prince Ferdinand I.
and to the august Austrian House, to his majesty’s and homeland’s friends and
to be the enemy of his enemies; as a Romanian I will always uphold our
Romanian nation in the right and lawful way and I will defend it by all means
against any attack or oppression; I will never work against the rights and
interests of the Romanian nation; I will preserve and protect our Romanian
35
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law and language as well as liberty, equality and fraternity; on these principles
I will respect all Transylvanian nations, desiring equal respect from them, I
will not try to oppress anyone, but neither will I support anyone trying to
oppress us; I will work as I can to end serfdom, to emancipate industry and
trade, to preserve justice, to enhance humanity’s, the Romanian nation’s and
our homeland’s well–being, So help me God, and give my soul salvation.
Amen. 37
Describing the solemnity of the oath, sworn on the imperial black and yellow flag,
Alexandru Papiu–Ilarian adjures Romanians to forever remember and observe this oath,
“Never would Romanians forget this oath, and they always remember that this oath is not
given for a day or for a year, it is not for only a group of Romanians, but for all of them
and forever and it is a bond for the whole nation to stand one for all and all for one,
defending their freedom with their united strength.” 38
On the second meeting of the open field congress, held on May 3/ 15, August
Treboniu Laurian read and explained the 16 points of the political program of the
Romanian–Transylvanian nation, namely:
1. The political and national independence of the nation will be represented in a
regional parliament meeting yearly in general assembly, and administration and justice in
our own language; from now on Romanians will be called Romanians and not oláh
(Hungarian) or Walachen (German);
2. Independence of Romanian churches, restoring the Metropolitan Church and
the general yearly synod;
3. An end to serfdom and tithes, without compensation;
4. Industrial and commercial freedom; annulment of guilds and tolls;
37
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5. An end of the obligation of giving cows (meaning the protection of the bovine
economy for cattlemen living in the Western Carpathian Mountains who traded in
Moldavia, Walachia and the Ottoman Empire);
6. An end to the metal tithe for the miners and quarrymen of the Western
Carpathian Mountains;
7. Freedom of speech and the press, an end to censorship, an end to bailment;
8. Personal freedom and freedom of congregation;
9. Courts with juries and public access;
10. People’s army or National Guard with Romanian officers;
11. Commission for examining the limits of domains and forests;
12. Endowment of the clergy from the State treasury;
13. State schools, elementary schools, technical and military schools, seminaries
and a university for Transylvanian Romanians;
14. Annulment of tax exemptions for some privileged social categories;
15. A Transylvanian constitutive assembly that will vote on the constitution and a
new code of laws;
16. Postponing the discussion regarding the union between Transylvania and
Hungary until the Romanian nation is recognized, until it is organized and has a vote in
the regional parliament equal to that of other nations; if the union is discussed “about us
without us” (de nobis sine nobis), the Romanian nation will protest solemnly. 39
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Comparing the above program with Bărnuţiu’s discourse, we find that the former
has a greater number of points than discussed in the discourse and from this we can
conclude that some of the other leaders of the movement participated in making the
program along with Bărnuţiu. Ioan Raţiu sustains that Timotei Cipariu’s personality can
be found at the heart of the program, 40 while Bogdan–Duică maintains that the petition–
program was elaborated and put on paper on the evening of May 2 at Bărnuţiu’s home in
Blaj, in the presence of August Treboniu Laurian and George Bariţiu. Whatever the facts
of regarding authorship, the heroes of the day were Bărnuţiu, Laurian and Bariţiu, who
were lifted shoulder high and carried enthusiastically by the cheering crowd. 41
The sixteen–point petition addressed to the Emperor and the regional parliament
in Cluj bore the signatures of Şaguna, Lemeni, Bărnuţiu, Laurian, Cipariu, Petre Manu,
Bariţiu, Popasu, Iacob Bologa and Ioan Bran. After the congress had accepted the
document it was suggested that two delegations be elected to go with nation’s demands,
to Vienna and Cluj, and a permanent committee headquartered in Sibiu which was to
respond to the answers the delegations received and convoke the national general
assembly in order to inform the people about them. The number of delegates to the
Emperor was to be at least thirty, that of deputies in the regional parliament at least one
hundred and the number of members in the permanent committee at least twelve. 42
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General Joseph Schurtter—present at the open field congress—highlighted in his
report to the heads of Supreme Military Command the order and discipline as well as the
dynastic atmosphere in which the Blaj open field congress was held, “Ich fühle mich
übrigens angenehm veranlaßt, berühren zu können, daß während der ganzen Dauer
dieser Versammlung, das in einer über großen Masse versammelt gewesene Volk eine
musterhafte Ruhe, Eintracht und Ordnung bewährt habe.” Schurtter annexed to this
report the points of the petition, the text of the oath and Andrei Şaguna’s pastoral speech
given on May 16. 43 Marshal Anton von Puchner, the supreme military commander of
Transylvania, reported to the Austrian Ministry of War about the event in Blaj and his
comments were also positive in tone. 44
Bogdan–Duică debated Bărnuţiu’s conceptions regarding his devotion towards the
Habsburg monarchy and towards the Emperor, showing that “regarding the idea of
Dacia–Romania, his view widened only at Iaşi [after the revolution, in while teaching at
the University of Iaşi, in Moldavia].” 45 Concerning the agrarian question, Bărnuţiu was a
moderate, insisting both on St. Thomas Sunday and on May 3/15 that peasants must be
patient, that they must wait for the Emperor’s laws and not Hungarian laws to give them
land. Above the social factor, he put the political and national factors, his conviction
being that “a happy agrarian solution” must be realized by “Romanized, constitutional
means.” 46
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Vice President of the Permanent Committee in Sibiu (May–October 1848)
The Permanent Committee elected by the Blaj open field congress numbered
twelve men and was later enlarged to twenty–five members; president was the Orthodox
bishop Andrei Şaguna, vice president Simion Bărnuţiu; the other members were clerics,
teachers, lawyers, clerks at the Imperial Table in Târgu Mureş, and a lawyer. 47 Most of
the committee members being based outside Sibiu, in situ remained Bărnuţiu, Nicolae
Bălăşescu, Nicolae Maniu and, on his return from Vienna, August Treboniu Laurian,
though he was not an official member.
On June 3 a meeting was held attended, besides Committee members, by “other
Romanian men, all told, over forty in number.” 48 Meanwhile, on May 29, the
Transylvanian regional parliament had opened in Cluj, convened according to the old
system that excluded any Romanian participation. Bishop Lemeni was present, but was
there in his capacity as royal deputy and not a deputy elected by Romanians. On May 30,
1848, the regional parliament voted in favour of the union between Transylvania and
Hungary. Romanian demands were not taken into account and conversely there were long
and negative debates concerning the Permanent Committee. Gazeta de Transilvania of
June 3/15 commented:
From June 6 to the 10, the Romanian Committee and all things done in Sibiu
were discussed in all parliamentary sessions […] Annulment of the Romanian
committee was expressly called for; deputies demanded punishment of its
members, some seeking even their execution. How easily aristocracy forgets
47
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itself! Without producing any specific, positive and serious evidence of guilt,
they ask not only for annulment but also for the most serious punishment for
the members. Do you not know that since March 15 the committee is not just
the manifestation of a simple meeting [original in the Romanian text – n.t.],
but that of a whole nation and you have absolutely no right to annul it? Above
all, it has to be noted that the regional parliament as a legislative body is
involved in government business, a fact recognized also by some deputies. 49
The opening of the regional parliament in Cluj determined Simion Bărnuţiu to
edit his first proclamation in his capacity as member and vice president of the Permanent
Committee. As the “Transylvanian Romanians’ Manifesto” or the “Proclamation of Blaj”
this proclamation, also unsigned and addressed to “Brother Hungarians, Szeklers and
Saxons,” 50 was rightfully attributed to the ideological mentor of Transylvanian
Romanians, and indeed an original copy handwritten by Bărnuţiu has been discovered
among documents kept by George Bariţiu. The new draft represented an answer to the
atmosphere of political tense atmosphere coming from Cluj, the Capital of the
Principality, who intended to impose the union by any means. The document was sent to
Bariţiu but was not published, the editor perhaps thinking that the time was not right and
publication could endanger the lives of Romanian deputies. As a result, this manuscript
was not widely circulated. Moreover, the union imposed by force on the second day of
the regional parliament made this document redundant.
The manifesto points out that “relationships between one another are not very
joyful,” meaning Transylvanian nations lacked trust and were hostile towards one
another. “So the homeland is like this for the moment, torn apart.” This time Bărnuţiu
was not addressing his co–nationals but “Hungarian and Szekler brothers,” asking them
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to give up the perceived invasive union, because through it “you cut the links that must
bind the hearts of all nations within Transylvania.” The author urged the co–inhabitants
to recognize the rights of the Romanian nation, those expressed in the open field congress
on May 15. He always appealed to the “arguments of the healthy mind,” and asked, “Do
you not know that we cannot enter any covenant with you until we are a nation in the
political sense and organized, having the same rights as all the other nations?” That is
why he called for brotherhood between nations, because only brotherly love and
brotherhood could strengthen Transylvanians against foreign enemies, especially against
those “of the West.”
Bărnuţiu also addressed another manifesto, “Romanians from Hungary!”
respectively inhabitants of Maramureş, Banat, Sătmar [Satu–Mare] and Bihor, calling
them all to unity and acceptance of the decisions of the Blaj open field congress. This
new manifesto was an “Answer to the Romanians’ of Hungary,” issued by the Pest
newspaper Pesti Hirlap, Nr. 62, of May 21, 1848. Romanians from Hungarian areas had
embraced the union, but Bărnuţiu admonished them, arguing in the spirit of his central
ideas that happiness depends on liberty and liberty cannot exist in union with Hungary.
Conversely, if it is about a union, it must be of all Romanians, under the Austrian crown,
and he concluded, “Long Live Emperor Ferdinand! Long Live the Romanian union!” 51
The second Romanian delegation, lead by Andrei Şaguna, which had taken the
petition to the Emperor, was also disappointed; Emperor Ferdinand gave an unfavourable
response to the delegation, and on June 10 he sanctioned the union.
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Despite the formal liquidation ordered by the Government (May 21), the
Permanent Committee continued its activities. With Bărnuţiu as president, the committee
did not exist “only in name” as later George Bariţiu stated tendentiously, but was active
in attempting to protect and promoting the interests of the Romanian nation. 52
Simion Bărnuţiu and Alexandru Papiu–Ilarian, in their capacity as members of the
committee, approached the Saxons because of their mutual national interests and
direction, anti–union and pro–dynasty. Hungarian newspapers denounced Bărnuţiu’s
agreements with the Saxons and the meetings that began on 8th–9th June 1848,
immediately after the imperial snub given to Saxons and Romanians on the issue of the
union. 53 Romanian and Saxon anti–union agitation was, in the Transylvanian
government’s view, a dangerous development, and on June 1/13 officials (Kemény
Domokos and Bethlen Miklós) arrived in Sibiu in order to get a clearer idea of what was
happening.
Another case in which Simion Bărnuţiu had a particular interest was the famous
Mihalţ incident, a tragic episode on June 2 in which twelve peasants were killed and
others injured by soldiers. The peasants and their cattle had occupied land that belonged,
they said, to the commune, a claim contested by the local landowner, a Hungarian count.
The county authority ruled that the property was to be given back to the count, and the
army, in the form of a Szekler unit lead by the head of the county in person, enforced this
decision, leading to the deaths of the above mentioned number of peasants. Implored by
the villagers to intervene, the Permanent Committee made inquires into the case, sending
the teacher Cherecheş, chancellery clerk Nicolae Mureşan and the registrar from Blaj
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Iosif Gherendi, and on June 15 the Committee presented its findings to the k.u.k Supreme
Military Commander and the government. Receiving short shrift in response, they were
told bluntly that the government recognized neither the committee nor its enquiry.
Instead, the government found the Romanians to be in breach of the government order of
May 21 ordering the Committee to end its activities and asking the fiscal director to
prosecute the members Simion Bărnuţiu, Constantin Roman, Aron Pumnul and the priest
Nicolae Maniu.
Unlike Avram Iancu, the leader of the Romanian peasants from the Western
Carpathian Mountains, who, in Sibiu, had furiously and aggressively confronted the
government representative who accused Romanian youth of agitating and who was ready
to go to the mountains in order to begin a bloody reprisal, Bărnuţiu called for peace and
moderation, “Be patient, or once again you’ll do something unfortunate!” Although
Bărnuţiu and the national committee were ready to collaborate with the government to
inquire into the Mihalţ case, the government declared the Committee annulled. More or
less nationalist Romanian historians like Bogdan–Duică considered this incident as yet
another tragedy and injustice inflicted onto the Romanian nation by “the Hungarians.” He
wrote, “Mihalţ: on the Hungarians’ side, just a commission, but on our side, history.” 54
Bărnuţiu’s thoughts on the Mihalţ case were published in an article entitled “Cauza
Mihalţului,” [The Cause of Mihalţ] which appeared in Foaia pentru minte, inimă şi
literatură (Journal for Mind, Heart and Literature), on July 5, 1848, quoted in full in the
appendix of this dissertation. 55
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On July 9, the Permanent Committee had serious business to consider. On July 1/13
Gazeta de Transilvania of Braşov reported:
But have we accepted that the union against which we have protested is to be
concluded without us? Considering more recent developments, it seems that
the union has in fact been accepted without us being informed directly and
without us having withdrawn our protest: Romanians have taken part in
elections for deputies in the regional parliament in several counties and also
recognized the deputies in Pest, something which – judging by a letter that
came to us from Sibiu – our Romanian committee agrees to, though of course
under that most important condition, that all the points demanded at the Blaj
open field congress are accepted, are noted and give a clear, stronger
definition to the nation. 56
The newspaper referred to the elections held in Transylvania for the parliament,
which opened in Pest on July 2. Romanians had participated in this election, meaning that
in Sibiu the Permanent Committee had agreed to that participation, and that by sending a
number of Romanian deputies and consultants to Pest the Committee was tacitly
acknowledging the union between Transylvania and Hungary. Those deputies and
consultants were: Şaguna, Lemeni, Alexandru Bohăţel (as deputy of Dăbâca), Alexandru
Şterca–Şuluţiu, Iosif Ighian, Timotei Cipariu, Dunca, Anghel, Bran, Oniţ, Dobra, and
Moldovan. In order to sweeten the bitter pill it was specified that the acceptance of the
union would be conditional, meaning with the observance of Romanian national
demands. The gazette also reported that “those nine men” elected to the unified
parliament “have spent two months in Pest without even being called once to a
consultancy.” 57
Avram Iancu also came to Sibiu from Blaj, and Ioan Puşcariu wrote about him,
“Here in Sibiu, Iancu is becoming a close and intimate friend of Bărnuţiu; Bărnuţiu was
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Iancu’s idol and his words were Gospel.” 58 Kolozsvári Hiradó relates that Bărnuţiu even
made a trip to Câmpeni in the Apuseni Mountains, sometime between July 5 and 13,
dressed in traditional clothes as in Sibiu, in a one horse carriage, driving himself. Gazeta
de Transilvania denied the news. 59
Before July 18/30 however, the scattered members of the permanent Committee
gathered in Sibiu to compose a letter addressed to the Romanian deputies who remained a
part of the royal commission, forbidding them any negotiation on the nation’s behalf and
asking them to come back home soon; this intransigent attitude betrays Bărnuţiu’s
influence.
The government decided the fate of the Romanian agitators in an exceptional court of
law. Hungarian governmental commissar Vay Miklós sent his emissary Béldi Ferenc to
Sibiu in order to arrest the heads of the Romanian revolutionary movement, and from the
check–point in Turnu–Roşu, lieutenant Dobokay was also ordered to Sibiu. The first
victims would be Simion Bărnuţiu, August Treboniu Laurian and Nicolae Bălăşescu.
The actions began on August 6/17. Dobokay entered a local restaurant and standing
right before Bărnuţiu but not recognizing him, asked, “Where is Bărnuţiu?” Bărnuţiu sent
him to look in the back yard, and while Dobokay was searching there Bărnuţiu quickly
consulted a friend who was with him, the young Nicolae Barbu. Deciding on escape, they
opened a window and Bărnuţiu jumped into the street and ran off, the silence of those in
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the street assisting him. 60 Accompanied by Vasile Tămaş, another member of the
Permanent Committee, Bărnuţiu left for Veştem, Racoviţa, and Orlat.
August Treboniu Laurian was not so fortunate, and was arrested attempting to escape
to Braşov. Nicolae Bălăşescu was taken from his home. Both were imprisoned in the
army barracks, and when the population heard about the arrest they flocked there in
support and in the hope of obtaining their release. The supreme military commander,
General Anton von Puchner decamped to Alba–Iulia in order to convince Vay to accept
the committee members’ release. However, before the arrival of Vay’s answer, Gen.
Pfersmann, the deputy to the supreme commander of the Austrian army, allowed the two
men to go free, on August 13/25, and following their release they left for Orlat. 61
These events were in fact beneficial for the Romanian revolutionary movement in the
sense that they had shown the people’s solidarity with the movements’ intellectual
leadership and enhanced their support. In addition, Bărnuţiu’s travels in the villages of
the Romanian border regiment prepared the ground for the Romanian border regiments’
assembly in Orlat on September 10–11, 1848.
Bărnuţiu spoke on behalf of the First Romanian Border Regiment of Orlat, which had
responsibility for the region around Hunedoara and including Sibiu, Făgăraş, and up to
Braşov, eighty–two localities in total. The leaders of the assembly in Orlat, lieutenants
David Ursu and Mihail Novac, priests Ioan Moldovanu and Anton Vestemeanu, school
teachers Ioan Banciu and Constantin Stejar, showed the influence of Bărnuţiu’s ideas in
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their arguments and efforts at motivation, “from the concept of personal freedom will
follow the liberty of the borderers to form.” 62
In September assemblies of both Romanian border regiments took place, in Orlat on
September 10–11, and at Năsăud two days later. Forty–four villages were represented.
These meetings occurred a few days before another great Romanian open field congress
of September 16–25, the third and final Romanian open field congress in Blaj.

The Third Romanian Open Field Congress in Blaj (September 4/16 –September 21/
October 3, 1848)
If in Orlat Bărnuţiu was more backstage, in Blaj he again came to the fore, on
September 13/25, accompanied by August Treboniu Laurian, Alexandru Papiu–Ilarian
and Mihail Novac, the lieutenant from Orlat. Popular participation in this event was so
overwhelming that to gain access the three had to pass through what must have seemed a
near infinite crowd of people between Mănărade and Blaj.
The open field congress had begun on September 4/16, with around six thousand
or seven thousand Romanians lead by Axente Sever, Ion Brad and D.P. Gradu. The same
day a petition was adopted which was addressed to the Capitulum in Blaj and to the
government in Cluj, and on September 5/17 Canon Raţiu and Professor Andrei Pop left
for Cluj carrying the petitioners’ demands. Over the next two days, military drilling and
weapons training took place. On September 8/21, Raţiu and Pop returned from Cluj
bringing with them a threatening letter addressed to the agitators by the government
commissar Vay, and one day later, on September 10/22 Vay himself arrived in Blaj
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accompanied by Major Ion Clococeanu. Before them however, a delegation had arrived
from the Western Carpathian Mountains, lead by Avram Iancu. The following day Vay
appeared in front of the people. Simion Balint and the young Moga, released by Vay
from the prison of Aiud, were also present. Vay accepted the open field congress in Blaj,
not that he had much choice in the circumstances: he was all but alone, surrounded by the
crowd and in no position to obstruct the gathering. On September 12/24, the released
were cheered and speeches given. As noted above, Bărnuţiu arrived on September 13/25,
accompanied by Papiu–Ilarian and Novac, and together with the rest of the leadership
they debated the points of the adopted protocol. The next day Novac left, probably for
Sibiu. On September 16/28 Committee member Florian Micaş arrived in Blaj and on the
same day the National Guard was founded, a body which can be described as the
Transylvanian Romanian popular army. August Treboniu Laurian made a speech to mark
the occasion and the assembly swore an oath to uphold the constitution of Austria.
Nicolae Bălăşescu arrived on September 17/29, as did Gen. Joseph Schurtter, to represent
the Imperial Military Command. Organisation of the National Guard continued the
following day. Schurtter, Bărnuţiu, Laurian, Buteanu, Papiu–Ilarian and others returned
to Sibiu and on September 21 / October 3, 1848, and the protocol of the open field
congress in Blaj was submitted in the form of a petition to the Supreme Military
Command in Sibiu.
This petition was certainly approved entirely by Simion Bărnuţiu. It demanded:
the immediate cessation of all forms of obligatory labour; a commission to establish new
bases for property ownership; rejection of the union and nomination of a mixed
government composed of Saxons, Romanians and Hungarians which was to be replaced
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eventually by a permanent government; a Romanian National Assembly; Transylvanian
regional parliament and a Romanian National Guard with arms provided by the Imperial
Military Command.
Bărnuţiu spent several days in Blaj taking part in the creation of the National
Guard, and with this done, the foundation of the Transylvanian Romanians’ Army was in
place. Its composition was based on tribunates and prefectures: ten villages formed a
tribunate of ten companies, each village providing a company, while one hundred villages
represented a prefecture consisting of three thousand men. Despite these figures,
Prefecture I from Blaj, commanded by Axente, boasted ten thousand men. The National
Guard was founded in the presence of imperial officers: Gen. Schurtter and Maj.
Clococeanu, the latter being Romanian. In this way as well as by the oath to uphold the
Austrian Constitution the “moral pact between dynasty, army and people” was
enhanced. 63
Not surprisingly, the third open field congress in Blaj and the formation of the
National Guard which accompanied it was viewed in some quarters as a declaration of
war against Pest and the Hungarian revolution; after the congress the Permanent
Committee dissolved itself, and in response to sabre rattling reformed as a Pacification
Committee.
Interestingly, August Treboniu Laurian, the Transylvanian Romanian teacher who
had taught in Walachia and who now came to the rescue of his colleagues, had a
significant influence on Bărnuţiu’s radicalism. If in his March 25 proclamation he alluded
to a Transylvania administered like Switzerland or the United States of America, in the
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fall Bărnuţiu’s view became more intransigent: now his discourse was focused on the
Romanians’ domination of Transylvania, at least in the areas where the Romanian
element was in majority.
After the third open field congress, the Romanian Committee issued a
Memorandum of the Romanian Nation to the liberal Parliament in Vienna. This was the
strongest and most radical political and national demand of the Romanian revolution in
Transylvania. In their name and that of their “brothers from Moldavia and Walachia,” the
Transylvanian Romanians asked for the formation of a Principality of all Romanians
under the Austrian Crown, “a free union of free peoples.” This idea, as daring as
unrealistic it may have been, came from Bărnuţiu and Papiu Ilarian, only horrifying
Kossuth even more, who, despite the later denials of his negotiation partner from
Walachia Nicolae Bălcescu, was convinced to the very end that the Romanian
Transylvanians wanted nothing less than the creation of a scary mythical Daco–
Romania. 64

President of the Pacification Committee (October 1848–March 1849)
Field–Marshal Puchner officially recognized the Pacification Committee on
October 4/16. Its members were: Simion Bărnuţiu (president), August Treboniu Laurian
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(deputy president), Nicolae Bălăşescu, Timotei Cipariu, Florian Micaş, Ioan Bran, with
Major Riebel acting as a military consultant.
From the very beginning and throughout the period of its activity, the Pacification
Committee – which, as the Gazeta de Transilvania reported, was in fact a defence
committee – received no financial support from either the state or the imperial army, but
about 7,000 Florins were raised by public subscription after a financial appeal by the
same newspaper on October 18, “Everyone, give a Florin! Do not wait for the committee
to lack the money even to pay for postage stamps!” 65
Trust and confidence in the committee remained very high among the Romanian
population, and it was even known as the “Romanian government.” This level of faith
brought with it high hopes and consequently many tasks: people came to Sibiu to petition
the Pacification Committee for help on all plans. To cope with demand, the committee
was expanded to include Aron Florian, Gavril Munteanu, George Bariţiu, David
Almăşanu, S. Popovici–Barcianu, the Brote brothers, I. Banciu and others. Of the original
members, Micaş and Bran each took responsibility for a prefecture and Nicolae
Bălăşescu acted as the financial officer of the Committee.
From the recognition of the committee by the k.u.k. authorities on October 4/16,
1848 until it fled Sibiu prior to the occupation by Hungarian troops lead by General Josef
Bem, the Romanian Pacification Committee acted like a real government and was treated
as such by the Austrian Supreme Command, having economic and administrative
responsibilities as well as political and military duties. The Committee was involved in
various fields, from recruitment, order and discipline in the army and the establishment of
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courts martial, administration of extant counties such as Hunedoara, legal matters
concerning the tribunes and prefects to official statements and press releases. 66
The first task of the Pacification Committee was to recruit for the National Guard
and to disarm the soldiers involved in the Hungarian revolution. The declaration of war
was signed by all six members of the committee on October 2/19, 1848; a further
declaration of war dated October 24 / November 5 was signed only by Simion Bărnuţiu
and Geeorge Bariţiu. The Pacification Committee renewed the call to arms on October
18/30 and December 15, 1848, and all men aged between eighteen to thirty–eight years
were called up. Ultimate responsibility for military matters remained with the Imperial
army however, which commanded the Romanian legions. 67
The second problem was administrative organisation, and here too the
Pacification Committee could be seen acting like an independent government. The
Committee asked for new rulers, elected by universal popular vote, but because so many
peasants had been recruited, priests together with twelve peasants from each village
participated in the elections. Bărnuţiu himself, wishing to set the example of the way in
which a popular administration should be conducted, directed the elections in Blaj
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personally. On November 9/21, 1848, six inspectors, a notary, and a number of honorary
assessors were elected and a new district was constituted at Blaj, torn from the former
Alba Inferior, populated by sixty thousand Romanians and eleven thousand Saxons and
Hungarians. In Bărnuţiu’s conception, Romanian civil servant had the duty to be “good,
correct, educated, and humanitarian towards their brethren.” The Hungarian and Saxon
minorities, invited to elect their representatives too, chose Pozsony Sándor and Friedrich
Magesius.
In Făgăraş, the elections presided over by Laurian were held on November 12,
and following the ballot in Alba–Iulia, thirty Romanian civil servants were
elected along with twenty Hungarians, Saxons and Armenians. 68
It is interesting to consider the way in which this first Romanian government in
Transylvania understood its relationships with co–inhabiting nations who had been, until
that time, the dominant nations in the state; it should be remembered that in Blaj, Simion
Bărnuţiu had spoken of the need to observe the rights of minorities.
Concerning the Saxons, the Pacification Committee, using the k.u.k. Supreme
Military Command as intermediary, requested that the National Saxon University (the
Saxons’ assembly) accomplish on its territory (Fundus regius, Pământul Crăiesc) equality
in rights and public tasks for Romanian and Saxons; proportional help from the
allodium–communal offices of Romanian churches and schools; election of civil servants
and communal civil servants through priests and cantors; in communes with mixed
populations, free elections for the Saxon University; equality between the languages
Romanian and German. 69 The Saxon University answered the request with some
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reservations until reform of the Saxon Constitution and municipalities. The discussion
continued between the Pacification Committee and the Saxon Committee, also nominated
on October 16, 1848, by Gen. Pfersmann, deputy to the supreme military commander,
and composed of Carl Müller, Peter Lange and Stephan Ludwig Roth. The Romanian
Committee also intervened against the Saxons in the questions of administrative detail,
and as a result, on November 4/16, Stephan Ludwig Roth attempted to annex some
thirteen Romanian villages to the Chair of Mediaş. 70 The Pacification Committee
protested.71
Regarding the Szeklers and Hungarians, on October 7/19, the Pacification
Committee issued a proclamation addressed to “The Hungarian and Szekler nations in
Transylvania,” which spoke of “liberty and equality of all nations” that live in
Transylvania. Rejecting the Kossuth style military action, against which “we want to
fight with our wealth and blood to our final breath, until we beat and annihilate it or
ourselves we shall decline,” the Romanian Committee called for a great “peace–making
moment, a brotherly meeting” and if not “then so be it; we’ll unfold the war flag and let’s
start the bloody battle.” Finally, the Pacification Committee suggested a war with
warriors, not with women, children, and the grey–haired, because “if we can not agree on
the idea of politics and liberty, let us agree and at least agree mutually on the idea of
humanity!” The proclamation bore as a second signature that of Simion Bărnuţiu. 72
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As all spirits were heated beyond of any point of return, a fratricidal civil war
began. In the autumn of 1848 Bărnuţiu authored four manifestoes addressed to
“Romanian brothers!” in whom he called on them to hold their heads high and take up
arms (October 7/19), to fight for “Romanian ancestry,” for the Emperor and “against
Hungarian despotism” (Manifesto dated October 8/20). The Romanian Committee took
steps to limit excesses and ordered Romanians: 1. Not to spoil any property or human
lives; 2. To forgive those who surrender their arms; 3. To avoid attacks on travellers; 4.
To obey the heads of communities; 5. To not drink much and avoid excesses; 6. To
punish under “martial law” all those who do not obey these rules (Manifesto dated
October 9/21).73
In the fourth manifesto, dated October 20 and signed by Committee president
Bărnuţiu and secretary Bariţiu, the Romanian Committee came out against those
collaborating with the “Hungarian party,” Ioan Lemeni, and against Vay and Kossuth and
the “terrorism” they were promoting. It is stated with that, “Romanians had killed no
Hungarian until Vay hanged Alesandru Bătrâneanu, until they had robbed again the
villages at Juc and strafed Vaida Camaraşu while the inhabitants were still there.
Conversely, all summer long Hungarians executed Romanians, they killed some of them
in Mihalţ, in Lona, they foraged and beat people to death in Micăsasa, Armeni, in Câmpia
Turzii and some other places. All these events were endured with heroic patience by
Romanians.” Further, “They [Hungarians] lit the fire. Now, who could blame Romanians
if the house lit by Hungarians burns and who is guilty if the house burns even with
Hungarians inside it?” Then it pilloried the pro–Hungarian Lemeni, stating that he had
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forgotten the scriptures that advised actions different to those he had performed. In quotes
of the apostolic principles, the bishop was reminded of an old ideal in the name of which
he now condemned his former pupils in theology. Simion Bărnuţiu, also a former pupil,
now stated that Lemeni’s dismissal on November 9 was the dismissal of a “meineidiges
Weerkzeug im Dienste der revolutionären Parthei” (perjurous tool in service of the
revolutionary Party–German). Canon Simion Crainic was nominated to fill the vacant
bishop’s throne, and among others who were Lemeni’s instruments who were dismissed
in Blaj and arrested in Alba–Iulia were the rector Filip (Fülöp), professor Maniu and
consistory notary Manfi. 74
On November 13, the Committee addressed a manifesto to “canons, vicars,
rectors and priests of all confessions, prefects, tribunes, centurions, soldiers and to all
other Romanians.” This act established and imposed a hierarchy of authority in
Transylvania in order to “limit the anarchy.” The Committee asked ordinary Romanians
and their spiritual and military leaders to obey only imperial orders that came from the
“High General Command” and from the Committee. It also asked them to defend their
own and their nation’s honesty by good behaviour and instructed that no one was to take
justice into his own hands or to “touch anybody else’s property. 75
On December 8, Simion Bărnuţiu, in the name of the Romanian Committee,
edited an appeal to the Emperor76, which was a testimony of the confusing situation in
which Transylvanian Romanians found themselves at that time. In order to save their
national identity they had chosen political and military alliance with imperial forces
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against what they perceived the terror propagated by the Hungarian aristocracy under the
banner of the revolution. The appeal contained a reminder of “the noble cause that
imperial forces have defended, in union with the militias of the Romanian and Saxon
nations.” Bărnuţiu acknowledged “the real state of Transylvania in recent weeks,” being
persuaded that the Emperor could not have found out the truth because of, he understated,
the “interruption of communication.” That is the reason “we humbly dare to reflect” on
the former Transylvanian government composed only of Hungarians, lead by president
Mikó Imre, which was “much compromised,” being at the disposal of “Kossuth’s party.”
Further, the government had ignored the proclamation of the supreme military
commander of the army in Transylvania, Field Marshal Anton von Puchner, issued on
October 18, in which he announced that he was taking over running the country in the
name of the Emperor. Moreover, Mikó, in person, had presided over the Szeklers’
assembly in Lutiţa (October 15), and for these reasons the Emperor is expressly asked to
“dissolve that rebel body and from now on to consign country’s affairs” to Puchner, “to
whom should be given an administrative council composed of members of non–
compromised nations.” It was also proposed that after the re–establishment of peace, a
general legislative assembly, based on the principle of equality in rights and made up of
all Transylvanian nations, would elect a permanent government, representing all
Transylvania’s inhabitants.
A declaration of faith comes next and it is entitled “Long live our young Emperor
Franz Josef!” dated December 12, 1848, Sibiu. This one was not addressed to the
Emperor, but to all Romanians, speaking of their pro–dynastic sympathies and
encouraging the hope that promised rights will be achieved through the throne. “Once
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again, Romanians, now we have to shake hands with all peoples who share faith in the
monarchy!” 77
On December 13, 1848, Gazeta de Transilvania published the following
announcement, “Today his highness the [Orthodox] bishop [Şaguna] is going to host a
preliminary conference with the committee and other leading men. If people are going to
be honest with one another, the conference may have the desired results.” 78 From the
minutes of the conference we can see it reached the amplitude of a Romanian national
assembly, on the model of those held by the National Saxon University. The minutes
were signed by the Orthodox Bishop Andrei Şaguna (president of the assembly) Paul
Dunca, George Bariţiu, rector Ioan Orban and archdeacon Ioan Hane (secretaries).
Simion Bărnuţiu is unlikely to have been present at that moment. The assembly formed
by “rectors, clerics, lay notables and intellectuals of the nation,” and numbering “250
members” was opened at half past nine in the morning by bishop Şaguna in the presence
of the deputy k.u.k. military commander Pfersmann and War Secretary Lt. Col. von
Klima. In his speech, the bishop detailed in “vivid colours” the situation of the homeland,
describing the “true and false patriotism of the enemy we are fighting” and reminding
those present of the steps taken in order to “fight the war in most humane way possible.”
Şaguna announced Emperor Ferdinand’s abdication and the coming to the throne of his
grandson, Franz Joseph I, a fact that made the assembly exclaim three times “Vivat!” The
president asked for members’ opinions, and several, not named in the minutes, spoke; one
referred to measures to be taken in order to obtain peace and limit excesses, another
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asked the Permanent Committee to inform the assembly on its activity up until then. A
member informed the gathering the steps taken by the Permanent Committee during the
past six weeks (since October 1848) and the assembly expressed its compassion for the
difficulties the Committee faced. Several, both clerics and lay speakers, suggested
different ways to re–establish peace in the country. After four hours of debate, “the
assembly voted and decided the following points of petition”: 1. Restoration of district
offices, of districts and chairs depending on the number of inhabitants and the
confirmation of [Romanian] civil servants elected in order to eradicate anarchy; 2.
Nominalization of commissions of inquiry, based both on the decisions taken at Blaj and
on the Emperor’s resolution given at Innsbruck on June 23, 1848, which were charged
with looking into the conflicts regarding allodial lands, forests, pastures, mills, conflicts
between former subjects and their former landlords, “between communes and nations;” 3.
Sending other commissions to inquire into damage caused by the enemy by burning,
pillaging and occupying the localities; 4. Constitution of a trained and disciplined mobile
guard [Romanian] of 15 000 men; 5. Acquisition “on the account and credit of the
Romanian nation” of 50 000 rifles; 6. Opening of [Romanian] schools, juridical study
chairs in Blaj and Sibiu until the foundation of the Romanian university solicited from the
Emperor; 7. Attribution from fiscal or private domains for firewood to the communes in
need and to the families whose men have been conscripted; 8. The authorities to be
informed of the conflicts between the inhabitants of the Western Carpathian Mountains
(Alpenbewohner) of Câmpeni and fiscal officials regarding forests; 9. “The present
assembly,” based on the decisions of the open field congresses in Blaj in May and
September 1848, protests once more against the union between Transylvania and
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Hungary “as the source of all troubles that hurt our homeland” (als Quelle aller
Drangsale, die unser Vaterland betrafen), and asks for the independence of this great
principality, whose laws are to be modified according to the new Austrian Constitution;
10. The government in Cluj, that by its perfidy in behaviour has been compromised so
many times, to be discarded, the ordinances issued by it to be declared null and void; the
assembly protests against the government’s measures and approves the interventions of
the k.u.k. Military General Command; the assembly asks for the constitution of a
temporary administration of the country (die Errichtung einer solchen provisorischen
Landes Verwaltung), with supreme commander Field Marshal Anton von Puchner as
president. This administration was “to enjoy public confidence and to govern the country
until complete peace and regulation of international relationships;” 11. “The assembly
asks and wants” (Wünscht und verlangt die Versammlung) that until the [Romanian]
nation is organized and international relationships established in a general regional
parliament, his majesty the Emperor to recognize the Committee as permanent; 12. A
regional parliament composed of all nationalities in the country to be convened as soon as
circumstances allow; 13. “Based on equal rights for all nations,” the [Romanian] nation
reserves its right to elect within a general assembly its political leader (ein politisches
Oberhaupt zu wählen).
After fixing the points of the petition the assembly declared its discontent
regarding relationships between Romanians and Saxons and about the answer of the
National Saxon University to the demands of the Permanent Committee; until then not
even Saxon communities had freely elected their notaries and juries and on Saxon Land
no Romanian clerk had been hired, not even in Romanian localities annexed from the
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counties Alba Superior and Târnava. The assembly protested against the denomination
“Saxon Land” (Sachsenboden), instead of “Pământ Crăiesc” (Royal land) because
according to the law Romanians and Saxons had the same rights over this land. By the
end of the meeting there was a protest against some “false accusations and very delicate
misgivings put on the nation’s behalf” (manche falsche Anschuldigungen und sehr
empfindlichen Verdächtigungen, welche der Nation angedichtet werden), namely that
“Romanians would be reactionary” (Die Romänen wären Reactionäre); “Romanians
would like an independent state with oppression of other nationalities” (Die Romänen
wollten einen unabhängigen Staat mit Unterdrückung anderer Nationalitäten);
“Romanians would nurture republican sympathies” (Die Romänen wären republikanisch
gesinnt); “Romanians would be communists” (Die Romänen wären Communisten). After
these debates, the president declared the meeting over. 79
Meanwhile, by the beginning of December 1848, General Josef Bem had been
nominated by Kossuth as commander of the Hungarian revolutionary army in
Transylvania. Bem arrived in Transylvania and advanced with his troops, reaching
Şimelu before continuing towards the heartland of the principality; Ciucea (December
19), Jibou (December 20), Dej (December 23), Cluj, (December 25), Beclean (December
29), Bistriţa (December 31), Tihuţa (January 3, 1849), Vatra Dornei (January 5), Târgu
Mureş (January 13), Gálfalva (January 17), and arriving in Sibiu on January 21, 1849.
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The fight in this last locality was short. Gen. Puchner, accompanied by Pfersmann and
Losenau, was supported by Russian tsarist troops.80
By 11 o’clock on January 22, the Romanian committee has recruited around
20,000 men. However, prudently the Committee sent its archive to Turnu–Roşu and then
followed it. Simion Bărnuţiu took refuge at Racoviţa where Lieutenant David Ursu hid
him “in the room near the garden.” 81 Bem was defeated and driven away from the gates
of Sibiu, and on January 23 at Slimnic he was forced to flee.
What were the implications for the Romanian Committee in calling on Russian
support, and what was Bărnuţiu’s attitude to this decisive question? The fact that Bem
had entered Cluj on Christmas Day 1848 was heard in Sibiu three days later, during a
national conference presided over by Bishop Şaguna, and it is known that Şaguna was in
favour of calling on Russian help. On December 29, 1848, general commander Puchner
invited the members of the Pacification Committee to a meeting. During the night of
December 30, the messengers of the Romanian committee travelled in all directions with
news of preparations for resistance. On December 31, at two o’clock in the afternoon,
bishop Şaguna invited Committee members Simion Bărnuţiu and August Treboniu
Laurian to his palace. An hour later Bărnuţiu returned to the committee’s headquarters
worried, saying they “should call the coachmen!” 82 That same day a meeting was held in
the hall of the Saxon University, which the Romanian Committee was invited to attend.
George Bariţiu related what happened at the conference dramatically, stating that “the
members of the Romanian Committee did not agree that foreign troops be called in the
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name of the Romanian nation; that would be a lie and the call must be made only in the
name of those who wanted to subscribe to the act of the meeting that night.”83 The Act
was not published and we do not know exactly who signed it, although from among the
Romanians and Saxons Andrei Şaguna and Gottfried Müller, rector of the Saxon Law
Academy in Sibiu, were sent to Bucharest in Walachia. According to Andrei Şaguna’s
Memorial, the diplomatic authority given to himself and Müller was signed by the Saxon
senator D.A. Zay, Dr. Joseph Wächter, and the editor of Siebenbürger Bote Joseph
Benigni von Mildenberg, and by the Romanians from the Pacification Committee,
president Simion Bărnuţiu, Timotei Cipariu and the paymaster Nicolae Bălăşescu.
Şaguna and Müller were already in Bucharest on December 25 at the headquarters of
Gen. Lüders, commander of unit V of the tsarist army, who stated that he could not go
with military aid to Transylvania until he received specific orders in this respect from
Saint Petersburg. On 1st February a war council was held in Sibiu at the Austrian military
headquarters where Field Marshal Puchner officially issued the demand for help
addressed to the Russians.
In a letter dated January 24, 1849 addressed to Ion Maiorescu, Simion Bărnuţiu
notes that “a little time ago they were pushed against their will to give diplomatic
authority to Mr. Şaguna and Prof. Müller,” and this diplomacy soon began to seem
“confusing and ridden with dilemmas.” Bărnuţiu was afraid for the destiny of Romanian
Principalities, which might be demanded by Russians as payment for the expenses of
their intervention, and this idea was frightening him more than the idea of calling the
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Russians 84 Thus the letter to Ion Maiorescu, Bogdan–Duică reports, was “inspired by
fears that proved later to be without basis.” 85
In the Sibiu gazette Siebenbürger Bote, Bărnuţiu published a denial, saying that
by freewill (freiwillig) the members of the Romanian Committee had subscribed to call
the Russians, but they did not participate in the war council on February 1 or 2. The
Committee stated:
On December 2 last year, not gladly, but forced by the irremediable situation
and by the need in which our country was struggling, we signed in freewill the
respective protocol in order to save the Romanian and German nations.
However the committee did not participate in subsequent negotiations nor in
the decision of the war council that truly lead to the deployment of the
imperial Russian protection troops.86
It remains „clear that the Russians entered Transylvania having also Bărnuţiu’s
agreement,” 87 concludes Bogdan–Duică, sincerely persuaded of the cowardly error made
by the hero of his book. However, even having Bărnuţiu’s permission Russia would not
have entered Transylvania simply at the request of some civil segments of the population
from Sibiu and Braşov, and as Ela Cosma has shown, the guilt for calling in the Russians
was also assumed by the Saxons. In fact, the responsibility lies elsewhere. Civil desires
and political manoeuvring expressed by the protocol signed by the end of 1848 by the
Saxon Committee and Permanent Committee had not determined the course of the war,
although this impression was created. The confusion generated a false perspective
exploited by the political and military leaders of the combatant troops – on one side
imperial Austria and Russia who wanted to portray the foreign intervention in
84
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Transylvania as a “humanitarian” action and on the other side by Kossuth and Csány who
accused the Saxons in particular of “national betrayal” by calling Russians into the
country. By this “guilt” they justified the measures taken under Hungarian occupation of
Transylvania (March–July 1849); seizing the property of German refugees,
nationalization of property belonging to the Saxon University, liquidation of the
traditional Saxon institutions and positions, arrests and sentences of death. The researcher
mentioned confirms “the comedy of innocence” played by Gen. Puchner, who
determined actions in a certain way and profited from them in order to create the illusion
that the Romanian and German nations wanted legitimate help with defence. The reality
however was, as even Şaguna and Müller’s mission to Bucharest shows, that Lüders
acted not out of good will but on strict orders received from Saint Petersburg: the tsarist
cabinet was not disposed to act without a firm, official demand from Austria. 88
When the Russians entered Transylvania, on February 4, 1849, Bem was in Ocna
Sibiului. On February 9 the battle of Simeria was fought, with no clear result in favour of
either Austrians or Hungarians. On March 2, Bem arrived in Sighişoara and Mediaş, once
again approaching Sibiu, and on March 10 prefect Axente Sever received a letter from
the Romanian Committee, which asked him to defend Sibiu from the menace of
Hungarian revolutionary troops. Having already fled, Axente found out later that after
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four attacks on the evening of March 11, the enemy took Sibiu. 89 And so began the
Hungarian occupation of Sibiu that would last until July 1849.
Bariţiu wrote that Bem “would gladly have spoken to the Pacification
Committee,” something he heard from a certain Madame Golescu, who had been
gallantly treated by Bem. 90 However, the Committee was already in exile, and on 11th
March, at half past one in the afternoon, the shooting began. By two o’clock Cipariu had
left. Simion Bărnuţiu left during the night, through snow and cold, scaling the city walls
together with the younger Nicolae Stoica. George Bariţiu started out later and met the
two in Veştem, where Gavril Munteanu and four other men were also present. Committee
members continued, trekking to Tălmaciu, in the mountains. From there, on March 12
they left the road and retired to Sadu. There they found shelter for only one night since
the people were afraid that the Hungarians would burn their village if the news got out
that they were hiding the Romanian Committee. The following day, March 13, the
Committee went on to Boiţa, from where they watched as Veştem burned, meaning the
Hungarian troops were approaching. Boiţa was on the border with Walachia, and though
it is not known for certain when Simion Bărnuţiu, Florian Aron, Gavril Munteanu and
George Bariţiu arrived in Vadu Râului, by March 16 they had made their way to Câineni
in Walachia and were sheltered in a hut at the edge of the village, as Bariţiu reported. On
March 17, committee members traversed the river Olt and continued along the left bank
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towards Argeş. From there they travelled to Călimăneşti where, on March 18, they met
Puchner, who was sick and also fleeing the Hungarian revolutionary army. 91
At this point the trail goes cold. It seems that Bărnuţiu was arrested at Râmnicu
Vâlcea, but an Austrian who received orders to take care of Transylvanian refugees
helped him escape. 92 According to an alternative, Bărnuţiu was arrested in Turnu–Severin
on the Danube, and Gazeta de Transilvania confirmed that he was delivered from the
Russian–boyar bondage by the Austrian consul Huber from Galaţi. 93 A document dated
May 1849 shows an intervention was made to the government, probably by the Saxon
Refugees’ Committee, in order to mediate in the liberation of young Romanian
intellectual refugees arrested in Romanian lands (Bărnuţiu, Cipariu, Aron Florian, Brote,
Roman and others). The document highlights their merits and is presented in the
appendix of this dissertation. 94
Bărnuţiu left Galaţi for Trieste and from there he went to Constantinople; on June
6 he began travelling again, through Smirna, Syra and Corcyra before arriving again in
Trieste. Then he got to Vienna on June 23 and stayed there until September 2. 95 Back
home, Transylvania, with the exception of the Western Carpathian Mountains, which
were controlled by Avram Iancu, remained under Bem’s domination until the arrival of
Transylvania was cleared of the Hungarian revolutionary army, which capitulated in
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Şiria, near Arad, on August 13. Shortly afterwards, the new Austrian governor Ludwig
von Wohlgemuth arrived in Transylvania. 96
In July 1848 Romanians presented their second petition to the Emperor, in
Schönbrunn Palace. A whole delegation brought this petition, and naturally Simion
Bărnuţiu, the president of Romanian Committee, was a part of it. The petition
energetically insisted on the application of the imperial principles announced on February
25: all Romanians loyal to the monarchy are to form a single nation, with independent
political and church administration, with a national council named “the Romanian senate”
and with a national leader confirmed by the Emperor. This petition also highlighted the
merits of the efforts made by the Pacification Committee during the revolution.
Nevertheless, minister Alexander von Bach answered negatively the same day. On July
30 the Romanian delegation again asked for the extension of the principle of self–
determination (Selbstbestimmung) to the Romanians, in a document signed by Petru
Mocioni and Ioan Maiorescu, something that the Emperor had given the Saxons by a
Patent dated December 21, 1848. Bach coldly refused this intervention too. Over four
meetings, the memoirs and observations of Mociani and Maiorescu were discussed and
modified by the delegates, and these were presented by the beginning of August1849. 97
The Otrhodox Bishop Şaguna left Vienna on August 14, arriving in Sibiu on
September 12. Returning to Transylvania from the imperial capital, Bărnuţiu discovered
that the Romanians’ petition to the Emperor had made little impact back home. In
addition, Austrian neo–absolutism began with the administrative reform dividing
Transylvania into six districts (September 1849).
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Pro–dynastic Simion Bărnuţiu’s disappointment is of course easy to understand.
The malady that tormented him by the end of 1849 and 1850 was certainly caused by his
physical and, especially, psychological exhaustion, and manifested itself through
depression brought on by such small gains obtained by the him and the Transylvanian
Romanians after such a great battle.
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Chapter V
Simion Bărnuţiu–The Later Years (1850–1864)
If in the spring of 1848 the peoples of Transylvania were brimming with
enthusiasm, one year later the dominant feelings were hopelessness and desolation. The
Hungarians lost everything, and the Romanians got nothing. As important as the abolition
of serfdom was, not one national ideal came to fulfilment, and many of the Romanian
revolutionary intellectuals went abroad or far from the Transylvanian homeland.
After the demise of the revolution, Simion Bărnuţiu continued to pursue what he
viewed as the interests of the Romanians in the Monarchy despite bouts of illness that
would plague him until the end of his life. This chapter will present Bărnuţiu’s activities
and actions after the defeat of the revolution, and his forced choice to move and live as an
expatriate outside Transylvania, where he would only return decades later as a dying
man. Much of his interest after the revolution can be seen as part of the romantic
nationalist tradition, focus on language, history, education, etc.
Despite the sentiment of frustration and defeat, there is something in Bărnuţiu’s
later life that might have eased his bitterness. His strong desire to establish a Romanian
institution of higher learning in Transylvania will be remembered from the previous
chapters. That proved to be impossible at home. From Vienna and later Pavia, where he
completed his law studies, Bărnuţiu wrote a number of articles and texts, while his health
was steadily deteriorating. Nevertheless, the lack of dignifying perspectives and freedom
of thought under the rule of neo–absolutism persuaded him to move to Moldavia, where
Bărnuţiu would save his freedom of thought, and contribute decisively to the
development of the University of Iaşi.
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Vienna, After the Defeat of the Revolution
The Hungarian revolution was the manifestation of a natural evolution. The
different peoples under the monarchy had become more aware in terms of their senses of
national identity and were proclaiming their independence, either by rising against the
Habsburgs – as the Hungarians had done – or by rejecting the hegemonic tendencies of
Magyarization, as had the Serbs, Croatians, Slovenians and Romanians, all fighting
against the Hungarian revolutionaries. By exploiting the situation and concluding
alliances with the anti–Hungarian nations, the Viennese Court and the Emperor regained
military and political control as well as domination over the Gesammtmonarchie. Hence,
by defeating the revolution, Vienna became, for several decades, the immediate and
absolute winner.
However, the empire was not magnanimous in victory. The Emperor seated on the
Habsburg throne, young Franz Joseph, revered by all the anti–Hungarian nations on the
Eastern Bank of the Leitha, turned his back on those who had supported him at the cost of
considerable sacrifice of blood, and historiography confirms sentiments of deep
discontent and heavy frustration from non–Hungarian nations with regard to Vienna’s
post–revolutionary attitude. 1 This first gesture of what was widely perceived as imperial
1
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ingratitude was followed by a second. Appearing to forget that the Austrian dynasty had
requested and received military assistance from the Russian tsar during the revolution—
assistance which proved decisive in the annihilation of the Hungarian revolutionary
army—Franz Joseph denied aid to Nicholas II, not returning the favour when the
Crimean War (1853–1856) broke out. The defeat suffered by Russia in 1856, favouring
the release of Walachia and Moldavia from the Russian protectorate and by using the
politics of the accomplished fact, the proclamation of the unity between the Romanian
principalities and the creation of Romania in 1859 was something that Russia considered
a betrayal and never forgave Austria. After this historic moment, no alliance or trust
between the two states ever existed again, and the phrase “Russia et Austria unita
MDCCCXLIX,” stated in the inscription on the monument dedicated to the joint victory
of 1849 and erected on Mount Tâmpa near Brasov in the same year, became a notion of
the past.2
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The Consequences of the 1848 Revolution
In a recent book, Gelu Neamţu, the Cluj based researcher of the Transylvanian
Romanians revolution of 1848–1849, proposed a five stage approach to the revolution:
the peaceful stage of March–June 1848; the stage of intensification of inter–ethnic
contradictions, June–September 1848; the stage of Romanian preparation of self–defense
measures, September–December 1848; the stage of military actions determined by the
intervention of the Hungarian revolutionary army in Transylvania, December 1848–
August 1849, and the stage of Transylvania’s pacification, August 1849–December 1851,
which, in practical terms, ended in 1854. 3
The same researcher considers the Romanian revolution in Transylvania was
victorious because, from its beginnings, it pursued three major objectives: 1) the abolition
of serfdom with no compensation from the former serf, 2) the rejection of the union
between Transylvania and Hungary and 3) the cessation of Magyarization, objectives that
were achieved through great sacrifice, incurred especially during the civil war. Thus, “the
Romanian Magyarization process was stopped for almost two decades (until 1867),
which represented an extremely precious breathing space for the Romanians and their
national development.” 4
In the present chapter we have in view the same last stage, the fifth, following the
division into periods proposed by Gelu Neamţu, in Simion Bărnuţiu’s life, capturing the
involvement of the Transylvanian idealist and active politician in efforts to obtain from
Vienna the fulfilment of certain promises made during the revolutionary crisis.
3
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It is important to stress again that throughout his life Simion Bărnuţiu openly
exhibited great loyalty to the imperial throne, something he expressed unequivocally in
his manifestos to the Romanians, “Romanians, my brothers, remember what sweet
memories are united in all our hearts with the name of Joseph!” His personal opinion, his
dynastic credo, was tightly interwoven with his conviction that his nation’s well–being,
the recognition and rise of the Transylvanian Romanians, was dependent upon the
Emperor, “Beloved Romanian nation! Now is the time for us, now or never, to rise above
all centuries old burdens.” He also believed that the salvations of Romanians could only
come from one direction, “For nations to win their promised rights, they must gather
around the throne, showing their pains and desires, their opinions and rights by means of
their deputies.” For this reason, Bărnuţiu advised Romanians to express their affiliation to
Austria by bearing arms:
Romanian men, you have seen how much the young prince appreciates the
virtue and bravery of the glorious Austrian army. This means that we,
Romanians, must use the opportunity to take up arms, just like the child grabs
his favourite toy, to run to it just like the thirsty deer to a clear water spring.
[…] But we must understand very well: the weapon in our swift and stout
hand is not to commit barbaric acts blackening the national character, no, God
save us from that, but only to give our help to the integrity of the monarchy.
All these thoughts were written down when Franz Joseph succeeded to the throne
in December 1848, in the form of the text “Să trăiască junele nostru împărat Francisc
Iosif I!” (Long Live our Young Emperor Franz Joseph I!), wherein Bărnuţiu replied from
the heart to Franz Joseph’s manifesto addressed to his “faithful nations.” 5
Although the imperial winner of the revolution had forgotten his promises to the
Transylvanian Romanians, Bărnuţiu remained a pure and convinced dynast, a sincere
5
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supporter of the Habsburg monarchy. In the following pages one will find evidence of
Bărnuţiu’s loyalist actions, both in the years spent in Vienna and later, at the University
of Pavia, in Austrian Italy, as well as during the period he spent in the Moldavian capital
Iaşi, where, with the permission of the authorities, he moved to become a teacher. His
feelings for all Romanians and his activities, transcending the problems of Transylvanian
Romanians, were never in conflict with his Austrian citizenship, something he
maintained until the end of his life, and which he invoked with some pride when refusing
the presidency of the University of Iaşi on November 21, 1860. 6

Bărnuţiu in Vienna (1849–1852)
What happened to Bărnuţiu after the defeat of the revolution?
As seen in the previous chapter, the revolution’s conclusion found Bărnuţiu in
Vienna. He had arrived there on June 23 and entered into contact with the members of the
Transylvanian Romanians’ delegation in the empire’s capital. 7 In February of 1849, the
delegation had presented the first Romanian petition containing eight items that stated: 1.
The unity of all Romanians of the Austrian monarchy into one single and autonomous
nation under Austria’s sceptre; 2. National administration at political and religious level;
3. The swift creation of a national general congress; 4. The introduction of national
language in all matters concerning the Romanians; 5. An Annual National General
Assembly, to debate national interests; 6. The representation of the Romanian nation in
6
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the Austrian Reichstag according to population figures; 7. The approval of a national
body that would represent national interests in the österreichisches Reichsministerium; 8.
His Majesty to assume the title of Grand Duke of Romanians (Großherzog der Romänen).
In the report from the home affairs minister handed over in Vienna on March 10, 1849,
the first item of the petition was rejected with the explanation that should Romanians be
granted all territories inhabited by them, Bucovina, Hungary, Transylvania and the
military border, then this would lead to the “dissolution of the mentioned crown countries
and the formation of a new, autonomous crown country, ‘Romania’ .” The rejection of
the other items of the first petition was justified in a similar manner, using the term
“unzulässig” (inadmissible). At the end of the report it was stated that the respective
ministerial document would be handed over to Bishop Andrei Şaguna for his information,
as well as the “petition co–signers” (Mitunterzeichner der Bittschrift), who, under no
circumstances, should be regarded as “deputies or representatives” (Deputierte oder
Bevollmächtigte). This was an attempt to minimize the significance of the petition, as if it
did not come from the Romanian nation, but from an insignificant minority. 8 Absolutist
rule was now dominating Transylvania, with complete disregard for any Romanian
claims, as the government in Vienna thought that “because of the low level of their
political and intellectual development, and of the dearth of qualified leaders, they
(Transylvanian Romanians) do not have the capacity for governing or administering
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themselves.” 9 In fact, the Romanians felt they had gained little or nothing from a national
point of view, except of course the temporary postponement of Transylvania’s union with
Hungary. 10
Once arrived in Vienna as a member and leader of the Romanian delegation, on
July 18, 1849 Simion Bărnuţiu presented the second petition filed by the Transylvanian
Romanians at the Schönbrunn palace. This was delivered to the Emperor, but in August
1849, was again rejected by the imperial authorities, at the direction of the home affairs
minister Alexander von Bach. The delegation was once again overlooked in favour of the
petition attributed exclusively to the non–Greek Catholic Bishop Şaguna, in which was
requested the “unity of all Romanians under the Austrian monarchy into an autonomous
and independent corporation, as well as the consideration of Romanians in the
reorganization of the public administration” (“Gesuch des griechisch–nicht–unierten
Bischofs Schaguna um Vereinigung aller Romänen der österreichischen Monarchie zu
einer selbstständigen und unabhängigen Körperschaft und um Berücksichtigung der
Romänen bei Reorganisierung der öffentlichen Verwaltung”). Although negative, the
report drew His Majesty’s attention to the necessity that from then on Romanians would
have to be taken into consideration to a greater extent, because prolonging the pre–
revolutionary political state would only bring more trouble for the current rule. This was
considered true, as the Romanian nation “has only recently achieved awareness of its
numerical superiority.” 11
9
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On August 13, 1849 the Hungarian insurrection collapsed at the moment of
capitulation in Şiria (near Arad, Western Romania). The age of Austrian neo–absolutism
was beginning. On September 2, together with the other members of the delegation,
Bărnuţiu left for Transylvania, their route taking them through Slovenia and Banat. 12 On
September 19 they all reached Sibiu.
Bărnuţiu spent the following two months in Sibiu, but on November 4/16, 1849
he left for Vienna, accompanied by August Treboniu Laurian. Bărnuţiu was ill,
apparently suffering from rheumatism, and barely made it to that city, so that “for the
time being there was much fear for the life of that pure man completely dedicated to the
right cause.” Fortunately, the invalid began to recover. From Bratislava they travelled by
train to Vienna, where they arrived on December 2, 1849, at one o’clock in the
afternoon. 13 These men, taking into account the mandate received on the second open
field congress of May 3/15, 1848, considered themselves to represent the demands of the
Romanian movement, without any official mandate and without being sent by any
assembly or body. They all resented Vienna’s “ingratitude” toward the Transylvanian
Romanians, especially after the March 1849 octroyed constitution, which stipulated (art.
27) that all citizens of the Empire were equal from a legal point of view.
This only meant to the few Romanian enthusiasts in Vienna (Bărnuţiu, Ioan
Maiorescu, Laurian, Ilarian, Hodiş, Iancu, etc.) that by now all points of the 1848 national
program had to be minimized and eventually abandoned. As it was slowly becoming
regarding the second petition presented to the emperor by the Romanian nation in July 1849, in German, in
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clear that the Austrian Court was unwilling to grant any “national” autonomy and even to
allow the creation of a Romanian entity in Transylvania, the self–appointed Romanian
delegation had to limit itself to milder demands, including such mere economic requests
as the right to use the Transylvanian forests. In the end the lack of success would be
complete.
Illness prevented Bărnuţiu from completing his mission of presenting the
Romanian complaints; he remained in Vienna until December 16 when he left for
Dresden to take care of his health, his constitution shaken by the years of struggle and
political battles, and to undergo medical treatment for the illness that caused him
insomnia and stubborn headaches. The diagnosis was now “neurasthenia.” 14 Apparently,
an unsuccessful cure suggested by the Romanian doctor Constantin Pomuţ had only
aggravated his disease. 15
Bărnuţiu spent five weeks in Dresden, and from there sent a letter dated January
5, 1850 to August Treboniu Laurian, in which he showed less preoccupation with the
political problems of the Transylvanian Romanians than with care for his own health. He
wrote that should “his disease not overwhelm him even more,” he would come back to
Vienna around January 13–15, and asked Laurian to book him a room where he could
live in isolation and where his medicines would not disturb the inhabitants’ sense of
smell. The disease did not stop him from reading political gazettes such as Dresdner
Zeitung however, or writing to his friend about Switzerland, “Look how several
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languages can be spoken there, even in the Diet! Why cannot this happen in
Transylvania, and there be peace as well?” 16
Throughout 1850 Bărnuţiu was involved in the political activities of the
Romanian delegation at the imperial court. On January 23 he returned to the capital. Not
having recovered completely, between January and April 1850 he was the patient of
doctor Nicau from the village of Kaltenleutgeben, near Vienna, where he undertook a
Priessnitz cure with cold water. His daily notes evidenced his participation in political
affairs alongside his comrades.
On February 20, 1850 Avram Iancu, the former leader of the Romanian peasants
of the Western Carpathian Mountains, also arrived in Vienna, aiming to increase the
effectiveness of the Romanian delegation. During the first three months of 1850 not only
the older deputies, but other men the Romanians had invested with their trust also
travelled to Vienna: along with Simion Bărnuţiu were Timotei Cipariu, August Treboniu
Laurian, Simion Balint, Ioan Maiorescu, Aron Florian and the deacon Gregorie Mihali.
Around the beginning of March there were 37 members of the national delegation in the
capital. Later, the orthodox Bishop Andrei Şaguna joined as well, and at the end of 1850
also the newly elected Romanian Greek Catholic Bishop Alexandru Sterca Şuluţiu. 17
Ioan Maiorescu, the Transylvanian who had been the special delegate of the
Romanian revolutionaries from Walachia at the Frankfurt parliament in 1848, wrote on
March 19, 1850 that “just a few days back” Bărnuţiu had visited him in Vienna. Bărnuţiu
was ill and covered in sores because of “the nature of the cure,” prompting Maiorescu to
16
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think that doctor Nicau was “a charlatan.” Bărnuţiu was also concerned that he had been
summoned groundlessly by the Blaj Consistorium, still faithful to the former Bishop
Lemeni, regarding certain money belonging to the seminar, which had been lost during
the revolution. 18
We do not know how difficult it must have been for Bărnuţiu to live and support
himself in Vienna during 1850, trying to restore his feeble health and continuing his
struggle, this time by memoranda. He was not alone; in January, February and March of
1850 many Romanian delegates from Transylvania gathered in Vienna, their mission
being to file petitions. Bărnuţiu did not sign those dated January 10 and March 11, 1850
however as he was absent, though he took part in formulating those which followed. 19
The destiny of the Romanian Transylvanian Greek–Catholic church was also of
concern to Bărnuţiu, and on September 5, together with Timotei Cipariu, Ioan Maiorescu
and August Treboniu Laurian, he signed the petition to summon the Greek–Catholic
electoral synod of Blaj. On September 20, along with those colleagues mentioned above,
Bărnuţiu signed a protest against the involvement of the Hungarian Primate of Esztergom
in the affairs of the Romanian Greek–Catholic church.
The new post–revolutionary governor of Transylvania himself, Ludwig von
Wohlgemuth, wrote to Simion Bărnuţiu on October 23, telling him that emperor Franz
Joseph had awarded him the golden cross of merit with crown, thus rewarding his activity
in the Romanian National Committee in the period 1848–1849. 20
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The decoration and financial compensation had been granted between August and
September 1850. Bărnuţiu’s name was under Zahl 4864 / M.J. dated September 21, 1850,
granting him “das goldene Verdienstkreuz mit der Krone,” also offered to Axente Sever,
Avram Iancu, Simion Balint and others. The publisher and editor George Bariţiu, who
was well aware that everything, including the culture and well–being of the nation, came
down to money, insisted, along with Florian Aron, that Romanians demand payment of
delayed wages, meaning that the Austrian state, which was indebted to the former
pacification committee, should pay its long overdue debts. As far back as March 4, 1850,
familiar with Bărnuţiu’s lack of interest in material issues, Bariţiu had written expressly
to Gavril Munteanu, the Romanian delegate to Vienna:
Mister Bărnuţiu should ease up on the stoicism before it takes him to
Diogenes syndrome, for it is not worth it. Subscribe as many as are there, in
the names of everyone, Bărnuţiu, Laurian and Aron, Cipariu. Now is the time.
You see very well that other officials’ wages are now being paid, after one
year and a half. Ask, for you ask from the people’s contribution and not as a
favour. Great things cannot be accomplished with leather (sic) money.
On March 16/28, Aron Florian wrote to Ion Maiorescu that he did not want
remuneration, but payment! Further, “Insist with Laurian and Bărnuţiu that they don’t
delay in taking urgent steps to this end.” In exchange, Simion Bărnuţiu was not interested
in such trivial affairs. And as the currency of payment did not affect him in the least, he
would not have been impressed by “the other currency either (the decoration), which
everybody knew A. Papiu also received with great reservations.” 21
On December 30 Bărnuţiu signed a Romanian petition regarding the new
territorial organization of Transylvania. The protest in this case was actually against the
territorial division of the Romanians, divided between the Principality of Serbia, the nat
21
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region and the Sachsenland (Königsboden, Fundus Regius) of Transylvania. The
Romanians, as mentioned in the petition, were meant to re–enter the ancient state of the
Helots, predestined to be destroyed. The idea behind the petition was some sort of
national unity (not, of course, taking into account the Romanians of Walachia and
Moldova), endorsed by the most famous of the Transylvanian Romanians the orthodox
Bishop Andrei Şaguna, the Greek–Catholic vicar Alexandru Sterca–Şuluţiu, Timotei
Cipariu, the priest from Blaj, August Treboniu Laurian, Avram Iancu and Simion
Bărnuţiu. This petition, like many others, was written for nothing and had no echoes. 22

A Militant for the Establishment of a Romanian University
On January 16, 1851 we again find Simion Bărnuţiu’s name among those at the
bottom of a petition, this time for the establishment of a Romanian national university in
Transylvania. As a response, on February 9, Bărnuţiu, together with August Treboniu
Laurian, Avram Iancu, Vasile Fodor and Ioan Maiorescu were summoned by the Vienna
police and ordered to leave the capital within eight days, something he later mentioned in
his notes.23 By now it was obvious that all dreams were over.
Nevertheless, despite the police order, Simion Bărnuţiu continued to stay in the
Austrian capital, undisturbed by the authorities. The latter probably realised that the fuel
of the Romanian delegation was over, Iancu left for Transylvania, and Bărnuţiu was by
now a quite harmless individual. On the other hand it is likely that his feeble health was a
serious reason that persuaded him to stay, as the year before Dr. Nica’u cure in
Kaltenleutgeben (near Vienna) appeared to have some positive effects. On May 5, at the
22
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age of 43, enrolled in the University of Vienna, in the department of law, and until
October 1852 he attended classes in criminal law, Austrian jurisprudence, criminal
procedure and the law of nations. His professors here were Hye, Stubenrauch, Springer,
Keller and Edlauer. 24 Money remained a painful problem, “Difficult task for the scholars
who have neither parents nor a salary!” he would write. However, we learn from Bariţiu,
the journalist, editor and historian, that for the purpose of continuing their law studies in
Vienna, Bărnuţiu and a number of other Romanian jurists were helped with scholarships
of 300 florins each, awarded by the foundation established in 1843 by the medical doctor
Simion Ramonţiai and which supported young people with their studies. Dr. Ramonţiai
had made his fortune in Moldavia and returned to Cluj to establish the foundation one
year before his death in 1844. The administrator of the Ramonţiai foundation was the
Blaj capitulum. 25
In July 1852, the emperor Franz Joseph paid a visit to Transylvania, travelling
through the Western Carpathian Mountains. Indeed, in the first years after the revolution
he undertook a series of trips to most of the provinces. As a preamble to this most
important of imperial visits, a letter dated June 3, 1852 has been preserved, and has as its
authors Bărnuţiu and Ioan Maiorescu and as addressees the Romanian leaders within the
country, namely the leaders from Brasov, Ioan Popasu, George Bariţiu, Gavril Munteanu
and Iacob Mureşanu.
The writers of the letter were sending word from Vienna that the emperor would
depart for “his loyal Transylvania” and were advising that large crowds salute him from
24
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the heart and thank him for all that he had done for the Romanians, meaning “for having
lifted the Romanian nation to the same level as the other (Transylvanian) nations.”
However, they were also asking that the emperor be presented with problems related to
education, especially the necessity of establishing a Romanian academy for high
sciences, an idea for which Bărnuţiu had been militating since December of 1850. Indeed,
in order for the Transylvanian Romanians to prove their existence equal to other
“nations” recognized by the state, he felt it was crucially important to have a university,
various cultural institutions, etc:
This arrival of the monarch in our country gives us an occasion we may never
have again, to thank him, on one hand, for having lifted the Romanian nation
to the same level as the other nations, and to reveal, on the other, the great
privation that we all feel, and whose fulfilment alone would redeem us and
turn our rising to the same level as the other (Transylvanian) nations into more
than just empty words. The greatest privation we experience today is schools,
and above all, an academy where Romanian youth can study, in their native
language, the sciences that would make them useful to their state, country and
nation. Now is the best occasion to ask permission from the kind monarch to
begin a collection of money among Romanians, aimed at establishing an
academy of high sciences. 26
The letter dated June 3, 1852 went on to suggest that a committee of Romanians
from Brasov and Sibiu should organize a reception. Bărnuţiu’s ideas and attitude come
across in a clear and consistent manner from this letter:
Choose at once, from among yourselves, a committee that, in the name of the
Levantine merchants’ corporation, will undertake the gathering and
administration of the fund resulting from the collections intended to set the
foundations of the Romanian academy. You should have this committee ready
by the time you bow to the monarch, so that there, together with the bishops
and the other Romanians supporting the request to have permission to make
collections for the establishment of the Romanian academy, the committee
will already have been created and can be presented to the emperor. The
committee will then be completed in Sibiu.
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Once again we see the old desideratum of Bărnutiu, that bishops from both
Romanian churches would work together for a national purpose greater than confessional
advantage, and the Orthodox and Greek–Catholic Romanians would unite their forces for
the cause of national culture. Thus Bărnuţiu addressed the people of Brasov:
We do not believe such coldness exists between our bishops, but should it
unfortunately exist, you will bring them closer together, being sure that all the
people are with you. Make them forget everything and let them be as they
were during the Blaj assembly. Nothing would bring more damage to the
nation than not having everyone united in this step, which we can truly say
enfolds our future itself. 27
The establishment of faculties of law and philosophy for Romanians was
considered to be a national necessity. The Hungarians had such faculties in Pest and Cluj,
as had the Transylvanian Saxons in Sibiu. Indeed, the latter had had their own
Hermannstädter Rechtsakademie since 1844, where German was the medium of
instruction and where Bărnuţiu had been studying at the time of the outbreak of the 1848
revolution. Bogdan–Duică believed that, after the revolution ended, Bărnuţiu’s intention
to continue his legal studies in Vienna and Pavia, as we will see later, also had a personal
note: aspiring to a Romanian academy; Bărnuţiu would almost certainly have been co–
opted there, as a founding member and reliable university professor. 28
As with the petition of January 16, 1851, this appeal was therefore militating for
the establishment of a Romanian university in Transylvania. Although co–signed with
Ioan Maiorescu, the letter was exclusively drafted by Bărnuţiu, as Ioan Chindriş points
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out, observing that, “Maiorescu’s signature was merely an act of complaisance, him
being the Romanian with the highest intellectual post in the monarchy.” 29
The appeal “Către românii din Braşov” (To the Romanians in Brasov) is dated
Vienna, June 3, 1852, and was published only after Bărnuţiu’s death in 1878, in
Transilvania, being published a second time in 1885 in the same magazine. On the
second publication of the appeal, George Bariţiu commented:
Of the most innocent nature was this appeal and plan proposed to the
Romanians of Braşov by these two men (Bărnuţiu and Maiorescu), signatories
of the letter. It somehow represented a corollary drawn by the well–known
petitions of the national deputies between the years 1849 and 1850 for the
establishment by the state of a Romanian university. However, after seeing
that these petitions had not been heard, they came to the idea that Romanians
would themselves, with their own money, create their law academy at least,
the lack of which was really and truly sensed. Alas Bărnuţiu’s and
Maiorescu’s agitation caused, particularly in Sibiu, the worst impression
thinkable. Let us not forget that during the period of absolutism, the
government of Transylvania had its seat in Sibiu. Letters like this, just as
innocent, had previously arrived from Vienna in other parts of the country too,
with the result that Maiorescu’s residence in Vienna was overrun, and in Blaj,
the chancellery of Bishop Alexandru Sterca–Şuluţiu, the highest shame ever
brought upon Episcopal authorities, especially that in neither place was any
compromising paper found. 30
Magnate funding of cultural “national” institutions, like universities, art museums,
academies, etc., was common in the first half of the nineteenth century. In fact, one only
needs to remember Hungarians like Széchenyi, but also nobles in Galicia, Bohemia, and
other places. With some delay, the Romanians were trying to copy and implement this
model.
We must add that Bărnuţiu represented the soul of the post–1848 revolution
movement, which aimed to establish an institute of higher education paid for by the
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Transylvanian Romanians. 31 He managed to bring enthusiasm both to the senior leaders
of the nation, as in Ioan Maiorescu’s case, and also the younger ones, such as Alexandru
Papiu Ilarian.
The movement for a law faculty took place on two fronts, the first being political.
As a result of the revolution, as the fruits of their contribution to the salvation of the
Austrian state, the Romanians of Transylvania requested no fewer than four times the
reorganization by the state of a Romanian law academy: on February 25, 1849,
September 1, 1849, January 10, 1850 and December 29, 1850. There was, however, a
complete lack of understanding from the Viennese government.
Confronted with this situation, a new hope appeared on December 20, 1850,
when, writing his will, Avram Iancu left his entire fortune to the Romanian nation in
order that they might build a law academy. The terms of the will of the leader of the
Romanian peasants of the Western Carpathian Mountains, himself a graduate in legal
science (in Hungarian) of the Cluj law academy, remain well–known, “I therefore wish
and firmly dispose that, following my death, all my movable and non–movable assets
pass to the use of the nation for the establishment of a law academy, strongly believing
that warriors who use the weapon of the law will be able to shed light upon my nation’s
rights.” The modest fortune consisted in only 2,216 Florins, insufficient, of course, for
this expensive purpose. 32
Thus was born the idea of increasing the fund by national collection, aided and
abetted by the Austrian government’s constant reply to the Romanians’ demands by
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claiming a lack of money, though it was not against the idea of Romanians building the
establishment themselves, should they raise the materials means, as presented in the
imperial response dated January 16, 1851. However, at that time the Romanians of
Transylvania did not have the money, and the methods used for raising it were different
from one national leader to another. In the spring of 1852, ahead of the imperial visit to
Transylvania, Papiu–Ilarian – in Vienna with Bărnuţiu – sent a firm letter to the three
Romanian prefects of 1848, Avram Iancu, Axente Sever and Simion Balint, asking them
to donate the 25,000 Florins received as a reward from the emperor, “Give all the money
to the nation, to which it belongs,” because, he said, “the full reward of the 1848–1849
actions is due to the nation and not to individuals.” Papiu also had in mind the
establishment of a law academy. 33
Bărnuţiu’s appeal of June 3, 1852 only advocated the collection method thought
to be most appropriate regarding the reality of the Transylvanians’ position. He was
thinking of drawing Romanian merchants from Braşov into the plan, by borrowing
capital at interest. The collection committee was to send a delegation asking the
Romanian Maecenas for their support in this enterprise, special requests going to Baron
Simion Sina, to the Mocioni family and the Hurmuzache landlords. Simion Sina (1810–
1876), a Macedo–Romanian merchant from Moscopole (today in Albania), who
purchased his baronial title, was one of the richest people in the monarchy. He was not
disposed to help the Romanians however, though he proved especially giving to the
Greeks, for whom he established an academy in Athens, which went on to, become the
Greek university. The famous family Mocioni, formed of the brothers Petru (1807–1858),
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Andrei (1812–1880), Antoniu (1816–1890) and George (1823–1916), also Macedo–
Romanians and very rich, never supported the movement towards Romanian culture and
spirituality. The Hurmuzachi family from Bucovina were represented by the elder
Doxachi (1782–1857) and his sons Constantin (1811–1869), the historian Eudoxiu
(1812–1874), Gheorghe (1818–1882), Alecu (1823–1871) and Nicolae (1826–1909). Not
one of these “Gracci of Romania,” as Andrei Mureşanu called them, were able to help the
Transylvanians, for they were involved morally and financially in the creation of the
Romanian education system in Bucovina and the University of Cernăuţi with a chair for
the Romanian language. 34
The idea of financially drawing in the nation’s magnates was not new. In 1826,
Moise Fulea, the director of the Transylvanian Orthodox schools, was reproving the
“shopists” (i.e. owners of “shops,” meaning businesses) from the Braşov Depression area,
“How is that, even to this very moment, a community with such fortune has not cared
about schools worthy of its reputation which is known everywhere?” 35 Alas, in 1826, just
as years later in 1852, hopes were in vain: the “Levantine” merchants only had a vocation
for more orthodox investment. The result of Bărnuţiu’s appeal was a disappointment, just
like the emperor’s visit to Transylvania as a whole.
Regarding the royal visit, it was widely believed that, on this unique occasion,
Avram Iancu would be presented to the emperor. However, the proud Romanian hero,
disappointed by the “ungrateful” Austrian reaction towards the Transylvanian Romanians
following the revolution, refused to meet the emperor, as he had refused an imperial
34
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honour in July 1850, when 135 Transylvanians had been decorated by Vienna (of whom
61 were Romanian, 60 Saxon, 13 Hungarian and one Armenian), thus “sketching a
famous and symbolic gesture of protest against Habsburg insincerity.” From this moment
on, Vienna’s attitude towards the Romanians from Transylvania became openly hostile,
and the Romanian leaders’ fate “one of dangerous rebels.” 36
For this reason Bărnuţiu was not in the Empire’s capital the following academic
year, and after attending three semesters at the University of Vienna he decided to
redirect his attention to a friendlier place, Lombardy–Venice.

Simion Bărnuţiu in Pavia (1852–1854)
Simion Bărnuţiu left Vienna for Italy on October 11, 1852, arriving in Pavia a
week later, where he registered as a student in the law faculty of the University of Pavia,
beginning his studies on November 8. He was already forty–four years of age. 37
Two days later, his younger friend Alexandru Papiu Ilarian wrote from Padova to
his cousin, Iosif Hodoş (1829–1880), who was also expected to undertake studies in
Padova, that he had received a letter from Bărnuţiu:
I underline for you the following paragraph in Bărnuţiu’s letter, “that we
haven’t come to Italy just to study Corpus Juris and il Codice austriaco, but,
beside these, to see for ourselves, to be able to bring from here glowing coals
for our ovens in Dacia, and to preserve the fire of our nationality, so that the
cold Getae and Sarmatian wind cannot extinguish it”…38
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Bărnuţiu’s choice was therefore not made randomly, and his coming to Lombardy
had a precise purpose.
A year later, on September 1, 1853, Bărnuţiu informed Ioan Maiorescu that he
had taken his exams in July and requested that he be admitted to the final exams.
Between the preparatory and final exams, regulations required a three–month period of
study, and should he have observed that period, the academic year would have elapsed
before Bărnuţiu would have had the chance to take his final exams. He therefore filed a
request to the “Luogotenenza” to be allowed to take the final exams in advance, before
the conclusion of the school year. He also asked Maiorescu, who was in Vienna, to
intervene with the court adviser Tomaschekm and his requested was granted with no
difficulty. After the exams in July of 1853, he completed the first his final exams on 7th
December 1853 and the last on June 5 the following year. The following day he
graduated in law. 39
In order to prepare his graduation thesis, Bărnuţiu studied the following themes
thoroughly: the philosophy of the law and his favourite subfield individual rights,
criminal law, statistics, Roman and feudal law, ecclesiastical law, Austrian civil law,
commercial law, political science and law, judicial and notarial procedure and well as
business methods. 40
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In spite of his studies, Bărnuţiu never lost sight of the need to establish a
Romanian university in Transylvania and voiced his opinion once again in an article
entitled “Cuvântul unui studente despre necesitatea academiei la români” (The Opinion
of a Student on the Need for an Academy for the Romanians), sent home on November
24, 1852 to be published, but which appeared in George Bariţiu’s gazette, Foaie pentru
minte, inimă şi literatură (Journal for Mind, Heart and Literature), only a few months
later, on April 15, 1853. Ioan Chindriş, the most important of Bărnuţiu’s biographers,
considered it “the most convincing article of didactic propaganda from the entire
Romanian nineteenth century.” 41 The article represented a continuation of Bărnuţiu’s
militancy for the establishment of a Romanian higher education institute in Transylvania.
In the author’s new situation, as a candidate for a law degree, things were also gaining a
powerful subjective motivation, from the prospect of becoming a teacher at a future
Romanian law school. Following the disillusionment of 1848–1849, it can be said that
this was Bărnuţiu’s greatest personal dream.
Between the publication of the manifesto of the summer 1852 addressed to the
Romanians of Braşov until this article was written towards the end of the year, only one
thing happened concerning the academy, and a discouraging one at that: the emperor
Franz Joseph had decided, during his summer visit to Transylvania, that there would be a
single university for all nationalities. 42 From this point of view, to approach the matter
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once again in a thorough and insightful study would have been regarded as bold disregard
of the monarch’s will.
The correspondence between Bărnuţiu, Papiu Ilarian and Iosif Hodoş, his two
young colleagues at the University of Padova, allows a close, almost step–by–step
monitoring of the avatars of the matter. On November 24, 1852 he wrote to the two,
“Brothers! I’m sending you ‘Cuvântul unui studente pentru necesitatea academiei la
români’ (The Opinion of a Student on the Need for an Academy for the Romanians) to
copy and distribute.” 43
This was the procedure throughout his almost two year stay in Italy: he sent his
articles to the young men, they would copy them and send them on to Braşov, to the
address of Iacob Mureşanu and the Foaie pentru minte, inimă şi literatură. Because of
the harassment suffered, especially after the revolution, Bărnuţiu was behaving extremely
prudently: no one in Transylvania could know where these articles were coming from or
who the author was. Of course, everybody knew. On December 11, 1852 Papiu Ilarian
sent the article to Iacob Mureşan with a personal observation, “You know better whether
you can print it or not, that is why I say nothing more,” 44 which represented an additional
proof that under the conditions of neo–absolutism the article was problematic. In April of
the following year, the editor Iacob Mureşanu wrote to Alexandru Papiu, “‘The Opinion
of a student’ was printed in the journal. Some people’s teeth will grind, I cannot help it,
for the truth remains justice.” In the same letter, the editor inquired “how will he
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[Bărnuţiu] feel about my bold act of changing and adding a few things?” 45 Iacob
Mureşanu had added a long epilogue, somehow non–pertinent and distanced from the
matter in hand, and the author viewed these changes with complete irritation. Bărnuţiu’s
letter addressed to Papiu Ilarian and Hodoş, dated May 8, 1853, is filled with reproach
aimed at the editor, the author asking for a rectification of the situation, which occurred
by means of a note printed by the editorial office. 46
The article was actually an imaginary discourse of a student held in front of an as
imaginary audience. The terms of the article were callous, polemic, “The house of our
national culture has neither foundation, nor roof, there is nothing but air in it, for we have
neither village, basic, real schools, nor higher education institutions.” The establishment
of a Romanian academy was considered the most important objective, “Therefore, our
nation has more need right now for an academy than for the new bishops […], for theatre,
I might add, and for churches like Saint Peter’s in Rome or Saint Stephen’s in Vienna.”
Bărnuţiu’s desire for a national University (or academy) was intense and genuine.
“What is the university and what influence does it have for the fate of nations?”
wondered the author. The university was an institute of learning that, according to its
organization in that age, had four “divisions or faculties”: theology, law, medicine and
philosophy. Bărnuţiu defined, one by one, the purpose of the four faculties, insisting on
the idea that each of them taught the diligent how “to govern” over a certain category of
people. The theology faculty would teach them “how to govern over what is right on the
path to the heavenly kingdom;” by the power of the word “they rule and people listen;”
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the law faculty would teach “the craftsmanship of governing people not by the power of
words but by the harshness of laws,” making them into “governors (high officials, judges,
attorneys, etc.) […] and the people fear and comply;” the faculty of medicine would
provide the doctors that “rule with their craftsmanship not only over people, but over
peoples’ rulers as well and they make everyone listen, hope and act;” finally, the faculty
of philosophy; “even though it follows the other faculties, it yet rules over them, and
makes all people listen and do precisely the things they never before dreamed of doing, as
happened in 1848 with the abolishment of serfdom.” Interesting reference, attributing to
philosophy and philosophers such a practical result as the abolishment of serfdom! This
makes clear the pragmatic value with which Bărnuţiu invested the socio–human sciences,
seeing then as instruments of national edification and weapons in the fight for the
affirmation of the Romanian nation.
In short, here lies the influence of a university in the life of nations, “because
universities make governors and rulers of peoples.” The syllogism was followed by a new
question with a response obtained through demonstration, “What is the difference
between the nation that has a university and one that does not?”
“The first difference” was that the nation having a university became
“enlightened,” while the one without a university was “in darkness”:
And how could that nation not be in darkness, esteemed listeners, for it
denationalizes its sons from childhood, for the sole purpose that they will be
able to learn those things in a foreign university, things that they cannot
otherwise learn, things that they could learn a hundred times more easily in
their own university?
“The second difference” was that the nation having a university was “powerful,”
and the one without university was “weak.”
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“The third difference” was that “enlightened and powerful nations rule over the
unenlightened and weak ones.” How? The nation “that has universities trains within its
own borders governors and rulers, first of all for its own use, which means to defend its
own life and increase its own power and wealth, and only afterwards for the nations that
do not have such institutions, which means of course, to decrease their power and
wealth.”
And Bărnuţiu’s conclusion:
That is why I say again that between the nation having a university and the
nation without one there is the relationship of that between a landlord and his
serf: our nation finds itself in this relationship, with the co–habiting nations,
for it can neither stay alongside them, nor walk on the cultural path with them,
because of the lack of this institution.
The references made to the “civilized world,” to the example of America, had the
aim of enlivening the Romanian nation and filling it with enthusiasm to establish the
desired university:
Should an entire street catch fire one morning in some American town, by the
time evening comes in the same day, the houses are built again and people
step into them at night just as if the morning fire were merely a dream. […]
And how their museums and academies shine from the distance! […] Should
you be the only one to sleep like the dead, [you] nation descended from
immortal gods?
And after this call to the personified nation to awaken from its death–like sleep,
the article concluded roundly with the same metaphor used at the beginning, referring to
the house of culture, education and schools, “Wake from your sleep my nation, behold,
the sun is up and it shines for you to see. […] Wake up then, oh beloved nation, finally
wake up and build your house so no other winter catches you outdoors!” 47
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In Pavia Simion Bărnuţiu undertook a vast documentation from representative and
substantial sources of that time: the works of G. Banfi (Voccabulario milanese–italiano,
second edition, Milano, 1852), C. Cambini (Vocabulario pavese–italiano ed italiano–
pavese, Pavia, 1850) and B. Biondelli (Saggio sui dialetti gallo–italici, Milano, 1853). He
also undertook Etruscology research, which is to say studies of the Italian classic and
romantic poetry (Dante Alighieri, La Divina Commedia [Divine Comedy]; T. Tasso,
Orlando furioso; A. Manzoni, I promessi sposi; U. Foscolo, Ultime lettere di Jacopo Ortis
and others).48
During the Italian period, Bărnuţiu also wrote a large number of articles and
studies on very diverse topics, of which, however few have ever been published.
However, the epistle–article “Din Italia, 27 decemvr. 1852” (From Italy, December 27,
1852), was published by Bariţiu’s gazette in Braşov, Foaie pentru minte, inimă şi
literatură (Journal for Mind, Heart and Literature), on May 27, 1853, and the important
article “From Italy, February 24, 1853” appeared in the same gazette on March 25 of
1853, a piece in which he expressed his original ideas about poetry, its mission and poetic
genius in general. On April, 22 his article “Neologismul Telegrafului român (The
Neologism of the Romanian Telegraph) was also published in Foaie pentru minte, inimă
şi literatură.
The first of the three articles mentioned above is a reportage–epistle describing
the Episcopal sermons that had impressed Bărnuţiu with their practical character. The
example made him remember his native land:
What a beautiful thing it would be for our bishops to direct their sermons
more to the practical, to put aside scholarly disputes against heretics and
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schismatics which have no meaning in these times, and to lead believers
towards building institutes, without which development cannot progress at all.
Their teachings would then bear more fruit. 49
Concerning the second article, Alexandru Marcu believed that “it deserves to be
included in the anthology of Bărnuţiu’s prose.” 50 It was an original work in which
Bărnuţiu presented interesting and original ideas with regard to the cultivation of national
poetry. He used as a pretext the historical drama Mihul, dwelling on an episode from the
war between Ştefan cel Mare (Stephen the Great), the medieval ruler of Moldavia, and
the Hungarian king Matthias Corvinus (fifteenth century). The author of the drama was
Nicolae Istrati (1818–1861), a Moldavian writer with political ambitions and aspiring to
the throne of Moldavia, for which reason he was hostile to the unification of the
Danubian Principalities. The drama Mihul offered Bărnuţiu not only the pretext of an
interesting and interested review, since, Ioan Chindriş states, Nicolae Istrati became the
Moldavian minister of religion and public instruction in 1853, and subsequently the very
same minister who invited Bărnuţiu to teach in Iaşi 51, but also the opportunity to express
certain original, very delightful ideas.
Clearly, the militant nature, characteristic of Bărnuţiu, remained, “Our men of
letters are making efforts to introduce letters (the Latin alphabet) in place of characters
(the Cyrillic alphabet). It is not enough. A language mixed with foreign, barbaric, words
will still be ugly, written either in letters or in characters. First of all, we should change
the foreign words and feelings for national words and feelings.” Here, in this field, “poets
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can do more than others.” Nevertheless, Bărnuţiu pointed out the difference between a
weak poet and one with genius, between “the poet who writes lyrics with no call” and
“the one writing lyrics because of the call sent by God.” Bărnuţiu, aware of his position,
“not being a poet,” not wanting “as a profane man, to consider myself an archimandrite
over poets,” condemned the Slavic influences over the Romanian language and those
“who do not want to bring pure burning to the sacred altar of our nationality.” 52
The third article is a polemic with the new paper the Orthodox were publishing in
Sibiu, Telegraful Romîn (The Romanian Telegraph), which, from its first issues, was
handling the problem of neologisms, denying them as a whole. As a reaction to the
articles in this Sibiu gazette, Bărnuţiu, who had recently discovered the amplitude of the
kinship between Italian and Romanian, drafted this article, in which he supported the
need for enrichment of the Romanian language by the use of neologisms – obviously
originating from the Romance languages! – not automatically, but selectively, by
renouncing the neologism “which is dangerous for the language.” 53 An explanatory
sequel, containing many examples of neologisms and their forms, was published several
months later, also in Foaie pentru minte, inimă şi literatură. 54
While in Pavia, a heated debate arose among the ex–revolutionary leaders
concerning the “right” of the bishops to represent the “nation” in all matters. Bărnuţiu
remained consistent with his earlier views, writing, “a part cannot represent he whole.” In
order to be able to represent the nation, the bishops would need to show a “positive law”
giving them that particular right, which of course was impossible. All in all, his
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conviction was that bishops and clerics (“a part”) in general could nor represent the
“nation” (“the whole). 55

Ideas for the Standardization of the National Romanian Language and Its
Orthography
For the duration of his stay in Habsburg Italy, Simion Bărnuţiu dedicated himself
not only to the study of law, and his other major preoccupation, new and fresh, was the
study of the Italian language and its various dialects. The purpose of his new interest was
that of making comparisons with and bringing evidence to support the Romanian national
language. This research led him to studies connected to the general settlement and
development of Romanian and the standardization of orthography at a national level.
Certainly, Bărnuţiu followed the path of other eastern European nationalists, dedicating
(especially after the demise of the revolution) much time and effort to arguments about
language, education, etc.
Before February 22, 1853, Bărnuţiu had made a journey to lake Como, south of
the Alps, in order to meet the philologist Pietro Monti dei Brunate who influenced the
dialectological research undertook in Italy and was considered an authority in those times
because of his book, Saggi in versi e in prosa di litteratura spagnuola dall’a origine della
lingua sino al secolo XIX (Studies Concerning Spanish Lyrics and Prose from the
Beginnings of the Language until the nineteenth Century–Milan, 1835). 56
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Bărnuţiu’s letter date September 27 and October 6, 1853 explained his linguistic
interest, “so that we too may find out from where our language and nation originate.”
Inspired by this study, as well as by the encounter with Monti, Bărnuţiu inaugurated
comparative dialectology research in Romanian. 57
Studies related to the traditional Italian dialects that Bărnuţiu considered the
sources of Romanian language genesis also form part of the privileged category of
published articles. Between March and September of 1853 he gathered material for the
two studies which he sent to Ioan Maiorescu in Vienna, on the September 23/ October 8
1853, and to Timotei Cipariu in Blaj.
The material, drafted as two epistles, was “the first look a Romanian has taken
into the dense issue of Italian dialects,” argued Ioan Chindriş. He recalled that Bărnuţiu’s
old friend August Treboniu Laurian, in his Tentamen criticum in originem, derivationem
et formam linguae Romanae in untraque Dacia vigentis vulgo Valachicae, published in
Vienna in 1840, had reproduced the prayer “Our Father” in Latin, and also in the
Sardinian, Piedmontese and Sicilian dialects, as well as in Romanian, in order to make a
comparison between Latin and the new Romance languages, proving an amazing
resemblance especially between the Sicilian dialect and Romanian. 58
In “Studiu asupra dialectelor italiene” (Study of Italian dialects) (I), Bărnuţiu was
discovering a new world. If the opinion of scholars had been that Italian dialects and
Romance languages “originate from the mother Latin language,” now Bărnuţiu stated that
“Latin is merely a sister of those languages and that they all originate from another
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mother, an older one.” Dialectology had recently proven that Italian, even more within its
dialects, includes elements that are distinct from Latin. The Romanian author had in view
the massive work of the linguist Bernardino Biondelli (1804–1886), entitled Saggio sui
dialetti gallo–italici (Study Regarding the Galic–Italian Dialects), then recently
published in Milan (1853) and considered a cornerstone for research into the dialects of
Northern Italy. Biondelli described the language as being alive, asserting, “languages are
not imposed upon the people as laws are.” Even though Italian dialects were considered a
variety of a single language, they also included distinct, disparate elements. Biondelli’s
research was both theoretical – the author had divided northern Italian dialects into
groups and subgroups – and an applied one; the Biblical parable of the prodigal son was
rendered into a variety of ninety-three Italian sub–dialects, as well as in German, for a
better presentation of major differences between the Romance languages and the family
of Germanic languages.
Clearly, Bărnuţiu was bringing the problem to his own field, “Our people have yet
had the opinion that our language is derived from Latin. Now they will have to follow the
Italians’ example and study the dialects” in order to know the origin of Romanian. Just as
neither the Italians, spurred by the examples of Biondelli and Monti, would be able to
neglect their sister languages (Provencal, French, Spanish, Portuguese, Romanian),
neither will the Romanians be able to omit the study of Romance languages. An
additional reason for dialectal research would have been the fact that language preserved
the memory of an unwritten history, an idea formulated by Carlo Cattaneo, “I dialetti
rimangono unica memoria di quella prisca Europa che non ebbe istoria, e non lascià
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monumenti” (The dialects remain the only memories of that ancient Europe that had no
history and did not leave monuments).
The matter of the Etruscan language seemed particularly savoury to Bărnuţiu, for
he saw in it the oldest of linguistic monuments, from which Vulgar Latin and its dialects,
classical Latin and the neo–Latin dialects developed. Etruscan was also his concern from
the point of view of its written form, using an alphabet derived from the Greek alphabet
mixed with the new symbols of the Latin alphabet.59
His thoughts carried him to the tablets Timotei Cipariu had shown him in Blaj.
“Mister Cipariu was showing us in Blaj a few tablets with Greek letters like our old
characters (Cyrillic).” These were outstanding epigraphic monuments because of their
nature and content. The tablets were discovered in the Western Carpathian Mountains
and represented contracts. They were engraved on wooden tablets and covered in wax,
and dated back to the age of Roman rule in Dacia. Timotei Cipariu was one of the
world’s pioneer researchers of these relics, and left us a detailed description of the
collection of waxed tablets in Blaj, the largest in Europe. 60
The matter of Italian orthography was also opening for Bărnuţiu a vast range of
questions. If he considered the cultivated Italian language as already settled, the variety
of Italian dialects – with diverse pronunciation and sounds – was bringing into present
interest the insufficiency of the symbols of the Latin alphabet, still inadequate for
expressing the subtleties of many languages. Bărnuţiu argued:
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The same sign and the same combination of signs represent ten different
sounds in ten different languages, when, on the contrary, different signs into
different languages represent the same sign. Nevertheless, all these represent a
sound in each language, which lacks a representative sign thereof, when, on
the contrary, others have more than one in the same language. Hence that
confusing labyrinth of orthographic systems was born, wherein writers get lost
whenever they intend to show their dialect.
The issue raised by Bărnuţiu in 1853 remains of interest to this day. The kind of
points he was making then were made by all “national awakeners” in nineteenth century
Eastern Europe.
The Romanian author was also arguing “there are as many orthographies in Italy
as there are dialect writers, just as in our case.” Biondelli’s suggestion, to have a common
orthography for all Italian dialects, seemed commendable to him. Using all the signs
existing in the Latin alphabet, Biondelli was completing it with signs, taken from the
modern Slavic orthographies, just recently promulgated by Ljudevit Gaj61 and Paul
Joseph Šafařic 62, namely the signs č, ğ, š, ž; then from the Germanic languages, the
sounds: ä, ö, ü. The Romanian author was additionally claiming the need to introduce
standard signs for two other sounds of the Romanian language: ă and î.
Feeling enthusiastic about the idea of reshuffling the orthography by means of
expansion, Bărnuţiu was proposing the creation of “a European alphabet capable of
representing the string of sounds specific to all nations of Europe, which would be
common to all.” From this point forward, there was only one step to the integration of
Romanians into a community of culture and language, the European community, and
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Bărnuţiu took that step, “Our common country, attributed by nature, is Europe, and it is
more likely for a general orthographic system to link together the many nations having
strong connections of brotherly trade than the thickest network of railroads.”
Returning to the need of regulating the Romanian orthography, this time, in a
moment when Romanians from Transylvania were making the transfer from Cyrillic to
the Latin alphabet, Simion Bărnuţiu was making an ironic innuendo to a long article with
a no less lengthy title, written by Atanasie Şandor in which he had proposed that a society
of scholars settle the Romanian “national orthography.” Bărnuţiu suggested that such a
linguistic society be formed of his close collaborators, embracing well–known linguistic
preoccupations, thorough connoisseurs of both the Romanian language and the
“European languages, old and new”: Timotei Cipariu, August Treboniu Laurian and Ioan
Maiorescu. Should they not be able to come to an agreement, one of them would be
elected by extracting a ticket from an urn. The other Romanian scholars could send to the
respective society their proposals, observations and projects. Modestly, he added, “As far
as I am concerned, I state beforehand that I do not want to send any project because I am
convinced that regardless of who would draft it, it would be accepted by everyone; I at
least would be content with any, just as long as we have one orthography instead of one
thousand.” 63
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At the end of the first part of the “Studiu asupra dialectelor italiene” (Study of
Italian Dialects) and also in the second part thereof, Bărnuţiu created lists of words and
expressions, presented simultaneously in Milanese and Tuscan dialects and Romanian,
respectively the Pavese, Tuscan dialects and Romanian. The existence of the sound ă is to
be noticed in the Pavese dialect, expressed by the group of vowels ae identical to the
sound ă from Romanian and used in the same words (for example lanae – lână [n.t.
wool]). The entire illustrative material of words was extracted by Simion Bărnuţiu from
Biondelli’s work, mentioned above, and Giuseppe Banfi’s Vocabulario milanese–
italiano, published in Milan, in 1852, by comparison to Carlo Gambini’s Vocabulario
pavese–italiano ed italiano–pavese, Pavia, 1850. The purpose of having lists of words,
taken alphabetically, was well thought out by Bărnuţiu, in order to emphasise the stressed
resemblance between Romanian and Italian. 64
The study of Latin antiquity fascinated him. The “illustrious” ancestors of the
Romanians and their history presented him with the occasion for a series of articles, sent
to be published in Transylvania, by means of his young colleagues Papiu Ilarian and
Hodoş, who, as shown above, copied his manuscripts and sent them to Iacob Mureşanu in
Braşov. The articles based on Latin subjects were, “De îngropăciunea romanilor” (On the
Burial of Romans), a historical meditation occasioned by the great spectacle organised on
November 2, 1853, the day of the dead, an unusual celebration for Romanians at that
time, this article published only after Bărnuţiu’s death;
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pentru minte, inimă şi literatură 66; “Războaiele punice” (The Punic Wars), sent from
Vienna to Braşov for publication in the autumn of 1854, though unpublished, looking
into the most glorious age of Rome’s history and an example of heroism. 67 On October 5,
1853 Bărnuţiu sent for publication an article entitled “Educaţiunea şi cultura romanilor”
(The Education and Culture of the Romans), however it did not reach Foaie pentru minte,
inimă şi literatură and remained unpublished until 1999, when Ioan Chindriş published it
into a hermeneutics of texts dedicated to the Romanian scholar. 68 The article is not fully
original, but rather a translation from an anthology used in the secondary schools of
Lombardy. 69 One of Bărnuţiu’s favourite themes was the subject, the school and the
educational system, based on the Roman teaching of all matters (“all the universe of
science, encyclopaedia”). 70
On December 3, 1853 Bărnuţiu sent the article “Ludi saeculares” – which also
remained unpublished until recently, wherein, starting from the famous century–old
games that took place in Rome under Augustus’s rule in the year 17 B.C., he proposed
the celebration of one century of Romanian teaching in Blaj. The town’s famous schools
had been opened in 1754 by the Greek–Catholic Bishop Petru Pavel Aron, Inochentie
Micu Klein’s successor, and included the theological seminary, the Greek–Catholic
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secondary school and the School of Arts. The number of students soon reached 300, very
high for that time. Leontie Moschonas, Atanasie Rednic, Grigore Maior, Constantin
Dimitrievici, Gherontie Cotorea and Silvestru Caliani were some of the first teachers in
Blaj. 71 Bărnuţiu’s article was full of reproach for the current teachers in Blaj, highly
ungrateful successors, as he perceived it, of their enlightened forerunners. However, the
editor preferred not to add fuel to the fire or reopen the conflict with the ecclesiastical
authorities in Blaj, and for these reasons Bărnuţiu’s article did not see the light of day
until after its author’s death.72
The same didactic note is preserved in the article “O şcoală sătească în Italia” (A
Rural School in Italy), a sort of a reportage written in the first–person singular, a
traveller’s story of an Italian school in the Lombardy countryside. The rector of the
village showed the traveller the “presupiu,” a type of crèche, supervised by the priest’s
sister, a class of girls between the ages of ten and twelve, a class of boys supervised by a
“maestro” and, finally, a group of boys between the ages of twelve and sixteen having
afternoon classes. The supposed traveller estimated the number of villages in Lombardy
at 2,230, with just as many parishes, which could follow the example presented by the
rector he had met. Using Bărnuţiu’s words, the traveller said, “I propose that this be
imitated, and I believe so strongly in this good deed that I dare to prophesy there will be
at least one hundred [such schools] in two–three years time.” This article was published
in Foaie pentru minte, inimă şi literatură in 1854, after being sent directly to Braşov by
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Bărnuţiu on March 24. 73 There was a question about the originality of the article, or the
lack of it, and Ioan Chindriş argued this was difficult to determine. Bărnuţiu was a
strange man; he enjoyed „secrecy and mystery, otherwise well nourished in the Italy of
that time, under the heavy influence of Mazzini.” 74 George Em. Marica insisted that the
article “appears to be a translation, or more likely a remaking, but it could also be the
fruit of an unconfessed personal experience.” 75 It may very well be that Bărnuţiu
displayed, once again, his own ideas about the practical school he desired so much for his
fellow Romanians.
The article entitled “Coroana Sfântului Ştefan din Ungaria” (The Crown of Saint
Stephen of Hungary) is of a more special nature. Bărnuţiu sent the text from Pavia to
Padova on October 10, 1853, where it was copied and sent on to Braşov by Papiu Ilarian
and Hodoş to be published in the same Foaie pentru minte, inimă şi literatură. His
interest in the issue of the Hungarian crown was aroused by an article in the Italian
newspaper Gazetta uffiziale di Milano, which, in its Nr. 280 issue of 1853, published an
encyclopaedic article containing the legend of the crown of the Hungarian kings. In fact,
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in the summer of the same year, the crown, stolen by the Kossuth family in 1849, had
been found again. Bărnuţiu translated the Italian article into Romanian, specifying this
fact, but adding a final note of significant importance, in which he resumed two
arguments of “historical right,” present in his ideology since 1842:
(1.) [In the year 1000] “The Pope does not mention at all in his letter [the
papal letter for confirmation of the Hungarian royalty and the Esztergom
Metropolitan Church] any nation except the Hungarian nation, and it is
relevant that he does not give to Stephen and his successors any right over
other nations, only the Hungarian nation. […] This leads to the conclusion that
the nations over which the Hungarians have assumed control have never been
submitted to the Hungarian nation under the power granted by the Crown’s
rights, as the Hungarians believe.” (2.) “In the same manner, the Pope also
avoids mentioning other nations [he refers only to the Hungarian nation] when
empowering the Metropolitan church and episcopates of Esztergom. He
subjects none of them to Strigoniu Esztergom or other Hungarian episcopates.
All these episcopates, metropolitan church included, belong, according to their
origin, exclusively to the Hungarian nation, and precisely for that reason they
have been known by the collective name ‘Ecclesia Hungarica’ to this very
day. Therefore, if the Hungarian nation cannot claim, under the power of the
crown, political submission, much less will the Hungarian bishops and
metropolitans be entitled to claim, under the power of the Catholic faith,
hierarchal supremacy rights over the bishops and churches of other nations? 76
Hence, Hungary had no imperial rights concerning the peoples over which it had
ruled during the medieval age, not even by virtue of the papal document of the year 1000,
an authority endlessly invoked, and, most notably, the hierarchy of the Hungarian
Catholic Church and its Primate in Esztergom had no authority except over the
Hungarian believers in Hungary. The second argument was especially important in those
times, when the restoration of the Romanian Greek–Catholic Metropolitan church in
Transylvania was in progress, as was that of the Orthodox Metropolitan church led by the
Bishop Andrei Şaguna. However, the new Romanian Greek–Catholic Metropolitan
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church would remain under the sub–hierarchy of the Hungarian Catholics, where the
second Leopoldine Diploma had placed it in 1700.
While in Lombardy Bărnuţiu also launched himself into the study of statistics,
understood at that time as the “science of the state.” His interest in statistics manifested
itself in a series of articles “Observaţiuni statistice despre cultivaţiunea pământurilor
Europei” (Statistical Observations Regarding the Cultivation of Lands in Europe),
published in the same Braşov gazette Foaie pentru minte, inimă şi literatură (Journal for
Mind, Heart and Literature), between October 21, 1853 and January 10, 1854.
This long article, printed in several episodes was, in its own way, a first in
Romanian culture. The density of the study results from its numerous—indeed one might
say exhaustive—chapters, “Condition of the Cultivation of Lands in Europe in General,
Obstacles for Agriculture, Means to Develop Agriculture in Europe, Certain Products
from the Regnum Vegetabile, Forage Plants, Vine, Flax and Hemp, Fruit Trees, Forests,
Raising Cattle, Silkworms, Hunting and Fishing, Mineral Products, About Europe’s
Manufacturing Industry, What Means do European Countries Use to Develop the
Manufacturing Industry?, Flax and Hemp Workshops, Cotton Workshops, Tobacco
Factories, Sugar Refineries and Factories, Wool Workshops, Silk Workshops, Steel and
Iron Factories, Glass and Mirrors Factories, Commerce, European Commerce by Sea,
European Commerce with the African Western and Eastern Shores, European Commerce
with Oriental India, China and Japan, European Commerce with America, European
Commerce with Oceania, European Foreign Commerce by Land, Main Objects Imported
by Europe from Other Places, (Main Objects Taken by European to Other Places,
European Domestic Commerce, and, finally, Some Significant Means to Develop
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European Domestic and Foreign Commerce. Though Ioan Chindriş believed this to be an
original study undertaken by Bărnuţiu (who, as a student in Pavia, had statistics as a
compulsory field of study), he considered there were a number of works which served
him as references, including, first of all, the book of his acquaintance from Vienna,
Professor Francisco Nardi. 77 However the study belongs to Bărnuţiu both from the point
of view of structure and content. The memories he had from the countryside of his
homeland are included in this journey through European agriculture and economy. Many
comments related to Transylvania being provided, “Transylvania still experiences, often,
the scarcity of food, sometimes even hunger;” “In Lombardy, there is no garden without a
vine […]. Romanians could also introduce vines into their gardens, and have much use of
them;” “Italians have the privilege of not covering the vines in winter time. In
Transylvania, Sălaj, they must normally be buried.” Bărnuţiu added to an observation he
made, “I almost forgot to mention in Transylvania I have seen entire forests cut to the
ground to fuel the alcohol stills,” and consistent footnotes referred to the “unfortunate
effects of the immoderate use of alcoholic liquors in the United States of America,” even
providing a statistical table with the financial and human losses caused by excessive
drinking. Other knowledge is also displayed, “Russia’s hemp is considered the best [in
Europe]. A few years ago the Hungarians were mixing nettles in with the hemp bundles
they were sending to England. However, such economy would never bring much credit to
a nation, and is denied by any political economy.” His remarks from the chapter
dedicated to precious metal mining are most interesting, “Proportionately, Europe has
less gold than America. Transylvania, which is Europe’s Brazil as far as gold is
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concerned, does not provide more than 3,000 ingots of gold per year,” followed by
Hungary (1,500 ingots) and Germany (fewer than 1,500 ingots). “Europe has more silver
than gold, but still not as much as America.” The best mines were in Germany and
Hungary, Transylvania taking third place. Sometimes his comments and examples are sad
and show some degree of frustration:
In 1849, travelling through Banat, I asked two Romanians of good economic
stature why don’t the people of Banat plant trees. ‘We provide food from our
lands’ – answered the men – ‘we leave the tree planting to those living on the
borders, where food cannot be obtained.’ I don’t know what the
Transylvanians from the plains would answer when asked why they don’t
plant trees instead of wild teasels and vine instead of poison hemlock. It is a
shame to leave as much as a palm of land unused.
Simion Bărnuţiu’s article remains fascinating because of its testimonial quality
and the attitude of one of the few men responsible for creating the public spirit among
Transylvanian Romanians facing the technical and scientific explosion of the nineteenth
century. Newspaper articles certainly represented an outstanding means of spreading
information, even for the year 1853. 78
Of course, studying and writing went on. From Pavia Bărnuţiu sent the article
“Turcia şi cabinetele europene” (Turkey and the European Cabinets) on October 3, 1853.
The article is actually a review of a book written by Francois Joseph Francisque Bouvet
(1799–1871) in 1853, a French politician and French ambassador in Constantinople in
1848 but who resigned after Louis Napoleon’s coup d’état in 1851 and came back to
politics after 1860, acting as the French consul in Mosul. The passionate reading,
mentioning the Oriental crisis, was almost a preamble for the imminent explosion of the
Crimean war (1853–1856). Bărnuţiu’s presentation allows a glimpse into both the
78
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author’s sympathy towards the “sick man of Europe” and aversion to the “greed” of
tsarist Russia, and a very clear understanding of the cold pragmatism manifested by the
great mediating powers (England and France) in order to support their own interests. His
slight sympathy when writing about “Turkey” certainly came from his lack of it toward
tsarist Russia, the one of the traditional enemies of the Ottomans. Interestingly, the two
Danubian Principalities had long been under Ottoman suzerainty, and were as such at the
moment of Bărnuţiu’s writing. Nevertheless he perceived a kind of wicked plot of the
European great powers against the Ottoman Empire – like the Russian takeover of the
Danube’s mouths in 1812. As in other cases, rationality has not necessarily always
guided sympathy or its opposite.79
Just as strongly involved in the events occurring at home, during the first days of
January 1854, Bărnuţiu drafted the manifestos “Fraţilor!” (Brothers!) and “Fraţilor
români de toate clasele!” (Romanian Brothers of all Classes!). The fate of these
manifestos was a sinuous one, and they were published by George Bariţiu in Transilvania
(Transylvania) only much later, after Bărnuţiu’s death. 80
The manifestos were meant to be programmatic texts for Captain Gheorghe
Magheru’s action, former leader of the Walachian revolutionaries of 1848, who wanted to
organise a Romanian legion to fight in the Crimean war. After the defeat of the 1848
revolution, Magheru emigrated, spending a large part of his exile in Vienna, where he
maintained strong relations with the delegates of the Transylvanian Romanians,
especially Ioan Maiorescu and August Treboniu Laurian. Magheru also kept up a
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correspondence with the Romanian students in Italy Alexandru Papiu Ilarian, Iosif Hodoş
and Simion Bărnuţiu. The exiled general was one of the subscribers to Papiu’s work
“Istoria românilor din Dacia Superioară” (History of the Romanians from Upper Dacia),
published in Vienna, in 1853. The idea of proclamations was born anew, when Gheorghe
Magheru was preparing a Romanian army unit to fight in Crimea, and nobody could have
written them better than Bărnuţiu, the great author of the 1848 proclamations. On
February 12, 1854, general Magheru left Vienna, en route for Constantinople, and Simion
Bărnuţiu monitored Magheru’s travel with much concern, writing in a letter to Iacob
Mureşanu dated April 8, “I fear that Mr. Magheru will not be able to form a Romanian
legion, because the legionaries are in the villages, under the Russians.” 81
These manifestos both invite the Romanians from the principalities of Moldavia
and Walachia to take advantage of the war conditions, in order to free themselves from
Russian occupation, something that occurred in June 1853. They represent important
political documents urging Romanians south of the Carpathians to enforce the alliance
with the Ottoman Porte and detach themselves from tsarist Russia.
The first manifesto, entitled simply “Brothers!” started with a prophecy, typical of
Bărnuţiu’s style, in which he stated “the time when the fate of the Romanian
principalities will be determined for (the coming) centuries” had come. Europe turned its
face toward the East, the Eastern question. Therefore, the existence of the Romanian
principalities also became a matter of great significance. For that reason, the manifesto
stated, addressing the Romanians who were fighting for the “principle of legitimacy”,
“Your mission is therefore justified twice, both for your country and for Europe.” The
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entire world would judge Romanians on two criteria, “by the unity of tendencies and
powers into one single purpose and by the colouring you will give to your enterprise.”
Nevertheless, unity for one single purpose means to respect “the diverse union of the
contrary,” which is unity in diversity, submission of personal egos to the common
purpose. For, “the one purpose that connects you all is the salvation of the country.” And,
just as in the Bible, let “the one who doesn’t wish to sacrifice his passion on the country’s
altar” be ostracized, so that the rotten member would not inflict gangrene upon the entire
body. The “colour” of the action refers to the Romanians’ attitude, in accordance with the
position of “civilized Europe.” Any “revolution in a large European state” represents “the
triumph of Russia,” because “revolution is today the only ally Russia has.” Obviously, for
Bărnuţiu (who was no democrat and no liberal), the movement of the Transylvanian
Romanians in 1848 was not revolution, but exactly the opposite. It was based on the
“principle of legitimacy;” the “current movement” should therefore be the same,
undertaking the following objectives: strengthening relations with the Ottoman Porte,
ensuring internal independence, “cutting off that most dangerous influence, the Russian
protectorate.” Bărnuţiu stated further on, “I attach a concept here for you, wherein the
appropriate was said both for the country and for Europe.” The proclamation drafted “is
short, just as it should be, because I believe you have also noticed that in 1848, the more
the words and greater their meanings, the smaller and fewer the actions. Search for the
essence, do not praise outside appearances.” 82
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The second manifesto, “Fraţi români de toate clasele!” (Romanian Brothers of all
Classes!) 83 included the above–mentioned proclamation, in order to set the necessary
ideological base for an insurrectional movement. First of all, it stated, “The step we are
about to take on the land of our country is not a revolutionary step.” For revolutionary
government is the government under which the country suffers, the government
dominated by Russian influence. Distancing himself from any revolutionary enterprise,
Bărnuţiu, on the contrary, unequivocally defended the principle of “legitimacy” invoked
above. By virtue of the same principle, the restoration of the old capitulation signed with
the Porte and the strengthening of relations with it, were hereby demanded. What came
next was an incriminatory accusation of the domination exerted by Russia over the
previous decades, “You know very well that since 1829, when we were promised the best
of futures, the true rulers of our country have not been our princes, but the Russian
advisers.” It is interesting to note here the use of “our country” concerning Walachia, a
sign of Bărnuţiu’s self–identification with all Romanians, regardless of their geo–political
state (Transylvanian Romanians, under Habsburg rule, and those in Walachia and
Moldavia, legally under Ottoman suzerainty). The manifesto included a declaration,
proclaiming, “Our internal independence and autonomy,” on the grounds of the older
agreements concluded with the Ottomans; it also called for an end to the Russian
protectorate, equality of rights, equal division of public duties and the distribution of land
to the peasants by compensating the landlords, according to the model applied in “our
neighbour Austria.” The Romanians should, now the “hour of our redemption has come”:
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take up arms, follow the lead of their captains and wait for the sign to go into battle,
forbidding contact and collaboration with the Russians against the Sultan.
Another interesting text sent by Bărnuţiu from Pavia, this time published in Foaie
pentru minte, inimă şi literatură in March 1854, was the article “The Danube.” Offering
praise to the river, that symbol of Central Europe, and describing the spaces it wanders
through, from its source in the Black Forest to the Black Sea, Bărnuţiu arrived at the
“Romanian plains,” where “Romania stands, a vast amphitheatre of 200 miles in length
and 100 in width.” Bărnuţiu used the term “Romania” avant la lettre, in 1854, before the
unity of the two Principalities into one single Romanian state in 1859. With his
predilection for paradoxes, Simion Bărnuţiu found that “the provinces of the lower
Danube,” representing “the key not only to the entire Danube region, but to all Central
Europe, have purposely been kept in a state of somnolence.” The Romanians, “serfs for
two masters” – with reference to Ottoman suzerainty and the Russian protectorate – had
lost their hope and “believe that no instrument exists against injustice.” The Danube
drains into the Black Sea, which should have been “gates for Hungarian and German
trade,” were being walled in by Turkish and Russian forces, “looking at each other with
hostile eyes.” As long as “barbarism” guards the Danube’s way into the sea and there is a
permanent war on its banks, wrote the Romanian author, quoting “a statesman” whose
name he failed to give, “barbarism and war will be injected into all Europe, by means of
the continent’s main artery,” damaging especially Austria.
The end of the article is a poem, dedicated to the first modern Romanian ship
upon its departure for the Mediterranean Sea, actually an apologia for the Latin origin of
the Romanian people. It is known that his ship was the “Mariţa,” launched by the ruler of
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Walachia, Gheorghe Bibescu, in 1843. The ode dedicated to the first ship was written by
the poet Cezar Bolliac and published in the Curierul românesc (Romanian Courier) of
Bucharest, on June 18, 1843. The Romanian poem retrieved by Simion Bărnuţiu in the
article “Dunărea” (Danube) is not however Bolliac’s “Ode,” and its author remains
unknown. 84
Meanwhile Bărnuţiu was preparing himself thoroughly for the law degree. We
have seen how on December 7, 1853 he took the first of his final exams, in statistics,
natural law and criminal law, with Professors Giuseppe Zuradelli and Pietro Barinetti,
and the rector Antonio Volpi. It is interesting that in April 1854, while he was still a
student in Pavia, with Aron Florian and Ioan Maiorescu as intermediaries, Simion
Bărnuţiu was offered the position of public prosecutor of the powerful Romanian
community in Satulung, Şapte Sate, near Braşov. However, despite the prestige attached
to the position, he refused it.
On June 6, 1854, at the age of forty–six, Bariţiu presented his graduation thesis in
law at the University of Pavia, entitled “Argumenti di giurisprudenza e di scienze
politiche.” Thus he became a graduate in civil and criminal law, being “laurea in ambele
le leggi.”

Supporting the Creation of a Romanian Public Spirit
In June of 1854 Bărnuţiu left Pavia heading for Vienna, where, until December of
the same year, he worked as a translator of imperial laws into Romanian. From here he
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wrote many letters, all meant for publication, dealing with matters related to the
flourishing of Romanian culture and science.
The article “Unele idei după frunzărirea broşurilor reuniunii, dintr–o scrisoare a
unui om mare” (Certain Ideas after Having Turned over the Pages of the Union’s
Brochures, from a Letter of a Great Man), published in Foaie pentru minte, inimă şi
literatură, was inspired by the reading of the first yearbook of the Romanian Women’s
Union, founded in 1852 in Braşov. Bărnuţiu admired this institute, modern and Western
by definition. 85 The Romanian Women’s Union, lead by Maria Nicolau, the mother–in–
law of the publisher Iacob Mureşanu, was established in Transylvania four years after the
revolution. A comparison shows how advanced this initiative was, as it preceded the
feminism promoted among the Transylvanian Saxons – by Therese Bacon (1824–1911),
the founder of the Sighişoara Association for the Education of Women (1895) and the
creator of the pedagogic college for girls in the same town (1905)86, but also among the
Czechs after 1862 – as part of the Sokol movement, by means of forming clubs
exclusively for women. 87
The Union’s Yearbook drew calls of admiration from Bărnuţiu, “A venerable
monument of brotherly love for the martyrs who deserve you [because of] their love and
the union which raised you up through love! Sacred alliance of mothers of those who are
motherless, born from the ruins of the devastating war, just as the Phoenix is born from
its own ashes!” Bărnuţiu praised the super–confessional nature of the union, which rose
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above the “traditional” Romanian dispute between the Orthodox and the Greek–Catholic
churches, as a personification of the “spirit which animated the Romanians in 1848.”
The creation of the Romanian Women’s Union was certainly, in the context of
neo–absolutism, a significant event, aimed towards endowing the Romanian nation with
modern institutions, and Bărnuţiu’s salute represented the approval of such an enterprise
coming from “the most beloved Transylvanian of that time,” as Ioan Chindriş put it. This
is also the explanation for the article’s title, given by Iacob Mureşanu, under which the
letter was published. It is known that out of modesty Bărnuţiu scolded the publisher for
the title of “great man.” 88
The article “Congresele ştiinţifice” (The Scientific Congresses), sent from Vienna
on July 13, 1854 and published in Foaie pentru minte, inimă şi literatură promoted the
resumption of scientific gatherings and lauded the gain obtained from such congresses at
national level – in Bucharest, as well as in Sibiu, Blaj and Arad. As with any other word
or phrase coming from Bărnuţiu, the idea of holding congresses also carried a certain
weight under an absolutist regime which had suppressed public gatherings, among many
other things. 89
In Vienna, Bărnuţiu went on writing, convinced that his articles would contribute
to the enlightenment of the nation. “Civilitatea şi barbaria antică şi nouă” (Civilization
and Barbarism, Ancient and Modern), was sent to Iacob Mureşanu on November 6, 1854
and printed in Foaie pentru minte, inimă şi literatură. 90 Bărnuţiu encouraged the
development of “civilization” by means of an extended school system, including
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“elementary schools,” “secondary schools,” and “schools for the grown–ups.” Indeed, the
issue of the education system reappeared, almost obsessively, in the articles Bărnuţiu
wrote while both in Italy and Austria.
As we have seen, in Vienna, the ministerial secretary Heufler offered Bărnuţiu a
good position translating imperial laws into Romanian (September 17, 1854), a position
formerly occupied by Aron Florian. A Transylvanian Romanian, the revolutionary Aron
Florian had moved to Moldavia, where he was occupied organizing the educational
system; he asked Bărnuţiu to join him in Moldavia. 91
On September 6/18, 1854, August Treboniu Laurian, also in Moldavia, renewed
the invitation. However, subsequently, on September 29 Bărnuţiu was offered the
philosophy chair at the Academia Mihăileană in Iaşi, the capital of Moldavia, with a
salary of two hundred gold coins per year. Bărnuţiu accepted this proposal without
hesitation the very same day.
On November 16, Bărnuţiu filed a request with Minister Bach to be granted
permission to accept the position offered in Moldavia, and permission was quickly
granted, on December 21, 1854. Thus, three days later, on December 24, 1854, Christmas
Eve, Simion Bărnuţiu left Vienna heading for Iaşi. He stopped over in Cracow, a town he
visited with much attention and interest. Later, having passed through Lemberg, he
finally arrived in Iaşi.
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Bărnuţiu in Moldavia–Iaşi (1854–1864)
What then were the causes that determined Bărnuţiu to refuse an excellent
position in the imperial capital and leave for the infinitely more modest Iaşi?
One of the very few scholars who has studied Bărnuţiu’s life, Bogdan–Duică
believed that an important cause could have been the “lack of dignifying perspectives and
freedom of thought under the rule of absolutism” and that, by moving to Moldavia,
Bărnuţiu “would save his scientific freedom of thought,” given the fact that in Austria,
his theories “were officially declared as inadmissible heresies in the universities.” 92
This may have very well been one of the reasons pushing Bărnuţiu away from
Vienna. However, the main motive was probably his desire to work as a teacher, to
follow his dream of teaching in a Romanian university, of using the knowledge he had
obtained in the West for the elevation of his nation. Since the conditions necessary for the
creation of a Romanian academy in Transylvania had not yet come about, like many
other Transylvanians – August Treboniu Laurian, Ioan Maiorescu, and Aron Florian –
Simion Bărnuţiu also chose to give a helping hand in the creation of a Romanian
education system in the principalities of Moldavia and Walachia. All these fine
Romanians from Transylvania became pioneers in their new adoptive country, in the true
sense of the word, opening new paths and new schools.
Simion Bărnuţiu worked for nine and a half years (1854–1864) in an environment
that he himself created, a society undergoing transformation. First he held a modest
position as a high school teacher, where he introduced logic as a subject in 1855.
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In May 1855 he became the deputy of the general inspector of schools in
Moldavia; the general inspector, his old friend and collaborator, August Treboniu
Laurian, had left for a study trip to Germany.
In Iaşi in January 1856 he held the important conference entitled “Lecţiune
limbistică din logica aplicată, întru apărarea principiului romanităţii în Dacia” (Linguistic
lessons from applied logic, for defending the principle of Roman origins in Dacia), the
lifelong obsession of, among others, all mid–century Romanian Transylvanian
intellectuals. Shortly thereafter, on March 7, 1856, the faculties of philosophy and law
were finally opened in Iaşi, and Simion Bărnuţiu presented the inaugural speech.
Bărnuţiu took the philosophy chair at the faculty of philosophy and the public and
private natural law chair at the faculty of law within the Academia Mihăileană, the only
institution of higher learning in Moldavia, created by the Moldavian Prince Mihail Sturza
as early as 1834. In addition Bărnuţiu was also teaching a series of new subjects in this
young university: psychology, pedagogy, aesthetics, ethics, history of philosophy, etc. He
taught, in the faculties of philology and law, sixteen and one-half hours every week, in
addition to preparing completely new courses and also teaching practical seminars. 93
In 1858 Bărnuţiu began teaching law and philosophy, and it was also his duty to
teach an introduction to philosophy in high school. In addition, there was his activity as a
member of the school council of Moldavia. This large workload affected his health, but it
appears that Bărnuţiu did not spare himself.
Courses for the academic year 1859–1860 included, on a weekly basis, four and
one-half hours of the history of law and institutions of the Roman law, three hours of
93
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natural law, three hours of Romanian domestic and foreign public law and constitutional
law, three hours of ethics and aesthetics, three hours of pedagogy and history of
philosophy, therefore a total of sixteen and one-half teaching hours per week. 94
As far as philosophy courses were concerned, from the many authors whose
works the teacher from Blaj, then Iaşi, knew and studied, Immanuel Kant (1724–1804)
was undoubtedly the most important, together with the interpretations of the
“transcendental synthesis” made by his successor in the Königsberg chair, the famous
Wilhelm Traugott Krug (1770–1842). Simion Bărnuţiu used Krug’s work as a source for
his philosophy courses at the university; Handbuch der Philosophie und der
philosophischen Literatur (Manual of Philosophy and Philosophical Literature), a
compendium representing the abstracted version of Krug’s works 95:
Fundamentalphilosophie (Fundamental Philosophy), System der theoretischen
Philosophie (system of theoretical philosophy) and System der praktischen Philosophie
(System of practical philosophy), most probably treated in a comparative and synthetic
manner with the Latin translation of the German author’s work by Stephanus Márton
(Vienna, 1820).96
Duică identified the sources found at the basis of the psychology, logic and
pedagogy classes taught by Simion Bărnuţiu in high school and at the university in Iaşi. 97
Empirical Psychology and Logic, taught by Bărnuţiu for the first time in the secondary
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schools of Iaşi, were part of a posthumous volume published only in 1871. 98 The
principal source used by the author was the manual of Prof. Dr. Joseph Beck, secret
adviser of the land Baden, entitled Philosophische Propädeutik. Ein Leitfaden zu
Vorträgen an höhern Lehranstalten (Philosophical Propedeutics. Guidelines for the
Courses of Higher Education Institutes), issued in a third edition in 1849.
Bărnuţiu’s Pedagogy, published in 1870 was inspired by A.H. Niemeyer,
Grundsätze der Erziehung und des Unterrichts, (Fundaments of Education and
Teaching), the first edition of 1796 and the seventh edition in 1818. 99
Other courses taught by Bărnuţiu in Iaşi, still unpublished, are those noted by G.
Bogdan–Duică in 1924: The Constitutions of the main countries with introductions;
Anthropology; Encyclopaedia of theoretical philosophy; Metaphysics; Aesthetics;
Science of virtue;100, as well as an entire series of manuscripts found at the Romanian
Academy Library in Bucharest (17 volumes), Romanian Academy Library in Cluj–
Napoca (4 volumes), the University Central Library “Lucian Blaga” in Cluj–Napoca (5
volumes), the University Central Library “Mihai Eminescu” in Iaşi (1 volume), National
Archives in Cluj–Napoca (1 volume) and the National Archives in Alba Iulia (1 volume),
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whose titles are all included by Ionuţ Isac and Ioan Chindriş in a recent volume retrieving
and sending to the press Bărnuţiu’s Philosophy after W.T. Krug. 101
It has to be stressed that Simion Bărnuţiu’s contribution to the national spirit was
enormous, but certainly not via philosophy. G. Bogdan–Duică’s conclusion is that
“although lacking in originality, S. Bărnuţiu’s work was valuable. It opened the borders
of Romanian minds, constantly importing new ideas, because the ideas of the philosophy
of law never get old and always bear fruit.” 102 In fact, the significance of Simion
Bărnuţiu’s work in Iaşi did not consist in its originality or the lack of it, but in the
enterprise of scientific clearing, in being a creator and pioneer of a university subject
never before practiced. Indeed, the “science of law” taught by Bărnuţiu at the University
of Iaşi relied for its theoretical basis on Dr. Carl von Rotteck’s law course, Lehrbuch des
Vernunftsrechts und der Staatswissenschaften (Manual of Rational Law and State
Sciences), a work in four volumes published in Stuttgart in 1834, 1835, 1840 and 1847: I.
“Allgemeine Einleitung in das Vernunftsrecht. Natürliches Privatrecht” (General
Introduction to the Rational Law. Private Natural Law); II. “Allgemeine Staatslehre”
(General Science of the State); III. “Materielle Politik der besondern Staatslehre”
(Material Politics of the Special Science of the State); IV. “Oekonomische Politik der
besondern Staatslehre” (Political Economy of the Special Science of the State). 103
Karl Wenceslaus Rodecke von Rotteck (1775–1840), a professor of universal
history and law at the Freiburg University from 1798, cultivated fundamental ideas like
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the political philosophy of Jean Jacques Rousseau, the common, sovereign will and the
revolution. As a collaborator of the gazettes Allgemeine politische Annalen (General
Political Annals) and Der Freisinnige (The Free–Spirited), he advocated a sincere
liberalism and an optimistic idealism. Together with his friend Karl Theodor Welcker,
beginning in 1834 he drafted the famous Staatslexikon, wherein he supported pragmatic
politics, freedom of the press, abolition of serfdom and the emancipation of peasants with
compensation from the state. In 1848 he was a member of the German parliament in
Frankfurt. His university courses, books and published works have all been put to the
service of applying and putting into practice philosophy and rational law. Rotteck
considered the revolution itself an expression of the general will, as the harmony of
freedoms expressed by the majority, leading to the concept of social pact. In essence,
Rotteck was a true republican. 104
Bărnuţiu, very far from being a republican, also cultivated the ideas of Karl
Theodor Welcker (1790–1869), professor in Kiel, Heidelberg and Freiburg, author of a
fundamental work about the internal and external system of practical, natural and
Roman–German medieval law (1829), co–publisher with Rotteck of Der Freisinnige
(The Free–Spirited) for which he was dismissed as a professor. Welcker was also a
deputy in Frankfurt in 1848, co–editor for the Staatslexikon—Ioan Maiorescu was also a
collaborator thereof, representing the Romanian voice. 105
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The law courses taught by professor Bărnuţiu in the Moldavian capital’s
university were published a few years after his death. In Iaşi, with his old perseverance
and stubbornness, Bărnuţiu managed “to develop a Romanian law, as a consistency of
some Roman ideas.” 106 As seen above, some had to wait for Ioan Chindriş and the
twenty–first century...
Dreptul public al românilor (Romanian Public Law) (1867) 107 is a compendium
wherein Bărnuţiu insisted on emphasizing the parallelism between natural law and
Roman law, but the most precious segment of his work is Romanian law, researched to
its very sources and so little known before then. Though Bărnuţiu was without doubt the
first historian of Romanian law, Bogdan–Duică justly accused him of lacking a scientific
base, considering that he “had become a victim of the lack of study of his age and also of
nationalistic fantasy.” 108 Nevertheless this is a point that can be made about all
nationalists, who exaggerate the age, unity, national consciousness, greatness, literature,
history, etc., of their “nations.” The biggest exaggeration of Bărnuţiu was the relation
established between Roman and Romanian, Bărnuţiu’s lifelong obsession. The guiding
idea, namely Romanians being regarded as the purest of Romans, led him to the legal
essence of the Roman–Romanian spirit, and just as in his earlier works, drove him
towards making prophecies, “After all, if we ask history [...], then Romanians can fear
that the foreign prince will fill the country with foreigners […]; to this end, he will
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surround himself with the proud people of his nation, as the Greek king did, and put
Romanians aside and discredit them in the face of Europe.”109 Equating the foreign
prince with foreign slavery was indeed a prophecy meant to scare people in 1860, and it
caused violent reactions. As a natural result of his lifelong beliefs, Bărnuţiu could not
abdicate himself from the principle of national autonomy.
Dreptul natural privat (Natural Private Law) was published in 1868, 110 though
Bogdan–Duică considered the book a translation from Rotteck’s first volume, Allgemeine
Einleitung in das Vernunftsrecht. 111 The terms under which Simion Bărnuţiu was
building his conception were as follows: Natural law was the “primitive fountain” and
the “sacred foundation” of the positive (rational) law. Only the two laws together give
justice, otherwise positive law was merely “an instrument of power,” because two forces
fight “for the domination of human things: law and power.” He was differentiating
“jurisprudence” founded on the natural law from what he called “juristeria” of the
positive law, siding with power. 112 In the Moldavia of 1855–1860, this was a bold
conception, making room for tendencies of radical renewal, on a modern basis.
In Dreptul natural public (Natural Public Law), also published posthumously, in
1870, 113 Bărnuţiu borrowed Rotteck’s ideas of the second volume of the Staatslehre. The
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Transylvanian professor translated again, processed, eliminated or completed other works
by personal explanatory observations. Bărnuţiu was talking here not only about the unity
of political power and the sanctity of power, but also about the right of the citizen, about
his duty to ask himself before submitting, “Where does power come from? Who is the
legitimate regent? What does he command?” Bărnuţiu believed that the prince could
command only according to what his conscience knew “as necessary or useful,” being
obliged to bring to completion what the “true common will” demanded of him. Applied
concretely, these ideas were leading the Transylvanian author to the rejection of a foreign
prince in Moldavia and Walachia. Following the sources researched by Bărnuţiu, G.
Bogdan–Duică found the explanation that Krug’s influence merely made him
“defensive,” while Rotteck’s influence made him “aggressive.” 114
It was precisely this aggressiveness that unleashed Titu Maiorescu’s polemic a
few years after Bărnuţiu’s death: the influence of Bărnuţiu’s ideas was so great within the
Moldavian society of those times that, Maiorescu said, that Bărnuţiu created an actual
school. 115
Nicolae Iorga, Romania’s foremost historians characterized Simion Bărnuţiu thus:
He wasn’t meant to be a writer or a journalist, but teaching, in its highest
form, was his mission; he wanted to rest a new conception of his people’s
duty to itself and to humanity on eternal principles; and thus he arrived at the
philosophy of law, constitutional law and his own theories regarding the
nation’s political life. 116
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Encouraged by such opinions, Dr. Ioan Raţiu, the leader of the Transylvanian
Romanians’ national movement in the second half of the nineteenth century, became
even more fervent, “As we have seen, Bărnuţiu’s favourite study was philosophy and
jurisprudence. In the field of jurisprudence, he can be considered the most original
Romanian writer of his time.” 117 This was not accurate, of course, but accuracy is not one
of the virtues of national fervour.
More realistically, G. Bogdan–Duică deemed that “it cannot be about originality
in his case,” but he had found, of course, the other merits of Bărnuţiu’s thinking, “The
scientific importance of S. Bărnuţiu does not consist in the introduction of the ideas of
natural law to the Romanians: those laws had long been among us; but in their
reintroduction, on more serious grounds, with more diligence and more consistent
application to the political events the nation was going through.” Bărnuţiu spread his
ideas by means of the two centres: Blaj (1831–1848) and Iaşi (1854–1864) and “for
twenty years he was sowing constantly and he died without seeing the final harvest.” 118
Bărnuţiu’s manuscripts were harshly criticized for their Latinising excess. As we
will present in the following chapter, Titu Maiorescu was the most severe critic of Simion
Bărnuţiu’s writings. 119 However, beyond their form, his texts remain a significant and
important research subject for the history of the genesis of modern Romanian culture and
philosophy, whose beginnings cannot be separated from Simion Bărnuţiu. 120
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The years 1853–1856 were for Professor Simion Bărnuţiu “a calm and fruitful
period from a scientific point of view,” when he composed many articles, studies,
lectures for university courses, and various other works. Very few of them were
published at that time, as we have already seen, and most of the works remained only in
manuscript form or were published posthumously, “Dreptul natural public” (“Natural
public Law”), “Pedagogia” (“Pedagogy”), “Psihologia empirică şi logica” (“Empirical
Psychology and Logic”), “Estetica” (“Aesthetics”), “Istoria filosofiei” (“History of
Philosophy”), “Filosofia preste tot” (“Philosophy Everywhere”), “Doctrina dreptului
naţiei” (“The Doctrine of the Nation’s Law”), “Dreptul ginţilor” (“The Law of Nations”),
“Fisiologia” (“Physiology”), “Metafisica” (“Metaphysics”) and others. 121
In the spring of 1858 there was a notorious scandal between the general inspector
of schools, supported by Alexandru Papiu Ilarian and August Treboniu Laurian on one
side, and the Moldavian teachers on the other. Bărnuţiu supported not his old
Transylvanian friends, but the local group, and his great reputation determined the
departure of Laurian and Papiu from the Moldavian teaching system. Bărnuţiu’s attitude
was heavily criticized by the two in a violent polemic sent to George Bariţiu in
Transylvania. Despite this, the incident blew over with no repercussions or further
developments.
This incident is somehow connected to an interesting matter in Simion Bărnuţiu’s
life. Belonging to what might be termed the more say mysterious side of his life (beyond
the absolute lack of indications regarding any feminine presence around him) is also the
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fact that in 1856 we find him registered as a freemason in an Iaşi lodge. 122 Beyond this
reference, no other concrete proof or other positive document confirms Bărnuţiu’s
affiliation to freemasonry.
Researcher Gelu Neamţu, in a study called “A fost sau nu a fost Simion Bărnuţiu
francmason la 1848?” (Was Simion Bărnuţiu a Freemason or not in 1848?), claimed
that, based on circumstantial and logical evidence as well as on eloquent coincidences,
the answer to the question should be affirmative, and is “the reality on which historical
research has not yet spoken its last word.”123 Neamţu brought into the discussion
moments from Bărnuţiu’s life before 1848 and excerpts from his work, proving at least
Bărnuţiu’s closeness to the ideals promoted by freemasonry. He then outlined the close
connections of the one called “Old man” or “Venerable,” as far back as 1853–1854 by
Papiu Ilarian, Iosif Hodoş and Simion Balint 124, with people whose affiliation to
freemasonry was notorious: the revolutionaries from 1848 Eftimie Murgu, Nicolae
Bălcescu, Ioan Heliade Rădulescu and Cezar Bolliac. Even his good friend A.T. Laurian,
about whom there are no proofs of his Masonic status, had a son, Dimitrie, teacher and
journalist, founder of the newspaper România liberă (Free Romania), member of the
editorial staff of the Masonic magazine Mistria (The Trowel) and a known member of the
“Heliopolis Wise Men” lodge of Bucharest. 125 Similarly, Bărnuţiu maintained close links
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with Ioan Maiorescu, whose son, Titu Maiorescu, also became an important mason in
Iaşi, as a founder of the Junimea Literary Society, which was in fact a front for – and this
is a recently discovered fact—a Masonic lodge. 126
As mentioned above, in December 1854 Bărnuţiu left to teach in Iaşi, called by
August Treboniu Laurian and Petru Mavrogheni, the latter registered as mason in Paris
and enjoying the support of the caimacam (Moldavia’s ruler) Teodor Balş, also a mason.
As Gelu Neamţu puts it, “his relations with masons or persons suspected of being masons
are a controllable reality.” 127 As far as the Iaşi conflict dated 1857–1858 is concerned,
when Bărnuţiu sided with the Moldavian teachers and turned against his old and faithful
friends from Transylvania Alexandru Papiu Ilarian and August Treboniu Laurian, Gelu
Neamţu considers it “an almost inexplicable conspiracy.” The fact would become
explicable however if “we accepted that there might have been some dissension between
the Masonic lodges in Iaşi.” Gelu Neamţu concluded, “The conflict is yet to be cleared
up.” 128
Few writings dating from after this time are known. The long article entitled
“Progresul” (Progress) was published in Bărnuţiu’s name by George Bariţiu’s Foaie
pentru minte, inimă şi literatură in Brasov, between March 1 and July 9, 1858. The same
magazine printed (March 25–April 8, 1859) the series of Bărnuţiu’s notes entitled “Din
istoria romanilor” (On the Romans’ history), a sequel to his other preoccupations with
Italy.
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On October 26 the Academia Mihăileană became the University of Iaşi, and on
November 1, 1860 Professor Simion gave the inaugural speech, on behalf of the teaching
staff, for the opening of classes at the Iaşi University, the first university in the history of
Romania. Still, on November 21 of the same year he refused the dignity of being named
the first rector (President) of the University of Iaşi, invoking his Austrian citizenship.
Upon his (for many) surprising refusal, professor Ion Strat was elected rector.
In the fall of 1862 Bărnuţiu renounced his philosophy teaching post at the high
school, held since 1854, limiting his activity to university courses.
During the University of Iaşi academic college assembly held on February 12,
1863, he refused again the rector position.
In September 1863 Bărnuţiu made a journey to Transylvania, visiting his relatives
in Sălaj county. He also travelled to Cluj, Alba Iulia and Braşov. Returning on November
1, 1863, Simion Bărnuţiu gave a speech marking the beginning of classes at Iaşi
University.
Bărnuţiu’s already poor medical condition was steadily deteriorating, and the
health problems of his youth, mentioned above, were aggravating the situation. On
December 7, 1863 he submitted a request to the academic council of the university
wherein he requested to be replaced, for medical reasons, by the librarian Ion Bunea and
the teacher Ion Lateş; quite simply, Bărnuţiu was no longer able to teach his classes.
In his letter dated January 2, 1864, Simion Bărnuţiu’s nephew, Ioan Maniu of
Şimleul Silvaniei, informed his uncle of the intention several distinguished
Transylvanians had to elect him as the Greek–Catholic Bishop of Gherla upon the death
of Ioan Alexi. Not surprisingly, Bărnuţiu did not consider the proposal.
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In January 1864 Bărnuţiu was staying in the house of the teacher Ştefan Micle,
fellow Transylvanian originating from Feleac, near Cluj, and expressed his wish to be
taken to Transylvania. 129 On May 3, 1864 he requested of the same academic council five
months’ sick leave; he was suffering from a combined neurological and cardiac
complaint that had troubled him since 1849. 130
Bărnuţiu answered his nephew’s invitation to take care of his health in
Transylvania, and returned home, via Vatra Dornei and Bistriţa, travelling in the carriage
made available by Alexandru Ioan Cuza himself, the first ruler of Romania (Moldavia
and Walachia had elected the same ruler in 1859). This was a special carriage, wherein a
bed had been prepared for him because he was seriously ill. 131

Travelling Home
It is most likely that Simion Bărnuţiu felt his end approaching and wished to die
at home, however his condition worsened and he died on his way, on the outskirts of the
village called Sânmihaiul Almaşului, close to the Mountain of Meseş, his native village
Borşa only about thirty kilometres away.
The place where Bărnuţiu died, called Gorgana (in Romanian gorgan means
knoll), has remained to this day a place of pilgrimage. There is a spring in Gorgana where
almost certainly Bărnuţiu made a final halt, to quench his fevered thirst, and there, by the
spring, he passed away on May 16/ 28, 1864.
Bărnuţiu lived for fifty-five years, nine months and twenty-six days.
129
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On June 21 May / 2, 1864, he was buried in the cemetery of his native village,
Bocşa Română, in the Sălaj County of today. On the monument erected later, these words
are engraved, “Freedom, Brotherhood, Equality, Nationality.” These were the ideals to
which this Transylvanian had devoted his life.
Bărnuţiu’s coffin was subsequently moved from the cemetery and brought to
shelter in the underground crypt, beneath the former Greek–Catholic and now Orthodox
church of Bocşa. There are two graves in the crypt belonging to famous predecessors of
present inhabitants of Bocşa: Simion Bărnuţiu and Alimpiu Barbolovici.
A few words are necessary about the man interred next to Bărnuţiu in the crypt.
Alimpiu Barbolovici (1834–1914), zealous priest and remarkable orator, Uniate vicar of
Sălaj, the founder of the “Silvania” bank which was also centre of operations for the
gazette Observatoriul (The Observatory) in Sălaj, the man who also distributed the most
comprehensive work of Romanian history prior to 1900, Părţi alese din istoria
Transilvaniei pre două sute de ani în urmă (Selected Parts of Transylvania’s History
Going Back Two Hundred Years), by George Bariţiu, was undoubtedly the spiritual
leader of the Romanians of Sălaj in the second half of the nineteenth century. One of his
most beautiful speeches was dedicated to Simion Bărnuţiu and was given in Bocşa
Română on July 14, 1889. In this address Barbolovici resurrected his favourite notion,
that of the “providential man” sent by God to save the “suffering Romanian nation,”
confirming once again that the concept of the “saviour” was one of the most widely held
ideas of the 1848 revolution generation in Transylvania. 132
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Above the entrance to the crypt we may read this inscription, “Unite with the
people, all of you, priests, noblemen, soldiers and scholars, and take counsel in one
thought on the means for national resurrection, for we are all the sons of the same mother
and the cause is the same; stay close to the people all of you, so you do not get lost…”
(Simion Bărnuţiu). It is a quotation from Bărnuţiu’s famous speech, given in the Blaj
Uniate cathedral, on May 3, 1848, wherein the speaker was urging all Romanian social
classes and fractions to fraternize and work together for the national cause. In addition, it
was the message Bărnuţiu addressed to the Romanian élite and intelligentsia not to stray
from the common people nor fall victim to blindness concerning nationality, but on the
contrary to propagate the idea of Romanian nationhood.
As Ioan Chindriş put it, “From his observation post Bărnuţiu rules over the past
by analysis and the future by clear–sightedness. Based on national premises, in 1848 he
created Romanian nationalism.” If there was someone among Romanian Transylvanians
to inspire in the masses, illiterate and intellectual alike, the idea of nation and the desire
to live and even die for it, as more than a century later Benedict Anderson would describe
the origins of modern nationalism, that someone was Simion Bărnuţiu. 133
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Conclusions
Many contemporaries of Simion Bărnuţiu’s described him as the most famous
Transylvanian of his time. 1 Referring to his personality, Ioan Chindriş even alluded to the
title of the novel Cel mai iubit dintre pământeni (The Most Beloved of Men), written by
the great Romanian post–war novelist, Marin Preda (1922–1980). 2
Another Romanian researcher, Gelu Neamţu wrote concerning Bărnuţiu’s
acceptance:
Worshiped in 1848–1849, disputed after death by Titu Maiorescu, accused of
middle–class nationalism by Mihail Roller’s 3 servants, and, recently, thrust
into forgiveness, reproached with being a nationalist or simply ignored with
embarrassment and also accused of unaccountable atheism... 4
Still, how did his contemporaries receive Simion Bărnuţiu?
The secluded life, like that of a monk, as well as his “religion,” stronger than a
confession, which was, in fact, belief in the Romanian “nation,” are criteria which,
1

Ioan Chindriş, Simion Bărnuţiu – Suveranitate naţională şi integrare europeană (Simion Bărnuţiu –
National Sovereignty and European Integration) (Cluj–Napoca, 1998), 348, referring to the post–
revolutionary year 1854.
2

Marin Preda, Cel mai iubit dintre pământeni (The Most Beloved of Men), (Bucharest: Cartea
Românească, 1980).
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without exception, impressed all those of Bărnuţiu's contemporaries who left us written
testimony.
A physical and moral portrait of Simion Bărnuţiu dates from the spring of 1848,
created by a Moldavian intellectual who came to Transylvania to take part in second open
field congress in Blaj. The curiosity of the newcomer, for whom the name Simion
Bărnuţiu yet had no significance, turned into great enthusiasm for the one he later called
“the true fighter (…) against Magyarization.” The poet G. Sion, who arrived in Sibiu at
the end of March 1848 accompanied by other Moldavians and Walachians who would
participate in the Blaj assembly, met Simion Bărnuţiu and described him as follows:
There, for the first time, I heard about Bărnuţiu, one of the most famous and
most educated men in Transylvania. I went with a few other Moldavians and
we introduced ourselves. Suddenly we were charmed: we couldn't understand
how a man like him could have such a reputation. Truly did this man look as
ordinary as possible: unclear speech, shy nature, ordinary manners and calm
appearance that expressed almost nothing; on the contrary, he looked like half
a human being, a ghost that had abandoned purgatory to visit the land of the
mortals one last time. But, after we managed to know him better, after a few
more private conversations, we realized that he was indeed a man of high
quality: he used to get carried away like a poet when he heard words such as
fatherland, nation, and Romanianism; he looked inspired, like a prophet; his
words had a pleasant yet painful accent; there were sparks of courage and
terrorism in his eyes. Bărnuţiu enjoyed a huge and well–deserved popularity.
He proved himself to be the true fighter of Romanianism against
Magyarization. 5
Sion's description was confirmed by facts, and with good reason. Bărnuţiu's
enemy, Bishop Lemeni, considered him “a dangerous man” and on May 2, 1848, after the
St. Thomas’ Sunday open field congress in April of that year, turned him over to Teleki
József, the governor of Transylvania, “It is truly strange that the former teacher of
philosophy, Simion Bărnuţiu, to whom we owe these events, succeeded in dominating the

5
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people after his arrival, with a reassuring speech; at his word they all dispersed
immediately.” 6
We should not forget one important detail. At the outbreak of the Revolution,
Simion Bărnuţiu, together with Moldavians who had come from Paris, fixed the
appearance and colours of the flag for the Romanians of Transylvania, after the French
revolutionary design: red, white and blue, with equal horizontal stripes. 7
Later, after the revolution, through the petitionist movement, Bărnuţiu's
personality grew stronger. The amazement and admiration shown by those close to him
came from the description given to him by Alexandru Papiu Ilarian on March 21, 1858,
as “a mysterious and deadly man.” 8
Although he was still very young, Simion Bărnuţiu acquired the nickname “The
Old Man.” Alexandru Papiu Ilarian, 19 years younger, wrote to Iacob Mureşanu on
October 13, 1853, “The day before yesterday I received the article about The Hungarian
Crown from the Old Man and I transcribed it for you.” 9 Bărnuţiu was forty–five years
old.
Of course, the nickname did not reflect Bărnuţiu’s physical age, and that is
something attested even by the cleric Simion Balint (1810–1880) from Roşia, being
himself two years younger than Bărnuţiu and also a revolutionary in 1848. He had been a
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prefect in Avram Iancu's army, leading the Arieşului Valley legion of Romanians from
the Western Carpathian Mountains. 10 On December 5, 1854 Simion Balint wrote to Iosif
Hodoş in Vienna about Bărnuţiu's departure for Iaşi:
So, this is how we lose our venerable Old Man Bărnuţiu from our Kingdom
and our Fatherland – this is the way it is; it's not his fault, it's mostly ours.
May the angel of God guide him in his new Fatherland and may God protect
him from evil and from those with no God. Extend to him, should he still be
there, my good greetings, and wishes for a safe journey… 11
It was also Balint who, a few months later, wrote from Roşia in his letter to the
same Iosif Hodoş in Vienna on March 13, 1855, “[…] you are in sorrow for the Old
Man's [Bărnuţiu’s] remoteness, about whom you wrote me that he left last year [1854] on
December 24, [from Vienna]. ”12 So, even for Simion Balint, Bărnuţiu was the “the
venerable Old Man,” an attribute used by Gelu Neamţu in order to comment on the
“venerable’s” possible Masonic affiliation. 13
Once in the capital of Moldavia, after 1854, Simion Bărnuţiu enjoyed huge
success.
The lawyer, politician and writer George Panu, still a pupil at that time, depicted
Bărnuţiu during the period in which he was a teacher:
While I was playing in the schoolyard, around two o’clock in the afternoon I
used to see an old, thin man, kind looking and very modest, wearing a grey
cloak, quietly passing by the students and entering the teacher’s room. When
we saw him, we would stop any game that we were playing and remained still,
watching him disappear from sight.
Sometimes a newcomer would ask:
10
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— Hey, who’s that?
— You mean you don’t recognize him? That’s Bărnuţiu, the wisest of men,
who knows all the secrets of the World… 14
After describing the “respectful terror” with which he used to inspire his
students, Panu continued:
It is indeed extraordinary that Bărnuţiu had such a tremendous influence over his
students and pupils, that he managed to hypnotize them; he inculcated in them the
fanaticism of his ideas; they even began to talk like him, dress like him, walk like
him, not to mention that they undoubtedly began to think like him. 15
And for that period, whatever Bărnuţiu taught his students was new, progressive,
and sometimes with very precise effects. G. Panu mentioned how many of Bărnuţiu’s
supporters voted against a foreign prince in 1866, who was to become the first king of
Romania, Carol I of Hohenzollern. This issue was widely debated by the law professor
during his lectures.
A photo of Bărnuţiu remains from the time he was still teaching in Iaşi, and is
reproduced in this dissertation in order to perpetuate his image.
The suggestive description from the “Biographical note,” which was published
with his Dreptul public al românilor (Romanian Public Law), the first posthumous
volume coming out three years after Bărnuţiu’s death, also referred to the years spent in
the Moldavian capital, offering a physical description of the teacher:
Bărnuţiu was of medium height and not very athletic; his body was well
proportioned; he had a long face, with pleasant features, a kind and modest
glance; he had big, brown, intelligent eyes, but strict at the same time; his
entire physiognomy expressed the purity of his morals, his chastity. 16
14
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All the descriptions above reveal Bărnuţiu’s dual nature: not impressive in
appearance, but a kind heart and great courage; a short, lean body, far from possessing
the voice and talent of a stentor, with a sharp mind, a sturdy obsession for his national
ideas which attracted an audience from every social class and status, from peasants (the
speech of Blaj) to university students (in Iaşi); a shy and solitary nature, far from worldly
or sociable, but with a persuasive and charismatic personality.
We know nothing whatsoever of Bărnuţiu’s sentimental, private life. Though not
a monk, he was a bachelor; theologian, but excommunicated; he did not become an
apostate – his work was faith and submission to the divine will, beyond any confession;
he was acknowledged as the Transylvanian Romanians’ great spiritual leader. In Blaj the
crowd carried him on their shoulders, and yet he led a secluded life.
The acceptance of Simion Bărnuţiu and his work, by his contemporaries and by
posterity, was tardy, difficult, fragmentary and incomplete. This happened for two main
reasons:
The Linguistic Reason
Like many of his Transylvanian contemporaries (Timotei Cipariu, August
Treboniu Laurian, Alexandru Papiu Ilarian, Ioan Maiorescu), Bărnuţiu insisted on the
creation of a Latinized Romanian orthography. He was first influenced by Petru Maior
and Timotei Cipariu, and during his years of study in Pavia he experimented with a
linguistic system similar to Italian, as we have seen in previous chapters. If we consider
that Bărnuţiu was not an extremely well prepared philologist, as he himself confessed,
from an orthographical point of view these influences highlight certain amateurism in his
texts, which are characterized by their lack of constancy. This is in fact the most common
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situation of his time, because none of the languages present in official documents, be it
Romanian, Hungarian or even German, was permanently consolidated and was rich in
grammatical and orthographical inconsistencies. We also find, more so than in other
writers, “forced lexical forms, not extant in the language spoken in the Transylvania of
that time. The decoding of this language concerns the editing of Bărnuţiu’s work – from a
philological point of view.” 17

The Psychological Reason
As the previous chapters have shown, Bărnuţiu’s nature was mysterious, sending
his work to his younger collaborators in order to have them copy and send it to
Transylvania for publishing. His discretion was seen as caution due to censorship, either
as a result of a life full of harassment, or as a result of his “obscure nature.”18 Though
lacking vanity and self–importance—as for example when he refused the rewards and
decorations offered to him by the emperor, Bărnuţiu became passionate and intransigent
when talking about his nation. It was almost as if he was not conscious of his intellectual
value, which was unimportant in comparison with the pragmatism and social applicability
of his ideas, acquired through hard work and study. His moral courage was manifest
when major causes, high principles, ideals, national, cultural, school related and religious
issues were at stake; certainly not through self–promotion, something which he did not
seek.
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Simion Bărnuţiu’s modesty is revealed in a letter to his friend George Bariţiu, the
publisher in Braşov, concerning the publishing of his article on “The great Synod of the
of Făgăraş bishopric,” written in December 1842. The letter goes as follows:
Most honoured Editor!
I am sending you this article, for you to print, if possible, in the journal for
m[ind] and h[eart]. I believe that the r[eliable] editorship does not really have
a use for it. But that is not why I’m sending it; I’m sending it because I am
overwhelmed with the necessity of re–establishing our great synod, and our
clergy refuses to awake, to ask the bishop for it. Our losses are even larger
than I dare to write; I only referred to a few aspects, but whatever I referred to
cannot be kept silent any more. Do not fear to print it, sir; should you find it
worthy, I take full responsibility. Do whatever you think is right with my
name, put it all out, or just two letters, as in the manuscript 19, or no letter at
all. Excluding it from the paper may be for the best, to some extent, because
that way they would have nothing whatsoever to do to the author, and they
would deal with the thing itself with less passion. Anyway, if censorship will
allow, which I believe it will, do not fear printing it, as I did not fear writing
it. I allow you, I’m even asking you, to make any changes you may find
appropriate; if the article cannot be printed, I kindly ask you to send it back to
me as soon as you can.
Forever your faithful servant,
Simeon Bărnuţ m[anu] p[ropria],
Teacher of Philosophy 20
As an idealist, he did not care about social status and even less about gaining
fortune. His only dream was to teach Romanians in a Transylvanian university; as the
times did not allow it, Bărnuţiu accepted a teaching post at the University of Iaşi. In
essence he was a solitary man who persevered, who refused any ready–made idea or
value judgments created by others. He was strong and stubborn in his work. As a leader,
his ideas became contagious to others and over time they came to serve as landmarks.
In conclusion, what was in fact Bărnuţiu’s role in the national movement of the
Transylvanian Romanians and then in the Romanian Diaspora in the nineteenth century?
19
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What was the significance of his nationalism for pan–Romanian society at the beginning
of the move towards nationhood?
As Ernest Gellner demonstrated in his book Nations and Nationalism, a variety of
cultural and spiritual factors and conditions compete with social progress. In the era of
nationalities, these factors, or the necessity of transposing them into reality, motivated the
national intercessions. In other words, society’s affluence and economic growth depend
on innovation, the effectiveness of the mass media, universal literacy, and an all–
embracing educational system based on a shared, standard idiom. These factors govern
the relationship between culture and the state. Political units that do not conform to the
principle “one state, one culture” feel the strain in the form of nationalist activity. 21
This dissertation planned to emphasize, in the case of Romanian nationalism—
through its representative, Simion Bărnuţiu—the spread of general European ideas. The
1848 revolution, in the context of modern evolution, was the first major opportunity for
the manifestation of the wishes of the Transylvanian Romanians, whose main concerns
were the recognition of their nation and the rejection of Magyarisation by refusing the
unification of Transylvania with Hungary. The representative of this ideology was,
without doubt, Simion Bărnuţiu.
The situation of the Transylvanian Romanians also includes that “Eastern
nationalism,” defined by John Plamenatz 22, or “the classical Habsburg–and–east–and–
south type of nationalism” developed by Gellner. 23 The Transylvanian Romanians—the
powerless,” most of them being deprived of education—“share folk cultures which, with
21
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a good deal of effort and standardized and sustained propaganda, can be turned into a
rival new high culture, whether or not sustained by the memory, real or invented, of a
historical political unit allegedly once build around the same culture or one of its
variants.” Further, this kind of Eastern nationalism did not operate “on behalf of an
already existing, well–defined and codified high culture,” but, on the contrary, “was
active on behalf of a high culture as yet not properly crystallized, a merely aspirant or
high culture in–the–making.” The Eastern European nations “were still locked into the
complex multiple loyalties of kinship, territory and religion. To make them conform to
the nationalist imperative was bound to take more than a few battles and some
diplomacy.” 24 We remember here Bărnuţiu’s dynastic loyalty, his “Romanian religion,”
his major national imperative, far beyond the Transylvanian Romanians’ confessional
spli—Orthodox and Greek–Catholic (Uniate).
The concept of “Diaspora nationalism” applied to the Romanian case is very
interesting; it is described as a third form of nationalism, in addition to the Eastern and
Western types of nationalism. 25 Although Geller takes into account the national
minorities of great geographical mobility, like Jews, Armenians and even Greeks, and
more recently, Chinese and Indians, in describing this type of nationalism he correctly
observed that Diaspora nationalism could easily be applied to Romanian Transylvanian
intellectuals, who took Romanian nationalism across the Carpathian Mountains to their
countrymen in Walachia and Moldavia. We have also shown the contribution and the role
of Transylvanian intellectual elite in creating the Romanian educational system in the
Danubian Principalities and their involvement in the process of Romanian state
24
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unification of 1859, when Romania was born as a unitary state. Undoubtedly Simion
Bărnuţiu, together with his closest collaborators, is just one of a few of the examples of
Diaspora nationalism. Clearly, this concept has a wider applicability over the
representatives of nationalism belonging to other peoples, also divided, either within the
Habsburg Monarchy or in their own principality. Another example is that of the Serbs,
since—as early as the rule of Miloš Obrenović (1830–1839)—many Serbian intellectuals
in the Austrian Empire, where public instruction was more widespread, moved to the
self–governing principality, simply forming a special category of public officials,
teachers, and members of the State apparatus. 26
Simion Bărnuţiu is the father of Romanian nationalism. Our dissertation has
analyzed his crucial role as the main ideologue of the Romanian Transylvanian revolution
of 1848–1849; he understood the necessity of mobilizing the peasant masses and
intellectuals alike. Of course, the now well–known myths of the Roman origin of the
Romanian nation and language, the rhetoric about the proud descendents of Trajan, etc,
were omnipresent, as other myths and constructs were used elsewhere. We have seen this
in the early pages of this dissertation with Hobesbawm, Anderson and other Western
scholars. Indeed, Bărnuţiu envisaged the imagined community that could be shaped
through language, the few newspapers he wrote for, and education in the national idiom.
In parallel he came up with a radical national program that ended the Romanian–
Hungarian flirting established in March 1848, demanding recognition of his nation and
opposing the union of Transylvania with Hungary.
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Unlike the Hungarian Transylvanians, who had a liberal and radical nobility as
their revolutionary avant–garde, and unlike the Transylvanian Saxons, where the
revolutionaries rose from among the ranks of officials, principally jurists, but also from
among the clergy and journalists 27, the revolution of the Romanian Transylvanians was
ignited and continued by the intelligentsia. The Romanian Transylvanian revolution of
1848 was a revolution of a few intellectuals who were passionate and skilled enough to
gain the support of the illiterate peasants through innovative means: scaring them with
Hungarian intentions, flagging the abolition of serfdom, and flattering them with their
noble Roman descent, unlike their barbaric Hungarian oppressors. 28 Among this
intelligentsia—who created the thought of the Romanian nation, exploited the general
revolution, reacting to it and acting on behalf of what they perceived to be the interest of
their countrymen, the Romanian leaders, and especially the members of the Permanent
Committee from Sibiu, contributed differently.
Simion Bărnuţiu, the president of the Romanian National Committee, was guided
in his words and thoughts by a central idea: the Romanian nation. In fact, Titu
Maiorescu’s accusation may have contained some truth, in the sense that Bărnuţiu’s only
religion was the newly discovered nation. This was the priority that determined the
strategy and Bărnuţiu was the one who managed to connect it with the Romanian
Transylvanian movement of 1848. This was also the catalyst of our research into the
written work of the Transylvanian revolutionary scholar.
27

Friedrich Teutsch, Geschichte der Siebenbürger Sachsen für das sächsiche Volk, III. Band: 1816–
1868, (Sibiu: Druck und Verlag von W. Krafft, 1910), 202. The “bearers of the new ideas” were young
jurists, young theologians, and gymnasium professors, who had not been involved in the public life of the
Transylvanian Saxons.
28

Gelu Neamţu, Faţa necunoscută a revoluţiei române de la 1848–1849 din Transilvania (The Hidden
Side of the Romanian Revolution in Transylvania 1848–1849), (Cluj–Napoca), 15–21.
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Certainly, Simion Bărnuţiu had strong connections with both the Transylvanian
Saxons, while a student at the Law Academy in Sibiu, and also with Hungarians, through
the articles he published in a Cluj based newspaper, Erdélyi Híradó, together with
George Bariţiu, Alexandru Bohăţel and Ioan Rusu concerning the controversy around the
legal case with Bishop Lemeni. 29 Bărnuţiu was the contemporary of one of the greatest
ideologues of Transylvanian liberalism, Wesselényi Miklós

30

Nevertheless, Bărnuţiu’s

actions did not cross those of Wesselényi, nor were there any considerable connections
between Bărnuţiu and the spiritual leaders of the Transylvanian Saxons. This situation is
highly significant as it reflects the fact that each national movement had its own
principles and its own objectives. As we have seen in the previous chapters, history and
historiography are nothing but a reflection of this lack of communication.
Lack of interest is however partial or intentional. It is quite remarkable that the
mystery around Simion Bărnuţiu in Western historiography does not cover other
representative figures of the Romanian Transylvanian revolution of 1848. There is
doubtless evidence concerning the sympathy of Hungarian historiography for Nicolae
Bălcescu 31 and paradoxically even the guerillero Avram Iancu 32. Bărnuţiu’s grave

29

Melinda Mitu, Sorin Mitu, Românii văzuţi de maghiari. Imagini şi clişee culturale din secolul al
XIX–lea (The Romanians Viewed by the Hungarians. Cultural images and Clichés in the Nineteenth
Century), (Cluj–Napoca: Editura Fundaţiei pentru Studii Europene, 1998), 90.
30

Botezan et al., Dicţionarul personalităţilor revoluţiei de la 1848 în Banat şi Transilvania (Dictionary
of important figures from the 1848–1849 Revolution in Banat and Transylvania), “Simion Bărnuţiu” (entry
written by Ionuţ Isac), “Wesselényi Miklós” (entry written by Varga Attila), 44–51, 450–452.
31

See Stelian Mândruţ’s study, Nicolae Bălcescu în percepţia istoriografiei maghiare. Studiu de caz: I.
Tóth Zoltán (Nicolae Bălcescu in Hungarian Historiography. Case study: I. Tóth Zoltán ), in „Biografii
paşoptiste. Culegere de studii“ (“Biographies of 1848. Collection of Studies”), I, Gelu Neamţu, (Bucharest:
Editura Academiei Române, 2006), 128–147.
32

As shown by Melinda Mitu, Problema românească reflectată în cultura maghiară din prima
jumătate a secolului al XIX–lea (The Romanian Issue Reflected in the Hungarian Culture in the First Half
of the Nineteenth Century), (Cluj–Napoca: Presa Universitară Clujeană, 2000), with reference to the work
of Köváry László, 173 and Szilágy Sándor, 175.
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character, his inflexible and uncompromising attitude in his battle for nationality turned
him into someone who would rather inspire fear because of his ideological “fanaticism,”
than real scholarly interest. It is safe to say however that precisely because of this
Bărnuţiu was able become the éminence grise and the ideologue of the movement, the
popular leader who imposed and inspired the national program.
In the absence of a Transylvanian bourgeoisie, the intellectuals entered the
national fight armed only with myths, history, philology and—occasionally—philosophy,
imposing a spirit of moderation abandoned by Simion Bărnuţiu only in 1848.
Intellectuals and peasants alike followed him.
As a final observation, we believe in the necessity of conducting balanced studies,
in languages other than Romanian, without taking sides or blaming characters and entire
nations, as Romanian historiography has unfortunately been inclined to do in the last six
decades. This first English language Simion Bărnuţiu monograph and study of his leading
role in shaping the radical national ideology in 1848 was also meant to show that writing
history has nothing to do with national militancy or enmity. While this dissertation has
applied Western theories to a little known East European revolutionary hero, it has also
distanced itself from what has been done so far in Romanian historiography. All this is in
the belief that writing history should not seek to establish guilt or moral responsibility,
but rather investigate ages past with neither passion nor emotion, but by striving to
identify events and phenomena that may or may not fit past or present theories.
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Simion Bărnuţiu (1808–1864)
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Barnuţiu's letter of defense against accusation of anticlericalsim
Ein Hochw. Dom Capitel meint, daß man von der Blasendorfer Geistlichkeit so
was, ohne zu sündigen, nicht einmahl vermuthen darf. Ich sage aber, daß ohne Grunde
und Daten nicht blos von der Blasendorfer Geistlichkeit, aber auch von dem niedrigsten
Menschen in der Welt man etwas schlechtes nicht einmahl denken ohne zu sündigen,
aber mit Gründe und Data dürfen wir von jeder mann ohne zu sündigen. Ich habe von der
Blasendorfer Geistlichkeit gar nicht vermuthet, ich habe nur von einem Geistlichen
gesagt was ich vermuthet habe, und habe das auch schriftlich eingereicht. – Was für
Folgen meint das Hochw. Dom Capitel? Vielleicht hat Angst es möge durch die
Untersuchung irgend welcher Geistliche als schuldig heraus kommen, und das würde
dem Clerus zur Schande gereichen? Es möge herauskommen wenn jemand schuldig ist,
wenn niemand schuldig ist wird gewiß keiner als schuldig erscheinen. Wie viele
Erzpriester sind zur Rechenschaft gezogen aus Verdachte halber? Und mehrere auch
bestraft – und weil durch die Handlungen irgend eines Individuums der Clerus entehrt
wird, ist jenes Individuum von jenem Verdacht, jeder Verantwortlichkeit frei zu
sprechen?
d.

Löbliche Commission!
Folgende ist die Darstellung der zwischen den 4ten und 5ten Jänner l.J. gegen
mein Leben und Haus vollbrachten nächtlichen Einbruches:
Gegen halb eins nach Mitternacht, klopfte jemand an mein der Gasse zu
gelegenem Fenster Laden, worauf ich sowohl als der im Vorzimmer schlafende Student
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erwachte, als dieser im nahegelegenen Tag Zimmer ein Geräusch hörte glaubte zuerst ich
wäre aufgestanden, und ohne sein Wissen ins Zimmer gegangen, dero wegen guckte er
durch den Schlüßelloch, und als er kein Licht sah, und den früheren Geräusche und
Rauschen einiger Paziere [!] wieder hörte, sah er ein, daß kein gutes Zeichen sey,
deswegen als er schnell die in das Tagzimmer führende Thür aufschloß, erstaunt nahm
wa[h]r daß die Fenster offen seyen, an das eiserne Gitter aber einen Balken aufgestellt
darunter aber einen Menschen den er wegen der Dunkelheit nicht erkannt hatte welcher
bis zur Brust hinein gekrochen ist. Der Student der nichts zur Hand hatte womit er ihn
schlagen sollte stieß das Hülfegeschrei „Räuber“ aus, worauf der erschrockene Räuber
mit den uibrigen die beim Fenster waren davon gelaufen ist, es kamm noch einer vom
Gange aus ihnen nach. Nachdem der Student die Fenster eröffnet hatte hörte er, daß sie
gegen die Gasse dem Demeter Kirchendiener zu lief ein Mensch in Stiefeln. Des
Nachbars Nicolaus Tipographs Frau hörte das Hülfegeschrei „Räuber“ und einige Leute
gegen die Gasse rennen unter ihrem Fenster wo der der [!] Erzpriester Simeon Fülep
wohnt, sie glaubte man schlage sich draußen. Nach diesem weckten wir den Canonicus
Boer Stephan, der aus ging mit einigen Studenten, und fand den Balken aufgestellt am
Gitter des Fensters meines Tagzimmers, die Mauer ruinirt, die Jalusien herabgenommen,
neben der Thür aber des Pfahles gegen die Leiter, und die drei zusammengebundenen
Stricke, welche nachdem man sie hereingebracht und sie gesehen habe, bin mehr
erschrocken, als auf das Hülfegeschrei „Räuber,” den[n] daran habe ich gesehen daß das
Attentat gegen mein Leben gerichtet war.
Wir haben alsobald die Sache dem bischöfflichen Hofrichter Samuel Vajda als
Aufseher der öffentlichen Ruhe bekannt gemacht, mit der Bitte er möge am Platze
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erscheinen, und das Nothwendige verordnen, in diesen gefährlichen Umständen, allein
der Herr machte keinen Schritt aus dem Zimmer, obwohl die Pflicht bei weitem wichtiger
war als alle Ausschlüsse die er zu seiner Entschuldigung hervorbringt, welches
Versäumniß als strafwürdig bezeichne um so mehr da er auch in der Früh erst um 8 Uhr
zu mein Haus kamm, und die Sache so kalt als möglich nahm, er hat zwar den Hajducken
von Haus zu Haus geschickt, allein nachdem bekannt wurde daß die Leiter und der
Balken dem Herrn Fülep gehöre that weiter keinen Schritt um zu untersuchen sondern
ließ die ganze Sache dahingestellt.
Meine Meinung ist, daß das Attentat gegen mein Leben gerichtet war, und stützt
sich auf folgende Thatsachen:
Die Räuber haben meine Thür geöffnet, meine Jalusien herabgenommen, meine
Fenster aufgemacht, durch eins meiner Fenster ist einer der Räuber bis zur Brust
hereingedrungen, meine Jalusien hat man geschlagen, mein Haus umzingelt, neben
meiner Thür hat man die Stricken gefunden, mit denen man draußen noch nicht gearbeitet
hatte, und nur nachdem sie eingedrungen sind wollten sie gebrauchen – Geld haben sie
bei mir nicht suchen können, den[n] wäre der, ihr Zweck, so wären sie anderswo
gegangen wo sie ohne Zweifel Geld gefunden hätten, und auch leichter dazu gekommen
wären. – Allein wäre der ihr Zweck gewesen, sicher sie hätten an meine Jalousien nicht
gepoltert, um mich zu wecken, sondern sie hätten gesucht in meinem leeren Tagzimmer,
und mit dem Gefundenen wären weggegangen. Das kann mann auch nicht annehmen,
was einige zur Entschuldigung des Herrn Fülep annahmen nähmlich daß die Räuber die
Speckkammer des H. Canonicus Boer gesucht hätten den[n] in dem Fall wäre leicht
gewesen mit einem Schlüssel die Speckkammer des H. aufzusperen – das kann auch nicht
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bestehen, daß sie zum Herrn Boer hinüber gehen wollten, denn die ist eine leere Meinung
und kann sich auf keine Thatsache fußen, denn man hat die Fenster des Herrn Boer nicht
geschlagen, an der Thür oder Fenster gepoltert, man hat auch keine Zeichen gefunden,
und der Herr Canonicus Boer hat von der Sache nichts gewußt bis wir ihn nicht erweckt
haben. – Derlei Meinungen sind leere Meinungen.
Die Frage also ist wer jene Räuber waren? Wenn keine Spuren Zeichen geblieben
wären wäre jede Meinung eine leere – allein Zeichen giebt es auf welche unzweifelhaft
ohne das geläugnet werden kann, irgend eine Meinung, irgend ein Verdacht gegründet
werden kann. Nähmlich die Leiter und der Balken sind ein Eigenthum des Herrn Simeon
Fülep. Mit dieser Thatsache ist der Schluß im Zusammenhang daß der H. Fülep von dem
Attentat wissen muß. Diese Annahme stützet sich auf folgende Thatsachen:
1) Am Morgen nach dem Attentat ist der Herr Fülep in mein Haus gekommen,
nachdem er aber ausgegangen ist hat die Leiter und den Balken betrachtet, welche er
ohne Zweifel als die seinigen anerkannt hat, und doch er hat sie nicht alsobald als die
seinigen erklärt.
2) Das Benehmen des Herrn Fülep nach dem Attentat hat in mir den Verdacht
rege gemacht. Man hätte ja antworten können, wenn der Herr Fülep von dem Attentat
nichts gewußt hat er wär´ doch einmahl zu mir gekommen, und mich so aufgefordert:
Freund die Räuber die nach deinem Leben getrachtet haben, haben meine Leiter und
meinen Balken gestohlen, und dadurch nicht nur dein Leben in Gefahr gebracht, aber
auch wieder mein Haus dem Verdachte Anlaß gegeben, laßet uns mit vereinigten Kräften
die Boshaften aufsuchen, ich werde meine Diener stellen, und streng verhören lassen
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denn ich bin unschuldig, ich weiß von der Sache nichts – er ist aber nicht einmahl zum
Dom Probst gegangen um die Sache zu melden, bis er nicht gerufen wurde.
3) Der Herr Fülep ist der eine derer die Rache gegen mich bruten wegen das
Rügen einiger Vorurtheile.
4) Einige der Räuber sind der Gasse zu gelaufen wo der Herr Fülep wohnt, der
Umstand ist an sich unbedeutend, allein in Verbindung mit dem gebliebenen Corpus
delicti, und anderen Umständen wird er wichtig.
5) Am Morgen auf den Attentat, kamm auch die Frau des H. Simeon Fülep, um
das ruinirte Fenster anzusehen, sie hat auch ihre Leiter gesehen, und als ihr Eigenthum
auch anerkennen sollen, sie hat aber nicht angesagt ihr Eigenthum an, und warum nicht?
6) Die Frau Erzpriesterin hat der Herr Stuhlrichter gefragt was für ein Mensch ist
ihr Meyer? Sie gab zur Antwort das ist so ein Mensch der sich nicht traut auszugehen, es
mag der Hund noch so lange bellen – diese Entschuldigung ist verdächtig denn wer sollen
glauben daß der Herr Erzpriester so einen Menschen besoldet, der nicht im Stande ist das
Haus zu bewachen, vielmehr der Gefahr auszusetzen.
Aus diesen Thatsachen folgt daß der Herr Fülep wissen muß von dem Attentate,
in Folge dessen fordere ich die Hochverehrten Herren nach Besichtigung meines Hauses
den Herrn Fülep und alle die in seinem Hause wohnen Seine Frau Tochter das
Dienstmädchen der Niculitza Hörer der Philosophie im 1ten Jahre der Physiker Gyulaffi
streng zu verhören, jeden extra und dan[n] confrontirt. Ich bitte jene Verhör Punkte
auszustellen, die zur Sache gehören, und wenn die Urheber des Attentats also nicht
bekannt werden, bitte alles Gesindel zu verhören das dazumahl sich in der Meyerei des
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H. Fülep befand, er war ein Meyer der vom schlechten Ruf ist, ein zweiter ist bei dem H.
Stuhlrichter ein dritter ist gegenwärtig beim Vulcan Knecht.
Es war unmöglich die Leiter und den Balken zu stellen ohne dem Wissen dieser.
Zum Beweis dient folgendes.
1. In der Meyerei ist ein Hund der entweder gebellt hat oder nicht – wenn nicht –
so ist zu vermuthen daß irgend welcher von den Knechten die Leiter weggegeben hat,
wenn der Hund gebellt hat so mußte jemand ausgegangen seyn um zu sehen wie die
Sachen stehen, sonst wäre ja unnütz der Knecht im Hause.
2. Der Balken ist schwerer als daß ihn Jemand allein fortschaffen könnte, man
kann annehmen daß ihn zweye weggeschafft haben wenn es Fremde waren so hat der
Hund gebellt, und die Knechte sind erwacht – wenn er nicht gebellt hat – so mußte irgend
welcher Bekannte der Knechte gewesen seyn.
3. Die Leiter gehört nicht zur Scheune aber zum Hausboden des Meyerhauses,
und gewöhnlich liegt im Vorzimmer, also hat man sie aus der Vorstube weggetragen, das
hat aber kein Fremder thun können ohne dem Wissen der Hausleute. Der Sohn des
Lapadusz hat die Leiter noch am selben Abend in der Vorstube gesehen, ich wünschen
diesen sammt Vater und Mutter zu verhören, so wie auch die sonstigen Nachbaren.
Diese Thatsachen sammt den auf dem Corpus delicti und sonstigen thatsächlichen
Umständen basirten Verdacht in Folge einer Aufforderung des Hochverehrten Herrn Vice
Gespans, erkenne ich als Pflicht sie Einer Löblichen Commission mitzutheilen mit der
Bitte es möge eine Löbliche Commission die Sache so betreiben, daß jene Banditen
bekannt, und nach Verdienst bestraft werden um sie in Zaum zu halten, daß ja mein
Leben nicht öfters der Gefahr ausgesetzt werde. Blasendorf den 6ten Februar 843.
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Einer Löblichen Commission,
d.
gehorsamster Diener
Simeon Barnutiu
Professor der Philosophie.
d.

Honourable committee!
The following presents the development of the incursion taking place [in the
night] during January 4 and 5 this year, against my life and home:
Around twelve and half after midnight, somebody knocked into my street window
shutter, at which moment both me and the student sleeping in the next room woke up.
When he heard a noise in the room close to his, he first believed that I had woken up and
went to that room without him knowing it, that is why he looked through the key hole,
but as he didn’t see any lights and heard again the noise before, also the sound of steps,
he realized this wasn’t a good sign. Then, opening quickly the door into the living room,
he noticed in surprise that the windows were open, a beam was propped up against the
iron grid, and underneath there was a man – which he could not recognize because of the
darkness, sneaking inside up to his chest. The student, not having anything handy to hit
that person, cried out, “Thieves!,” when the scared thief ran away, together with the
others standing at the window. Another man joined them, coming from the corridor. After
the student closed the windows, he heard a man in boots, running on the street in the
direction of the church servant Dumitru. The wife of my neighbour, Nicolae the
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typesetter, heard the cry of help “Thieves!” and [also heard] some people running in the
street, underneath her window, where the protopope Simeon Fülep lives. She believed
there was a fight outside. Afterwards, I woke up Boer Ştefan, who went outside with few
students and discovered the beam propped up against the grid of the living room window,
the destroyed wall, the sheds dismantled, and by the door the stake near the ladder [?] and
the three ropes tied together. After these objects have been brought inside and after
seeing them, I felt more afraid than from the cry of help “Thieves!,” because I understood
from all these that the attempt was directed against my life.
I have immediately informed the judge of the Episcopal court, Samuel Vajda, as a
supervisor of public order, requesting him to come to the scene and command all needed,
in those dangerous circumstances. But he did not take a step outside of his room, despite
the fact that his duty was more important that any exclusions [suppositions] presented to
excuse himself. This negligence is subject to punishment, the more so as he came to my
house only at 8 o'clock in the morning and showed a very detached attitude. In fairness, I
have to say that he sent the policeman door to door, but – after it was public knowledge
that the ladder and the beam belonged to Mr Fülep – he did not take any action for an
investigation, but dropped everything.
In my opinion, the attempt was against my life, and I support it on the following
facts:
The thieves have opened my door, dismantled my shutters, opened my windows,
through one of them, one of the thieves entered down to the waist line, the shutters were
destroyed, my house surrounded, near my house we found the ropes they didn't get the
chance to work outside with, because they intended to use them after entering. They
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couldn't have been looking for money with me, for if that would have been their purpose,
they would have went some place else, where they could have find it more easily. If that
were their sole purpose, they would surely not have shaken my shutters to wake me up,
but looked into the living room and left with anything found. Also, we cannot assume,
like others did, to excuse Mr. Fülep that the thieves were looking for Mr. Boer’s bacon
pantry because – in this case – it would have been easy to unlock with a key the bacon
pantry. The supposition that they were trying to cross through to Mr. Boer’s, also doesn’t
stand; it is an ungrounded opinion, insustained by any of the evidences, because Mr.
Boer’s windows have not been hit, nor has there been noise at his door or window, no
signs found, and Mr. Boer knew anything about the whole thing, until we woke him up. –
Such opinions are ungrounded.
The question is, therefore, who were these thieves? If it weren't for the signs and
remains, any opinion would become ungrounded. But there are signs, on which an
opinion, a suspicion can be undoubtedly built on, beyond denial. That is the ladder and
the beam are Mr. Simeon Fülep’s property. The conclusion that Mr. Fülep must have
known about the attack, is based on it. This assumption is based on the following facts:
1) In the morning after the assault, Mr. Fülep came to my house, and looked at the
ladder and beam, on his way out, and undoubtedly recognised them as his, but yet didn’t
declare them at once as belonging to him.
2) Mr. Fülep’s behaviour after the assault stirred my suspicion. Positive responses
were possible, for if Mr. Fülep didn’t know anything about the assault he would have
come to me and say: „My friend, the thieves who have attempted on your life, stolen my
ladder and beam, and doing so, they have endangered your life and also attracted
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suspicion towards my house. Let us find these malefactors, by joining forces! I will call
my servants and harshly interrogate them, for I am innocent, I do not know anything
about the whole story! “But he did not even see the canonist praepositus to report the
matter, until he was called.
3) Mr. Fülep is one of the people revengeful at my account for blaming certain
prejudices.
4) Some of the thieves ran away on the street where Mr. Fülep lives. The event
itself is meaningless, but in connection to the rest of corpus delicti and other
circumstances it becomes significant.
5) In the morning after the assault, Mr. Simeon Fülep's wife also came, to look
upon the destroyed window. She also saw the ladder and should have acknowledged it as
her property, but didn't do so. And why not?
6) The judge asked Madame protopope what kind of person was her lessee? She
answered he was the kind of man who dares not going out of the house, no matter how
hard the dog would bark. This is a suspicious excuse; who can believe that the protopope
pays a man who is not capable to guard the house, even more, who exposes it to danger?
The outcome of these facts is that Mr. Fülep must have known about the assault.
Therefore, I request the most honourable gentlemen that, after visiting my house, to
interrogate harshly, each separately and then confront those, Mr. Fülep and all people
living in his house: his house, his daughter, the servant, Niculiţă, student of first year, and
the doctor Gyulaffi. Please unfold the elements of the interrogation in this matter, and if
the authors of the assaults will not be known immediately, I ask that you investigate
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everyone in Mr. Fülep’s household. That was a lessee with a bad reputation, the second
one is with the judge, and the third one is presently a servant at Vulcan.
It would have been impossible for the ladder and beam to be taken, without their
knowledge. The following serve as evidence:
1. There is a dog in the household, that either barked or not. If it didn’t bark, it is
safe to assume that one of the servants took the ladder and gave it away. If the dog
barked, then someone must have came out of the house, to see what goes on, or else the
servants would have no use in the house.
2. The beam was too heavy for a man alone to carry it. It is safe to assume that
two men carried it. If they were strangers, the dog barked and woke the servants. If it
didn’t bark, then it must have been someone the servants know.
3. The ladder is not from the shed, but the attic of the lessee’s house. He usually
lives in the front room. So, it was carried from the parlour, but no stranger could do that
without the knowledge of the house owners. Lepăduş’s son saw the ladder in the parlour,
the very same evening. I wish for them to be interrogated, together with the father and
mother, as well as the other neighbours.
Following the request from the most honourable committee secretary, I
acknowledge it as my duty to communicate the honourable committee these facts, and
together with the suspicion based on the corpus delicti and the other factual
circumstances, I kindly ask the honourable committee to take all measures necessary for
the bandits to be uncovered and punished for their crime, in order to be kept in refrains,
so that my life would no longer be exposed to danger.
Blaj, February 6, 1843.
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To the honourable committee
d.
Humble servant,
Simeon Barnutiu,
Philosophy professor

Hohes k.k. Ministerium
Die Umtriebe der Magyaren brachten noch im Frühlinge des letztverflossenen
Jahres, mit ihren falschen Vorspielungen einer angeblichen Freiheit, worunter sie aber
den Umsturz der oesterreichischen Monarchie verstanden, alle Nationen, welche unter
der ehemaligen ungarischen Krone standen, in die grösste Verwirrung. In Siebenbürgen
waren es, unter den Romanen, die jungen Leute höherer Bildung: Advokaten, Professoren
und Geistliche, welche die Tendenzen dieser angeblichen magyarischen Freiheit errieten,
und zu erst das romanische Volk darauf aufmerksam machten, und es belehrten, in seiner
unerschütterlichen Treue und Anhänglichkeit an den Kaiser und die oesterreichische
Monarchie zu verharren. Dieses trug so gute Früchte, dass die Romanen sogar dann, als
sie unter der magyarischen Schreckensherrschaft mit Hilfe des k.k. Militärs misshandelt
und nieder gemetzelt wurden, noch immer dem angebeteten Monarchen, zum Aerger der
Tyrannen, ein Lebehoch brachten. Als aber die Magyaren im Monate Oktober in Ungarn
und Siebenbürgen zur förmlichen Rebellion schritten, waren es eben diese jungen
Romanen höherer Bildung, welche das Volk unter der Leitung des kaiserlichen Militärs
zur Ergreifung der Waffen aufmunterten, um der magyarischen Rebellion Widerstandt zu
leisten, sie waren es welche dem kaiserlichen Militär 400 Rekruten zur Completierung
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der Linienregimenter stellten, sie waren es, welche die Grenzer zur Bildung der 3–ten, 4–
ten und 5–ten Bataillon aneiferten, sie waren es, welche den Landsturm gegen den von
allen Seiten angreifenden Feind aufboten, mit dessen Hilfe bis gegen die Mitte November
das ganze Land von den Rebellenhorden gesäubert wurde. Die mangelhalfte Bewaffnung
(denn das Volk kämpfte bloss mit Lanzen und Sensen) und die Uebermacht der unter
dem Rebellenanführer Bem aus Ungarn einbrechenden starken Magyarischen Horden
gaben in den drei ersten Monaten d.J. eine unglückliche Wendung den Dingen in
Siebenbürgen, und das kaiserliche Militär sah sich genötigt das Land zu räumen. Bei
dieser unglücklichen Catastrophe flüchteten sich vor dem Feinde auch jene
verdienstvollen jungen Leute und begaben sich in das benachbarte Fürstenthum
Walachei; aber dort, anstatt einen Zufluchtsort zu finden, wurden sie von der dortigen
Regierung unter allerlei eitlen Vorwänden arretiert, einige unter Aufsicht gestellt, andere
sogar in Ketten geschlagen und zwar Domherr Tim. Cipariu, Pfarrer Sabbas Popovici,
Advocat Servian Popovici, Johann Brote, Simeon Bărnuţiu, Aron Florian, Georg Roman,
Johann Pujanu, Aemilian Kertez, David Almasianu, Johann Codreanu und andere
mehrere deren Namen uns noch unbekannt sind.
Hohes Ministerium. Diese unglücklichen Brüder gehören in die Zahl jener
Romanen, die wegen ihrer Geistesbildung und der erprobten Treue gegen den Monarchen
das Zutrauen sowohl des Hohen General–Commandos aus Siebenbürgen, als auch der
ganzen romanischen Nation geniessen. Sie brachten mit ihrer Lebensgefahr die grössten
Opfer für die Integrität der Monarchie, teils als Leiter und Führer des getreuen Volkes,
teils als vom Commandierenden Generalen angestellte Beamten und Commissäre, und
gaben tatsächliche Beweise ihrer Anhänglichkeit an die österreichische Dynastie. Jetzt
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aber als sie ihr verunglücktes Vaterland verlassen mussten, traf sie ein Schicksal, das in
keiner Geschichte vorkommt. Sie mussten für ihre erprobte Treue und für ihre schweren
Opfer, auf dem gastlichen Boden gegen das heiligste Völkerrecht, das unaussprechlichste
Elend ausstehen, – von einer Regierung welche mit der unsrigen in keinen feindseligen
Verhältnissen steht in Gefangenschaft gehalten werden. Es ist ihnen sogar die
Möglichkeit entsagt, sich nach ihren im Elend zurückgebliebenen Familien zu
erkundigen; keine Kunde haben sie von ihren häuslichen Verhältnissen, wir aber kennen
sie, leider, und müssen den schmerzlichsten Umstand bedauern, dass die Meisten von
ihnen alles Hab und Gut verloren haben, und ihre Anverwandten als unschuldige Opfer
für den tief verehrten Monarchen in die Hände der Rebellen gefallen, ihre
unerschütterliche Treue zu der Allerhöchsten Dynastie entweder mit dem Tode, oder mit
der Sclaverei und Schanzarbeiten bei den Rebellen lösen müssen. Das Elend in welchem
sich diese unsere unglücklichen Brüder befinden ist für sich um so empfindlicher, ja
gewisser wissend, dass sie und ihre Nation alles was in ihren Kräften stand, für die
Aufrechthaltung der Gesammt Monarchie, getan haben. Eine Linderung ihrer Schmerzen
wäre es, wenn sie es vernehmen könnten, dass ihre den k.k. treuen Truppen einverleibten
Brüder in dem Eifer für die gute Sache noch immer brav sind, und dass jene ihre Brüder,
die in Siebenbürgen noch frei sind, auch jetzt noch den Feind aufsuchen, und ihn zu
schächen trachten. Diese Linderung der unermesslichen Schmerzen kann ihnen nur das
hohe k.k. Ministerium durch ihre baldmöglichste Befreiung verschaffen.
Wir nehmen uns daher die ehrfurchtsvolle Freiheit im Namen unserer
Verunglückten Brüder, Ein hohes Ministerium unterthänigst zu bitten, womit
Hochdasselbe geruhen möge, bei der k.k. Bucurester Agentie die nötige Verfügung zu
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verlassen, dass die von der walachischen Regierung gefangen genommenen Romanen
baldmöglichst freigelassen und ihre Rückkehr ins Vaterland mit den k.k. Truppen
erleichtert werde.
In der zuversichtlichsten Hoffnung dass die hohe Regierung diese unsere billige
aber ehrfurchtsvolle Bitte erhören wird, verharren wir mit aller Hochachtung,
Eines hohen Ministeriums
gehorsamste Diener
Im Monat Mai 1849.

Highest k.k. Government!
Since spring last year, Hungarian plots, with their delusive promises in search of a
presumptive freedom, in which was understood the overthrow of the Austrian monarchy,
brought about the greatest confusion between all nations that were then under the
Hungarian crown. In Transylvania, among the Romanians, there were highly educated
young men: lawyers, teachers and clerics who, recognizing those so called pretences to
Hungarian freedom, first brought the attention of the Romanian nation to these events,
and they taught them to be faithful and loyal to the Emperor and the Austrian monarchy.
This brought good results, such that, even when under Hungarian terrorist domination
Romanians were killed and maltreated with the help of the k.k. army, they still shouted
“Long live the Emperor!” But when, in October, the Hungarians started the rebellion in
Hungary and Transylvania, these young, educated people were the ones that encouraged
the nation to enrol, under the leadership of the imperial army, to oppose the Hungarian
rebellion; they were the ones who put 400 recruits at the disposal of the imperial army,
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completing the regiments of the line; they encouraged the border guards to form
battalions 3, 4 and 5; they were the ones who proposed [the creation of] a popular army
that attacks the enemy from all sides, the poplar army with whose help, by the middle of
November, the entire country was cleared of rebel hordes. Lack of arms (the people were
fighting only with spears and scythes) and the supremacy of the strong Hungarian forces,
brought from Hungary under the leadership of the rebel leader Bem, has served in the
past 3 moths of the current year to bring about an unhappy turn of events in Transylvania,
and the imperial army was forced to evacuate the country. This unfortunate catastrophe
forced these worthy young people to hide from the enemy, and they took refuge in the
neighbouring principality of Walachia, but there, instead of finding refuge, they were
arrested by the local leadership under different questionable pretexts, some being put
under observation, others being shackled in chains, namely Timotei Cipariu, the priest
Sabbas [Sava?] Popoviciu, the layer Servian Popoviciu, Ion Brote, Simion Bărnuţiu,
Aron Florian, George Roman, Ion Puianu, Emilian Chertes, David Almăşanu, Ion
Codreanu and many others, whose names are unknown.
Highest government! These unhappy brothers belong to the ranks of those
Romanians who, owing to their spiritual education and their proven loyalty to the
monarch, are happy to have the trust of the High Command of Transylvania, but also of
the entire Romanian nation. Endangering their lives, they risked the greatest sacrifices for
the monarchy, such as the leaders of the honest nation and the functionaries and
inspectors working for the General Command, demonstrating their attachment to the
Austrian dynasty. But now, when they are forced to leave their unfortunate country, they
have been touched by a destiny not found in any history. For their proven belief and for
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their difficult sacrifices, on strange soil, against the most holy right of the people, from a
leadership that it is not in a state of hostilities with ours, they had to bear the misery of
being held prisoner. They were even refused the possibility of inquiring about the fate of
their families; they do not have any news regarding the situation at home. However, we
do know, and sadly we regret the painful situation that many have lost all their
possessions, while their relatives have fallen into the hands of their enemies for their
glorious monarch, as innocent victims, paying for their unflinching belief in the sovereign
dynasty even with death or slavery, obliged to work for the rebels. The misery that our
unfortunate brothers are in is even more painful as it is known that they and their nation
have done everything they could for the maintenance of a united monarchy. It would
alleviate their pain if they could hear about their brothers among the faithful k.k. troops,
that they are still courageous in their efforts for the cause, and that their brothers from
Transylvania who are still free are even now looking for the enemy to annihilate him.
This tempering of their immeasurable pain could be brought about simply by the high k.k
government releasing them.
This is why we take the liberty to respectfully ask you, highest Government, on
behalf of our unlucky brothers to condescend to transmit to the k.k. agency in Bucharest
the proper depositions, in this way releasing the Romanians imprisoned by Walachia’s
leadership as quickly as possible, in this way easing their return to the country at the
same time as the k.k troops.
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With the hope that the high Goverment will hear our just cause and our respectful
request, we will remain with all esteem,
The servants of our high government
In the month of May 1849

The Cause of Mihalţ
This bloody incident has historical significance in our eyes, because although the
number of those killed by the guns of Szekler soldiers was only 12 and those wounded
about 9, this misfortune happened only a little while after the national congress in Blaj
and immediately after the opening of the popular administration on May 29, and so has
assumed national importance, as much as any event of magnitude.
An official statement is soon to be published clearing the Szekler soldiers who
opened fire in Coşlard and Mihalţ of any blame. The document, signed by all four
inspectors, dated July 21 of this year and sent from Aiud, aims to refuel the grief that was
caused to the Romanian committee that commands the general army and the
Transylvanian government. The public at large and we ourselves have read this extract of
the protocol very carefully and we know that some points and circumstances presented
are false, in that the committee was not to blame because it was simply executing orders.
The main concern however is in this question: Who sent the Szekler soldiers to Coşlard
and Mihalţ? This is revealed in categorical terms in communiqué no. 279 issued by the
divided council in Sibiu and dated June 6 this year, which, owing to the news heard from
the government, addresses itself to clerics, “The sad incidents that occurred in Mihalţ and
Coşlard caused fear in every Romanian soul: therefore, to calm those who are frightened,
we who are better informed of how events really occurred, give notice that the killings
that occurred in the named villages, were not committed on the orders of, or with the
knowledge of the sovereign government or any other high office, but because of a
misunderstanding, and therefore the sovereign government has demanded a detailed
investigation, to catch and punish those who are guilty.”
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Therefore, the government had not demanded the execution of the Szeklers in
Coşlar and Mihalţ. From now on it should be known that in our country the law doesn’t
give the army, especially a group of 240 armed men, the right to execute citizens.

This is the statement of Mr. S. Bărnuţ of the Romanian Committee to the
government commission of Sibiu:
„I understand the committee elected by the Romanian nation, and how
commissioners would align themselves in the cause of the people of Mihalţ, and that the
reporting commissioners would invite the commission’s v[ice] president and a member of
the committee to Mihalţ. The committee has put the incident before the Romanian nation
when it was not to be opened [investigated], and it is duty bound to declare itself unhappy
with the commission’s report because there were no Romanians among the
commissioners (or even members with no axe to grind with the villagers of Mihalţ and
other Romanian nationalists feeling threatened by these terrible events) who sought the
cause. And later they asked the committee, and yet the committee cannot imagine a
commission composed of only one party; second, the sovereign government, dissolving
the committee, impeded it from doing anything in the cause of the villagers of Mihalţ, in
which it would otherwise be duty bound to respond.
The report of the laudable inspectors, being close to the sovereign government
decree that dissolved the committee, cannot stand in front of the people of Mihalţ nor the
committee, which according the decree does not exist, nor the two members of the
committee, that represented the committee with their signatures, not themselves, and also
according to the decree the committee was dissolved, so neither the committee nor its
members are any longer obliged to answer for the committee’s work until such time as
will be present all members who worked on this project, together with the villagers of
Mihălţ and others that gave accounts to the committee, together with the other Romanian
deputies of the Romanian nation who, in very large numbers, sent the request of the
villagers of Mihălţ to the presidium of the sovereign general command.
This declaration was written by the committee and is linked to the decision of the
inspectors and the sovereign decree to dissolve the committee, and the representatives of
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the Romanian nation feel obliged to protest against any judgement concerning the
villagers of Mihălţ and anyone in the same national cause, declaring proudly before the
whole country that as the investigating commission cannot be legitimate without the
inclusion of non–partisan Romanian inspectors, so the legitimate act of judgment cannot
take place without Romanian judges in the case of Mihălţ or other like it.
Simion Bărnuţ”

A letter from Mr. Bărnuţ enclosed with the statement above can inform those who
want to know the truth about this cause and the following:
“On Saturday the July 6, two men from Mihalţ came and complained about the incidents
which happened on the 4, when the village protested about the soldiers entering the
village and asking for 15 days billeting (as the protocol of the governmental commission
allows). The next morning Gherengi the archivist, Cherecheş the teacher and Niculae
Murăşanu, came, the men who were sent to the committee to report on the fall of Mihalţ
and to request the safety of that region. All of us who were present listened to the details
of the frightening case with grief, and had no difficulty believing that these things really
happened. Therefore, as you know, the committee asked the military command to remove
the Szeklers and send other soldiers, to inform his Majesty about this event and to defend
the nation from this kind of disaster. A request was also sent to the sovereign government
to send a mixed official examination committee, in which Romanians will also serve, the
committee designating Mr. Man and Mr. Duca. We now see that despite this request, and
despite the number of inspectors sent to Mihalţ, no Romanians were appointed.
“After I wrote this statement I received reports in which some members of the Diet
threatened the lives of the committee members. This was combined with the news we
heard from Cluj regarding the incident with the two innocent merchants from Pest, signed
as [report] Nr.57 by Siebenbürger Bote (about the attempted shooting of deputy Schmidt
from Sibiu, on his way to Belgrade)(1), therefore knowing the mood of Hungarians
concerning us, we couldn’t have gone to Mihalţ for reasons of safety. These men are
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calling the Romanians rebels only because Romanians are defending their freedom of
speech.”
**I would have shared all the letter if we weren’t in fear for our lives every minute;
therefore, gentlemen and brothers, be sure that though our justifications and defences are
well presented in Romanian books and journals and addressed to other nations, it is of
little help for the simple reason that foreigners do not read Romanian and sadly few of
our own can read their own language. If we want to understand our fellow citizens of
other nations and also foreigners, it is requested that we write our apologies in their
languages, and they in ours. That is how the Hungarians took action with there conflict
with the Germans, and Germans with the French. The Moldo–Romanians, before they
began to print writings of national import in French, were completely unknown. In
Vasarnapi Ujság (3) on July 2, a Romanian defence was published, and all who read it
changed their opinions. [The writing of] Kolosvari Hirado of July 9 must yet be
rewritten.
The editor
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